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1. The M2M Control RTCU Platform
1.1. The RTCU Platform
RTCU stands for Remote Terminal Control Unit. A RTCU constitutes a unique combination of a programmable
control-unit with the possibility of both digital- and analog I/O plus a GSM telephone. With this composition it is
possible to solve many different tracking-, control-, regulation- and surveillance-applications.
With the RTCU all necessary functions are combined in only one product, which is very easy to program in the text
based programming language VPL. This combination makes it very efficient to make a costum-specific solution
today, and yet the same product can solve tomorrows challenges just by simple modification of the program.
By using the RTCU product, a huge flexibility is achieved, as there is no need to carry many different product types only one product type is needed to solve many different applications.
It is not necessary to buy expensive customer adjustments of the product, because it is very easy to learn how to
write a program that solves a specific problem on a standard PC using the supplied developing environment called
RTCU-IDE which even includes a complete simulator for the RTCU unit.
The programmability of the RTCU makes it possible to handle any kind of jobs, ranging from simple to the more
complicated jobs.
One of the major applications of the RTCU is remote surveillance thanks to its built-in GSM module. This facility
makes it possible to construct low-priced autonomous systems, which will be able to control and/or supervise
different processes on distant localities where there are no access to the wire based telephone lines (PSTN). The
system can be implemented in the way that it during normal conditions can manage control and surveillance of the
process by itself, but if an alarm should occur; the system can deliver an SMS-message, send a notifcation over
GPRS. send a voice-message or an e-mail to a predefined receiver.
Because the RTCU supports DTMF (keypad-phone) signalling it is possible to program the unit in such a way that an
operator in an extraordinary situation can control/monitor the system from a phone, stationary as well as a mobilephone. Furthermore the RTCU is supporting the application of recorded messages that can be transferred to the unit
from the RTCU-IDE. This feature allows construction of systems that is able to guide the operator by spoken words in
the operation. This is a "Voice-response" system and is known among other things from banks and the responsible
authorities.
The latest generation of RTCU units also fully supports GPRS, using either the M2M Control GPRS gateway
concept, or raw TCP/IP sockets.
Attention: the use of GSM and GPRS services can generate cost. Take care that the tariff of the used SIM card is
suitable for your application. We highly recommend not using SIM cards where GPRS services are charged by
elapsed time.

A good place to start is:
• RTCU-IDE Integrated Development Environment
• Quick start guide
• Examples
• Tutorial
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2. RTCU-IDE Integrated Development Environment
2.1. RTCU-IDE Integrated Development Environment
The RTCU IDE (Integrated Development Environment) is a very comprehensive development environment with all
the features necessary to develop simple aswell as very advanced applications.
Below is two screenshots showing a subset of the huge range of windows and features available in the RTCU IDE.
First screeenshot is showing the RTCU IDE with many windows open showing some of the features, except
the Simulator:
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Second screeenshot is showing the advanced in-build simulator:

Some of the features of the RTCU-IDE environment are listed below:
• Complete Development Environment. No need for other programs, all tasks are performed from within the
RTCU-IDE Environment. Build-in Project Control, which handles all aspects of a project, like source code, jobs and
voice messages.
• Complete simulation of all functions in the RTCU unit. All in- and outputs, Phone, SMS, GPRS, Real time clock
etc, can be simulated, inputs can be controlled, status of all outputs can be seen, full interaction with the Phone
functions, simulated send and receive of SMS messages, GPRS communication etc. This enables you to write and
develop an application, and on top of that, simulate the complete application, before it is transferred to an RTCU
unit. The transfer of a project to a RTCU unit, can be done either using a programming cable, over the GPRS
Gateway or using a standard telephone modem to connect to the RTCU.
• Syntax highlighting editor. All keywords, comments, variables etc, are automatically shown in different colors.
This greatly enhances the readability of a program.
• Built-in help. Help on all built-in functions, syntax of the programming language etc are available online from
within the RTCU-IDE Integrated development Environment.
• Codegenerator for VPL language and built-in functions. Helps the developer remembering not so often used
functions etc.
• Built-in uploading function. With a single click with the mouse, all components of an application, jobs, text- and
voice messages, can be transferred to an RTCU unit.
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• Built-in upgrade function for Firmware. The firmware of an RTCU unit can be upgraded from within the RTCUIDE Environment when new versions become available. Directly fetches updates from the Internet.

A good place to start is:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The RTCU Platform
Anatomy of a VPL program
The VPL Programming Language
Menu items in the RTCU-IDE Program
Project control
Simulator
Reserved words
Quick start guide
Examples
Tutorial
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2.2. Menuitems
2.2.1. Menuitems
The following pages describes all the different menu items available in the RTCU-IDE Environment. Some of the
menu items also have a shortcut key, this is shown under each of the menu items. A number of the menu items also
have a corresponding button on one of the two toolbars, please see below.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

File
Project
Edit
View
Simulator
Settings
Unit
Window
Help

This is the main Toolbar. It has buttons for the following commands:
• Save current file
• Print the current file
• Edit - Cut
• Edit - Copy
• Edit - Paste
• Edit - Undo
• Edit - Redo
•
•
•
•

Find
Find - Next
Find - Previous
Find - Replace

•
•
•
•

Bookmark - Drop
Bookmark - Next
Bookmark - Previous
Bookmark - Clear All

• Help - Pointer
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This is the Project toolbar. It has buttons for the following commands:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project - Open
Project - Close
Project - New
Project - Send via EMail
Project - Build
Project - Upload to RTCU Unit
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2.2.2. Menu item: File
2.2.2.1. Menu item: File
The File menu item is all for the manipulating of files. From this menu you can open, save, send a file using email,
and print files.

The individual items:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New
Open
Save
Save As
Send
Print
"List of last opened files"
Exit
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2.2.2.2. File - New
This command creates a new empty file. When creating VPL files, it is generally better to use the New Program
command in the projecttree.

2.2.2.3. File - Open
This command opens a file. You are presented with a file selection dialog that lets you select the file.

2.2.2.4. File - Save
The Save command saves the current document. If the current document has been created with the File New
command, and hasn't been given a name yet, you will be presented with a dialog where you can name the file.

2.2.2.5. File - Save as
The Save As command saves the current document. But unlike the Save command, you will always be presented
with a dialog where you can name the file.

2.2.2.6. File - Send
The Send command is used for sending the current document as an EMail attachment. You will be presented with a
dialog where you can type the email address of the receiver. This command requires that you have a MAPI enabled
EMail program installed.

2.2.2.7. File - Print
Using the Print command, you can print the current document. You will be presented with a normal print dialog,
where you can adjust the specific features of your printer. The printout of programs, will be in full color mode (if a
color printer is used). Your program will be syntax highlighted on the printout, in the exact same colors as used in the
editor.

2.2.2.8. File - List of files
Shows a list of the last opened files in the RTCU - IDE program. By clicking on one of these files, it will be opened for
you.

2.2.2.9. File - Exit
The Exit command ends the RTCU-IDE program. If there are any open documents that haven't been saved yet, you
will be asked if you want to save these before the program exits.
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2.2.3. Menu item: Project
2.2.3.1. Menu item: Project
The Project menu items are used to manipulate projects. From this menu you can create new projects, open an
existing, upload project to an RTCU unit, build, print the active I/O configuration and send a complete project using
EMail.
For quick switch between recently opened projects, a top 10 list is available.

The individual items:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open
New
Transfer to RTCU
Build
Print configuration
Send project
Compress and save
Information
Settings
Close
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2.2.3.2. Project - Open
The Project Open command will close the current project (if any is open) and show you a dialog where you can
select a project file. Project files has the .PRJ as file extension.

2.2.3.3. Project - New
Project New will close the current project (if one is open). It will the present you with a file dialog, where you can
type the name of the new project. When you press "Save" button in the dialog, an empty project file is created.

2.2.3.4. Project - Transfer to RTCU

The Transfer to RTCU dialog is used for transferring a project to a connected RTCU unit. By clicking on the
"Program" and "Voice" fields, you can enable transferring of either Program, Voice messages or both.
Depending on the RTCU type and/or the connection type you can choose to upload the project either as a Direct
upload or as a Background upload. Using a Direct upload will halt the execution of the running application and
enter update mode. Using the Background upload the running application will continue to run during the upload.
When the upload has been finished the actual "switch" to the new application will happen when the unit resets next
time. One other advantage of the background upload is that a failed/disconnected upload attempt can be resumed
at a later time. When using the background upload the Voice section can not be transferred and the current voice
data in the unit may be overwritten as the unit is using the voice flash memory for its operation. This means that if
the application contains Voice data and the background upload is used the Voice data will have to be transferred
seperately after the background upload has finished. Also see the verCheckUpgrade() function-block.
Before you use this feature the local with a programming cable the first time, you must configure the RTCU-IDE
program with the correct Serial port (COM port) used. This is done in the Setup dialog.
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2.2.3.5. Project - Build
The Project Build command builds a project so that it is ready for uploading to a RTCU unit, or executed in the built-in
Simulator. If any errors are encountered during the build process (mainly syntax errors in the various VPL files) a
error message is shown. The build process is then terminated, and can be started again when the error has been
fixed.
An example of an error could be:

And the current document will look like this :

Telling you that a ";" is missing on the line. Actually it's the previous line that hasn't been terminated correctly with the
";"
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2.2.3.6. Project - Print configuration
The Print Configuration command will make a printout of the current I/O configuration. This will show you which
physical in- and outputs are used in your program (shown for each Job). This makes it easier to make the actual
connections to a RTCU unit, and can function as documentation for the project.
A configuration printout can look like this:
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Configuration of all I/O signals for project "Greenhouse-1.prj"
Printed 2001-01-02 11:04
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Job: Job_Greenhouse_1 (Greenhouse_1.vpx)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------I: Sensor_L
Digital Input 0
Sensorinput for low temperature
---------------------------------------------------------------------------I: Sensor_H
Digital Input 1
Sensorinput for high temperature
---------------------------------------------------------------------------O: Out_Heater
Digital Output 0
Output to activate heater
---------------------------------------------------------------------------O: Out_Ventilation Digital Output 1
Output to activate ventilation
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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2.2.3.7. Project - Send project
Sends the active project as a compressed (ZIP) file via EMail.
When the Project Send command is invoked, a dialog will be shown:

In this dialog, a number of entry fields are already completed. You can make changes to the individual fields. This is
useful for sending a project to customer support, to a colleague, or to transfer a modified project to your customer.
Depending on your type of email program, it might be necessary for you to do a "Send/Receive" in your email
program to get the email program to actually send the email.

2.2.3.8. Project - Compress and save
Saves the active project as a compressed (ZIP) file at a specified location.
When the Compress and save command is invoked, a dialog will be shown:

Type or select the filename the project should be compressed and saved to, then press <Save>
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2.2.3.9. Project - Information
Show information for the active project.
When the Project Information command is invoked, a dialog will be shown:

Project location
The absolute path to the project file.
Number of Programfiles
The number of Program files (VPL) and Include files (INC) in the Project.
Note that a maximum of 16 files can be included.
Number of Jobs
The number of jobs in the Project.
Note that a maximum of 16 jobs can be included.
Number of Voicemessages
The number of voice files in the Project.
Size of Voicemessages
The total size of the included voice files.
Used memory for code
The size of the compiled application.
Used memory for data
The size of data in the compiled application.
Total size of executable image
The total size of the execution image.
Also expressed in percent of the total capacity.
Max memory for dynamic strings
Version 5.90
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The maximum size of memory available for dynamic strings.
Large Project
The application can only run on LARGE RTCU units
EIS32 instruction set
The application is compiled using the EIS instruction set.
AUTO keyword enabled
The application has enabled the AUTO keyword functionality.
Note that this setting is not recommended for new projects, and is available only for legacy reasons.
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2.2.3.10. Project - Settings
Change settings for the active project.
When the Project settings command is invoked, a dialog will be shown:

This dialog enables you to change settings of the project.
RTCU Type
This section contains settings specific to the RTCU unit.
Large
The application will only run on a LARGE RTCU.
EIS32
The application is build using the Enhanced Instruction Set (EIS).
Note that only LARGE RTCU units with a firmware version of 4.75 or newer supports EIS.
Legacy settings
This section contains settings that allow projects created with older versions of the RTCU IDE.
Enable AUTO
Enable the use of the AUTO keyword functionality.
From RTCU IDE version 4.60 the AUTO function is disabled by default in new projects.
It is not recommended to use this in new projects.
Defines
This section contains definitions of conditional compilation symbols.
A symbol is defined when there is a check mark in the check box and undefined otherwise.
Defining a symbol here has the same effect as using #DEFINE in the top of all VPL files present in the project.
Create / Change name
Select the conditional and single click it with the left mouse button, now enter the new name.
Click on the dialog when finished, or press ENTER. Press ESC to cancel the editing.
Remove
Select the conditional and single click it with the left mouse button, now remove the name.
Alternatively it is possible to delete an entry by pressing the DELETE key.
Define / Undefine
Click on the check box to change between Defined / Undefined.
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2.2.3.11. Project - Close
Project Close closes the active project.

2.2.4. Menu item: Edit
2.2.4.1. Menu item: Edit
The Edit menu items are commands used to manipulate text in the current document. From this menu you can Cut
and Copy, Find text, Replace text, and place bookmarks in the document (to ease navigation in large files).

The individual items:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Undo
Redo
Cut
Copy
Paste
Delete
Select All
Find
Find Next
Find Previous
Replace
Read Only
Bookmarks
Goto Bookmark
More Bookmarks
Goto line
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2.2.4.2. Edit - Undo
Reverses the last change you made to the document

2.2.4.3. Edit - Redo
This command will redo the last performed action in the text.

2.2.4.4. Edit - Cut
This command will remove the selected text, and put the selected text into the clipboard, where it will replace any
text.

2.2.4.5. Edit - Copy
This command will copy the selected text into the clipboard, where it will replace any text.
If no text is selected in the current document, the Copy command will simply copy the contents of the line where the
cursor is positioned on, and put the text into the clipboard.

2.2.4.6. Edit - Paste
If there is any text in the clipboard, this command will copy this text, and place it at the current cursor position.

2.2.4.7. Edit - Delete
This command will delete the selected text. It will not be copied into the clipboard, use the Edit - Cut command
instead.

2.2.4.8. Edit - Select all
This command selects all the text in the current document.

2.2.4.9. Edit - Find / Replace
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Using this command you are able to search for text in the current document.
Find what
The text to search for.
The drop down list contains the text from the last 10 searches.
Replace with
The text that replaces the search text.
The drop down list contains the text from the last 10 replace.
Find next
Search the document for the next instance of the search text.
Replace
Replaces the selected text, and searches for the next instance in the document.
Replace All
Replace all instances of the search text in the document.
Mark line
Select this option if the search should mark the line of all instances in the document.
The search-mark is located in the Bookmark column in the document.
Note: This option is only used with the "Find All" button.
Style found token
Select this option if the search should highlight all instances in the document.
The found tokens are highlighted with a light-red background.
Note: This option is only used with the "Find All" button.
Purge for each search
Select this option if the Searchmark and Token highlight should be removed when a new search is started.
Note: This option is only used with the "Find All" button.
Find All
Find and mark all instances of the search text in the document.
The "Mark line" and "Style found token" options determine how instances are marked.
Clear
Clear all Searchmarks and Token highlighting from the document.
Match whole word
Version 5.90
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Select this option if the search should look for the text as complete word only.
Match case
Select this option if the search should look for matching case only.
Wrap around
Select this option if the search should continue around the end of the document (Either top or bottom).
Direction
The direction of the search, Up towards the top of the document or Down towards the bottom.
Folding
The policy of searching in folded blocks.
Unfold will expand the folded block if an instance is found within.
Do not search will ignore the folded block.
Search mode
The search mode determines what the search text contains, Normal text or Regular expression.
It is not possible to search back in the document when using regular expression.
In a regular expression, special characters interpreted are:
.
\(
\)
\n

\<
\>
\x
[...]
[^...]
^
$
*
+

Version 5.90

Matches any character.
This marks the start of a region for tagging a match.
This marks the end of a tagged region.
Where n is 1 through 9 refers to the first through ninth tagged region when replacing. For example, if
the search string was Fred\([1-9]\)XXX and the replace string was Sam\1YYY, when applied to
Fred2XXX this would generate Sam2YYY.
This matches the start of a word using Scintilla's definitions of words.
This matches the end of a word using Scintilla's definition of words.
This allows you to use a character x that would otherwise have a special meaning. For example, \[
would be interpreted as [ and not as the start of a character set.
This indicates a set of characters, for example, [abc] means any of the characters a, b or c. You can
also use ranges, for example [a-z] for any lower case character.
The complement of the characters in the set. For example, [^A-Za-z] means any character except an
alphabetic character.
This matches the start of a line (unless used inside a set, see above).
This matches the end of a line.
This matches 0 or more times. For example, Sa*m matches Sm, Sam, Saam, Saaam and so on.
This matches 1 or more times. For example, Sa+m matches Sam, Saam, Saaam and so on.
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2.2.4.10. Edit - Find Next
This command will continue the search define in Find.

2.2.4.11. Edit - Find Previous
This command will continue the search define in Find, but it will find the previous occurrence of the search text.

2.2.4.12. Edit - Read only
This command will write-protect the current document. As long as the document is write-protected, it is not possible
to make changes to the text in the document.

2.2.4.13. Edit - Bookmarks
With this command it is possible to place bookmarks in the current document. Bookmarks can be used to ease the
navigation of large files.

2.2.4.14. Edit - Goto Bookmark
Using the Goto Bookmark command, it is possible to jump to defined bookmarks (if any defined) in the current
document.

2.2.4.15. Edit - More Bookmarks
Using the More Bookmarks, you can manipulate non-named bookmarks in the document. There are also commands
to jump to next/previous bookmark, clear bookmark etc.

2.2.4.16. Edit - Clear all bookmarks
This will clear all the defined bookmarks in the current document.

2.2.4.17. Edit - Goto line
Using the Goto line command, it is possible to jump to any line in the current document.
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2.2.5. Menu item: View
2.2.5.1. Menu item: View
The View menu is used for showing/hiding the various toolbars, project control and status bars of the RTCU-IDE
program.

The individual items:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard Toolbar
Status Bar
Project Toolbar
Project Control
Show Linenumbers
Folding

2.2.5.2. View - Toolbar
This command will hide/show the Main Toolbar. The Main Toolbar has shortcuts for many used functions, such as
save file, new file, print file etc:

2.2.5.3. View - Staus Bar
The Status Bar is a small window at the bottom of the RTCU-IDE program that shows the state of the Num-Lock,
Caps-Lock keys and also the current cursor position within the current document:

2.2.5.4. View - Project Toolbar
This command will hide/show the Project Toolbar. The Project Toolbar are used for manipulation of the current
project:
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2.2.5.5. View - Project Control
This command will show/hide the projecttree control. The Projecttree show the contents of the active project, see
below.

2.2.5.6. View - Show linenumbers
This command will show/hide line numbers in the margin of the VPL code-editor window.
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2.2.5.7. View - Folding

Fold all
This will fold every folding point in the document.
Fold the current level
This will fold the folding point of the code block that the current line is part of.
Unfold the current level
This will unfold the folding point of the code block that the current line is part of.
Fold the level
This will fold all folding points with the level that is selected from the sub menu.
Unfold the level
This will unfold all folding points with the level that is selected from the sub menu.
Unfold all
This will unfold every folding point in the document.

What is folding?
Folding is a feature that allows the user to selectively hide and display sections of the file.
This allows the user to manage large regions of potentially complicated text within one window, while still viewing
only those subsections of the text that are specifically relevant during a particular editing session.
Folding points are the places that marks the begining of a code block that can be folded.
There can be folding points inside the code block of other folding points, which is where the folding level comes in.
A folding level of one indicates that the folding point is not part of another code block, a folding level of two indicates
that the folding point is part of only one code block, etc.
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2.2.6. Menu item: Simulator
2.2.6.1. Menu item: Simulator
The Simulator menu is used for controlling the Simulator.

The individual items:
• Simulator
• Layout

2.2.6.2. Simulator - Simulator
Please refer to the Simulator section of the manual for an explanation of the built-in Simulator in the RTCU-IDE
Environment.

2.2.6.3. Simulator - Layout

This dialog is used for Saving and Restoring the layout of the simulator. (Which dialogs are visible, the position of the
dialogs, etc.)
This can be usefull when working on a computer where an extra monitor sometimes is connected. Then you can
have layout for single screen and one for dual screen. It also comes in handy if working on different projects and
need to switch between them serveral times a day.
To save the current layout of the simulator select a slot, write a short text and press the "Save" button.
To restore a previously saved layout select the slot and press the "Load" button.
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2.2.7. Menu item: Settings
2.2.7.1. Menu item: Settings

Using this menu, it is possible to set the serial port used for uploading to a connected RTCU unit, both for direct
cable connection, and via modem connection to a remote RTCU unit. Using the drop-down list in the "Modem
initialization strings" group, it is possible to select among different modem initialization strings, depending on the
type of modem you are using to connect to a remote modem. If the initialization string your particular modem needs
are not listed, you can type the string in the entryfield just below the drop-down list, and then press the "Add to list"
button to insert that in the list for future reference. It is possible to add a descriptive text after the initialization string,
by adding a "!" (exclamination mark) just before the comment. If more AT commands are needed for the proper
initialization, commands can be seperated with the ";" (semicolon) between commands
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The Editor page, shows the configuration options for the editor.
Font size
Sets the fontsize of text in the editor window.
Sound enabled
Enable/disable sound when some actions completes (such as uploading, DTMF tones in the Simulator etc).
Enable code folding
Enable/disable the option of folding the code in the editor window.
Folding style
The style used in the margin to show folded and not folded code.
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The Simulator page, shows the configuration options for the Simulator.
Communication port setup
Set the serial ports used by the Simulator for external communication.
This is the serial port used for External mode in the Serial simulation. If no port is sele
• Serial connection
MDT type used
Set the type of MDT to simulate.

2.2.8. Menu item: Unit
2.2.8.1. Menu item: Unit

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Logon
Communication
Setup
Data
Execution
SMS Messages
Debug Messages
I/O Monitor
GPRS

2.2.8.2. Unit: Logon
2.2.8.2.1. Unit: Logon

This funtion lets you issue a logon to a connected RTCU Unit. Only after a successfull logon (or if the password in the
connected RTCU Unit is empty) it is possible to interact with the RTCU Unit. It is possible thru the "Set password"
function, to change the password.
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2.2.8.3. Unit: Communication
2.2.8.3.1. Unit: Communication
Using the "Unit - Remote" menu, it is possible to handle all apsects of connecting and managing a remote RTCU unit,
using a dial-up connection. The RTCU-IDE supports normal analog modems, as well as Zyxel ISDN modems.
Please note that all communication to an remote RTCU is done using 57600 Baud !!

The individual items:
•
•
•
•

Connect via modem
Connect via GPRS Gateway
Status
List of callers

2.2.8.3.2. Unit: Connect via modem

Using this dialog, it is possible to connect via a standard Hayes compatible modem to a RTCU unit. The connection
will be made via the GSM module onboard the RTCU unit. The dialog will stay on top of the screen as long as there
is an active connection.
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2.2.8.3.3. Unit: Connect via GPRS Gateway

Using this dialog, it is possible to connect via the M2M Control GPRS Gateway to a remote RTCU unit, if the RTCU
unit is connected to the Internet using GPRS.
An IP-address can be specified either as a symbolic name or as a dotted IP-address. The parts that make up an IPaddress in "." notation can be decimal, octal or hexadecimal. Numbers that start with "0x" or "0X" imply hexadecimal.
Numbers that start with "0" imply octal. All other numbers are interpreted as decimal.
Examples:
Internet address value
"4.3.2.16"
"004.003.002.020"
"0x4.0x3.0x2.0x10"
"4.003.002.0x10"

Meaning
Decimal
Octal
Hexadecimal
Mix

The parameters on the Advanced page is further explained in Unit: Gateway Settings
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2.2.8.3.4. Unit: Status

This window shows different communication statistics, number of bytes transmitted/received, the number of errors
etc. Press "Clear counters" to reset all counters to 0.

2.2.8.3.5. Unit: List of callers

Using this dialog, it is possible to view and modify the list of allowed callers in a connected RTCU unit. Please note
that this list is ONLY used when a datacall is issued to an RTCU, and NOT when a voice call or an SMS message is
initiated to a Unit. If the "Allow no callers" is enabled, no callers are allowed at all. The contents of all the 8 number
fields will however, be preserved.
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2.2.8.4. Unit: Setup
2.2.8.4.1. Unit: Setup
Using the "Unit - Settings" menu, it is possible to query and set the parameters of a connected RTCU, upgrade
firmware etc.

The individual items:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

System information
Configuration
Adjust Clock
Transfer firmware to unit
Set password
GSM Parameters
Software upgrade

2.2.8.4.2. Settings - System information
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This dialog can be used to query the system profile of the connected RTCU unit. The system profile contains
information about the current configuration of the connected RTCU, such as GSM module mounted, number of I/O's,
serial number etc.
It is possible to print the system information with the button "Print"
When a X32 RTCU unit is connected to the IDE the "Extended Flash" on the Features tab is split into 2, and the X32
Features tab is added:

This shows further options of the connected unit, and if they are enabled.

2.2.8.4.3. Settings - Configuration
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This dialog is used to configure the options of the X32 series units.

Log to file options
This option enables the debug messages and the GPRS console messages to be logged in files on the SD-CARD.
These messages are the same as shown in the debug dialog and the GPRS console
The files have the following format: YMMDD###.LOG where Y is the last digit of the year (2006 = 6), MM is the
month, DD is the day and ### is a number between 0 and 999.
To prevent log files from filling up the SD-CARD, they are limited to 1 MB size, and a set number of files. When there
are too many files the oldest are deleted.
When the file with number 999 reaches 1 MB. no more messages will be logged until Midnight where the count is
reset and a new file is created.
The maximum number of files parameter determines how many files are saved in the log.
The total size used in log shows how many MB the selected number af files uses on the SD-CARD.

Battery backup enabled
This option sets the units behaviour when external power fails. This is the same as the VPL function pmPowerFail.

LCD display power
This option sets the LCD displays behaviour when the unit starts. (Either by reset or external power is applied)
This is the same as the VPL function displayPower.
Note: this option is disabled if the connected unit does not have the LCD display option.

2.2.8.4.4. Settings - Adjust Clock

Using this command, you can query the Real time Clock on a connected RTCU unit, and you can adjust the clock of
the RTCU unit. Using the "Set to current time", it is possible to set the clock in the RTCU unit to the current time of
your PC.

2.2.8.4.5. Settings - Transfer firmware to unit
Using the "Transfer firmware to unit" it is possible to upload a new firmware revision to a connected RTCU. It is
possible to select a file, or to get a list of available versions on the RTCU website by clicking the "Get update via
Internet". This requires that you have a connection to the Internet.
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Depending on the RTCU type and/or the connection type you can choose to upload the firmware either as a Direct
upload or as a Background upload. Using a Direct upload will halt the execution of the running application and
enter update mode. Using the Background upload the running application will continue to run during the upload.
When the upload has been finished the actual "switch" to the new firmware will happen when the unit resets next
time. One other advantage of the background upload is that a failed/disconnected upload attempt can be resumed
at a later time. When using the background upload the Voice section can not be transferred and the current voice
data in the unit may be overwritten as the unit is using the voice flash memory for its operation. This means that if
the application contains Voice data and the background upload is used the Voice data will have to be transferred
seperately after the background upload has finished. Also see the verCheckUpgrade() function-block.

If you press the "Get update via Internet", you will be presented with a list of available firmware files from the RTCU
website:
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It is very important that you select the correct file. Normally you will get an email from the RTCU website, that tells
you when a new version of the Firmware is available. This will also tell you the exact name of the file, and if you need
to install this new revision or not.

2.2.8.4.6. Settings - Set password

Using this dialog, it is possible to change the password for a connected RTCU Unit. The password needs to be
entered every time communication is initiated with a RTCU Unit. The "Logon dialog" is then displayed. The password
can be empty, in that case the "Logon dialog" is not shown, and the RTCU IDE is immediatly logged on to the RTCU
Unit.

2.2.8.4.7. Settings - GSM parameters

Using this dialog, it is possible to enter the PIN Code that the RTCU Unit must use in order to activate the GSM
module. If the PIN Code is disabled on the SIM Card, the PIN code field must be blank. Please note that this dialog is
just for entering the PIN code that has been set on the SIM Card, it is NOT used for changing this code, this has to
be done from a "normal" mobile phone ! If the correct PIN Code is not entered here, the RTCU Unit will not be able to
connect to the GSM network. If the SMS Service Center Address is not set correctly on your SIM card from the GSM
provider, you can set it in this window. This will store the number on the SIM card, overwriting the number set by the
GSM operator.
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2.2.8.4.8. Settings - Software upgrade

Using this window, it is possible to enable certain features in the RTCU unit. These extra features are available from
your distributor, and when ordering one of the extra features, you will be given a key. This key must be input in the
entryfield, and then by pressing the "Upgrade" button, the feature will be enabled in the connected RTCU unit. The
distributor needs the serial number of the unit in order to send you the key.

2.2.8.5. Unit: Data
2.2.8.5.1. Unit: Data
The Unit->Data menu contains a number of functions that lets a user manipulate/view different types of data in a
connected RTCU unit.

The individual items:
•
•
•
•

Persistent
Fault log
Datalogger
Filesystem
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2.2.8.5.2. Unit: Persistent

Using this dialog, it is possible to view and modify the contents of the persistent memory, FLASH and FRAM, in a
connected RTCU.
Press the Fetch button to fetch all or a range of persistent strings.
Press the Erase button to clear all or a range of persistent strings.
Use the controls in the "Range" to determine whether all persistent strings or just a range of persistent strings are
Fetched or Erased.
By right-clicking inside the list, a menu will appear. Using this menu, it is possible to modify, delete and create new
entrys in the persistent memory.
Note:
In standard FLASH the range goes from 1 to 192.
In FRAM the range goes from 1 to 20.
The extended FLASH range goes from 1 to 2000 (XF version), or from 1 to 32600 (XF8 version)

Please refer to the Persistent Memory section for more information.
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2.2.8.5.3. Unit: Fault Log

Using this dialog, it is possible to view the fault log from a connected RTCU. The fault log list shows when and what
types of errors occured in the RTCU unit. When a fault occurs in a RTCU unit, it will be signalled on the status LED
on the unit, and an entry will be written to the fault log in the unit. This fault record can be viewed using this dialog,
and it can also be cleared.
For a list and explanation of the fault codes please refer to the Troubleshooting section, Fault codes.

2.2.8.5.4. Unit: Datalogger
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Using this window it is possible to view the contents of the datalogger in a connected RTCU.
The list of records will automatically adjust itself with respect to the number of items logged in each record.
The "Fetch range" section allows to filter the records fetched.
• From/To limits the records to a range determined by a Start and a Stop time.
• Tag limits the records to a particular Tag.
The "Clear logger" button empties the datalogger.
The "Save as file" button saves the data in a comma separated file, for easy viewing in various spreadsheet
programs etc.
Please refer to the Datalogger section for more information.

2.2.8.5.5. Unit: Filesystem

The filesystem window allows for remote access to the filesystem in the RTCU units.
The filesystem is displayed similar to Windows Explorer with the Directories to the left
in a tree structure and Files to the right in a detailed list.
The dropdown list above the directory tree is used to select which media is displayed.
The directory and file info is not updated automatically.
If the selected media is not available on the connected unit, the directory tree will say "Not Available".

Refresh
Refreshes the information of files and sub-directories of the selected directory.
Use refresh on the root directory ("\" or "No card" or "Not Present") to update the info of all directories and files.

Directory functions
The directory functions are used by right-clicking in the directory tree.
This brings the popup menu:

Note: Some of the functions require a directory to be selected (Right-click on the directory name).
The functions are described below:
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Create Directory
Create new directory at the selected directory.
This is identical to the fsDirCreate VPL function.

Delete Directory
Delete the selected directory.
This is identical to the fsDirDelete VPL function.
It is also possible to delete a directory by using the "delete" key
Eject Media
Ejects the media from the unit.
This is identical to the fsMediaEject VPL function.
Quick format media
Quick formats the media. All directories and files are lost when this function is used.
This is identical to the fsMediaQuickFormat VPL function.

File functions
The file functions are used by right-clicking in the file list.
This brings the popup menu:

Note: Some of the functions require a file to be selected (Right-click on the file name).
The functions are described below:
Import...
Import files to the selected directory.
Export...
Export the selected files from the unit.
Delete File
Delete the selected files from the unit.
This is identical to the fsFileDelete VPL function.
It is also possible to delete files by using the "delete" key
Rename File
Renames the selected file. If more than one file is selected only the first one is renamed.
This is identical to the fsFileRename VPL function.
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Select All
Select all files in the directory.

Show file
It is possible to see the contents of a file by double-clicking on its name.
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2.2.8.6. Unit: Execution
2.2.8.6.1. Unit: Execution
The commands in the "Execution" menu, lets you manipulate the state of a connected RTCU unit. Thru this menu, it
is possible to Halt execution of a connected RTCU, and to Reset a unit.

The individual items:
• Halt
• Reset

2.2.8.6.2. Unit: Halt
Stops execution of VPL program in a connected RTCU unit. All outputs are set to their inactive state, and all
program execution of VPL tasks/programs stops.

2.2.8.6.3. Unit: Reset
This command will reset the connected RTCU. This has the same effect as powering the unit off and the on again. If
the current connection is via modem (datacall) or thru the GPRS Gateway, the Reset of the RTCU unit is delayed
until the datacall or GPRS connection is terminated by pressing the "Disconnect" button on either of the two dialogs,
Connect via Modem and Connect via GPRS Gateway
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2.2.8.7. Unit: SMS Messages
2.2.8.7.1. Unit: SMS Messages

Thru this dialog, it is possible to send and receive SMS messages to/from a connected RTCU Unit. All messages
to/from this window is using phonenumber "9999". If a SMS message is sent from within a VPL program using the
gsmSendSMS() or the gsmSendPDU() functions, it will be received in the lower window "Incoming SMS". Messages
sent from the upper window, will be received in the VPL program by either the functionblock gsmIncomingSMS or
gsmIncomingPDU, depending on if "Send" is pressed, or the "Send PDU" is pressed.
When the "Autoshow" option is enabled, the window will automatically be shown when SMS messages is received
from a connected unit.
If the "Send PDU" button is pressed the following dialog appears:
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Thru this dialog, it is possible to send binary messages to a connected RTCU.

When a PDU message is shown, it is possible to double-click on it, this will invoke the following dialog:
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2.2.8.8. Unit: Debug messages
2.2.8.8.1. Unit: Debug messages

The Debug messages window, will show the output from any DebugMsg() or DebugFmt() commands from a
connected RTCU Unit. The functionality this window gives you, is almost the same as the "Simulator-Debug window"
is for a simulated program, running in the simulator.
When the "Autoshow" option is enabled, the window will automatically be shown when Debug messages is received
from a connected unit. If the RTCU-IDE is connected to a unit using the GPRS Gateway, the debug messages are
default disabled at connection, use the "Disable/Enable" button to control wheter the debug messages should be
shown or not. Upon connection to a RTCU unit, either by cable or wireless, the button will show what state the
debugmessages currently are in.
Press "Save to file.." to save the contents of the debug window to a text file.
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2.2.8.9. Unit: I/O Monitor
The I/O Monitor function lets you examine the physical I/O's of a connected RTCU unit. Using the dropdown box, you
can select the update method, if "once" is selected, the I/O status is updated every time the <Update> button is
pressed.
If the mouse hovers over a label for an I/O signal, the comment for that VAR_INPUT/VAR_OUTPUT variable will be
shown in a bubble.
Please note that the I/O monitor takes some seconds to complete, especially if the connection to the RTCU is via
remote (modem) connection.
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2.2.8.10. Unit: GPRS
2.2.8.10.1. Unit: GPRS
Using the following menus, it is possible to configure the GPRS feature, which is found on some of the RTCU units.
Please consult the technical documentation for the actual RTCU unit.

The individual items:
• TCP/IP Settings
• Gateway Settings
• Console

2.2.8.10.2. Unit: TCP/IP Settings
This dialog allows you to set all relevant parameters for making a TCP/IP connection using the GSM module. Please
consult the technical documentation for the actual RTC unit regarding availability of TCP/IP. The parameters for the
TCP/IP setup, must be supplied by the GSM operator that has supplied the SIM card.

The parameters are:
Userid:
The userid that must be used in order to establish the connection
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Password:
The password that must be used in order to establish the connection
IP:
The IP address of the RTCU (if 0.0.0.0 a dynamic address is used)
Subnet:
Subnet to be used (normally 0.0.0.0)
APN:
The APN name that is to be used for the connection
DNS 1:
IP address of Domain Name Server 1 (if 0.0.0.0 this will be negotiated with provider)
DNS 2:
IP address of Domain Name Server 2 (if 0.0.0.0 this will be negotiated with provider)
Gateway IP:
IP Address of the providers gateway (normally 0.0.0.0)
Authentication:
Select the correct authentication method (normally PAP+CHAP)
Modem init:
Type any other initialization parameters that needs to be sent to the GSM module to setup a GPRS connection. This
field should normally be left blank.
Using the "Fetch from RTCU" button it is possible to read the current configuration from the connected RTCU, and
the "write to RTCU" button will store the current configuration in the connected RTCU unit.

2.2.8.10.3. Unit: Gateway Settings
This dialog allows you to set all relevant parameters for making a connection to RTCU GPRS gateway using TCP/IP.
Please consult the technical documentation for the GPRS Gateway.
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Using the "Fetch from RTCU" button it is possible to read the current configuration from the connected RTCU, and
the "write to RTCU" button will store the current configuration in the connected RTCU unit. If "Set default" is
activated, a default set of parameters will be loaded into the entry fields of the dialog.
The parameters are:
IP:
The IP address (or symbolic name) of the GPRS Gateway.
Port:
The port number that is to be used for communicating with the GPRS gateway (this is set in the GPRS Gateway)
Key:
The key value that is to be used when communicating with the GPRS gateway (this is set in the GPRS Gateway)
Advanced parameters, no changes normally needed:
Encryption Key:
The 128 bit long key used for encryption of data send to and received from the GPRS gateway.
The encryption in the unit can be enabled/disabled using the Encryption Key check-box.
If all 16 Bytes is 0 (zero) the encryption is also disabled in the unit.
Note: The encryption key cannot be read from the unit and is replaced with all zeros when "Fetch from RTCU" is
pressed.
Maximum connect attempts:
Maximum number of connection attempts to the GPRS Gateway before GPRS re-connect to the GSM network
Maximum send attempts:
Maximum number of send-request attempts before send fails
Response timeout:
Time waiting for response.
Specified in seconds.
Keep alive frequency:
Frequency for sending self-transactions thru the GPRS Gateway (number of seconds between self-transactions)
The purpose of the self-transaction is to insure a healthy two-way communication channel over the GPRS Gateway.
For application that are only sending data from the unit to the server this frequency can be safely increased.
Setting the value to zero will disable the self-transactions completely.

2.2.8.10.4. Unit: Console
The GPRS Console opens up a "window" into the working of the TCP/IP stack and the GPRS console on the RTCU.
The GPRS Console is an advanced tool that usually will be operated under the guidance of your supplier or M2M
Control. The console is only available on RTCU units that supports GPRS and will not work when the RTCU IDE is
connected to a unit using the GPRS Gateway.
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By default the GPRS messages will be disabled and must be enabled by pressing the "Enable" button. The "Clear
list" button will clear the listbox.
"Save to file" will open a dialog to select a file where the complete log shown in the listbox will be saved into.
The actual content and interpretation of the log-messages are not to be discussed further. Please contact your
supplier for more information.
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2.2.9. Menu item: Window
2.2.9.1. Menu item: Window
Using the Window menu items, it is possible to manipulate the various windows on the screen. You can create new
views of a open document, cascade the open windows, jump to the next/previous window etc.

The individual items:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New Window
Cascade
Tile
Arrange Icons
Next
Previous
"List of open windows"

2.2.9.2. Window - New Window
New window will create a new view of the current document.

2.2.9.3. Window - Cascade
This command will arrange all open windows in a cascade style.

2.2.9.4. Window - Tile
This command will tile all open windows.

2.2.9.5. Window - Arrange Icons
This command will arrange all icons for minimized open windows at the bottom of the main window in the RTCU-IDE

2.2.9.6. Window - Next
This will activate and show the next window in the list of open windows

2.2.9.7. Window - Previous
This will activate and show the previous window in the list of open windows
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2.2.9.8. Window - List of open windows
Shows a list of currently open windows.

2.2.10. Menu item: Help
2.2.10.1. Menu item: Help
Using the Help menu it is possible to get help on specific items, register the RTCU-IDE program, and to access the
Online Examples and Tutorial.
When you have an active document, such as a VPL program file, you can position the cursor on a word in the
program, and press Alt-F1. This will bring up online help for that specific word.

2.2.10.3. Help - Help topics
This command will start the Windows Help system. You will be presented with the contents of the RTCU-IDE online
help manual.

2.2.10.4. Help - Register
Allows you to register the RTCU - IDE product. This will enable us to send email notifications when new versions,
features etc is available for the product.

2.2.10.5. Help - Examples
This will give access to the Examples section of the online help.

2.2.10.6. Help - Tutorial
This will give access to the Tutorial section of the online help.

2.2.10.7. Help - Point on item
Use this command, and then point on a item in the RTCU-IDE to get help.
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2.3. Project Control
2.3.1. Project Control

The Project Control, in the following called the projectree, lets you manage all aspects of a project. Using this, it is
possible to manage program files, Include files, Jobs, I/O extensions and Voice messages.
Full project path will appear as tooltip, when you hover the mouse over the project name.
When you point the mouse pointer to one of the items in the projecttree and right-click the mouse, a drop-down
menu will appear with a number of possible commands you can activate for the item you pointed to. Please look on
the following pages for an explanation of the individual commands:
•
•
•
•
•

Program
Include
Job
I/O Extension
Voicemessages
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2.3.2. Project Control - Program
2.3.2.1. Project Control - Program
By right-clicking on the "Program" text in the projecttree, the following drop-down menu will appear:

The individual items:
• New
• Add

"Remove All" will remove all Program files from the project. Please note that the files are not deleted from the disk,
they are just not longer referenced and included in the current project.
Please note that the project is limited to 16 Program and Include files.

By right-clicking on a specific file in the "Program" section in the projecttree, the following drop-down menu will
appear:

The "Edit" command will open the file in the editor, so you can make modifications to, save it, print it and so on.
"Translate" will translate the programfile, and report any errors found.
"Remove" will remove the file from the project (the file is not deleted, just removed from the project).
Note that it is not possible to use "Translate" on INC (Include) files.
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2.3.2.2. Project Control - New Program

This allows you to name the new VPL (Program) file.
A skeleton VPL program will be inserted in the file automatically when it's created.

2.3.2.3. Project Control - Add Program

This will add a VPL (Program) to the current project.
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2.3.3. Project Control - Include
2.3.3.1. Project Control - Include
It is possible to add Include (.INC) files to a project so that they can be managed from within the project. Include files
will NOT be separately compiled by the RTCU IDE, but must be included by a Program file (.VPL) file using the
INCLUDE command.
By right-clicking on the "Include" text in the projecttree, the following drop-down menu will appear:

The individual items:
• New
• Add

"Remove All" will remove all Include files from the project. Please note that the files are not deleted from the disk,
they are just no longer referenced and included in the current project.
Please note that the project is limited to 16 Program and Include files.

By right-clicking on a specific file in the "Include" section in the projecttree, the following drop-down menu will
appear:

The "Edit" command will open the file in the editor, so you can make modifications to, save it, print it and so on.
"Remove" will remove the file from the project (the file is not deleted, just removed from the project).
The "Encrypt" command will generate an encrypted version of the file. The encrypted file has the same name as the
source file with the extention ENC instead of INC,
and is located at the same folder. For more information see Encrypted include file.
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2.3.3.2. Project Control - New Include

This allows you to name the new INC (Include) file.
Please note that Include file are not automatically compiled, but must be included in a VPL program using the
INCLUDE statement.

2.3.3.3. Project Control - Add Include

This will add a INC (Include) to the current project.
Please note that Include file are not automatically compiled, but must be included in a VPL program using the
INCLUDE statement.
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2.3.4. Project Control - Job
2.3.4.1. Project Control - Job
By right-clicking on the "Job" text in the projecttree, the following drop-down menu will appear:

The individual items:
• Add

"Remove All" will remove all job files from the project. Please note that the files are not deleted from the disk, they
are just not longer referenced and included in the current project.
Please note that the project is limited to 16 Jobs.
By right-clicking on a specific job in the "Job" section in the projecttree, the following drop-down menu will appear:

The individual items:
• Configure
• Properties
"Remove" will remove the file from the project (the file is not deleted, just removed from the project).
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2.3.4.2. Project Control - Add Job

This enables you to add a job to the current project. You will be presented with the following dialog:

In this dialog you can name the job, and select the priority of the job (high/low).
Please note that all tasks running at the same priority will be run sequentielly switching between each job every
cycle.
Assuming for example that 3 jobs A, B and C are running at the same priority, then A will run uninterrupted until END
is reached and then B will run until END is reached and the C. etc. etc. In most cases it is recommended to use true
multithreading, instead of creating multiple jobs. Please see the section on Multithreading.
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2.3.4.3. Project Control - Configure Job

This dialog lets you configure all the configurable parameters of the select Job. This is all variables defined in the
VAR_INPUT and VAR_OUTPUT sections.
Using the VAR_INPUT and VAR_OUTPUT sections, it is possible to assign in- and outputs, as well as numerical
constants, strings etc., to a Job. This means that even you don't have the source file (.VPL file) for a given job, you
can still assign values to the various in- and outputs of the program. In that way, it is possible just to distribute the
.VPX file (Job file) and not the source code (.VPL file) for a particular module.
The list at the left part, shows you all the variables defined in the VAR_INPUT and VAR_OUTPUT sections. The
variables with a "I:" in front of them are inputs, and the variables with a "O:" in front of them are outputs. When you
select one of the variables, the two fields in the bottom of the dialog shows you the type and the comment field of the
variable (the text written with orange in the editor, when you entered the program). To the right, you see a list with the
different types you can assign to variables, some are grayed out (not active for this particular type of variable).
Variables of type BOOL, can be negated using the "Negate" check box. This is useful if you (or someone else)
designed a program for use with a particular sensor, maybe a "normally open" type, and the sensor you have in the
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actual application is a "normally closed" type of sensor. Using the "negate" check box, you can negate such an in- or
output.
When variables of an integral type such as SINT/INT/DINT are assigned to an analog input/output it must be taken
into consideration the actual range ot the I/O. Using a 10-bit analog input will for example yield a numeric range of
0..1023.
At the bottom of this dialog, the selected variables type and comment will be shown.

2.3.4.4. Project Control - Jobproperties

This dialog lets you change the properties of a job in the project. You can change the file used for the job, the jobs
name and priority.
The Priority of a job determines how much processing time each job will get. A low priority job will make a pause of
10 milliseconds between each scan (BEGIN/END cycle). A high priority job do not have this delay.
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2.3.5. Project Control - I/O Extension
2.3.5.1. Project Control - I/O Extension
By right-clicking on the "I/O extension" text in the projecttree, the following drop-down menu will appear:

The individual items:
• Add
• Remove All - will remove all Net's from the project.
By right-clicking on a specific net in the "I/O extension" section in the projecttree, the following drop-down menu will
appear:

The individual items:
•
•
•
•

Add
Edit
Remove - will remove the net from the project (the devices of the net is also removed).
Remove All - will remove all device's from the net.

By right-clicking on a specific device in the "I/O extension" section in the projecttree, the following drop-down menu
will appear:

The individual items:
• Edit
• Setup module
• Remove - will remove the device from the net.
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2.3.5.2. Project Control - I/O Extension net

This dialog lets you configure an I/O Extension net.
Mode:
This is the role that the RTCU unit will take on the net.
• Master
• Slave

In this mode, the RTCU unit will monitor the Inputs and Outputs of the remote devices that are present on the net.
In this mode, a remote device on the net can monitor the available Inputs and Outputs of the RTCU unit.

Address:
This is the address of the RTCU unit.
The address is only used when Slave mode is selected.
Connection:
This is the MODBUS configuration used to communicate with the remote devices on the net.
The configuration will be set to MODBUS default values when adding a new net.
Note: The RTCU unit will always use RS485, if the selected serial port supports this.
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2.3.5.3. Project Control - I/O Extension device

This dialog lets you configure an I/O extension device.
Name:
This the name of the Device.
The name is used to identify the device in the Job configuration dialog, in the I/O monitor window, and in the
Simulator.
The name is limited to 6 characters.
Address:
This is the address of the device.
Digital Inputs:
This is where the Digital Inputs are configured.
If there are no Digital Inputs in the device, set the parameters to 0 (zero).
Count:
The number of digital inputs on the device.
Index:
This is the index of the register used to read the state of the inputs. Only use this if the device does not support the
"Read digital inputs" command.
Negate:
This option will negate the state of the digital inputs on the device.
Digital Outputs:
This is where the Digital Outputs are configured.
If there are no Digital Outputs in the device, set the parameters to 0 (zero).
Count:
The number of digital outputs on the device.
Index:
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This is the index of the holding register used to set the state of the outputs. Only use this if the device does not
support the "Write coils" command.
Negate:
This option will negate the state of the digital outputs on the device.
Analog Inputs:
This is where the Analog Inputs are configured.
If there are no Analog Inputs in the device, set the parameters to 0 (zero).
Count:
The number of analog inputs on the device.
Index:
This is the index of the register used to read the state of the inputs.
Bits:
The number of bits used in the conversion.
This is used to give the correct range of values in the I/O monitor and in the Simulator.
Analog Outputs:
This is where the Analog Outputs are configured.
If there are no Analog Outputs in the device, set the parameters to 0 (zero).
Count:
The number of analog outputs on the device.
Index:
This is the index of the holding register used to set the state of the outputs.
Bits:
The number of bits used in the conversion.
This is used to give the correct range of values in the I/O monitor and in the Simulator.
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2.3.5.4. Project Control - Setup device

This dialog allows you to configure a MODBUS device delivered by M2M Control without having to do this manually.
The step-by-step guide tells how to connect the device to a RTCU unit before setup.
If the device have Analog inputs or outputs, the first step changes to:

Model:
Select the model of the Device.
The dropdown list contains the models that is supported.
Range:
The range of the Input or Output.
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2.3.6. Project Control - Voicemessages
2.3.6.1. Project Control - Voicemessages
Voice messages can be used on the RTCU platform for delivering spoken messages to, for example, a GSM
Module. Using the Voice functions available on some of the RTCU platforms, it is possible to make advanced VoiceResponse systems, alarm systems that can deliver alarm messages using "natural" voice messages. The voice
messages, are all managed with the projecttree, under the item "Voice messages".

By right-clicking on the "Voicemessages" text in the projecttree, the following drop-down menu will appear:

The individual items:
• New
• Add

"Remove All" will remove all voice message files from the project. Please note that the files are not deleted from the
disk, they are just not longer referenced and included in the current project.
By right-clicking on a specific voice message in the "Voicemessages" section in the projecttree, the following dropdown menu will appear:

The individual items:
"Play" will play the selected voice message in your PC's loudspeaker (This requires a soundcard in your PC !).
• Voicerecorder
• Properties
"Remove" will remove the file from the project (the file is not deleted, just removed from the project).
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2.3.6.2. Project Control - New Voice File

This command creates a new voicefile, and includes it in the current project.

2.3.6.3. Project Control - Add Voice File

This command adds an existing voice file to the current project
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2.3.6.4. Project Control - Voice Properties

This lets you change the filename of an included voice message.

2.3.6.5. Project Control - Voice Recorder

This is the built-in recorder for voice messages. The dialog shows you the total amount of used storage for voice
messages, and also how much of the total memory this specific message is occupying. These two numbers are
updated dynamically while you records a message. Using the "Play" button, you can listen to the message, and using
the "Record" button, you can record a message.
The checkbox, "Low quality" enables you to select between high and low quality of the recorded speech. When using
low quality, the requirement for storage is only 50% of what is needed when using high quality. The quality of the
voicemessage when played over the GSM module, is only slightly affected when using the low quality setting.
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2.4. Simulator
2.4.1. Simulator
The Built-in simulator in the RTCU IDE is a fully functional copy of the actual RTCU hardware environment. All
aspects of the RTCU Hardware, are Simulated. This enables you to test and debug your RTCU Application, before
you upload it to the actual RTCU Platform. The Simulator lets you modify your program in the Editor, while you are
Simulating and debugging your Program. This seamless integration of the Simulator will help you getting your actual
Project working on time.
The Simulator consists of a number of Windows, each representing a Hardware item in the actual RTCU. Each
Window can be enabled- and disabled as you like. For example, if you have a Project that doesn't use Analog I/O
facilities and LCD Display, you can simply disable these two windows, in that way you can keep your screen clear of
the windows you don't have any use for.
The individual items:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RTCU Simulator, Main window
Digital I/O
Analog I/O
LCD Display
Real Time Clock
SMS (Short Message Support)
GSM
Dip switches & LED
Memory
Miscellaneous
Persistent FLASH Memory
Persistent FRAM Memory
Datalogger
Debug
GPS
GPRS
I-Button
Temperature
Serial
SD-CARD
Power management
MDT

Please note that the Simulator simulates a LARGE RTCU Unit, which means that there can be cases where the
memory constraints of a SMALL RTCU unit does not show in the simulator the same way as in a real physical unit.
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2.4.2. Simulator: Main Window

The Simulator Main Window controls all other windows associated with the Simulator.
It also controls the execution of your program, that is, it enables you to restart and stop your program. Using the
check boxes, it is possible to enable or disable the different parts of the RTCU Platform in the Simulation. So if you
don't use the LCD Display etc. simply just remove the checkmark next to the "LCD Display", and the LCD Display
will disappear. The Simulator will remember all modifications you do to the operating, which windows that are
enabled, their position etc, so you don't have to setup the Simulator every time you start the RTCU IDE and/or the
Simulator.
When the "Hide Simulator" button is pressed, the simulation (if started) will continue to run, but all windows that
belongs to the Simulator, and are visible, will be hidden. They will be visible when the Simulator is activated again.
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2.4.3. Simulator: Digital I/O

The Digital I/O Window, is a direct simulation of the (up to) 16 Digital Inputs and Outputs on the RTCU Platform. The
buttons "1/0" on the left side of the "Input 1..16", enables you to toggle an Digital input on or off.
The 16 red LED's shows the current state of each of the 16 digital inputs.
The 16 green LED's shows the current state of each of the 16 digital outputs.
Please note that the names of the individual I/O's used in the program will be shown at each I/O to help you
remember which I/O's are used for which signal in your program. If you position the mouse pointer on one of the I/O
signals, a box will show you the comment placed in your program for the specific I/O.
To the left of the window is a list of devices that contribute to the total number of Digital I/O's available. (See Project
Control for more info)
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The "Onboard" device represent the RTCU unit itself, while the rest is devices defined in the Project.
If a device does not support the full 16 Inputs and Outputs, then the unsupported I/O will be disabled.
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2.4.4. Simulator: Analog Inputs

The Analog Inputs Window, enables you to simulate the Analog Input features of the RTCU Platform. The 4 sliders
on the left side of the Window, set the Analog input value for each of the 4 channels. These four sliders, are each
coupled with a entry field, just to the right of each slider. Each slider will follow it's entry field and vice verse. When
you set a new Analog input value, either by using the slider or the entry field, press the "Set" button to the right of
each entry field. The value will only be set when you push this "Set" button. This is to avoid spurious input values
caused by changing the sliders position.
Please note that the names of the individual Input's used in the program will be shown at each input to help you
remember which input's are used for which signal in your program. If you position the mouse pointer on one of the
input signals, a box will show you the comment placed in your program for the specific input.
To the left of the window is a list of devices that contribute to the total number of Analog Inputs available. (See
Project Control for more info)
The "Onboard" device represent the RTCU unit itself, while the rest is devices defined in the Project.
If a device does not support the full 8 Inputs, then the unsupported inputs will be disabled.
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2.4.5. Simulator: Analog Outputs

The Analog Outputs Window, enables you to simulate the Analog Output features of the RTCU Platform.
Please note that the names of the individual output's used in the program will be shown at each output to help you
remember which output's are used for which signal in your program. If you position the mouse pointer on one of the
output signals, a box will show you the comment placed in your program for the specific output.
To the left of the window is a list of devices that contribute to the total number of Analog Outputs available. (See
Project Control for more info)
The "Onboard" device represent the RTCU unit itself, while the rest is devices defined in the Project.
If a device does not support the full 8 Outputs, then the unsupported outputs will be disabled.
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2.4.6. Simulator: LCD

The LCD Display Window, simulates the LCD Display available on some RTCU Units.
The windows shows context of the LCD Display.
With the LCD display power check-box it is possible to force the LCD display ON/OFF, similar to the application
calling displayPower().

2.4.7. Simulator: RTC

The Real Time Clock Window, simulates the on board clock of the RTCU Platform. In the window, you're able to set
the Time as your Program sees it. So if your program is scheduled to do some action at a specified time in the
future, you are able to set the clock to a convenient time for the Simulation. Using the slider for the Clock speedup
factor, it is possible to let the RTCU clock run at a fatser speed. This can be very usefull, if a program uses the builtin clock to determine when a certain action should be taken, or when a value should be logged in the Datalogger
etc. The speedup factor is only an approximate value, and is not 100% precise. Useable range is from 1 to 120.
1 means that the clock runs at normal speed.
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2.4.8. Simulator: SMS

The SMS (Small Message Support) allows you to simulate all the SMS features of the RTCU Platform. In the upper
window, it's possible to write a SMS message (max 160 characters) and after typing the message, press the "Send"
button to send the SMS message into your program. The number in the Caller ID field will be sent to the RTCU as
the Caller ID of the sender. The drop-down box, will contain a list of all different SMS messages that have been
sent. Use Clear List button to clear this list.
In the bottom window, all SMS messages from your program, will be listed with a time stamp, and the text of the
message. The contents of this window can be cleared with the Clear list button.
The simulator implements the one message buffer (see gsmIncomingSMS or gsmIncomingPDU) and an error
message will popup if a SMS or PDU cannot be delivered to the VPL application.
The "True simulation" checkmark, if checked, simulates the time it takes for an SMS message to be sent from the
GSM module (approx 4 seconds). If it is un-checked, the SMS messages sent from the VPL program will be sent
instantly without any delay.
If the "Send PDU" button is pressed the following dialog appears:
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Thru this dialog, it is possible to send binary messages to the simulated program, PDU messages is received thru the
gsmIncomingPDU functionblock
When a PDU message is shown, it is possible to double-click on it, this will invoke the following dialog. which will
show all details for the incoming PDU message:
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2.4.9. Simulator: GSM

Simulates all aspects of the GSM phone. Using this window, you can simulate a GSM phone calling the RTCU
application, or receiving calls from your RTCU platform.
Power
Show the state of the GSM module on the RTCU unit.
Off hook
Show when the GSM module on the RTCU has a connection with the simulated phone.
Hangup
Reject or Terminate a connection with the simulated phone.
Call
Accept or Initiate a connection with the simulated phone.
0 - 9, *, #
Send DTMF tone from simulated phone.
Caller ID
This number will be presented to the RTCU when you make a call to the RTCU using this Phone.
SIM card present
Simulate if the SIM card is present in the RTCU unit.
Signallevel
This number will be presented to the RTCU when you call gsmSignalLevel.
LAC
This number will be presented to the RTCU when you call gsmGetLAC.
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Cell ID
This number will be presented to the RTCU when you call gsmGetCellID.
Status
This is the status of the simulated phones connection to the GSM network.
Disconnected
The simulated phone is not connected to the GSM network
Connected
The simulated phone is connected to the GSM network
Searching
The simulated phone is searching for a provider.
Access denied
The simulated phone cannot connect to the GSM network
Current provider
Sets the GSM Public Land Mobile Network number (PLMN) of the provider the simulated phone is currently
connected to.
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2.4.10. Simulator: DIP Switch and LEDs

The Dipswitch and LED window allows you to simulate the dipswitches and LED's on an RTCU Platform.
The Dip switches & LED Window, simulates the 3 Dip Switches and the 4 User-programmable LEDs on an RTCU
Platform. The 3 buttons, labeled "1/0" next to each of the 3 red LED's, toggles the state of the 3 Dip switches.
Please note that the names of the individual I/O's used in the program will be shown at each I/O to help you
remember which I/O's are used for which signals in your program. If you position the mouse pointer on one of the
I/O signals, a box will show you the comment placed in your program for the specific I/O.

2.4.11. Simulator: Memory

The Memory Window, is a way of changing or viewing the contents of each of the 1024 memory locations. When a
number is entered, the number will be red. When the mouse is clicked outside the entry field, the number will
change to black, to show the change has taken effect. If a memory location is used as a VAR_OUTPUT item, it is
not possible to change the value, as the program is overwriting the contents of the memory location in every scan.
The 1024 memory locations is arranged in 4 banks of 256 locations each. You can switch between the banks using
the buttons at the buttom of the dialog.
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2.4.12. Simulator: Miscellaneous
The Miscellaneous window allows you to simulate the background upload, battery charger and board functions

The Board functions tab allows you to simulate the Supply type, Supply voltage, Board temperature and the Serial
number.
The Serial-number of the simulator is always 999999XXX, where the last three digits can be set by the user.
The Serial-number is returned by the function boardSerialNumber() and is also used as the node-id when the
simulator connects a GPRS Gateway.

The Bg.Update tab allows you to simulate a background upload.
The background upload state is returned by the function block verCheckUpgrade.

The Battery tab allows you to simulate the battery charger on RTCU units with battery charger.
The Power level slider simulates the return value of the batPowerLevel function.
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2.4.13. Simulator: Persistent FLASH Memory

Using the "Persistent FLASH Memory" window, it is possible to manipulate the persistent FLASH memory storage of
a RTCU unit. The dialog allows you to display, modify and delete the persistent memory area.
When you right-click with the mouse on one of the numbers, a menu appears, where it is possible to change/delete
the contents of the specified location, or create a new entry, either as a binary or as a string entry.

2.4.14. Simulator: Persistent FRAM Memory
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Using the "Persistent FRAM Memory" window, it is possible to manipulate the persistent FRAM memory storage of a
RTCU unit. The dialog allows you to display, modify and delete the persistent memory area.
When you right-click with the mouse on one of the numbers, a menu appears, where it is possible to change/delete
the contents of the specified location, or create a new entry, either as a binary or as a string entry.

2.4.15. Simulator: Datalogger

The Datalogger window is used for manipulating the contents of the datalogger memory in an RTCU unit. Using this
control, it is possible to view, delete, and save the datalogger data to a .CSV file, for viewing in various spreadsheet
programs etc.
Please refer to the description of the Datalogger functions.
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2.4.16. Simulator: Debug

The Debug Window is used when you are debugging your VPL program. Using the DebugMsg function and the
debug window in the Simulator, you can output small messages during the execution of your program. This will help
you when you try to find and correct errors in your program.
Please see the DebugMsg function.
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2.4.17. Simulator: GPS

The GPS Simulator window, lets you simulate data coming from a connected GPS Receiver. The data entered in this
window, is read by the VPL program using the gpsFix() functionblock. The "GPS Valid" checkmark will indicate
whether valid data is present from the GPS Receiver and can be used to simulate bad reception conditions etc.
Note: The time-stamp returned from the GPS simulator is the Windows System time.
When the GPS data has been entered the "Set data" must be pressed and the information will immediately be
available for the VPL program.
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2.4.18. Simulator: GPRS
The Simulator offers the possibility to connect to a GPRS Gateway for sending/receiving VSMS messages and will
also simulate the basic TCP/IP Sockets available from VPL.

Using the dialog above the GPRS Gateway can be enabled for the simulator. The parameters available are similar to
those available on a physical RTCU unit. Please see the Unit Gateway Settings section for an explanation.
When the VPL program calls gprsOpen() and the Gateway is enabled the simulator will automatically connect to the
GPRS Gateway and the function gwConnected() will indicate when the connection is establised. VSMS messages
can be sent using gsmSendSMS() or gsmSendPDU() and received using gsmIncomingSMS() or gsmIncomingPDU().
The simulator works exactly as a physical unit configured with the same parameters.
The "Simulate Gateway" parameter is used to determine if the simulator should simulate a connection to a gateway,
or connect to a "real" gateway.

2.4.19. Simulator: I-Button

This dialog will simulator the physical contact of an I-Button with a specific serial-number. When the "Contact with
Reader" is set the the function owiButtonGetID() will return the serial-number entered in the field.
The green LED will show the status of the I-Button reader LED as set with the function owiButtonSetLED().
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2.4.20. Simulator: Temperature

The Temperature window allows to simulate upto 4 OneWire temperature sensors.
The check mark are used to determine if a given sensor is present or not.
When a number is entered, the number will be red. When the mouse is clicked outside the entry field, the number
will change to black, to show the change has taken effect.

2.4.21. Simulator: Serial

This window allows to simulate the serial ports on the RTCU units.
The enable LED shows the state of the port (Opened or closed).
The serial ports have to possible modes: Virtual and External.
Virtual mode
This is the standard mode for the simulator.
To send a frame to the VPL program, type in the frame including SOF, EOF and stuffch. Calculate the length of the
frame and press the Send button.
The console in the "Incoming data" sections shows the frames the VPL application sends.
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External mode
The external mode uses a physical com port on the PC, and is enabled by selecting the "Use physical RS232 port"
checkbox.
This allows the VPL application to be tested with actual devices instead of the user typing in the communication.
To use external mode a com port must be selected in the Settings.
Only one of the ports can be in external mode at a time.
When external mode is selected, the input controls for Virtual mode is disabled.
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2.4.22. Simulator: Filesystem
This window allows to simulate the filesystem on the RTCU units.

The directory page shows the contents of the selected media.
The page is split into 3 groups, the media dropdown, the directory tree and the file list.
The directory tree shows the directories on the selected media, and the file list shows the files in the selected
directory.
The media dropdown allows selection between the SD-CARD and the Internal Flash drive available on some unit.
The size of the Internal Flash drive is 512 KBytes.

Right-click in the directory tree or the file list to get the context menus.

Create Directory
Create a new directory in the selected directory.
Note that the directory name can only be 8 characters long.

Delete Directory
Remove the selected directory.
The directory must be empty to be deleted.
Quick format media
Perform a quick format of the media.
Note: All directories and files will be lost.
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Import
Import a file to the current directory
Export
Export the selected file.
Delete File
Remove the selected file.
Rename File
Rename the selected file.
Select All
Selects all the files in the current directory.
Show File
Double-click on a file to see the contents.
Note the file dump dialog only supports file smaller than 65 KB.
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The SD-CARD page is where the SD-CARD media is controlled.
SD Card present
This LED shows the SD-CARD state.
Card information
Some info about the selected SD-CARD.
Card used
Select the SD-CARD to use. Note that when the simulator is running it takes 5 seconds
from the new SD-CARD is selected until it is present.
Label
The SD-CARD is labeled with the name of the file used. Will display "No Card" if none opened.
Setup
The setup button opens the setup dialog.
Note that it is not possible to setup the selected SD Card.
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2.4.23. Simulator: Power management

The Power management Simulator window simulates the Power management functions in the unit.
The "Wait event" section will indicate when the VPL program has called the pmWaitEvent function and will indicate
which events are active.
The 5 red LED's shows the current state of each of the 5 digital inputs (Input 1-4 and Ignition). The buttons "1/0" on
the left side of the leds will toggle an Digital input on or off.
The "Powerdown" section will indicate when the VPL program has called the PowerDown() or pmPowerDown
functions and will show the remaining time of the powerdown. The "Continue" button may be called to terminate the
powerdown and resume operation of the VPL program. Pressing the "Continue" button also simulates the Ignition
input found on some RTCU units.
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2.4.24. Simulator: MDT

(Figure 1. MDT-100 simulation)

(Figure 2. MDT-200 simulation)
The MDT Simulator window simulates the optional Mobile Data Terminal (MDT) available for some units.
Switching between simulating a MDT-100 and a MDT-200 is done in the program settings.
The buttons corresponds to the keys present on the MDT unit.
The power LED shows the state of the MDT (Turned ON/OFF).
The standby LED shows when the MDT is in standby mode.
The Present check box is used to simulate physically removing the connection between the MDT and the "unit".
Please refer to the description of the MDT functions.
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3. I/O Extension
3.1. Introduction

Using the I/O Extension functionality it becomes extremely simple to extend the number and the diversity of I/O's
beyond what are available natively on the RTCU unit by adding cost-effective external I/O modules.
The I/O Extension functionality offers the following key features:
• High performance fail-safe MODBUS implementation.
• Uses industry standard MODBUS based I/O modules
• Physical layer used is RS-485 available as a standard feature, or as an option, on all X32-based RTCU
products.
• MODBUS Master mode support for seamless I/O extension with up to 32 I/O modules and 512 * I/O points.
• MODBUS Slave mode support for operating as an I/O node under the control of for example a SCADA system.
• MODBUS Master and Slave mode can operate simultanously in advanced application scenarios (coming
feature)
• Fully transparent I/O extension, meaning that resources on external I/O modules becomes an integral part of
the on-board I/O sub-system.
• Automatic run-time I/O maintenance, meaning that absolutely no application handling is required to operate the
I/O extension.
• Comprehensive exception handling paradigm for support of mission critical applications.
• Almost any standard MODBUS I/O module can be used, but modules offered by M2M Control are especially
offered for easy to set-up and hazzle free operation.
• Full RTCU IDE simulator support for rapid development and debugging even without physical hardware.

Using the I/O Extension functionality is extremely simple and it is recommended to go through the Using the I/O
Extension section of this manual to get the best and fastest working experience. Within a few minutes it is possible to
configure and use MODBUS based remote I/O as they were an integral part of the on-board I/O's!

The I/O Extension functionality requires no VPL application support to work, as everything is operated automatically
by the powerful firmware based I/O manager. For specialized applications it is possible to by-pass the I/O Extension
and use basic MODBUS communication primitives allowing transmission and reception of data according to the
MODBUS protocol. Please reference the MODBUS API section for further information.

Currently the I/O Extension concept is only supported on the RTCU C350 Series, but will also be offered on
other X32-based products in the near future.
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3.2. Architecture

I/O extension uses two concepts: Nets and Devices. An I/O extension network consists of a Master and up to 32
slave devices connected to the net using the RS-485 physical media. Connection between the Master and the
Devices is called a Net. The Master unit updates the inputs/outputs by reading/writing to the registers of the Slave
devices. Each Slave device has an unique ID, and only accepts commands that are send to it.

This architecture is illustrated below:

Nets
A net is a connection to the RTCU unit where one or more devices can be connected.
There are two different modes in which a net can be used: Master and Slave.
Devices
A device is a remote unit that offers inputs and/or outputs. Only a Master unit can trigger a communication with a
device.
Modes
The RTCU unit can act as Master or Slave on the MODBUS network.
- Master: In Master mode the RTCU unit uses the connected devices to extend the number of inputs/outputs.
When it's configured as Master it controls the communication with the devices.
- Slave : In Slave mode the RTCU unit offers it's input/outputs to a remote master device.
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3.3. Using the I/O Extension
This tutorial will guide you through the use of the I/O Extension and will in detail demonstrate and explain the
steps required to use the powerful features available.
The following steps are required to set-up and use the I/O Extension :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Creating the Application and the Job
Adding the Net to the I/O Extension
Adding MODBUS I/O modules to the Net
Configure the Job, effectively binding variables to physical I/O
Test the application in the RTCU IDE Simulator
Transfer the application to a physical RTCU unit
Monitor I/O using the I/O Monitor dialog

1. Creating the Application and the Job
To illustrate the I/O Extension the following small VPL program will be used:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
DI1 : BOOL;
DI2 : BOOL;
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
DO1 : BOOL;
DO2 : BOOL;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM main;
BEGIN
DO1 := DI1;
DO2 := DI2;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

The above application is very simple as it has two BOOL variables in the VAR_INPUT section and another two BOOL
variables in the VAR_OUTPUT section.
The logic is equally simple as the only operation is to copy the state of the two input/output pairs to each other.
Despite the simplicity of the above application it will allow us to demonstrate how to set-up and configure the I/O
variables so that:
•
•
•
•

DI1 will be allocated to external I/O digital input #1
DO1 will be allocated to the on-board digital output #1
DI2 will be allocated to external I/O digital input #2
DO2 will be allocated to the on-board digital output #2

For detailed information how create and compile the Application and create the Job please refer to the Tutorial
section.

2. Adding the Net to the I/O Extension
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After the Application and the Job has been created a Net must be added to the I/O Extension.
Define a Net by right clicking on the item "I/O Extension" and then click on "Add..."

In the "I/O extension net" it is possible to choose if the connected RTCU unit will act as a Master to control the I/O
devices, or as a Slave to let an other unit to use its input/outputs. In this tutorial we will configure the unit to be a
Master the purpose of I/O expansion.
Please note that only serial channels with RS-485 capability is supported by the I/O extension. It is not possible to
change the net label and the net ID as it is currently limited defining only one net.

Please make sure that the Connection parameters (Port, Baud, Databits, etc.) matches the parameters of the physical
MODBUS network deployed.
Click on OK, then a net is created on project tree.
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3. Adding MODBUS I/O modules to the Net
After the Net has been succesfully added, it is time to add one or many I/O modules to the Net.
To demonstrate the concept of adding MODBUS I/O modules to the Net we will limit this step to only one module.
Adding several modules are however equally simple, by following the steps outlined.

The next step is to add the I/O Module to Net already present in the project. Right click on the net labeled "NET-1"
and click on "Add..."

The following dialog shows:
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In the above dialog a descriptive name for the I/O module/device can be given. In addition the MODBUS address and
various other parameters as described in the Project Control - I/O extension device can be entered. It is important to
get all the parameters for the specific module correct, so it may be necessary to consult the technical documentation
for the specific module.
In our case we will be adding a I/O module with 4 digital inputs and 5 digital outputs:

As it can be seen above the name of the module is 'Dev1' and the MODBUS address is 1.

When done, a new item should appear in the project as in the following figure:
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Please note, that the modules delivered by M2M Control are configured to 9600 bps and has assigned address 1. If
an other baud rate or address is set in step 2 above, or more than one modules attached to the net with same
address, please right-click on the device name and then click on "Setup module".

A setup wizard for the modules delivered by M2M Control as shown below will guide you through in order to change
the configuration of the device:

4. Configure the Job, effectively binding variables to physical I/O
As there is no difference for I/O's located natively on-board of the RTCU unit and I/O's located remotely on a
MODBUS module the Job configuration step works virtually the same as described in the Configure Job section.
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The Job configuration:

As it can be seen from the above configuration the configuration as described in step 1 has now been defined:
•
•
•
•

DI1 will be allocated to external I/O digital input #1
DO1 will be allocated to the on-board digital output #1
DI2 will be allocated to external I/O digital input #2
DO2 will be allocated to the on-board digital output #2

5. Test the application in the RTCU IDE Simulator
Let's simulate the project that we have created above. Click on the "Simulator" menu item, then "Simulator..." in the
dropdown menu:
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The Simulator window will appear as in the following:

Enable Digital I/O window by clicking on "Digital I/O". This will bring up the following dialog:
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Please note, that there are two devices in the "Devices" section. By default the window shows native inputs/outputs,
but extended I/Os can be monitored by clicking on the "Dev1". The output variables DO1 and DO2 appears on the
Onboard/Output section. Let's start the simulator by clicking on "Load & Run" on the simulator control window.
Applications program is now running. As there isn't applied any values to the inputs, DO1 and DO2 shows "0". Click
on "Dev1" and then activate DI1 and DI2 by clicking on "1/0" next to them. The Digital I/O Simulator windows should
look like in the following:

Observe the DO1 and DO2 by clicking on "Onboard" in the Devices list. These two outputs should look like:
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6. Transfer the application to a physical RTCU unit
Transferring the application to a physical unit is described in the Transfer to RTCU section. As the configured I/O
Extension information is an integral part of the project it will automatically transferred to the unit. If the unit attached do
not support the I/O Extension information it will simply be ignored, and the application may not operate as intended.

7. Monitor I/O using the I/O Monitor dialog
The Unit I/O Monitor fully supports the I/O Extension and on-board I/O aswell and remote I/O can easily be
monitored. The following two figures show the I/O Status of the project in this tutorial running in a physical device
when Onboard and Dev1 selected in the Devices section:
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This is the end of the tutorial. For further information on I/O Extension dialogs please consult the sections Project
Control - I/O extension, Project Control - I/O extension net, Project Control - I/O extension device and Project Control Setup Module.
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3.4. Exception handling

The communication between the RTCU unit and I/O devices is fully automated, but in some cases the communication
can be interrupted simply because that for example the device is unplugged from the net, or the device and RTCU unit
configurations does not match. I/O exception handling is introduced to monitor the devices and report the changes of
their status.
Exception handling is done by two VPL commands; ioWaitException() which monitors the net and reports exception
when the status of one or more devices changes, and ioGetStatus() that will get the status of each device. Four
possible exceptions are covered by the I/O exception handling:
•
•
•
•

Device is operational and working correctly
Device is unplugged or not responding
I/O configuration of the RTCU and the device doesn't match
The device is responding, but the response can't be understood

Please refer to ioWaitException (Function) and ioGetStatus (Function) for detailed information on the functions.
Even if an exception occurs the RTCU doesn't fault but continues trying to update the net. This allows a service
technician to exchange a defect device without interrupting the net and the application running on the unit. Since the
application does not halt, it is possible to react when an exception occurs and for example send an SMS including a
fault report.
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3.5. MODBUS commands

This is an overview of the MODBUS commands that are used by the RTCU unit in master mode, and
accepted by the unit in slave mode.

Master
The MODBUS commands that the RTCU unit uses to read and write I/O in remote devices.
Command
02 (0x02)
04 (0x04)

Name
Read discrete inputs
Read input registers

15 (0x0F)
16 (0x10)

Write multiple coils
Write multiple holding registers

Description
This is used to read the digital inputs from the devices.
This is used to read the analog inputs from the
devices.
This is used to set the digital outputs in the devices.
This is used to set the analog outputs in the devices.

Slave
The MODBUS commands that the RTCU unit accepts in slave mode.
The RTCU unit will return an Error message with exception code 01 (0x01) if receiving a MODBUS command not
listed here.
Please note that memory registers in the RTCU unit are 32 bits long, and are read and written lower half then upper
half.
Register channel 0x1000 will therefore contain RTCU memory position 1 Byte 1 + 2, and channel 0x1001 will contain
position 1 Byte 3 + 4.
The command tables follow this convention:
Field #
Name
Byte count
Value / Comments
01 (0x01) Read coils
request
00
Address
01
Function code
02 - 03 Starting channel

1 Byte
1 Byte
2 Bytes

04 - 05

2 Bytes

Number of channels

error response
00
Address
01
Function code
02
Exception code

1 Byte
1 Byte
1 Byte

1 - 247
0x01
0x0000 - 0x003F for DO onboard RTCU
0x0040 - 0x023F for DO in extension modules.
0x0001 - 0x0240

1 - 247
0x81
0x03 for number of channels too high
0x02 for one or more of the channels are not present

02 (0x02) Read discrete inputs
request
00
Address
01
Function code
02 - 03 Starting channel

1 Byte
1 Byte
2 Bytes

04 - 05

2 Bytes

Number of channels

1 - 247
0x01
0x0000 - 0x003F for DI onboard RTCU
0x0040 - 0x023F for DI in extension modules.
0x0001 - 0x0240

error response
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00
01
02

Address
Function code
Exception code

1 Byte
1 Byte
1 Byte

1 - 247
0x82
0x03 for number of channels too high
0x02 for one or more of the channels are not present

03 (0x03) Read holding registers
request
00
Address
01
Function code
02 - 03 Starting channel

1 Byte
1 Byte
2 Bytes

04 - 05

2 Bytes

Number of channels

error response
00
Address
01
Function code
02
Exception code

1 Byte
1 Byte
1 Byte

1 - 247
0x03
0x0000 - 0x003F for AO onboard RTCU.
0x0040 - 0x013F for AO in extension modules.
0x1000 - 0x17FF for RTCU memory registers.
0x0001 - 0x007D

1 - 247
0x83
0x03 for number of channels too high
0x02 for one or more of the channels are not present

04 (0x04) Read input registers
request
00
Address
01
Function code
02 - 03 Starting channel

1 Byte
1 Byte
2 Bytes

04 - 05

2 Bytes

Number of channels

error response
00
Address
01
Function code
02
Exception code

1 - 247
0x04
0x0000 - 0x003F for AI onboard RTCU.
0x0040 - 0x013F for AI in extension modules.
0x0001 - 0x007D

1 Byte
1 Byte
1 Byte

1 - 247
0x84
0x03 for number of channels too high
0x02 for one or more of the channels are not present

request
00
Address
01
Function code
02 - 03 Channel

1 Byte
1 Byte
2 Bytes

04 - 05

Value

2 Bytes

1 - 247
0x05
0x0000 - 0x003F for DO onboard RTCU.
0x0040 - 0x013F for DO in extension modules.
0x0000 or 0xFF00

error response
00
Address
01
Function code
02
Exception code

1 Byte
1 Byte
1 Byte

05 (0x05) Write single coil

1 - 247
0x85
0x03 for invalid value
0x02 for invalid channel

06 (0x06) Write single holding register
request
00
Address
01
Function code
02 - 03 Channel
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1 Byte
2 Bytes

1 - 247
0x03
0x0000 - 0x003F for AO onboard RTCU.
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04 - 05

Value

2 Bytes

error response
00
Address
01
Function code
02
Exception code

1 Byte
1 Byte
1 Byte

0x0040 - 0x013F for AO in extension modules.
0x1000 - 0x17FF for RTCU memory registers.
0x0000 - 0x03FF for AO onboard RTCU.
0x0000 - 0xFFFF for all other channels.

1 - 247
0x83
0x02 for invalid channel

15 (0x0F) Write multiple coils
request
00
Address
01
Function code
02 - 03 Starting channel

1 Byte
1 Byte
2 Bytes

04 - 05
06
07 -

2 Bytes
1 Byte
N * 1 Byte

Number of channels
Byte count
Output values

error response
00
Address
01
Function code
02
Exception code

1 Byte
1 Byte
1 Byte

1 - 247
0x0F
0x0000 - 0x003F for DO onboard RTCU
0x0040 - 0x023F for DO in extension modules.
0x0001 - 0x0240
N
Value

1 - 247
0x8F
0x03 for number of channels too high or invalid Byte
count
0x02 for one or more of the channels are not present

16 (0x10) Write multiple holding registers
request
00
Address
01
Function code
02 - 03 Starting channel

1 Byte
1 Byte
2 Bytes

04 - 05
06
07 -

2 Bytes
1 Byte
N * 2 Bytes

Number of channels
Byte count
Values

error response
00
Address
01
Function code
02
Exception code
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1 Byte
1 Byte
1 Byte

1 - 247
0x10
0x0000 - 0x003F for AO onboard RTCU.
0x0040 - 0x013F for AO in extension modules.
0x1000 - 0x17FF for RTCU memory registers.
0x0001 - 0x007B
2*N
Value

1 - 247
0x90
0x03 for number of channels too high of invalid Byte
count
0x02 for one or more of the channels are not present
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3.6. Limitations
Because of the limitations on MODBUS protocol, I/O extension addressing is limited to 247. Maximum number of
devices that can be connected to the bus simultaneously is limited to 32.
The master device initiates the communication and sends the commands to the slave devices to read or write to their
registers. A slave device can't initiate communication with the master unit. The master unit needs to poll the inputs on
each device in order to updating the input status. Update time is therefore increased with the number of devices
connected to the net.
Total of digital input/outputs per device is limited to 16, and analog input/output is limited to 8. This means, that digital
inputs/outputs can be extended up to 512 and analog input/outputs up to 256 when maximum number of slave
devices are connected to the net.
Despite the fact that use of I/O extension designed to be similar to use of thenative input/output of the RTCU and the
only difference lies on I/O preferences in the project tree, some devices need to be set a defined value instead of the
value that would be used to set a native analog output. In such case please refer to the datasheet of the device to
see which value to use to get an expected value at the output.
Because of limitations on some modules the maximum baud rate that can be selected is set to 57600 bps, even if the
serial port natively supports baud rate up to 115200 bps.
When I/O extension is used, the configured port can not be used as an ordinary RS-485 port even if no modules are
connected to it.
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4. VPL Programming Language
4.1. VPL Programming Language
The VPL language is a high-level language, which looks similar to Basic or Pascal, but there is big differences, which
makes the VPL language very suitable for PLC applications.
Please examine the following sections to get a better understanding of the many possibilities of the VPL
programming language:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Program Flow Control
VPL Reference manual
Datatypes and variables
Operators
Persistent memory
String handling function
Standard functions
Standard function blocks
Standard platform support functions
Examples
Τυτοριαλ
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4.2. VPL Introduction manual
Introduction to VPL
The VPL language is a high-level language, which looks similar to Basic or Pascal. But there is big differences,
which makes the VPL language very suitable for PLC applications.

Look at the following simple VPL program:
1.
include rtcu.inc;
2.
3. var_input
iA : bool; | This is P122
iB : bool; | This is P123
qA : bool; | This is P124
end_var;
4.

var
t : bool;
end_var;

5.

program test;

6.

begin
if iA and iB then
qA := not qA;
end_if;
end;
end_program;

(The numbers to the left are NOT part of the actual program)
The above is a very simple VPL program, which just inverts a variable when two other are true.

Description for the above items.

1. The file rtcu.inc always have to be included. In this file all the standard functions/functionblocks are defined.
Naturally the user can create his own files with his own functions/functionblocks, which then can be included.
2.

At this place there would in a more realistic VPL program be defined functions and functionblocks.

3. The definition of the variables, which can be configured outside the program with the help of the configurator.
Typically candidates will be the variables, which have to reflect the physical in- or outputs. Apart from that you often
can find instances of assorted functionblocks as timers. The text after "|" is a special comment which is attached to
the variable. This information will be present in the translated program so that the exact information about a variable
always will be available. VPL also offers traditional comments where the text only is ignored by the translator:// the
rest of the line is ignored /**/ the contents inside /**/ is ignored.
4.

The variables, which are local for the program. These cannot be configured outside of the program.

5.

Indicates that the actual program starts here.

6.

Main program.
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When a VPL program is written and translated, one or more jobs needs to be created. Each job is then configured
before the actual download and execution can be done.
The configuration "tie" the logic variable-names to the physical I/O.

Declaration of variables / arrays
VPL offers, among others, these basic-types:
- BOOL
- SINT
- INT
- DINT
- STRING

Can hold the values TRUE or FALSE.
Can hold the values from –128 til 127
Can hold the values from –32768 to 32767
Can hold the values from –2147483648 to 2147483647
Can hold a string

When choosing a type, it is optimum to select the most suitable because bigger ranges of values occupy more space
in the working storage.
A variable-name (identifier) consists of up to 20 letters and numbers. The first character has to be a letter. An initial
value can be assigned in the declaration. If no assignment in the declaration statement is done, the value of the
variable will always be 0 (false, off).
The assignment of the initial-value is done like this:
:= <constant> after the type of the variable.
For example:
BB : DINT := 100;
When defining constants, VPL can use, apart from decimal, binary, octal and hexadecimal notation. This is done by
adding respectively: 2#, 8# and 16# before the constant.
For example:
BB : DINT := 16#ABCD;
CC : INT := 2#1000_1111;
The last example indicates that it is allowed to add '_' (underscore) at an arbitrary place in a constant for enhancing
the readability.

Arrays:
VPL allows declarations of one-dimensional arrays.

For example:
DD : ARRAY[10..20] OF BOOL;
The above line declares DD as an array of bool with an indexing range from 10…20 which means that DD contains
11 elements. The usage of such a variable could be something like this:

FOR j:=10 TO 20 DO
DD[j]:=ON;
END_FOR;
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The above line assigns all the elements in DD the value ON. If an illegal indexing is tried, it will trigger a run-time
error.

Arrays can also be assigned initial values, like:
DD : ARRAY[10..20] OF INT := 1234,5678,2234,5677;
In the above example the elements with index 10,11,12,13 will be initialize to the above values while the remaining
elements will automatically be set to 0 (zero).

Control structures
In this section we will describe a number of control-structures, which the VPL language offers.
These structures will be shown in some small template-like applications.
Selection: IF statement
IF <expression> THEN
<statement> <statement>
END_IF;
IF <expression> THEN
<statements>
ELSIF <expression> THEN
<statements>
ELSIF <expression> THEN
<statements>
ELSE
<statements>
END_IF;

Selection: CASE statement
CASE <expression> OF
<constant> : <statements>
<constant> : <statements>
<constant> : <statements>
ELSE
<statements>
END_CASE;

CASE <expression> OF
<constant 1>,<constant 2>,<constant 3>:
<statements>
<constant 1>..<constant 2>:
<statements>
<constant 1>..<constant 2>,<constant 3>:
<statements>
ELSE
<statements>
END_CASE;

Iteration: WHILE statement
WHILE <expression> DO
<statements>
END_WHILE;
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Iteration: REPEAT statement
REPEAT
<statements>
UNTIL <expression>
END_REPEAT;
Iteration: FOR statement
FOR j:=<expression> TO <expression> DO
<statements>
END_FOR;
FOR j:=<expression> TO <expression> BY <expression> DO
<statements>
END_FOR;

Iteration: EXIT
In all iteration-structures (WHILE, REPEAT and FOR) the word EXIT can appear. EXIT will terminate the inner-most
loop.

Ex:
WHILE a AND b DO
FOR j:=1 TO 1000 DO
IF c THEN EXIT; END_IF;
END_FOR;
END_WHILE;
If the 'c' is true (c<>0) it will terminate the FOR loop but NOT out of the WHILE loop. EXIT outside iterations will
create a syntax-error.

RETURN

Finally the key word 'RETURN' will be mentioned. This returns immediate from a function or a function-block (please
refer to the description of functions and functionblocks)

Functions
A function is declared like this:

FUNCTION name : returntype;
VAR_INPUT
variable : type;
... ...
variable : type;
END_VAR;
VAR
variable : type;
... ...
variable : type;
END_VAR;
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<statements>
END_FUNCTION;

The return type has to be a simple type, such as: BOOL, SINT, INT or DINT. VAR_INPUT contains the variables,
which has to be assigned a value outside the function. That means that these variables can't be modified inside the
function but only be read. The VAR section is the private variables of the function. These can only be read/modified
from within the function. The variables can be assigned an initial-value. The statements, which are in the functionbody, can only use the variables, which are declared as input or as private variables.

An example on a function which adds three numbers:
FUNCTION Add : INT;
VAR_INPUT
a : INT;
b : INT;
c : INT;
END_VAR;
Add := a+b+c;
END_FUNCTION;

The assignment of the return value is done in the "Add := …." statement.
This function could be used like this:

j := Add(a:=3,b:=4,c:=10);
After this statement, the variable j will contain the value 17.
Please note how the variable of the function explicitly are assigned by writing the name of the variable. It is possible
not to assign a value to the variable of a function; in this case its initial value will be used.

For example:
j := Add(c:=5,a:=2);
These call will assign the initial-value for b, that is 0, the value of j will after these call correctly be: 7. Please note that
the order of these assignments is arbitrary..

Functionblocks
The functionblock is an extremely useful structural facility when developing VPL programs. A function-block that is
executed, can deliver one or more values to the surrounding world. By repeated execution the delivered values will
not necessarily be the same every time. This is because a function-block has a state that is stored between each
call. These have to be viewed in relation to a function, which always generates the same value by repetition of the
same call.
Please observe this very useful functionblock:

FUNCTION_BLOCK CTD;
VAR_INPUT
cd : BOOL R_EDGE;
ld : BOOL;
pv : INT;
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
q : BOOL;
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cv : INT;
END_VAR;

| current value

IF ld THEN
cv := pv;
ELSIF cd
cv := cv - 1;
END_IF;
q := cv <= 0;
END_FUNCTION_BLOCK;

By declaration of variable of the type BOOL in a VAR_INPUT section, it can be defined that a variable only has to be
true if there either is detected a rising edge (R_EDGE) or a falling edge (F_EDGE).

The above functionblock is very useful for countdown applications. CTD (count down) will at each rising edge 'cd'
count its currently counter-value down. 'Id' will load the preset value 'pv' in 'cv'. Finally 'q' state if the counter has
reached 0.
CTD is a brilliant example at the many advantages by using functionblocks. All the logic for a CTD is contained in a
single unit with a well-defined interface. A well-developed library of functionblocks will make the development of the
VPL programs much easier and it will also reduce the number of error.
As it was with the functions, the variables in the section of VAR_INPUT, can only be modified outside the
functionblock and the variables in the VAR_OUTPUT section can only be read outside the function and not modified.
The statement in the VAR section is the private variables of the functionblock and therefore it only can be used inside
the functionblock.

The instantiation of a function-block is done like this:

AAA : CTD;
To get access to AAA input/output variables the following notation is used: AAA.<variable>
For example the initial-value can be set to 1000 by help of:

AAA.pv := 1000;
Alternatively calling the function-block can do the assignment:

AAA(pv:=1000);
This has the same effect as making an assignment, followed by a call to the functionblock.

An example of using the CTD:
VAR_INPUT
i1 : BOOL; | input
i2 : BOOL; | another input
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
o
: BOOL; | output
END_VAR;
VAR
a
: CTD;
tmp : BOOL;
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END_VAR;
PROGRAM CTD_test;
a.pv := 1000; // set preset value
BEGIN
IF i1 THEN
// load default værdi
a(ld:=TRUE);
a(ld:=FALSE);
ELSE
a(cd:=i2);
END_IF;
IF a.q THEN
// count down:
o := NOT o;
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

This was a short introduction to VPL. There are many features not described in this section, most importantly
multithreading that is also an integral part of the language.
Please also have a look at Reserved words
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4.3. Reserved words
Below is a list of all the reserved keywords in the VPL language. Some of the words are not documented, but are
reserved either because they are used internally, or because they will be included in the VPL syntax at some later
time. Please also note that there is a number of standard functions, functionblocks and platform support functions
that normally are included in a VPL program (using the INCLUDE statement)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ACCESS
ADDR
ALIGN
AND
ARRAY
ASYNC
AUTO
BEGIN
BOOL
BY
CASE
CHANNEL
CLASS
CONFIG
CONFIGURATION
CONSTANT
DINT
DO
(DYNAMIC)
ELSE
ELSIF
END
END_CASE
END_FOR
END_FUNCTION
END_IF
END_PROGRAM
END_REPEAT
END_STRUCT_BLOCK
END_TASK
END_THREAD_BLOCK
END_VAR
END_WHILE
EXIT
EXTCALL
F_EDGE
FALSE
FILE
FOR
FUNCTION
FUNCTION_BLOCK
GOTO
HIDE
IF
IMAGE
INCLUDE
INT
INTERVAL
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LABEL
__LINE__
MOD
MUTEX
__NOP__
NOT
NOAUTOCALC
OF
OFF
ON
OR
PRIORITY
PROGRAM
PTR
R_EDGE
REPEAT
RETURN
SCAN
SEMAPHORE
SINT
SIZEOF
STRING
STRUCT_BLOCK
TASK
THEN
THREAD_BLOCK
TO
TRUE
UNTIL
UPDATEIO
UPDATEOUT
VAR
VAR_INPUT
VAR_OUTPUT
VOICE
WHILE
XOR
#DEFINE
#UNDEFINE
#IFDEF
#END_IF
#ELSE
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4.4. Anatomy of a VPL program
4.4.1. Anatomy of a VPL program
Below you will see a typical VPL program. We will describe each of the sections in the program.
Please note that the red numbers (nn:) at the left part are not part of the code, and are only included so it's easier to
reference the individual lines in the description below.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:

//----------------------------------------------------------------------// Greenhouse_1.vpl, created 2000-12-31 14:45
//
//----------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
// Input variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog
VAR_INPUT
END_VAR;
// Output variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog
VAR_OUTPUT
END_VAR;
// The global variables of the program
VAR
END_VAR;
PROGRAM Greenhouse_1;

// The next code will only be executed once after the program starts
BEGIN
// Code from this point until END will be executed repeatedly

END;
END_PROGRAM;

Line 1..4
This is a comment. Comments can start with a "double slash" (//) and continues to the end of the line. You can also
use the /* to start and */ to finish the comment. This way, comments can extend over more than one line, and this
form of comments are use full to exclude parts of the program code, for example during program testing/simulation.
Line 5
This is a INCLUDE statement. This is used to include other files in a program, as in this example, it includes the
definitions of all the built-in functions, functionblocks and Platform support functions.
Line 8
This starts the VAR_INPUT section. In this section, all variables that are inputs to the program, and that we need to
be able to configure from the configurationdialog are declared. Please note that all variables declared within this
section here are global, and can be accessed from any section of the VPL code.
Line 10
This ends the VAR_INPUT section.
Line 13
This starts the VAR_OUTPUT section. In this section, all variables that are outputs from the program, and that we
need to be able to configure from the configurationdialog are declared. Please note that all variables declared within
this section here are global, and can be accessed from any section of the VPL code.
Line 15
This ends the VAR_OUTPUT section.
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Line 18
This starts the VAR section. In this section, all variables that are global for the program are declared.
Line 20
This ends the VAR section.
Line 22
This defines the name of the program.
Line 27
This starts the main program. The code from the BEGIN to the END statement are executed repeatedly.
Line 31
This ends the section that started with the BEGIN statement.
Line 33
This is the end of the program.

Next we will show a more complete program, this is taken from the tutorial section of the online help manual.
Following the code, an explanation of the various parts of the program are explained.
Please note again that the red numbers (nn:) at the left part are not part of the code, and are only included so it's
easier to reference the individual lines in the description below.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:

//----------------------------------------------------------------------// Greenhouse_1.vpl, created 2000-12-31 14:45
//
//----------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
// Input variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog
VAR_INPUT
Sensor_L
: BOOL; | Sensor input for low temperature
Sensor_H
: BOOL; | Sensor input for high temperature
Alarm_time : INT; | time, 1..546 minutes, time before SMS message is sent
phone_number : STRING; | The number the SMS message should be sent to
END_VAR;
// Output variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog
VAR_OUTPUT
Out_Heater
: BOOL; | Output to activate heater
Out_Ventilation : BOOL; | Output to activate ventilation
END_VAR;
// The global variables of the program
VAR
timer : TON; // ON-delay timer is declared.
// A On-delay timer goes active when 'trig' has
// been active for 'pt' seconds.
send_alarm : R_TRIG; // detects leading edge on alarm
END_VAR;
PROGRAM Greenhouse_1;
// The next code will only be executed once after the program starts
BEGIN
// Code from this point until END will be executed repeatedly
// If the temperature is to high then activate ventilation:
IF Sensor_H THEN
Out_Ventilation:= ON;
ELSE
Out_Ventilation:= OFF;
END_IF;
// If the temperature is to low then activate the heater:
IF Sensor_L THEN
Out_Heater:= ON;
ELSE
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48:
Out_Heater:= OFF;
49:
END_IF;
50:
51:
// Start timer on the leading edge of the sensor-inputs:
52:
timer(trig:= Sensor_L OR Sensor_H);
53:
54:
// Detect leading edge on alarm:
55:
send_alarm(trig:=timer.q);
56:
57:
IF send_alarm.q THEN
58:
IF Sensor_L THEN
59:
// send sms for temperature to low
60:
gsmSendSMS(number:=phone_number, message:="Temperature to low");
61:
ELSIF Sensor_H THEN
62:
// send sms for temperature to high
63:
gsmSendSMS(number:=phone_number, message:="Temperature to high");
64:
END_IF;
65:
END_IF;
66:
67: END;
68:
69: END_PROGRAM;

Line 8..13
This starts the VAR_INPUT section. In this section, all variables that are inputs to the program, and that we need to
be able to configure from the configurationdialog are declared. We declare two variables of type BOOL, these are
variables that can only hold a "1" or "0" (you can use ON/OFF and TRUE/FALSE instead of 1/0). The variable
Alarm_time is a variable of type INT. The variable phone_number is a variable of type STRING and in this example, it
contains a telephone number.
Line 16..19
This starts the VAR_OUTPUT section. In this section, all variables that are outputs from the program, and that we
need to be able to configure
from the configurationdialog are declared. We declare two variables of type BOOL,
these are variables that can only hold a "1" or "0" (you can use ON/OFF and TRUE/FALSE instead of 1/0).
Line 22..29
This starts the VAR section. In this section, all variables that are global in the program are declared. We declare
"timer" as a variable of type TON. TON is a functionblock. By writing the statement in line 23, we instantiate the
functionblock TON and gives this instantiation of the functionblock the name "timer". The variable "send_alarm" is an
instantiation of the functionblock R_TRIG.
Line 38..41
This is an example of an IF statement. Line 38 is executed if the variable "Sensor_H" are active (1/ON or TRUE),
else line 40 are executed.
Line 52
This is a way of "connecting" the two inputs "Sensor_L" and "Sensor_H" to the trigger signal of the timer TON
functionblock (instantiated by the "timer" variable). The "trig" input of the functionblock "timer" will be true when one of
the two variables (because of the OR operator)
Line 55
This is an example of reading a VAR_OUTPUT variable from a functionblock and use it as a signal for an
VAR_INPUT variable of another functionblock.
Line 60
This is a call of a function (gsmSendSMS). When a function is called, the control is given to the function, and the
calling program will not gain control again, before the function returns control to the caller. The arguments to a
function (and a functionblock) can be listed in random order, and the order is not significant. When a parameter is not
listed, the VAR_INPUT variable of the function / functionblock will keep it's default value.
For further study, please have a look at:
•
•
•
•

Comments
Constants
INCLUDE
VAR
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

VAR_INPUT
VAR_OUTPUT
END_VAR
R_EDGE
F_EDGE
HIDE
EXTCALL
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4.4.2. Comments
Comments are very useful when you write VPL programs, or when you try to read and understand VPL code written
by yourself and others. Comments can occupy one line or multiple lines. When declaring variables, you can use one
of two methods (see the example below). The "multiple line comment" are sometimes useful when you want to
disable certain parts of the program, maybe because you are running the program in the Simulator, and don't want
to test all aspects of the program, or to disable certain parts of the program that are not yet finished.
Another type of comments, are comments written in the declaration of variables in the VAR_INPUT and
VAR_OUTPUT sections. These comments will be shown for each variable in the configuration dialog (this is only
true for the VAR_INPUT and VAR_OUTPUT sections in the main program, NOT in the individual functionblocks !)
All comments in a VPL program is shown in gray color when viewed in the built-in syntax highlighting editor.
Comments written as part of declaring variables in the VAR_INPUT and VAR_OUTPUT sections are written in
orange.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
variable_temp : INT;
END_VAR;

| This is a comment that will be shown in the configuration dialog

PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// This is an example of a one-line comment that extends to the end of the line
.
.
/* And this is
an example of a comment
that extends
more than one line
*/
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.4.3. Constants
When defining constants, VPL can use, apart from decimal notation, binary, octal and hexadecimal notation. This is
done by adding 2#, 8# or 16# before the value.
When defining constants, it is allowed to put '_' (underscore) at any position in the number to enhance readability.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
var : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
var := 4711; // This will assign the value 4711 to var.
var := 47_11; // This will also assign the value 4711 to var.
var := 2#10_0010; // This will assign the binary value 100010 to var.(100010 equals 34 in
decimal notation)
var := 8#476;
// This will assign the octal value 476 to var.(476 equals 318 in decimal
notation)
var := 16#2F32;
// This will assign the hexadecimal value 2F32 to var.(2F32 equals 12082
in decimal notation)
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.4.4. INCLUDE
The INCLUDE statement is used to include another file within the current file. A good example is the rtcu.inc file,
which is included in all RTCU applications. The rtcu.inc file contains the declarations of all the standard functions
and functionblocks on the RTCU.
INCLUDE files are often used for common functionality that can be used in several projects. INCLUDE files can be
managed in the Projecttree, but must still be manually included in the Program using the INCLUDE statemement.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.4.5. Encrypted Include file
An encrypted include file (ENC file) is an include file (INC file) where the contents has been encrypted.
It can be used with INCLUDE the same way normal include files are.
The encrypted file cannot be added to a project, loaded into the editor or changed.
The encryted files is used in situations where you need to share the code with others, but does not want the code to
be changed.
For example if you need to share a communication protocol.
Generating an encrypted include file from an include file is done from the popup menu in the project control

4.4.6. VAR
The VAR statement is used to start the section where a function, functionblock or the main program variables can
be declared.
Variables that should be configurable, are declared in the VAR_INPUT/VAR_OUTPUT sections.
It is allowed to have more than one VAR section within the same scope.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
variable_temp : INT;
variable_test : DINT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM Greenhouse_1;
BEGIN
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.4.7. VAR_INPUT
The VAR_INPUT statement is used to start the section where a function, functionblock or the main program input
variables can be declared. If the VAR_INPUT section is used in the main program, variables declared within this
section, can be configured from the configuration dialog. Variables declared in the VAR_INPUT section can only be
read from within the program, not written !
Please note that when declaring variables in this section, a | sign followed by a description is a special type of
comment. Comments following this syntax, will be shown as comments when the configuration dialog is invoked.
This helps the person who does the configuration, to remember the function of the variable being configured.
A variable in the VAR_INPUT section, can have the attribute R_EDGE or F_EDGE. This enables detection of
leading and falling edges on a digital input.
It is allowed to have more than one VAR_INPUT section within the same scope.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
variable_temp : INT; | This is a variable that can be configured from the configuration
dialog
variable_test : DINT; | This is another variable that can be configured from the
configuration dialog
END_VAR;
PROGRAM Greenhouse_1;
BEGIN
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.4.8. VAR_OUTPUT
The VAR_OUTPUT statement is used to start the section where a function, functionblock or the main program
output variables can be declared. If the VAR_OUTPUT section is used in the main program, variables declared
within this section, can be configured from the configuration dialog. Variables declared in the VAR_OUTPUT section
can only be written from within the program, not read !
It is allowed to have more than one VAR_OUTPUT section within the same scope.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_OUTPUT
variable_temp : INT; | This is a variable that can be configured from the configuration
dialog
variable_test : DINT; | This is another variable that can be configured from the
configuration dialog
END_VAR;
PROGRAM Greenhouse_1;
BEGIN
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.4.9. END_VAR
The END_VAR statement ends a section that was started with the VAR or VAR_INPUT / VAR_OUTPUT
statements.
For an example, look at theVAR or VAR_INPUT / VAR_OUTPUT statements.
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4.4.10. R_EDGE (Attribute)
R_EDGE is a attribute that can be used on BOOL variables, declared in a VAR_INPUT section. Using this attribute,
the variable it is used on, will only be TRUE when there is a rising edge detected on the input value.
Please also have a look at F_EDGE, for a falling edge attribute.
All variables with the R_EDGE attribute, will only be updated when BEGIN or UPDATEIO() is executed.

Example:
For an example of the R_EDGE, please have a look at the CTD functionblock.

4.4.11. F_EDGE (Attribute)
F_EDGE is a attribute that can be used on BOOL variables, declared in a VAR_INPUT section. Using this attribute,
the variable it is used on, will only be TRUE when there is a falling edge detected on the input value.
Please also have a look at R_EDGE, for a rising edge attribute.
All variables with the F_EDGE attribute, will only be updated when BEGIN or UPDATEIO() is executed.

Example:
For an example of the R_EDGE (which is similar to F_EDGE), please have a look at the CTD functionblock.

4.4.12. HIDE
HIDE will hide a variable so it won't be visable in the configuration dialog if placed in the global VAR_INPUT /
VAR_OUTPUT sections. .
This is often used when declaring functioncalls that uses the EXTCALL to call pure C functions.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
variable_temp : INT HIDE; // This variable will be hidden
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.4.13. EXTCALL
EXTCALL is used for calling external functions written in "C" language. This is not generally something that the user
normally has access to (or any use for) but all the functions in the VPL environment that utilizes the various
hardware facilities such as GSM module, DTMF, RealTimeClock etc, are all written in "C".

Example:
FUNCTION displayBacklight : INT;
VAR_INPUT
intensity : INT;
END_VAR;
displayBacklight := INT(EXTCALL(16#7_001)); // Call the C function
END_FUNCTION;
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4.5. Program Flow Control
4.5.1. Program Flow Control
The following pages describes the various elements of the VPL programming language that controls the flow of a
program. The elements are divided in two groups, selection and iteration elements.

VPL offers the following language elements for conditional execution of code:
• IF-THEN-ELSE
• CASE-OF

VPL offers the following language elements for iterative execution of code:
•
•
•
•

WHILE-DO
FOR-TO-DO
REPEAT-UNTIL
BEGIN-END

Keywords used in combination with the above:
•
•
•
•
•

RETURN
EXIT
PROGRAM
UPDATEIO
UPDATEOUT
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4.5.2. IF
IF statements are used for conditional execution of code in VPL programs.

IF <expr> THEN
statement;
ELSIF <expr> THEN
statement;
ELSE
statement;
END_IF;
<expr> is an expression that evaluates to a BOOL, and is therefore always either TRUE or FALSE. Based on the
<expr> the code after the THEN keyword is either executed or bypassed.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a
: INT;
b
: INT;
str : STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
IF a > b THEN
str := "a is grater than b";
ELSIF a = b THEN
str := "a equals b";
ELSE
str := "a is lesser than b";
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.5.3. THEN
The word THEN is part of the IF-THEN statement.
Can also be used in #IFDEF conditional compilation directive.

4.5.4. ELSE
The word ELSE can be part of either
• IF-THEN statement
• CASE statement

Can also be used in #IFDEF conditional compilation directive.

4.5.5. ELSE, (IF Statement)
ELSE is part of the IF statement

4.5.6. ELSIF
ELSIF is part of the IF statement.

4.5.7. END_IF
END_IF is part of the IF statement.

4.5.8. RETURN
Using RETURN it is possible to return from a function or functionblock before the END statement of that
function/functionblock are reached.
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4.5.9. BEGIN
BEGIN starts a section of code that will be executed repeatedly. The code between BEGIN and END will be
executed until a EXIT statement is reached. If no EXIT statement is reached, the code will execute forever. During
each iteration, a call to UpdateIO will be done to update all physical in- and outputs. All functionblocks with the
AUTO attribute will also be called. Typically in a VPL program, one main loop will be executing forever, and make
the necessary calls to functions and functionblocks. The BEGIN/END construction is only allowed in the program
section !

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a
: INT;
b
: INT;
str : STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
// Code from this point to END are executed forever
BEGIN
IF a > b THEN
str := "a is grater than b";
ELSIF a = b THEN
str := "a equals b";
ELSE
str := "a is lesser than b";
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.5.10. END
END is used in conjunction with BEGIN.
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4.5.11. CASE
CASE statements are used for conditional execution of code in VPL programs.
CASE <expression> OF
<constant 1>,<constant 2>,<constant 3>:
<statements>
<constant 1>..<constant 2>:
<statements>
<constant 1>..<constant 2>,<constant 3>:
<statements>
ELSE
<statements>
END_CASE;
<expr> is an expression that evaluates to a number. If one of the <num> values has the same value as <expr>, that
section of code is executed.
If none of the <num> values matches the <expr> value, the statements after the ELSE word are executed. If no
ELSE statement is found, the code after the END_CASE word are executed.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a
: INT;
str : STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
CASE a OF
-1
: str := "a is minus one";
1
: str := "a is one";
2..6 : str := "a is between two and six";
7,9
: str := "a is either seven or nine";
ELSE
str := "a is something else...";
END_CASE;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.5.12. OF
OF is used in either
• ARRAY
• CASE statement

4.5.13. ELSE, (CASE Statement)
ELSE is part of the CASE statement.

4.5.14. END_CASE
END_CASE is part of the CASE statement.

4.5.15. WHILE
WHILE statements are used for repetitive conditional execution of code in VPL programs.
WHILE <expr> DO
statement;
END_WHILE;
<expr> is an expression that evaluates to a BOOL. As long as <expr> evaluates to TRUE, the code until
END_WHILE are executed repeatedly. The WHILE loop can be terminated by using the EXIT statement. Please
note that unlike a REPEAT statement, that the <expr> are evaluated before the code is executed, and if the <expr>
are FALSE, the code between the WHILE and END_WHILE will not be executed !

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a
: INT;
str : STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
a := 0;
WHILE a < 10 DO
a := a + 1;
END_WHILE;
// At this point a is 10
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.5.16. DO
DO are used in both
• FOR statement
• WHILE statement

4.5.17. END_WHILE
END_WHILE is part of the WHILE statement.

4.5.18. EXIT
EXIT is used to terminate the execution of the following interative control structures:
• WHILE-DO
• FOR-TO-DO
• REPEAT-UNTIL
Calling EXIT will resume execution immediately after the corresponding END_WHILE, END_FOR or END_REPEAT
statement.
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4.5.19. FOR
FOR statements are used for iteration of code in VPL programs. The code between the FOR and END_FOR are
executed a number of times.
FOR <variable>:=<n> TO <m> BY <k> DO
statement;
END_FOR;
The <variable> are assigned the value n, and statement are executed. <variable> will the be incremented by the
value <k> and if <variable> are lesser than <m>, statement are executed again, and so on. If the BY <k> are
omitted, the <variable> are incremented by 1 each time.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
FOR a := 1 TO 100 BY 10 DO
// a will get the values 10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90,100
.
.
END_FOR;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.5.20. TO
TO is part of the FOR-TO-DO statement.

4.5.21. BY
BY is part of the FOR statement.

4.5.22. END_FOR
END_FOR is part of the FOR statement.
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4.5.23. PROGRAM
PROGRAM names, and encapsulates the VPL main program together with END_PROGRAM.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.5.24. END_PROGRAM
END_PROGRAM encapsulates the main VPL program together with PROGRAM,

4.5.25. UPDATEIO
UPDATEIO will force an update of all In- and outputs on the RTCU platform. Normally UPDATEIO is not needed, as
the BEGIN/END construction will handle the updating of the in- and outputs. But in some cases it can be necessary
to use the UPDATEIO manually in a program. For example in a REPEAT statement, it could be necessary to update
all in- and outputs in each iteration.
UPDATEIO will update the Inputs and then the Outputs, in that order.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_OUTPUT
output : ARRAY[1..16] OF BOOL;| Our 16 digital outputs
END_VAR;
VAR
a
END_VAR;

: INT;

PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
a := 1;
REPEAT
output[a] := TRUE; // Set the output TRUE
UPDATEIO; // Update all in- and outputs
Sleep(delay := 100); // Wait 100 milliseconds
output[a] := FALSE; // Set the output FALSE
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UPDATEIO; // Update all in- and outputs
Sleep(delay := 100); // Wait 100 milliseconds
a := a + 1; // Next output
UNTIL a > 16
END_REPEAT;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

This example will make a "running" light on the 16 outputs, output 1 will be on for 100 mSecs, then output 2 will be
on for 100 mSecs and so on.

4.5.26. UPDATEOUT
UPDATEOUT will force an update of all outputs on the RTCU platform. Normally UPDATEOUT is not needed, as
the BEGIN/END construction will handle the updating of the outputs. But in some cases it can be necessary to use
the UPDATEOUT manually in a program. For example in a REPEAT statement, it could be necessary to update all
outputs in each iteration.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_OUTPUT
output : ARRAY[1..16] OF BOOL;| Our 16 digital outputs
END_VAR;
VAR
a
END_VAR;

: INT;

PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
a := 1;
REPEAT
output[a] := TRUE; // Set the output TRUE
UPDATEIO; // Update all in- and outputs
Sleep(delay := 100); // Wait 100 milliseconds
output[a] := FALSE; // Set the output FALSE
UPDATEOUT; // Update all outputs
Sleep(delay := 100); // Wait 100 milliseconds
a := a + 1; // Next output
UNTIL a > 16
END_REPEAT;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

This example will make a "running" light on the 16 outputs, output 1 will be on for 100 mSecs, then output 2 will be
on for 100 mSecs and so on.
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4.5.27. REPEAT
REPEAT statements are used for repetitive conditional execution of code in VPL programs.

REPEAT
statement;
UNTIL <expr>
END_REPEAT;
<expr> is an expression that evaluates to a BOOL. As long as <expr> evaluates to TRUE, the code until UNTIL are
executed repeatedly. The REPEAT loop can be terminated by using the EXIT statement. Please note that unlike a
WHILE statement, that the <expr> are evaluated after the code is executed, and if the <expr> are FALSE, the code
between the REPEAT and UNTIL will at least be executed once !

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a
: INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
a := 0; // Even if we assign 200 to 'a' at this point, the statements
// between REPEAT and UNTIL will be executed once as the test
// is done AFTER the first execution of the statements !
REPEAT
a := a + 10;
UNTIL a > 100
END_REPEAT;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.5.28. UNTIL
UNTIL is part of the REPEAT statement

4.5.29. END_REPEAT
END_REPEAT is part of the REPEAT statement
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4.6. Datatypes
4.6.1. Datatypes and variables
Variables
Variables in a VPL program are used as place holders for values. A variable can hold some kind of value. The type
of value it can hold, depends on the Type of the variable. In VPL, a number of data types exists, some are used for
storing numbers, a type exists for storing text strings in, and a data type for storing the name of a voice message
exists. You can even make arrays of the simple data types, more on that in the ARRAY section.
When a program have variables of different types (which is usually the case), you can use Typecast to convert
between the different data types. Please see the section Typecast below for more information on typecasts.

Datatypes
The VPL programming language offers a number of different data types.
The different data types are able to hold different types of data, numbers, strings, and voice messages. In a
program, it is always best to try to select the smallest possible data type that will handle the given values. This will
help reduce the space needed for the program. If for example you need a variable, whose value can be between 1
and 10, it is sufficient to declare a variable as the type SINT.
The SINT can hold values between -128 and 127. The SINT (and BOOL) data type only occupies 1 byte of internal
storage in the VPL program, a INT will occupy 2 bytes, and a DINT occupies 4 bytes. The STRING and VOICE data
types, are data types used for manipulating text strings and Voice messages. Both VOICE and STRING occupy 2
bytes.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BOOL
SINT
INT
DINT
STRING
VOICE
PTR
CHANNEL
SEMAPHORE
MUTEX
FILE

Can hold the value TRUE or FALSE
Can hold values from -128 to 127
Can hold values from -32768 to 32767
Can hold values from -2147483648 to 2147483647
Can hold a string, with a maximum of 254 characters
Holds the name of a Voice message
Holds a pointer (address)
Will hold a reference to a Channel (only large RTCU units)
Will hold a reference to a Semaphore (only large RTCU units)
Will hold a reference to a Mutex (only large RTCU units)
Will hold a reference to a File (only X32 RTCU units)

For declaring arrays of data, please have a look at:
• ARRAY

Declares a ARRAY of a specific data type

Typecast
Variables of different types can not be assigned to each other when the destination is a "smaller" data type than the
source. This is because the VPL language contains strong type checking mechanisms. This will help to prevent
errors when developing programs, as the programmer is notified by syntax errors when he/she tries to assign
expressions to variables that are not of the correct type (size). In some cases however, the programmer needs to
assign expressions of the "wrong" type to variables, and because of that, typecasts are part of the VPL language.
Typecasts are used to convert one type of expression to another type, for example to convert a number to a BOOL
variable. The BOOL type can only contain the values TRUE or FALSE, and therefore it is not legal to try to assign
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the value 1 or 0 (or any other number) to a variable of type BOOL. If there is a need to such things, you can use
typecasting. The typecast are performed by writing the following:
var := TYPE(expression);
Where var is the destination variable, TYPE is one of the built-in datatypes, and expression is the expression that
needs to be converted.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
var_bool : BOOL;
var_int : INT;
var_dint : DINT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
var_int := 1;
var_bool := BOOL(var_int);
// This makes a typecats on the value 1 (an integer) and
assigns it to var (the same as TRUE/ON)
var_int := INT(var_dint);
// This makes a typecats on the var_dint to a int type
var_dint := var_int;
// This is allowed, as a INT is a "smaller" data type than DINT
is
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.6.2. SINT
SINT is one of the basic datatypes. A SINT can hold values between -128 and 127.
A SINT data type occupies 1 byte of storage.

4.6.3. INT
INT is one of the basic datatypes. A INT can hold values between -32768 and 32767
A INT data type occupies 2 bytes of storage.

4.6.4. DINT
DINT is one of the basic datatypes. A DINT can hold values between -2147483648 to 2147483647.
A DINT data type occupies 4 bytes of storage.

4.6.5. BOOL
BOOL is one of the basic datatypes. A BOOL can only take two values, either FALSE or TRUE. BOOL are often
used as a data type for Digital I/O's, as a Digital I/O can be represented by either FALSE (not active) or TRUE
(active).
A BOOL data type occupies 1 byte of storage.

For assigning values to a BOOL type, please see:
• TRUE, ON
• FALSE, OFF
or
• Datatypes and Typecasting

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
I1 : BOOL; | Input signal
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
O1 : BOOL; | Output signal
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
IF I1 THEN
O1 := TRUE;
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ELSE
O1 := FALSE;
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.6.6. STRING
STRING is one of the basic datatypes. A variable of the type STRING is often used for sending messages using
SMS, EMail or fax, for printing messages on a display etc.
A STRING data type occupies 2 bytes of storage, as the actual string is handled seperately and are subject to
automatic garbage collection.
The maximum size of a STRING is 254 characters.

In order to include special characters in strings, it is possible to use the following control character strings:
$$
$"
$L
$P
$R
$T
$N
$xx

-->
-->
-->
-->
-->
-->
-->
-->

$
"
linefeed (value 10)
formfeed (value 12)
carriage return (value 13)
Tab (value 9)
Newline (value 13, value 10)
Value xx (xx in hex, 00..FF)

Information:
Please note that when assigning a variable of type STRING to another variable of type STRING, the contents are
NOT copied, the assignment only has the effect that the two variables are pointing to the same string.
On a small type RTCU there is a maximum of 40 simultanous dynamic strings available with a maximum combined
size that is determined by the number of variables in the program, but will never be below 600 bytes. On a large type
RTCU there is a maximum of 400 simultanous dynamic strings available with a maximum combined size that is
determined by the number of variables in the program, but will never be below 6000 bytes.
A dynamic string is a string that must be created and stored in RAM at run time.
If you have declared:
A : STRING;
and you assign:
A:="Hello world";
this will not be a dynamic string but a static string and will not occupy any space in RAM.
If you assign:
A:=strConcat(str1:="Hello ",str2:="world");
it will be a dynamic string that will occupy the string-length + 1. In this case 12 bytes.

Starting from RTCU IDE Verion 4.60 the EIS (Enhanced Instruction Set) compiler can be enabled for LARGE RTCU
Projects supporting additional operations on STRINGS, such as '+', '<', '<=', '>', '>=', '=' and '<>'. EIS is supported in
LARGE firmware releases starting from version 4.75.
Please see the section on Operators for more information.

Important note on using strings with multithreading:
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Assigning a dynamic string to a global (shared) STRING variable from multiple threads are not thread-safe. An
example is assigning a global string to a dynamic string created for example by strConcat() or the '+' operator. A
MUTEX can be used to protect the operation in this special case.
Failure to follow these guidelines can result in a fault code 6 (Illegal string-id referenced). Please see the section on
fault codes.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
text_to_send : STRING := "This is the message";
str
: STRING;
str2
: STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
gsmSendSMS(number := "+44 12 34 56 789", message := text_to_send);
str := "This is a test $NThis is placed on a newline";
str2 := "Hello" + " " + "World!"; // Result: "Hello World!".
(Only supported with EIS)
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.6.7. VOICE
VOICE is one of the basic datatypes. A variable of the type VOICE is used for sending Voice messages, using f.ex
a GSM module. Please note that it is not all RTCU platforms that are Voice enabled, please consult the technical
documentation for the actual RTCU. All voice files used in a program, must exists in the active project. All voice files
in a project can be seen in the project tree under Voicemessages.
The VOICE datatype is exactly the same as the STRING datatype and the two types can be used interchangeable.
A VOICE data type occupies 2 bytes of storage.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
configured_message : VOICE; | Voice message
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Play the "Hello" message, and after the message finishes, wait 250 milliseconds
voiceTalk(message := "Hello", wait := 250);
// Play the "Menu" message, and return immediatly when the message is put into the queue
voiceTalk(message := "Menu", wait := 0);
// Play the configured message, and return immediatly when the message is put into the queue
voiceTalk(message := configured_message, wait := 0);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.6.8. ARRAY
An array is used to "group" a number of data together so it can be referenced by an index. (one dimensional only).
An array can also be initialized, except arrays declared in VAR_INPUT / VAR_OUTPUT or in a FUNCTION.
In the case where an array is not fully initialized the remaining elements in the array will simply be set to the default
value 0, FALSE by the compiler.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
Input : ARRAY[1..8] OF BOOL; | The 8 input signals
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
Output : ARRAY[1..8] OF BOOL; | The 8 output signals
END_VAR;
VAR
index
work1
work2
END_VAR;

: SINT;
: ARRAY[2..5] OF INT := 123,678,345,678;
: ARRAY[1..5] OF STRING := "This", "Is", "a", "Big", "Test";

PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
// Copy each of the 8 inputs to the outputs
FOR index:=1 TO 8 DO
Output[index] := Input[index];
END_FOR;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.6.9. STRUCT_BLOCK
A struct-block is a user-defined composite type. Struct-blocks are an extremely usefull facility when you want to
group variables, like this example:
STRUCT_BLOCK sbBufferPDU
length : INT;
data
: ARRAY[1..140} OF SINT;
END_STRUCT_BLOCK;

The biggest advantage of the struct-block is found when writing data of different types to the Serial port, PDU
message, or file system.
In stead of writing the data types individual, they can be grouped in a struct-block and the unit sees it as one
variabel to be written.
STRUCT_BLOCK sbGpsData
mode
: SINT;
linsec
: DINT;
latitude
: DINT;
longitude
: DINT;
speed
: DINT;
course
: DINT;
height
: INT;
PDOP
: INT;
HDOP
: INT;
VDOP
: INT;
inview
: SINT;
used
: SINT;
END_STRUCT_BLOCK;
VAR
gpsData : sbGpsData;
END_VAR;
serSendData(port:=1, data:=ADDR(gpsData), size:=SIZEOF(gpsData));

Note: It is not possible to transfer strings in a struct-block (See string)
A struct-block cannot be declared in Functions and other struct-blocks.

4.6.10. END_STRUCT_BLOCK
Ends a structblock

4.6.11. PTR
The pointer datatype hold a pointer, e.a. an address.
A PTR data type occupies 4 byte of storage.
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4.6.12. CHANNEL
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:

All
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes

The CHANNEL datatype is used for passing data between threads.
Please see the section about the Channel functions for more information.
A CHANNEL data type occupies 2 byte of storage.
Please also see the section on Thread syncronization.

4.6.13. SEMAPHORE
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:

All
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes

The SEMAPHORE datatype is used for various thread syncronization purposes.
Please see the section about the Semaphore functions or more information.
A SEMAPHORE data type occupies 2 byte of storage.
Please also see the section on Thread syncronization.

4.6.14. MUTEX
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:

All
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes

The MUTEX datatype is used for various thread syncronization purposes.
Please see the section about the Mutex functions for more information.
A MUTEX data type occupies 2 byte of storage.
Please also see the section on Thread syncronization.

4.6.15. FILE
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
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The FILE datatype is used to represent open files in the filesystem. When a file is created or opened an ID (FILE) is
returned, and this ID is used in all file operations (Read, Write etc.)
Please see the section about the filesystem for more information.
A FILE datatype occupies 2 byte of storage.
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4.7. Predefined constants
4.7.1. Predefined constants
A number of constants are defined in VPL:
• TRUE, ON
• FALSE, OFF
• __LINE__

Can be assigned to a variable of type BOOL
Can be assigned to a variable of type BOOL
Returns the current linenumber in the current sourcefile

4.7.2. TRUE, ON
TRUE and ON are both synonyms for the same thing. They are used when assigning a constant to a variable of
type BOOL.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
var : BOOL;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
var := TRUE; // This sets the variable var to TRUE (the same as setting it to ON)
var := ON;
// This sets the variable var to ON (the same as setting it to TRUE)
var := BOOL(1); // This makes a typecast on the value 1 (an integer) and assigns it to var
(the same as TRUE/ON)
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.7.3. FALSE, OFF
FALSE and OFF are both synonyms for the same thing. They are used when assigning a constant to a variable of
type BOOL.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
var : BOOL;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
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var := FALSE; // This sets the variable var to FALSE (the same as setting it to OFF)
var := OFF;
// This sets the variable var to OFF (the same as setting it to FALSE)
var := BOOL(0); // This makes a typecast on the value 0 (an integer) and assigns it to var
(the same as FALSE/OFF)
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.7.4. __LINE__
__LINE__ returns the current linenumber in the current sourcefile. This is especially usefull for debugging purposes.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
// Show which line is being executed (this will show that line 7 is the current line)
debugFmt(message := "Current line is \1", v1:=__LINE__);
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.8. Functions and Functionblocks
4.8.1. Functions and Functionblocks
Functions and functionblocks are two very important ingredients in a typical VPL program.
Functions and functionblocks enables you to structure your program in a way so that it will become much more
friendly to read, and easier for others to understand. They also enables a very important thing, reuseability ! Using
Functions and Functionblocks, it is possible to create general functions that can be reused in many different
programs. It is always a good idea to try to make general and well documented functions, this will greatly improve the
usability.
On the RTCU platform, whenever you access the GSM module, use a timer, prints on the Display, the tool that
enables you to do this in a simple way, it is either a function or a functionblock !
For details on functions and functionblocks, please look at the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

FUNCTION
END_FUNCTION
FUNCTION_BLOCK
END_FUNCTION_BLOCK
AUTO
ASYNC
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4.8.2. FUNCTION
Functions are one of the important aspects of VPL programming. Using functions (and functionblocks), one is able
to isolate often used pieces of code in small enclosed units. Reuse of previously developed functions, will enable
you to develop programs faster and more error-free.
A function can be declared like this:
FUNCTION name : returntype;
VAR_INPUT
variable : type;
.
.
variable : type;
END_VAR;
VAR
variable : type;
.
.
variable : type;
END_VAR;
.
.
END_FUNCTION;

The returntype must be one of the builtin datatypes of VPL. The VAR_INPUT section declares all the variables that
can be assigned a value outside of the function (done by the calling program). These variables can not be modified
from within the function, but only read. The VAR section contains the functions own private variables. The variables
that are declared within the VAR section, can only be seen from within the function itself. The variables can be
assigned an initial value using the ':=' notation.
Below is an example of a simple function that can add 3 numbers together, and return the result:
FUNCTION Add : INT;
VAR_INPUT
a : INT;
b : INT;
c : INT;
END_VAR;
Add := a+b+c; // Make the our function return the sum of the 3 numbers
END_FUNCTION;
The return value of the function will be the value that is assigned to the name of the function as shown above.
The above function can then be used in a program in the following way:
j := Add(a:=3, b:=4, c:=10);
After this call, j will have the value 17.
Please note how the variables of the function is assigned values by stating their names. If you omit one or more of
the variables when calling the function, the variables initial value (assigned in the functions VAR_INPUT section with
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the := notation) will be used instead. If no initial value is given in the function, the value of 0 will be used instead (for
a STRING and VOICE, an empty string will be used instead).
An example:
j := Add(c:=5,a:=2);
This call will use the initial value for b (in this case 0). Therefore, the return value of the call (which will be assigned
to j) will be 7.
Please also note that it doesn't matter where in the list each of the variables is mentioned, this is one of the benefits
of using this notation, one can assign the variables in any order desired.

4.8.3. END_FUNCTION
Ends a FUNCTION.

4.8.4. FUNCTION_BLOCK
Functionblocks are an extremely important facility when developing VPL programs. A functionblock can accept and
deliver different values to the calling program. As all functionblocks are instantiated once, and thereafter keeps their
own variables etc in memory, they survive between calls to them, and can therefore deliver different results for each
call. This is opposite to a function, which has no knowledge of the previous times it was called (a functions variables
will NOT survive between multiple calls).

Have a look at the following functionblock, which in fact is a functionblock taken from the RTCU environment, and
therefore is available "right out of the box". You can find some more details about the CTD functionblock here.
FUNCTION_BLOCK CTD;
VAR_INPUT
cd : BOOL R_EDGE; | count down (R_EDGE will detect a leading edge on the signal)
ld : BOOL;
| load preset value
pv : INT;
| preset value
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
q : BOOL; | count down occurred
cv : INT; | current value
END_VAR;
IF ld THEN
cv := pv;
ELSIF cd
cv := cv-1;
END_IF;
q := cv <= 0;
END_FUNCTION_BLOCK;

When declaring a variable of the type BOOL in the VAR_INPUT section, it is possible to define that the variable
only becomes TRUE if either a leading edge (R_EDGE) is detected or if a falling edge (F_EDGE) is detected.
The CTD functionblock above, is very useable in cases were you need to count down on some event. The CTD
functionblock, will decrement it's counter value by 1, on each leading edge on 'cd'. Setting 'ld' TRUE will load the
preset value 'pv' into the counter 'cv'. The output 'q' will be TRUE when the counter 'cv' reaches 0.
CTD is a wonderful example of the many benefits of using functionblocks. The complete logic of the CTD "function"
is encapsulated in a unit with a very well defined interface to the outside world. When you have a large library of preVersion 5.90
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defined and developed functionblocks (and functions), development of new programs will both be easier, and also
less time consuming. The number of errors introduced to a new program will also be lesser, as many of the
functionblocks you use, has already been used many times before, and therefore well tested.
As it was the case with functions, variables declared in the VAR_INPUT section, can only be modified outside of the
functionblock, as variables in the VAR_OUTPUT section can only be read outside the functionblock (but not
modified). Declarations in the VAR section are the private variables of the functionblock, and can therefore only be
used from inside the functionblock.
The instantiation of a functionblock is done in the following way:
AAA : CTD;
To get access to the inputs and outputs of AAA, the following notation is used: AAA.<variable>
To set the initial value of the CTD (pv, preset value), you use the following code:
AAA.pv := 1000;
This will set the default value (preset value) to 1000.
Another way initializing the 'pv' to 1000, and at the same time call the functionblock so it will get executed:
AAA(pv:=1000);
This has exactly the same effect as first assigning the value 1000 to 'pv' and then calling the functionblock:
AAA.pv := 10000;
AAA();

Example on the use of CTD:

// Simple example showing the use of CTD
INCLUDE RTCU.INC
VAR_INPUT
i1 : BOOL; | An input
i2 : BOOL; | Another input
a : CTD;
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
o : BOOL; | output
END_VAR;
PROGRAM CTD_test;
a.pv := 1000; // set preset value
BEGIN
IF i1 THEN
// load default value
a(ld := TRUE);
a(ld := FALSE);
ELSE
a(cd := i2);
END_IF;
IF a.q THEN
// count down:
o := NOT o;
END_IF;
END;
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END_PROGRAM;

4.8.5. END_FUNCTION_BLOCK
Ends a functionblock

4.8.6. AUTO
Note: Using AUTO are NOT recommended in new projects and its presence is only available for backward
compatibility.

The AUTO option can be used in the declaration of a functionblock. Normally, when you declare a functionblock
without the AUTO option, the program that makes an instance of the functionblock, must call the instance of the
functionblock to execute the code inside the functionblock. If the AUTO option is used in the declaration of the
functionblock, the VPL environment will automatically make sure that the functionblock is called every time BEGIN is
executed.
If a an instance of a functionblock is declared inside a functionblock it must be called explicitely by the program.
The AUTO option is used like this:

FUNCTION_BLOCK AUTO test;
.
.
.
END_FUNCTION_BLOCK;

4.8.7. ASYNC
The ASYNC option can be used in the declaration of a functionblock. When a program calls a functionblock without
the ASYNC option, the execution of the code in the functionblock is said to be synchronous. That is, the calling
program will first gain control again, when the called functionblock is "finished" executing. If the option ASYNC is
used in the declaration of a functionblock, the execution is said to be asynchronously. When the calling program
calls the functionblock, the execution of the functionblock are started as a separate task, much like in a multitasking
operating system. The calling program immediately regains the control, and continues to execute it's code. While it
does so, the functionblock will also continue to execute it's own code. If the calling program needs to know when the
functionblock is finished executing, the functionblock needs a way of telling this to the calling program, this could be
done, for example, using a variable in the functionblocks VAR_OUTPUT section.
The execution of the asyncronous functionblocks are are done sequential in the order of execution. This means that
while one asyncronous functionblock is executing a call to another asyncronous functionblock will be queued for
execution until the currently executing functionblock terminates.
Instead of using an ASYNC functionblock it is recommended to use the true multithreading available on the large
RTCU models.

The ASYNC option is used like this:
FUNCTION_BLOCK ASYNC test;
.
.
.
END_FUNCTION_BLOCK;
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4.8.8. ALIGN
The ALIGN option can be used in the declaration of a function and a functionblock. Normally, when you declare a
function / functionblock without the ALIGN option, the VPL translator will pack all the data in the
VAR_INPUTVAR_OUTPUT and VAR sections on a 1 byte boundary, but when using the ALIGN option, all variables
that occupies 2 or 4 bytes will be aligned to the target platforms 16-bit architecture.
The ALIGN option is only used in combination with the EXTCALL to insure that the data layout in the functionblock
corresponds with the layout in the externally called C function.

FUNCTION_BLOCK ALIGN test;
.
.
.
END_FUNCTION_BLOCK;
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4.9. Multithreading
4.9.1. Multithreading
Introduction
Supports for multithreading was introduced on LARGE RTCU units first time in firmware version 4.70 and represents
a major leap in functionality of the VPL programming environment. The SMALL RTCU units does not support
multithreading and this limitation is enforced by the RTCU IDE programming environment in that multithreading is
only allowed in a LARGE VPL Project.
The LARGE setting is found in the "RTCU Type" section in the PROJECT SETTINGS dialog:

Make sure that the Large checkmark is set before developing multithreaded VPL program.
Please continue reading the section What is multithreading?
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4.9.1.1. What is multithreading?
Multithreading is an environment where more than one "thread" of execution can take place at the same time.
Without support for multithreading, or more than one "thread" of execution, the programmer will be forced to handle
everything in one execution context.
Windows is a multithreaded environment in that many simultanous things can take place at the same time: the email
client program can receive an email at the same time as the user is using the spreadsheet program and maybe
copying a file all at the same time.
In a VPL program without multithreading there is only one thread of execution automatically started by the RTCU
system software:
PROGRAM test;
<--- This is where the main thread automatically starts execution.
DebugMsg(message:="Hello from VPL Program");
END_PROGRAM;

With multithreading the VPL program can start additional threads of execution by declaring thread-blocks:

THREAD_BLOCK Piper;
<--- This is where the thread "Piper" will start execution.
DebugMsg(message:="Hello from Piper!");
END_THREAD_BLOCK;

PROGRAM test;
VAR
th : Piper;
END_VAR;

<--- This declares an instance of the thread "Piper"

th();
<--- This is where the thread "Piper" is started.
DebugMsg(message:="Hello from main!");
END_PROGRAM;

The output of the the multithreaded program above will be:
Hello from main!
Hello from piper!

**** OR:
Hello from piper!
Hello from main!

The order of the execution can not be predicted as the two threads executes concurrently.

Please continue reading the section Why use multithreading?
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4.9.1.2. Why use multithreading?
As pointed out multithreading offers several "threads" of execution. This feature will allow much easier program
development as the problem can be broken down in several "sub-tasks" or threads as they are called. Multithreading
will also make it easier to implement programs where different "sub-tasks" has different priorities and timing.
Consider a high-speed I/O thread that takes care of the I/O handling generating alarm messages to a SMS thread
that is responsible for sending out SMS messages. It is clear that the I/O thread it not allowed to be halted because it
takes time for the SMS message to be sent out. If the I/O thread blocks for a certain time it most likely results in that
several input changes are lost with potential severe consequences.
Multithreading your code can have many benefits, including:
• Improve application responsiveness -- Any program in which many activities are not dependent upon each other
can be redesigned so that each activity is defined as a thread.
• Improve program structure -- Many programs are more efficiently structured as multiple independent or semiindependent units of execution instead of as a single, monolithic thread. Multithreaded programs can be more
adaptive to variations in demands than single threaded programs.
• Use fewer resources, compared to multiple program tasks.

Please continue reading the section Using multithreading
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4.9.1.3. Using multithreading
As a short example of how to use multithreading we will look into a VPL program that will monitor two digital input
that will generate an SMS message on each rising edge. That could be the basis of a simple alarm system with two
door switches.
First we look how the, somewhat simplified, program will look without multithreading:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
al_1 : BOOL R_EDGE;
al_2 : BOOL R_EDGE;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
BEGIN
IF al_1 THEN
//Alarm!
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber := "22448899", message := "Alarm. Door 1");
END_IF;
IF al_2 THEN
//Alarm!
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber := "22448899", message := "Alarm. Door 2");
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

This is a very simple program with one serious problem. If the "al_1" input goes high it will send out an SMS
message. That will take maybe 5..6 seconds before the call to gsmSendSMS() returns. If during this period the
"al_2" (or the "al_1" once more) input goes high and low it will never be deteced by the program! This is serious if
another thief just broke in!!
How can we improve these shortcomings with multithreading:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE thread.inc

VAR_INPUT
al_1 : BOOL R_EDGE;
al_2 : BOOL R_EDGE;
END_VAR;
VAR
chalarm : CHANNEL;
END_VAR;
//SMS thread
THREAD_BLOCK smsalarm;
VAR
alarmno : SINT;
END_VAR;
WHILE TRUE DO
chRead(ch:=chalarm,msg:=ADDR(alarmno),lenmax:=SIZEOF(alarmno));
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber := "22448899",message := strFormat(format:="Alarm. Door \1",
v1:=alarmno));
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;
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PROGRAM test;
VAR
smshandler : smsalarm;
alarm : sint;
END_VAR;
//main thread
chalarm := chInit(msgMax:=10);
smshandler();
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
BEGIN
IF al_1 THEN
alarm:=1;
chWrite(ch:=chalarm,msg:=ADDR(alarm),len:=SIZEOF(alarm));
END_IF;
IF al_2 THEN
alarm:=2;
chWrite(ch:=chalarm,msg:=ADDR(alarm),len:=SIZEOF(alarm));
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

This program is a bit longer than the single threaded version, but it will address all the shortcomings previously
mentioned.
We realize that the application responsivness and correctness has been improved. The program structure can also
be said to have improved, but this will be more visible in larger more complex programs.
The program uses the Channel mechanism for passing the alarm as a number to the SMS thread. The chWrite()
function call is non-blocking which means that the main thread will very quickly send the message and continue its
operation. The SMS thread will automatically be blocked in the chRead() function call waiting for messages from the
main thread. When a message arrives it will send the actual SMS message using the gsmSendSMS() function. The
speed of sending the SMS messages is not important, because as new alarms may occur they will simply be
queued in the Channel mechanism and processed in the order they have been inserted into the channel.
Please continue reading the section Thread syncronization
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4.9.1.4. Thread syncronization
When developing multithreaded application one important issue to understand is the need for thread syncronization.
In the previous example with the SMS alarm application we actually did see the Channel thread syncronization
primitive in use. Another need for thread syncronization occurs when more than one thread accesses shared data,
like global variables used by several threads.
The Mutex (Mutual Exclusion) datatype is the most important mechanism used for implementing critical sections in a
multithreading VPL program. Critical sections are used in the cases where more than one thread is accessing the
same shared resource, like a global variable/data structure accessed from several threads.
Using a Mutex it is ensured that only ONE thread will be executing in the critical section at one time. Other threads
that also wants to enter the critical section will be blocked until the thread executing in the critical section leaves it.
Use of critical sections is important to avoid the so called lost update problem that occurs because each piece of
code assumes that between the point where it takes a copy of the data and the point where it writes it back no other
tasks will change the data.
The VPL line:
Count:=Count + 1;
Will actually be executed as 3 machine code instructions, like:
LD
ADD
ST

A,[Count]
A,1
[COUNT],A

; Load the Count value into register A
; Add 1 to the value of register A
; Save register a to Count

If we assume that two threads are executing these instructions to increment the Count variable:

A1:
A2:
A3:

Thread
LD
ADD
ST

A
A,[Count]
A,1
[COUNT],A

B1:
B2:
B3:

Thread B
LD
B,[Count]
ADD
B,5
ST
[COUNT],B

Consider the following sequence of execution:
A1, A2, task_switch, B1, B2, B3, task_switch, A3 …
What problem occurs here?
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Thread A will increment Count with 1 and Thread B will increment Count with 5. As Count initially is 10 the correct
answer after execution will be 16, but because of the lost update problem the result will be 11.
By placing the instructions to increment the Count variable in a critical section it will be assured that the load,
increment and store are executed in one atomic operation which will eliminate the lost update problem:

A0:
A1:
A2:
A3:
A4:

Thread A
mxLock();
LD
A,[Count]
ADD
A,1
ST
[COUNT],A
mxUnlock();

B0:
B1:
B2:
B3:
B4:

Thread B
mxLock();
LD
B,[Count]
ADD
B,5
ST
[COUNT],B
mxUnlock();

The sequence of execution would now be:
A0, A1, A2, task_switch, B0, task_switch, A3, A4,task_switch, B1, B2, B3, B4 …
It can now be seen that using a critical section we have now eliminated the lost update problem.

The short example below demonstrates how to protect the "Count" variable when accessed from 3 threads - the main
thread and 2 threads dynamically created.
Without the use of critical sections implemented by a Mutex, the lost update problem will appear because the
increment of the "Count" is composed of several machine code instructions that may be interrupted at any time.

INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE thread.inc

VAR
mxCnt : MUTEX;
Count : DINT := 0;
END_VAR;
THREAD_BLOCK Thread_A;
WHILE TRUE DO
mxLock(mx:=mxCnt);
Count := Count + 1;
mxUnlock(mx:=mxCnt);
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;

THREAD_BLOCK Thread_B;
WHILE TRUE DO
mxLock(mx:=mxCnt);
Count := Count + 5;
mxUnlock(mx:=mxCnt);
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;

PROGRAM test;
VAR
TA
: Thread_A;
TB
: Thread_B;
i
: INT;
END_VAR;
mxCnt := mxInit();
TA();
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TB();
BEGIN
Sleep(delay:=1000);
DebugFmt(message:="Count: \4",v4:=Count);
END;
END_PROGRAM;

Another syncronization mechanism is the Semaphore.
Semaphores are a programming construct designed by E. W. Dijkstra in the late 1960s. Dijkstra's model was the
operation of railroads: consider a stretch of railroad in which there is a single track over which only one train at a time
is allowed. Guarding this track is a semaphore. A train must wait before entering the single track until the semaphore
is in a state that permits travel. When the train enters the track, the semaphore changes state to prevent other trains
from entering the track. A train that is leaving this section of track must again change the state of the semaphore to
allow another train to enter.

One classical example of the use of Semaphores is the so called Producer/Consumer problem where a producer
thread produces data to a consumer thread and access to the shared buffer in between must be syncronized. In the
RTCU environment a CHANNEL could have been used to solve this problem, but a more low-level implementation
using three Semaphores could look like this:

INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE thread.inc
VAR
buffer
buf_in
buf_out
crit
notempty
full
END_VAR;

:
:
:
:
:
:

array[0..4] of int;
int;
int;
semaphore;
semaphore;
semaphore;

THREAD_BLOCK Producer;
VAR
elem : int;
END_VAR;
WHILE TRUE DO
Sleep(delay:=1000);
elem:=elem+1;
semWait(sem:=notempty);
semWait(sem:=crit);
buffer[buf_in]:=elem;
buf_in:=(buf_in+1) mod (sizeof(buffer)/sizeof(buffer[0]));
DebugFmt(message:="Produced=\1",v1:=elem);
semSignal(sem:=crit);
semSignal(sem:=full);
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;
THREAD_BLOCK Consumer;
VAR
elem : int;
END_VAR;
WHILE TRUE DO
Sleep(delay:=1000);
semWait(sem:=full);
semWait(sem:=crit);
elem:=buffer[buf_out];
buf_out:=(buf_out+1) mod (sizeof(buffer)/sizeof(buffer[0]));
DebugFmt(message:="Consumed=\1",v1:=elem);
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semSignal(sem:=crit);
semSignal(sem:=notempty);
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;
PROGRAM test;
VAR
P : Producer;
C : Consumer;
END_VAR;
notempty:=semInit(initval:=sizeof(buffer)/sizeof(buffer[0]));
full:=semInit(initval:=0);
crit:=semInit(initval:=1);
P();
C();
BEGIN
END;
END_PROGRAM;

The notempty and full Semaphores are used for syncronizing the insertion and removal to the buffer, so even as the
Producer is producing faster than the Consumer they will be fully syncronized without any data loss.
The crit semaphore is used exactly with the same purpose as a Mutex and it has therefore been demonstreted that a
MUTEX can also be implemented using a Semaphore with the initial value of 1 - also called a binary semaphore
Semaphores are rarely used for implementing critical sections, because the Mutex is a more safe and elegant way to
accomplish this.

Please read more about the different syncronization mechanism in the respective sections on MUTEX,
SEMAPHORE and CHANNEL.
Also the the RTCU Multithreading datasheet for the limitations present in the system.
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4.9.1.5. RTCU Multithreading datasheet

Maximum number of dynamically created threads in system:
Maximum number of SEMAPHORE in system:
Maximum number of MUTEX in system:
Maximum number of CHANNEL in system:
Thread scheduling policy:
Thread timeslice policy:
RTCU support:

14
32
32
16
Preemptive-FIFO
Fixed instruction slice / blocking event.
Large memory model RTCU only

4.9.2. THREAD_BLOCK
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
None

Defines start of a thread-block as described in more detail in the section on multithreading
The general structure a thread-block is:

THREAD_BLOCK <name>;
VAR_INPUT
...
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
...
END_VAR;
...
END_THREAD_BLOCK;
The syntax is therefore the same as a function-block, but with the word THREAD_BLOCK used instead of
FUNCTION_BLOCK.
Also the ALIGN, AUTO and ASYNC attributes are not allowed on a thread-block.

Advise:
When using threads it is very important to insure that all threads will periodically block waiting for some event like a
Channel, Semaphore, Mutex and/or includes a Sleep operation.

Also see the implicit member variable _running.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE thread.inc
THREAD_BLOCK Piper;
DebugMsg(message:="Hello from Piper!");
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END_THREAD_BLOCK;

PROGRAM test;
VAR
th : Piper;
END_VAR;
th();
WHILE th._running DO
Sleep(delay:=100);
END_WHILE;
DebugMsg(message:="Piper has terminated");
END_PROGRAM;

4.9.3. END_THREAD_BLOCK
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
None

Ends the declaration of a THREAD_BLOCK.

4.9.4. _running (implicit variable)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
None

The _running is an implicit BOOL variable that is automatically declared and handled by the system when a
THREAD_BLOCK is declared.
The usage of the _running BOOL variable is to signal whether the thread is running or not. This can be used for
checking if a thread is successfully started to catch an attempt where more threads than the system allows is started.
It can also be used to syncronize with a thread to now when it has been stopped running after some condition is met.
Consider this THREAD_BLOCK:
THREAD_BLOCK TEST;
VAR_INPUT
stop : BOOL;
END_VAR;
...
END_THREAD_BLOCK;

The VPL compiler will automatically allocate a hidden variable named _running of the type BOOL in the
VAR_OUTPUT section of the thread-block. It will also insert code that updates the status:
THREAD_BLOCK TEST;
VAR_INPUT
stop : BOOL;
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
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_running : BOOL;
END_VAR;
....
....
_running:=FALSE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;

<--- Automatically generated by the compiler.

<--- Automatically generated by the compiler.

The assignment of FALSE to _running will be the very last operation done by the thread before it ends its life.
When the TEST thread-block is instantiated the updating of _running will again automatically be done:
PROGRAM abc;
VAR
myTest : TEST;
END_VAR;
myTest();
myTest._running:=TRUE;

<--- Automatically generated by the compiler.

END_PROGRAM;

When the thread is successfully started the myTest._running variable will be set to TRUE indicating that the thread is
running. If the thread could not be started it will be set to FALSE by the system.
Its possible to dynamically terminate an active thread. This is showed in the example below. The program creates
and starts a thread, waits for 20 seconds and then terminates the thread.
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE thread.inc
THREAD_BLOCK TEST;
VAR_INPUT
stop : BOOL;
END_VAR;
WHILE NOT stop DO
DebugMsg(message:="Working hard...");
Sleep(delay:=1000);
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;

PROGRAM abc;
VAR
myTest : TEST;
END_VAR;
myTest(stop:=FALSE);
Sleep(delay:=20000);
myTest.stop:=TRUE;
WHILE myTest._running DO
DebugMsg(message:="Waiting for TEST thread to terminate...");
Sleep(delay:=1000);
END_WHILE;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.9.5. thGetID(Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
thread.inc or x32.inc

Will return a unique ID for the calling thread.

Input:
None

Returns: INT
The Thread ID of the calling thread.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN thGetID() : INT;
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4.10. Operators
4.10.1. Operators
The VPL programming language offers the following operators.
The number to the left of each operator shows the priority of the operator. Operators with the same priority are
evaluated from left to right.
1.

(expression)

Parenthesis (brackets)

2.

function evaluation
SIZEOF
ADDR

Function call
Size of
Address of

INT(expression)
SINT(expression)
DINT(expression)
BOOL(expression)

Typecast
Typecast
Typecast
Typecast

expression
expression
expression
expression

to
to
to
to

INT
SINT
DINT
BOOL

Unary operators
3.

NOT

Negating
Logic negation

4.

**

Eksponential

Arithmetic operators
5.

*
/
MOD

Multiplication
Division
Modulus

6.

+
-

Addition
Subtraction

Relational(comparison) operators
7.

<
<=
>
>=
=
<>

Less than
Less than or equal
Greater than
Greater than or equal
Equal
Different from

Logical operators
8.

AND

Boolean AND/Bitwise AND

9.

XOR

Boolean Exclusive OR/Bitwise Exclusive OR

10. OR
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4.10.2. Typecast INT(expression)
The INT typecast operator is used to convert an expression to an INT type. If the typecast operator is used on a
"larger" type, truncation will occur. If the typecast is used to convert from a "smaller" type, sign extension will occur.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : INT;
b : DINT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
// Convert 'b' which is a DINT type to a INT (truncation will occur)
a := INT(b);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.10.3. Typecast DINT(expression)
The DINT typecast operator is used to convert an expression to an DINT type. If the typecast is used to convert from
a "smaller" type, sign extension will occur.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : INT;
b : DINT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
// Convert 'a' which is a INT type to a DINT (sign extension will occur)
b := DINT(a);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.10.4. Typecast SINT(expression)
The SINT typecast operator is used to convert an expression to an SINT type. If the typecast operator is used on a
"larger" type, truncation will occur.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : INT;
b : SINT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
// Convert 'a' which is a INT type to a SINT (truncation will occur)
b := SINT(a);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.10.5. Typecast BOOL(expression)
The BOOL typecast operator is used to convert an expression to an BOOL type. Only if the expression is equal to 0,
the result will be FALSE, else it will be TRUE.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : INT;
b : BOOL;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
// Convert 'a' which is a INT type to a BOOL (if a <> 0, b will be TRUE, else FALSE)
b := BOOL(a);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.10.6. ADDR
The ADDR operator returns the address of a VPL object. The address of an object is always a PTR type.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : INT;
b : PTR;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
// assign the address of 'a' to b
b := ADDR(a);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.10.7. AND
The logical operator AND operates on expressions with type BOOLand on the SINT, INT and DINT datatypes.
When operating on datatypes other than BOOL, the operation is bitwise.
When operating on BOOL it has the following truth table:

Input 1
Input 2
Output1
----------------------------------------0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
-----------------------------------------

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : BOOL;
b : BOOL;
ia : INT;
ib : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
// Mask off the lower 8 bits of ib
ia := ib AND 16#00FF;
.
IF a AND b THEN
// This will be executed if both a and b are TRUE
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.10.8. MOD
The MOD operator returns the remainder of a division between two integer numbers.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : INT;
b : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
a := b MOD 10;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.10.9. NOT
The logical operator NOT operates on expressions with type BOOLand on the SINT, INT and DINT datatypes.
When operating on datatypes other than BOOL, the operation is bitwise, ie all '1' bits will be set to '0' and vice versa.
When operating on BOOL it has the following truth table:

Input
Output
----------------------0
1
1
0
----------------------Can also be used in #IFDEF conditional compilation directive.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : BOOL;
i : INT;
j : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
i:=16#00FF;
j:=NOT i;
// Now j is 16#FF00
.
.
IF NOT a THEN
// This will be executed if a are FALSE
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.10.10. SIZEOF
The SIZEOF operator returns the size of VPL object in bytes. The size of an object is always an INT type.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : DINT;
b : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// assign the size of 'a' in bytes to 'b' (in this case 4)
b := SIZEOF(a);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.10.11. XOR
The logical operator XOR operates on expressions with type BOOLand on the SINT, INT and DINT datatypes.
When operating on datatypes other than BOOL, the operation is bitwise.
When operating on BOOL it has the following truth table:

Input 1
Input 2
Output1
----------------------------------------0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
-----------------------------------------

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : BOOL;
b : BOOL;
ia : INT;
ib : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
// All bits in ib that are different than 16#00FF will be set in ia (see thruth table)
ia := ib XOR 16#00FF;
.
IF a XOR b THEN
// This will be executed if a and b are different
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.10.12. OR
The logical operator OR operates on expressions with type BOOLand on the SINT, INT and DINT datatypes. When
operating on datatypes other than BOOL, the operation is bitwise.
When operating on BOOL it has the following truth table:

Input 1
Input 2
Output1
----------------------------------------0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
-----------------------------------------

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : BOOL;
b : BOOL;
ia : INT;
ib : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
// Bitwise OR of ib and 16#00F0
ia := ib OR 16#00F0;
.
IF a OR b THEN
// This will be executed if a or b are TRUE
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.10.13. Operator: / (Division)
The / operator divides two integer numbers.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : INT;
b : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
a := b / 10;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.10.14. Operator: + (Addition)
The + operator adds two integer numbers or strings together and returns the result.
Starting from RTCU IDE Verion 4.60 and LARGE firmware release 4.75 the EIS (Enhanced Instruction Set) compiler
allows the '+' operator to be used on strings. Using the '+' operator is much easier and more efficient than using the
strConcat() function.
See example 2 below.

Example 1:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : INT;
b : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
a := b + 10;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

Example 2 (EIS only):
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : STRING;
b : STRING;
c : STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
a := "Hello";
b := "World";
c := a + " big " + b;
.
.
END_PROGRAM;
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4.10.15. Operator: - (Subtraction/Negation)
The - operator subtracts two integer numbers and returns the result. It is also used to change the sign of a number
(see below)

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : INT;
b : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
a := b - 10; // Subtract 10 from b and assign value to a
.
b := -b; // Change sign of b
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.10.16. Operator: * (Multiplication)
The * operator multiplies two integer numbers and returns the result.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : INT;
b : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
a := b * 4;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.10.17. Operator: = (Equal)
The = operator compares to numbers or strings and returns TRUE if they are equal.
Starting from RTCU IDE Verion 4.60 and LARGE firmware release 4.75 the EIS (Enhanced Instruction Set) compiler
allows the '=' operator to be used on strings.
The comparison is case-sensitive.
See example 2 below.

Example 1:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : INT;
b : INT;
t : BOOL;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
IF a = b THEN
// Will be executed if a equals b
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
t := b = 10; // t is TRUE if b equals 10
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

Example 2 (EIS only):
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : STRING := "Peter";
b : STRING := "Jack";
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
IF a = b THEN
// Will not be executed as "Peter" is not equal to "Jack"
.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.10.18. Operator: ** (Exponent)
The ** operator will calculate the exponential value.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : INT;
b : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
a := 3;
b := a ** 4; // The result will be 3 * 3 * 3 * 3 = 81
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.10.19. Operator: <> (Not equal)
The <> operator compares to numbers or strings and returns TRUE if they are not equal.
Starting from RTCU IDE Verion 4.60 and LARGE firmware release 4.75 the EIS (Enhanced Instruction Set) compiler
allows the '<>' operator to be used on strings.
The comparison is case-sensitive.
See example 2 below.

Example 1:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : INT;
b : INT;
t : BOOL;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
IF a <> b THEN
// Will be executed if a is different from b
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
t := b <> 10; // t is TRUE if b is not equal to 10
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

Example 2 (EIS only):
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : STRING := "Peter";
b : STRING := "Jack";
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
IF a <> b THEN
// Will be executed as "Peter" is not equal to "Jack"
.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.10.20. Operator: < and > (Less than, Greater than)
The < operator compares to numbers or strings and returns TRUE if the left expression is smaller than the right
expression.
The > operator compares to numbers or string and returns TRUE if the left expression is greater than the right
expression
Starting from RTCU IDE Verion 4.60 and LARGE firmware release 4.75 the EIS (Enhanced Instruction Set) compiler
allows the '<' and '>' operators to be used on strings.
The comparison is case-sensitive.
See example 2 below.

Example 1:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : INT;
b : INT;
t : BOOL;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
IF a > b THEN
// Will be executed if a is greater than b
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
IF a < b THEN
// Will be executed if a is lesser than b
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
t := b < 10; // t is TRUE if b is lesser than 10
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

Example 2 (EIS only):
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : STRING := "Peter";
b : STRING := "Jack";
t : BOOL";
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
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.
.
IF a < b THEN
// Will not be executed as "Peter" is not less than "Jack"
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
t := a > b; // t will be TRUE as "Peter" > "Jack"
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.10.21. Operator: <= and >= (Less than or equal, Greater than or equal)
The <= operator compares to numbers or strings and returns TRUE if the left expression is smaller than or equal to
the right expression.
The >= operator compares to numbers or string and returns TRUE if the left expression is greater than or equal to
the the right expression
Starting from RTCU IDE Verion 4.60 and LARGE firmware release 4.75 the EIS (Enhanced Instruction Set) compiler
allows the '<=' and '>=' operators to be used on strings.
The comparison is case-sensitive.
See example 2 below.

Example 1:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : INT;
b : INT;
t : BOOL;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
IF a >= b THEN
// Will be executed if a is greater than or equal to b
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
IF a <= b THEN
// Will be executed if a is smaller than or equal to b
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
t := b <= 10; // t is TRUE if b is smaller than or equal to 10
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

Example 2 (EIS only):
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : STRING := "Peter";
b : STRING := "Jack";
t : BOOL";
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
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BEGIN
.
.
IF a <= b THEN
// Will not be executed as "Peter" is not less than or equal to "Jack"
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
t := a >= b; // t will be TRUE as "Peter" >= "Jack"
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.10.22. Parenthesis ()
The brackets () is used in expression to force a specific order of evaluation.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : INT;
b : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
a := 2 + 3 * 4; // Result will be 14, as * (multiply) has higher priority that +
a := (2 + 3) * 4; // Result will be 20 as the 2+3 is given highest priority because of the
() brackets
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.10.23. Evaluation of functions
Below is an example on the evaluation of a function.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
FUNCTION Add : INT;
VAR_INPUT
a : INT;
b : INT;
c : INT;
END_VAR;
Add := a+b+c; // Make the our function return the sum of the 3 numbers
END_FUNCTION;

VAR
a : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
a:= Add(a:=3, b:=4, c:=10); // 'a' will be 17 after the call
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.11. Conditional compilation
4.11.1. Conditional compilation
Introduction
The conditional compilation directives allow sections of code to be selectively included for or excluded
from compilation, depending on programmer-specified symbol (name) being defined or not. It is usually
used as a portability tool for tailoring the program code to different hardware variants, or to build multiple
versions of an application with different functionality.
Another common use of conditional compilation is for temporarily omitting code. This is often done during
testing and debugging when the programmer is experimenting with suspected areas of code. Although code
may also be omitted by commenting its out, this approach does not work if the code already contains
comments, because such comments cannot be nested.
A conditional compilation name can either be defined with the #DEFINE directive or it can be defined in
the Project Settings.
Defining a name using the #DEFINE directive or from the Project Settings has the same effect, but the
latter is a more user friendly approach that does not require modification or even access to the VPL source
code itself (encrypted include file).

The following shows some examples of the usage of conditional compilation:
Example 1
#DEFINE DEBUG
#IFDEF DEBUG THEN
... this code will be included in the compilation
#END_IF

Example 2
#DEFINE DEBUG
#IFDEF DEBUG THEN
... this code will be included in the compilation
#ELSE
... this code will NOT be included in the compilation
#END_IF

Example 3
#DEFINE DEBUG
#IFDEF NOT DEBUG THEN
... this code will NOT be included in the compilation
#ELSE
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... this code will be included in the compilation
#END_IF
Example 4
#DEFINE BETA
#IFDEF BETA OR ALFA THEN
... this code will be included in the compilation
#END_IF
#IFDEF ALFA THEN
... this code will not be included in the compilation
#END_IF
#UNDEFINE BETA
#IFDEF BETA THEN
... this code will NOT be included in the compilation
#END_IF
Example 5
#DEFINE BETA1
#DEFINE BETA2
#IFDEF BETA1 OR BETA3 THEN
... this code will be included in the compilation
#END_IF
#IFDEF ALFA OR BETA1 THEN
... this code will be included in the compilation
#END_IF
#IFDEF ALFA OR NOT BETA2 THEN
... this code will NOT be included in the compilation
#END_IF
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4.11.2. #DEFINE
The #DEFINE compiler directive defines a conditional compilation symbol that can be used in #IFDEF statement to
selectively include or omit sections of a program.
A symbol can also be defined externally from the source code itself using the Project Settings dialog.
For more information please see the general Conditional compilation section.

4.11.3. #UNDEFINE
The #UNDEFINE compiler directive will udefine (remove) a conditional compilation symbol that may previously has
been defined with the #DEFINE directive. Undefining a symbol that was not previously defined has no effect.
For more information please see the general Conditional compilation section.

4.11.4. #IFDEF
The #IFDEF compiler directive is used to include or omit sections of code depending whether a specific conditional
compilation symbol is defined or not.
The general form of #IFDEF is:

#IFDEF [ NOT ] <name> { OR <name> }THEN
...
#END_IF
For more information please see the general Conditional compilation section.

4.11.5. #ELSE
The #ELSE compiler directive is used in combination with #IFDEF to include a section of the code in the case where
the #IFDEF symbol is not defined.
The general form is:

#IFDEF <name> THEN
...
#ELSE
...
#END_IF
For more information please see the general Conditional compilation section.

4.11.6. #END_IF
The #END_IF compiler directive is used in combination with #IFDEF to end the conditional section of code.
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The general form is:

#IFDEF ..... THEN
...
#END_IF
For more information please see the general Conditional compilation section.
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4.12. Standard Function Library
4.12.1. SFL: Standard functions and functionblocks
4.12.1.1. SFL: Standard functions and functionblocks
The VPL environment offers a number of functions and functionblocks. These are divided in different categories,
please look at the following pages to see the individual functions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Datalogger
Persistent memory
String functions
Standard functions
Standard functionblocks
Calculation routines
Channel functions
Semaphore functions
Mutex functions
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Functions for datalogging
Functions for storing and loading strings from persistent memory
Functions for manipulating strings
Standard functions, min, max etc.
Standard functionblocks, timers, counters etc
Various calculation routines
Channel. Thread communication. (Multithreading)
Semaphore. Thread syncronization (Multithreading)
Mutex. Thread syncronization (Multithreading)
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4.12.1.2. SFL: Calculation routines
4.12.1.2.1. SFL: Calculation routines

•
•
•
•

VolumeHorizontalTank
VolumeVerticalTank
crcCalculate
random

Calculate the volume in a horizontal tank
Calculate the volume in a vertical tank
Calculate the CRC of a buffer
Calculate a random number

4.12.1.2.2. VolumeHorizontalTank (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.00
1.00
Yes
calc.inc

This function will calculate the amount of fluid in a horizontal tank. The calculation is based on that the tank has noncurved ends, and is perfectly circular in shape.

Input:
R : DINT (0..2147483648)
Radius of the tank in millimeters.
L : DINT (0..2147483648)
Length of the tank in millitmeters
H : DINT (0..2147483648)
Height of the fluid in the tank (if 'H' equals 'R', the tank is completely filled) in milliliters

Returns: DINT
The amount of fluid contained in the tank in mililiters.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN VolumeHorizontalTank : DINT;
VAR_INPUT
R : DINT;
L : DINT;
H : DINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// test.vpl, created 2002-02-03 17:56
//
// Test of volume calculations, for horizontal and vertical tanks, with straight
// ends (non-curved)
//
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
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INCLUDE calc.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Horizontal: Length = 5000 mm, Radius=2000 mm, Height of fluid=2000 mm
// (tank is 5 meters long and 4 meters diameter, half full)
// Should be 31415926 (PI) ml (31.4 mill liters !)
DebugFmt(message:="Horizontal volume (31415926 ml) = \4 ml",
v4:=VolumeHorizontalTank(H:=2000, L:=5000, R:=2000));
// Horizontal: Length = 1000 mm, Radius=500 mm, Height of fluid=500 mm
// Tank is half full, should be 392699.0817 ml
DebugFmt(message:="Horizontal volume (392699 ml) = \4 ml", v4:=VolumeHorizontalTank(H:=500,
L:=1000, R:=500));
// Horizontal: Length = 1000 mm, Radius=500 mm, Height of fluid=1000 mm
// Tank is full, should be 785398.1634 ml
DebugFmt(message:="Horizontal volume (785398 ml) = \4 ml", v4:=VolumeHorizontalTank(H:=1000,
L:=1000, R:=500));
// Vertical: Radius=500 mm, Height of fluid=500 mm
// Should be 392699.0817 ml
DebugFmt(message:="Vertical volume (392699 ml) = \4 ml", v4:=VolumeVerticalTank(H:=500,
R:=500));
BEGIN
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.2.3. VolumeVerticalTank (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.00
1.00
Yes
calc.inc

This function will calculate the amount of fluid in a vertical tank. The calculation is based on that the tank has noncurved ends, and is perfectly circular in shape.

Input:
R : DINT (0..2147483648)
Radius of the tank in millimeters.
H : DINT (0..2147483648)
Height of the fluid in the tank in millimeters

Returns: DINT
The amount of fluid contained in the tank in milliliters.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN VolumeVerticalTank : DINT;
VAR_INPUT
R : DINT;
H : DINT;
END_VAR;
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Example:
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// test.vpl, created 2002-02-03 17:56
//
// Test of volume calculations, for horizontal and vertical tanks, with straight
// ends (non-curved)
//
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE calc.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Horizontal: Length = 5000 mm, Radius=2000 mm, Height of fluid=2000 mm
// (tank is 5 meters long and 4 meters diameter, half full)
// Should be 31415926 (PI) ml (31.4 mill liters !)
DebugFmt(message:="Horizontal volume (31415926 ml) = \4 ml",
v4:=VolumeHorizontalTank(H:=2000, L:=5000, R:=2000));
// Horizontal: Length = 1000 mm, Radius=500 mm, Height of fluid=500 mm
// Tank is half full, should be 392699.0817 ml
DebugFmt(message:="Horizontal volume (392699 ml) = \4 ml", v4:=VolumeHorizontalTank(H:=500,
L:=1000, R:=500));
// Horizontal: Length = 1000 mm, Radius=500 mm, Height of fluid=1000 mm
// Tank is full, should be 785398.1634 ml
DebugFmt(message:="Horizontal volume (785398 ml) = \4 ml", v4:=VolumeHorizontalTank(H:=1000,
L:=1000, R:=500));
// Vertical: Radius=500 mm, Height of fluid=500 mm
// Should be 392699.0817 ml
DebugFmt(message:="Vertical volume (392699 ml) = \4 ml", v4:=VolumeVerticalTank(H:=500,
R:=500));
BEGIN
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.2.4. CRC16 (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.76
1.00
Yes
encode.inc

This function calculates by standard the CRC-CCITT 16 (16 bit polynomial) checksum of a buffer.
Using the CRC-CCITT 16 polynomial an overall error detection rate of 99.955% is achieved.
This function can calculate arbitrary CRC polynomials by adjusting the 'polynom' parameter. Please consult relevant
litterature for further information.
The use of this function is not recommended, use the more versatile crcCalculate instead.

Input:
buffer : PTR
Pointer to the buffer that is used to calculate the CRC.
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length : INT
Number of bytes in the buffer.
polynom : INT (Default: 16#8408)
The polynom used to calculate the CRC.
Default is X^16 + X^12 + X^5 + 1
preset : INT (Default: 16#FFFF)
The preset CRC value.

Returns: INT
The calculated CRC of the buffer.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN CRC16 : INT;
VAR_INPUT
buffer : PTR;
length : INT;
polynom : INT := 16#8408;
preset : INT := 16#FFFF;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE encode.inc

PROGRAM test;
VAR
buffer : ARRAY[1..50] OF SINT;
crc
: INT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Calculate CRC
crc := CRC16(buffer:=ADDR(buffer),length:=SIZEOF(buffer));
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.2.5. crcCalculate (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.91
1.08
Yes
calc.inc

This function calculates standard the CRC-CCITT 16 (16 bit polynomial) checksum of a buffer.
Using the CRC-CCITT 16 polynomial an overall error detection rate of 99.955% is achieved.
By adjusting the parameters a wide range of CRC polynomials/algorithms can be realized.
Please consult relevant litterature for further information.
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Input:
buffer : PTR
Pointer to the buffer that is used to calculate the CRC.
length : DINT
Number of bytes in the buffer.
polynom : DINT (Default: 16#00001021)
The polynom used to calculate the CRC.
Default is X^16 + X^12 + X^5 + 1
preset : DINT (Default: 16#0000FFFF)
The preset CRC value.
finalxor : DINT (Default: 16#00000000)
This value is XOR'ed with the CRC calculated from the buffer, just before it is returned.
order : SINT (1..32, Default: 16)
The number of bits used in the CRC.
direct : BOOL (Default: TRUE)
Calculate the CRC with (FALSE) or without (TRUE) augmented zero bits.
reversedata : BOOL (Default: FALSE)
Reverse data bytes (TRUE) before CRC is calculated.
reversecrc : BOOL (Default: FALSE)
Reverse calculated CRC (TRUE) before finalxor is applied.

Returns: DINT
The calculated CRC of the buffer.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN crcCalculate : DINT;
VAR_INPUT
// Data buffer
buffer
: PTR;
length
: DINT;
// CRC algorithm parameters
polynom
: DINT := 16#00001021;
preset
: DINT := 16#0000FFFF;
finalxor
: DINT := 16#00000000;
order
: SINT := 16;
direct
: BOOL := TRUE;
reversedata : BOOL := FALSE;
reversecrc : BOOL := FALSE;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE calc.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
buffer : ARRAY[1..9] OF SINT;
crc16 : INT;
crc32 : DINT;
END_VAR;
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// Test data
strToMemory(dst:=ADDR(buffer), str:="123456789", len:=9);
// Calculate CRC-CCITT16
DebugMsg(message:="****************************************");
DebugMsg(message:="CALC_CRC: (CRC-CCITT16)");
crc16 := INT( crcCalculate(buffer:=ADDR(buffer), length:=9) );
DebugFmt(message:="-CRC = \1", v1:=crc16);
DebugMsg(message:="****************************************");
DebugMsg(message:="CALC_CRC: (CRC16)");
DebugMsg(message:="-Order = 16");
DebugMsg(message:="-Polynom = 16#00008005");
DebugMsg(message:="-Preset = 16#00000000");
DebugMsg(message:="-Direct = TRUE");
DebugMsg(message:="-Finalxor = 16#00000000");
DebugMsg(message:="-ReverseData = TRUE");
DebugMsg(message:="-ReverseCRC = TRUE");
crc16 := INT(
crcCalculate(
buffer:=ADDR(buffer),
length:=9,
Order:=16,
Polynom:=16#00008005,
Preset:=0,
Direct:=TRUE,
Finalxor:=0,
ReverseData:=TRUE,
ReverseCRC:=TRUE
)
);
DebugFmt(message:="-CRC = \1", v1:=crc16);
DebugMsg(message:="****************************************");
DebugMsg(message:="CALC_CRC: (CRC32)");
DebugMsg(message:="-Order = 32");
DebugMsg(message:="-Polynom = 16#04C11DB7");
DebugMsg(message:="-Preset = 16#FFFFFFFF");
DebugMsg(message:="-Direct = TRUE");
DebugMsg(message:="-Finalxor = 16#FFFFFFFF");
DebugMsg(message:="-ReverseData = TRUE");
DebugMsg(message:="-ReverseCRC = TRUE");
crc32 := crcCalculate(
buffer:=ADDR(buffer),
length:=9,
Order:=32,
Polynom:=16#04C11DB7,
Preset:=16#FFFFFFFF,
Direct:=TRUE,
Finalxor:=16#FFFFFFFF,
ReverseData:=TRUE,
ReverseCRC:=TRUE
);
DebugFmt(message:="-CRC = \4", v4:=crc32);
BEGIN
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.2.6. random (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Version 5.90
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Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

1.20
Yes
system.inc

This function will generate a random number within a specified range.
The random number generated by this function must be in the range -2147483647 to +2147483647.
Invalid parameters will return 0.

Input:
lower : DINT
Lower bound for the random number to be generated.
upper : DINT
Upper bound for the random number to be generated.

Returns: DINT
Random number X, where: lower <= X <= upper

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN random : DINT;
VAR_INPUT
lower : DINT;
upper : DINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// test.vpl, created 2008-03-03 17:56
//
// Generate and print out random numbers.
//
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
DebugFmt(message:="The dice shows: \4", v4:=random(lower:=1,upper:=6));
DebugFmt(message:="Your lucky number is: \4", v4:=random(lower:=10,upper:=20));
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.1.3. SFL: Datalogger
4.12.1.3.1. SFL: Datalogger
The Datalogger functions implements a very advanced and flexible Datalogger system. Using the Datalogger
functions, it is possible to create basic Datalogger schemes, and at the same time, very advanced Dataloggers, that
allows full movement within all the logged records.
Please have a look at the Datalogger Example Program
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

logInitialize
logClear
logNext
logPrev
logFirst
logLast
logNumOfRecords
logMaxNumOfRecords
logValuesPerRecord
logIsInitialized
logWrite
logReWrite
logReWriteTag
logRead
logDestroy
logGotoLinsec
logSeek

Initialize Datalogger system
Clear contents of Datalogger
Advance read position (Forward in time)
Advance read position (Backward in time)
Set read pointer to the oldest record
Set read pointer to the newest record
Returns number of records currently in the Datalogger
Return the maximum number of records the Datalogger is configured for
Return number of values logged in each record
Check if the Datalogger is initialized
Write an entry into the Datalogger
Write(update) an entry at the current read position
Write(update) the tagvalue for the entry at the current read position
Read data from Datalogger et current read position
Destroy the setup and contents of the Datalogger
Search and place read pointer at specified timestamp
Moves the read pointer a number of elements forward/backward in time on a specific tag-id

Memory usage of the Datalogger
The number of records and values the datalogger supports depends on the amount of memory used by voice
messages in the project, and also on the amount of Flash memory installed in the actual RTCU unit.
To help you understand the memory requirements of the datalogger and each record, please look at the following
model:
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This is the memory map of the Flash memory in a RTCU unit. There are different options available for Flash memory,
normally most RTCU units come with 528 KByte Flash installed. The pagesize for the flash is 264 bytes, thus giving
2048 pages in total for a 528 KByte Flash. Some of the other Flash sizes have other Pagesizes.
The upper 256 pages in Flash memory, are used for Persistent memory, and is always locked in size and position.
Please note that it is only the lower 192 pages that are accessible thru the VPL program, the rest of the persistent
memory is used for other system parameters etc, and is as such not user accessible.
Note:
On "small model" RTCU units (RTCU C300), the voice messages occupy at least always 4 pages for the directory,
and depending on the size and number of voice messages, from 0 to Max-260 number of pages extra memory. On
the LARGE memory model RTCU units the voicemessages are stored in another memory area, in this case it will
occupy no memory in the Flash memory device that contains the Datalogger.
So the amount of memory left to the Datalogger system depends on the amount of voice messages in the "small
model" RTCU units. The amount of memory used for voice messages can be seen in the Project Information window.
Each entry in the Datalogger, has the following internal format:
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The number of bytes occupied by each entry, depends on the number of values stored in each entry, and is defined
by using the function logInitialize(). The minimum number of bytes a log entry uses is 5 bytes, and the maximum is 37
bytes.When the logInitialize() function is called, one of the paramers is the number of entries that the Datalogger
should be able to contain. When the logInitialize() function is called, it will calculate how much memory (Flash) is
needed to store the number of log entries, based on the number of records needed, the number of log values stored
in each record, and the amount of memory available in Flash memory (excluding the amount used by Voice
messages). If there is not enough memory for the requested Datalogger size, the logInitialize() function will return
FALSE, otherwise it will return TRUE.

Write limitations:
The datalogger, are implemented using FLASH memory technology, which means that there is a limited number of
writes possible before flash memory wearout occurs.
Using the logWrite() functionblock usually does not impose a problem as the firmware automatically performs write
balancing on the flash memory.
This means that the following minimum number of logWrite() operations can be performed without any risk of flash
wearout:

Note: This table assumes is based on a LARGE memory model RTCU unit.

Caution must be taken when using logRewrite() and logRewriteTag() as for each rewrite operation the number og
logWrite operations will be divided by the number of rewrites done on each log-entry.
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This means for example that with 8 log-values per log-entry there will be 12.800.000 logwrite operations with NO
rewrite operations. With 1 rewrite operation this number will be 6.400.000 and with 2 rewrite operations it will be
4.266.666, etc.
You can also request the "Flash Endurance" Excell spreadsheet from your Supplier to calculate the above values.

4.12.1.3.2. Datalogger Example Program
Please see the Examples - Datalogger for a example program that uses the Datalogger system.

4.12.1.3.3. logInitialize (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

logInitialize initializes the memory used for the datalogger. Whenever this function is called, any data already present
in the Datalogger memory, will be deleted. In order to detect if the Datalogger memory is already configured, use the
functions logIsInitialized(), logMaxNumOfRecords() and logValuesPerRecord(). The supplied keyvalue is checked
when logIsInitialized() is called, which will only return true if the keyvalue is the same as used in the logIsInitialized()
functioncall. On the LARGE RTCU units the number of records requested can be set to 0, which will set the number
of records to the maximum number available.
Note for SMALL memory model RTCU units:
Maximum number of records supported is 32767. Specifying a larger number of records, will automatically default to
32767.

Input:
numlogvalues : SINT (0..8)
Number of values that are logged in each record
numlogrecords : DINT (0..65535)
Number of records that should be contained in the Datalogger (before wrap-around)
If 0 is specified on a Large unit, the number of records will be the maximum number available (depends on the
'numlogvalues')
Please note that the "0" can ONLY be specified on LARGE units.
key : DINT
User defined keyvalue.
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Returns: BOOL
True if successfull, false if no room for the specified number of records/number of values (this can be to the fact the
Voice memory is taking a too large amount of the FLASH memory)
Declaration:
FUNCTION logInitialize : BOOL;
VAR_INPUT
numlogvalues : SINT;
numlogrecords : DINT;
key
: DINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
// Initialize log system to contain 2 values per record, and room for 100 records, keyvalue
is 4711
logInitialize(key:=4711, numlogvalues:=2, numlogrecords:=100);
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.3.4. logClear (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

logClear will remove any records in the Datalogger memory. The selected number of values and number of records
that was used during the call to logInitialize() will still be preserved, the Datalogger will simply be empty.

Input:
None

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION logClear;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
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BEGIN
.
// Clear the logsystem, after this call, no records will be present in the Datalogger
logClear();
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.3.5. logNext (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

logNext will advance the current read-pointer one step ahead (forward in time)

Note for multithreading application:
There is only 1 global read-pointer available which means that several threads navigating the datalogger should
implement critical sections to avoid problems.

Input:
None

Returns: BOOL
True if successfull, false if no record to move to (if no next record or Datalogger is empty)
Declaration:
FUNCTION logNext : BOOL;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
success : BOOL;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
// Advance readpointer to next record (forward in time)
success:=logNext();
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.1.3.6. logPrev (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

logPrev will advance the current read-pointer one step back (backward in time)
Note for multithreading application:
There is only 1 global read-pointer available which means that several threads navigating the datalogger should
implement critical sections to avoid problems.

Input:
None

Returns: BOOL
True if successfull, false if no record to move to (if no previous record or Datalogger is empty)
Declaration:
FUNCTION logPrev : BOOL;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
success : BOOL;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
// Advance readpointer to previous record (backward in time)
success:=logPrev();
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.3.7. logFirst (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

logFirst will position the current read-pointer at the first (oldest) record in the Datalogger.
Note for multithreading application:
There is only 1 global read-pointer available which means that several threads navigating the datalogger should
implement critical sections to avoid problems.
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Input:
None

Returns: BOOL
True if successfull, false if no record to move to (ie Datalogger is empty)
Declaration:
FUNCTION logFirst : BOOL;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
success : BOOL;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
// Position readpointer to the first (oldest) record in the Datalogger
success:=logFirst();
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.3.8. logLast (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

logLast will position the current read-pointer at the last (newest) record in the Datalogger.
When the read-pointer is positioned on the last (newest) record it will, in case of additional logWrite operations,
automatically be updated to point to the last record.
Note for multithreading application:
There is only 1 global read-pointer available which means that several threads navigating the datalogger should
implement critical sections to avoid problems.

Input:
None

Returns: BOOL
True if successfull, false if no record to move to (ie Datalogger is empty)
Declaration:
FUNCTION logLast : BOOL;
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Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
success : BOOL;
END_VAR
BEGIN
.
// Position readpointer to the last (newest) record in the Datalogger
success:=logLast();
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.3.9. logNumOfRecords (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

logNumOfRecords will report the number of records currently in the Datalogger.

Input:
None

Returns: DINT
Number of records in the Datalogger
Declaration:
FUNCTION logNumOfRecords : DINT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
numrec : DINT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
// Get number of records in datalogger
numrec:=logNumOfRecords();
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.3.10. logMaxNumOfRecords (Function)
Units supported:
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Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

logMaxNumOfRecords will report the number of records that was set as maximum in the logInitialize() function (or the
maximum number available if the number requested was 0)

Input:
None

Returns: DINT
Maximum number of records in the Datalogger
Declaration:
FUNCTION logMaxNumOfRecords : DINT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
maxnumrec : DINT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
// Get maximum number of records in datalogger
maxnumrec:=logMaxNumOfRecords();
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.3.11. logValuesPerRecord (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

logValuesPerRecord will report the number of values logged in each record, this was set with the logInitialize()
function.

Input:
None

Returns: DINT
Number of values logged in each records.
Declaration:
FUNCTION logValuesPerRecord : SINT;
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Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
numvalues : SINT;
END_VAR
BEGIN
.
// Get number of values per record
numvalues:=logValuesPerRecord();
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.3.12. logIsInitialized (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

logIsInitialized will check if the Datalogger system is correct intialized (The logInitialize() function has been called at
some point). If the logInitialize() function has been called with a keyvalue that is different from the key value used in
this function, LogIsInitialized() will return false.

Input:
key : DINT
User defined keyvalue.

Returns: BOOL
True if Datalogger system has been initialized (and it was initialized with the same key value), false if not.
Declaration:
FUNCTION logIsInitialized : BOOL;
VAR_INPUT
key : DINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
// Check if Datalogger has been initialized
IF logIsInitialized(key:=4711) THEN
.
.
.
END_IF;
.
END;
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END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.3.13. logWrite (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

logWrite is used for making entrys in the Datalogger. Records logged with the LogWrite, can automatically be
timestamped with the current time.

Input:
tag : SINT
Tagvalue for the record
value : ARRAY [1..8] OF DINT
Value for each of the (upto) 8 seperate values logged in each record
linsec : DINT
Optional timestamp in seconds since 1980-1-1 00:00:00 to use (if -1, the current time is used)
Please note that the function LogGotoLinsec() function will not work correctly if log entries are not written with
increasing timestamps !

Output:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK ALIGN logWrite;
VAR_INPUT
tag
: SINT;
| Tagvalue for the record
value : ARRAY[1..8] OF DINT; | Up to 8 values for the record
linsec : DINT := -1;
| Optional timestamp for log-entry. -1 denotes current time.
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
LogWriter : logWrite; // Declare an instance of the LogWrite functionblock
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
LogWriter(tag:=1, value[1]:=10, value[2]:=20); // Make an entry in the Datalogger
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.3.14. logRewrite (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
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Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

logRewrite is used for changing an entry in the Datalogger. logRewrite will change both the tag and values of the
record currently pointed to by the readpointer.
Caution must be taken when using logRewrite() and logRewriteTag() as it will reduce the number of write operations
possible to the datalogger. Please read the Datalogger introductory section for more information.

Input:
tag : SINT
The new tagvalue for the record
value : ARRAY [1..8] OF DINT
The new values for each of the (upto) 8 seperate values logged in each record

Output:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK ALIGN logRewrite;
VAR_INPUT
tag
: SINT;
| Tagvalue for the record
value : ARRAY[1..8] OF DINT; | Upto 8 values for the record
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
LogRewriter : logRewrite; // Declare an instance of the LogRewrite functionblock
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
// Position readpointer to the first (oldest) record in the Datalogger
logFirst();
LogRewriter(tag:=1, value[1]:=10, value[2]:=20); // Change the entry currently pointed to by
the readpointer
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.3.15. logRewriteTag (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

logRewriteTag is used for changing just the tagvalue of the record currently pointed to by the readpointer.
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Caution must be taken when using logRewrite() and logRewriteTag() as it will reduce the number of write operations
possible to the datalogger. Please read the Datalogger introductory section for more information.

Input:
tag : SINT
The new tagvalue for the record

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN logRewriteTag;
VAR_INPUT
tag : SINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
// Position readpointer to the first (oldest) record in the Datalogger
logFirst();
logRewriteTag(tag:=2); // Change the tagvalue for the entry currently pointed to by the
readpointer
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.3.16. logRead (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

logRead is used for reading entrys in the Datalogger. It will return the record from the current read-position.

Input:
None

Output:
tag : SINT
Tagvalue for the record
year : SINT
Year value from the timestamp
month : SINT
Month value from the timestamp
day : SINT
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Date value from the timestamp
hour : SINT
Hour value from the timestamp
minute : SINT
Minute value from the timestamp
second : SINT
Second value from the timestamp
linsec : DINT
The timestamp in seconds since 1980-1-1 00:00:00
value : ARRAY [1..8] OF DINT
Value for each of the (upto) 8 seperate values logged in the record
status : SINT
0- Successful.
1- Unspecified error.
2- Log empty. (no records available)
4- Log is not initialized.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK ALIGN logRead;
VAR_OUTPUT
tag
: SINT;
year
: INT;
month : SINT;
day
: SINT;
hour
: SINT;
minute : SINT;
second : SINT;
linsec : DINT;
value : ARRAY[1..8] OF DINT;
status : SINT;
END_VAR;

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Tagvalue for the record
1980..2048
1..12
1..31
0..23
0..59
0..59
Time in seconds since 1980-1-1 00:00:00
Upto 8 values for the record
status

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
LogReader : logRead; // Declare an instance of the LogRead functionblock
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
logFirst();
LogReader(); // Read the logentry
// LogReader.tag contains the tagvalue
// LogReader.value[1] contains the first value
// LogReader.year contains the year from the timestamp
// etc etc
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.1.3.17. logDestroy (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

logDestroy will completely clear the Datalogger memory, such that a call to logIsInitialized() will return false. Call
logInitialize() to initialize the Datalogger again.

Input:
None

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION logDestroy;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
// Destroy the logsystem.
logDestroy();
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.3.18. logGotoLinsec (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.52
4.61
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

logGotoLinsec will search for an entry in the datalogger, that matches the specified timestamp, and if no match is
found, it will select the nearest record (if any). It is possible to specify the search direction as either forward or
backward.
Note for multithreading application:
There is only 1 global read-pointer available which means that several threads navigating the datalogger should
implement critical sections to avoid problems.

Input:
linsec : DINT
Timestamp in seconds since 1980-1-1 00:00:00 to search for
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forward : BOOL
If true, the function searches forward, if false search is backwards.

Returns: BOOL
True if successful, false if no record to move to (ie Datalogger is empty)
Declaration:
FUNCTION logGotoLinsec : BOOL;
VAR_INPUT
linsec : DINT; | Timestamp to search for.
forward : BOOL; | Direction to search, false is backward, true is forward
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
success : BOOL;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
// Position readpointer to the last (newest) record in the Datalogger
logLast();
// Search for record
success:=logGotoLinsec(linsec:=clockTimeToLinsec(year:=2003, month:=5, day:=6, Hour:=8,
minute:=46, Second:=39), forward:=false);
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.3.19. logSeek (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.56
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

logSeek will move the current read position a number of records forward/backward (in time) in the datalogger. It is
possible to specify a specific tagvalue and the number of rows, and wheter the search should be forward or backward
in time. If the tagvalue is specified, the function will move the current read position 'n' number of records with the
specified tagvalue in the specified direction. If no tagvalue is specifcied, the current read position will just move 'n'
number of rows, regardless of the rows tagvalues. The direction of the search is given by the sign of 'n', if it's positive,
the search will be forward in time, if negative, search will be backwards.
Please note:
The search will start at the next record in the specified direction. This means that in the case where the tagvalue of
the current record is the same as specified in logSeek() this record will not be returned. This is especially important
when using logLast() / logFirst().
Note for multithreading application:
There is only 1 global read-pointer available which means that several threads navigating the datalogger should
implement critical sections to avoid problems.
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Input:
tag : INT
Which tagvalue to search for. -1 indicates that no tagvalue is specified.
n : INT
Number of rows to move, if positive, search will be forward, if negative, search will be backwards.

Returns: INT
Number of records actually moved (maintains the sign of 'n')

Declaration:
FUNCTION logSeek : INT;
VAR_INPUT
tag : INT := -1; | Tagvalue to search for (-1 seeks without using a specific tagvalue).
n
: INT;
| Number of rows to move
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
// Position readpointer to the first (oldest) record in the Datalogger
logFirst();
// Move 5 records forward on tagvalue 12
logSeek(tag:=12, n:=5);
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.1.4. SFL: Persistent memory
4.12.1.4.1. SFL: Persistent memory
Persistent memory is memory on the RTCU platform, that will keep it's value, even when the RTCU is powered down.
Using the SaveString/LoadString and SaveData/LoadData, it is possible to save and load a string from a specified
location in the persistent memory.
The persistent memory of the RTCU units, are implemented using two different memory technologies. The largest
part of persistent memory is using FLASH technology. The FLASH technology has a limitation, in that it can only be
written a definite number of times, typically 50000 write cycles. If written more than that the FLASH memory will no
longer be stable, resulting in loss and corruption of data ! To overcome this problem, some of the RTCU units also
contains FRAM based memory, which do not have any limitations with respect to the number of times it can be
written to.
The FLASH based persistent memory contains 192 seperate entries each with a maximum length of 255 bytes. Each
entry can be re-written minimum 50000 times before flash wear-out will occur.
The RTCU units that has addtional FRAM based persistent memory, there is 20 seperate entries available, each with
a maximum length of 255 bytes.
Please note that it is only RTCU units with serialnumbers greather than 030301001 that has the FRAM option
installed. The RTCU M7 units do NOT have the FRAM option, regardless of the serial number !
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SaveString
LoadString
SaveData
LoadData
AutoSaveData
SaveStringF
LoadStringF
SaveDataF
LoadDataF
SaveStringX
LoadStringX
SaveDataX
LoadDataX
GetFlashXSize

Save a string to persistent FLASH memory
Load a string from persistent FLASH memory
Save a block of memory to persistent FLASH memory
Load a block of memory from persistent FLASH memory
Automatically save a block of memory to persistent FLASH memory in case of powerfail
Save a string to persistent FRAM memory
Load a string from persistent FRAM memory
Save a block of memory to persistent FRAM memory
Load a block of memory from persistent FRAM memory
Save a string to persistent extended FLASH memory
Load a string from persistent extended FLASH memory
Save a block of memory to persistent extended FLASH memory
Load a block of memory from persistent extended FLASH memory
Get the size of the persistent extended FLASH memory

4.12.1.4.2. SaveString (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

SaveString will save a string to a specific location in the persistent FLASH memory
Note: There is a limited number of writes to the Flash Memory using this function. Please read the Persistent
Memory introductory section.

Input:
index : INT (1..192)
Location number the string should be saved in
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str : STRING
String that is to be saved

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION SaveString;
VAR_INPUT
index : INT;
str
: STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
SaveString(index:=10, str:="hello world");
// Persistent memory location number 10 will contain "hello world" after the call
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.4.3. SaveStringF (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

SaveStringF will save a string to a specific location in the persistent FRAM memory
Please note that it is only RTCU units with serialnumbers greather than 030301001 that has the FRAM option
installed. The RTCU M7 units do NOT have the FRAM option, regardless of the serial number !

Input:
index : INT (1..20)
Location number the string should be saved in
str : STRING
String that is to be saved

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION SaveStringF;
VAR_INPUT
index : INT;
str
: STRING;
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END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
SaveStringF(index:=10, str:="hello world");
// Persistent memory location number 10 will contain "hello world" after the call
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.4.4. SaveStringX (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.75
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

SaveStringX will save a string to a specific location in the persistent extended FLASH memory
Use the GetFlashXSize function to determine the highest location it is possible to write to.
Note: There is a limited number of writes to the Flash Memory using this function. Please read the Persistent
Memory introductory section.
Note: Not all RTCU units supports extended flash memory.

Input:
index : INT (1..max)
Location number the string should be saved in
str : STRING
String that is to be saved

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION SaveStringX;
VAR_INPUT
index : INT;
str
: STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
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PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
SaveStringX(index:=10, str:="hello world");
// Persistent memory location number 10 will contain "hello world" after the call
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.4.5. LoadString (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

LoadString will load a string from a specific location in the persistent FLASH memory

Input:
index : INT (1..192)
Location number the string should be loaded from

Returns: STRING
The string from the specified location

Declaration:
FUNCTION LoadString : STRING;
VAR_INPUT
index : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
result : STRING;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
result:=LoadString(index:=10);
// If persistent memory location number 10 contains "hello world", then result
// will contain the same text after the call
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.4.6. LoadStringF (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
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Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

LoadStringF will load a string from a specific location in the persistent FRAM memory
Please note that it is only RTCU units with serialnumbers greather than 030301001 that has the FRAM option
installed. The RTCU M7 units do NOT have the FRAM option, regardless of the serial number !

Input:
index : INT (1..20)
Location number the string should be loaded from

Returns: STRING
The string from the specified location

Declaration:
FUNCTION LoadStringF : STRING;
VAR_INPUT
index : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
result : STRING;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
result:=LoadStringF(index:=10);
// If persistent memory location number 10 contains "hello world", then result
// will contain the same text after the call
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.4.7. LoadStringX (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.75
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

LoadStringX will load a string from a specific location in the persistent extended FLASH memory
Use the GetFlashXSize function to determine the highest location it is possible to read from.
Note: Not all RTCU units supports extended flash memory.

Input:
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index : INT (1..max)
Location number the string should be loaded from

Returns: STRING
The string from the specified location

Declaration:
FUNCTION LoadStringX : STRING;
VAR_INPUT
index : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
result : STRING;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
result:=LoadStringX(index:=10);
// If persistent memory location number 10 contains "hello world", then result
// will contain the same text after the call
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.4.8. SaveData (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

SaveData will save a block of memory to a specific location in the persistent FLASH memory
Note: There is a limited number of writes to the Flash Memory using this function. Please read the Persistent
Memory introductory section.

Input:
index : INT (1..192)
Location number the block of memory should be saved in
data : ADR
Address of the memory block that should be saved
datasize : INT (1..255)
Maximum size to save

Returns:
None
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Declaration:
FUNCTION SaveData;
VAR_INPUT
index
: INT;
data
: PTR;
datasize : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
xx
: ARRAY[1..100] OF SINT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
SaveData(index:=10, data:=addr(xx), datasize:=sizeof(xx));
// Persistent memory location number 10 will contain the contents of 'xx' after the call
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.4.9. SaveDataF (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

SaveDataF will save a block of memory to a specific location in the persistent FRAM memory
Please note that it is only RTCU units with serialnumbers greather than 030301001 that has the FRAM option
installed. The RTCU M7 units do NOT have the FRAM option, regardless of the serial number !

Input:
index : INT (1..20)
Location number the block of memory should be saved in
data : ADR
Address of the memory block that should be saved
datasize : INT (1..255)
Maximum size to save

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION SaveDataF;
VAR_INPUT
index
: INT;
data
: PTR;
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datasize : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
xx
: ARRAY[1..100] OF SINT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
SaveDataF(index:=10, data:=addr(xx), datasize:=sizeof(xx));
// Persistent memory location number 10 will contain the contents of 'xx' after the call
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.4.10. SaveDataX (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.75
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

SaveDataX will save a block of memory to a specific location in the persistent extended FLASH memory
Use the GetFlashXSize function to determine the highest location it is possible to write to.
Note: There is a limited number of writes to the Flash Memory using this function. Please read the Persistent
Memory introductory section.
Note: Not all RTCU units supports extended flash memory.

Input:
index : INT (1..max)
Location number the block of memory should be saved in
data : ADR
Address of the memory block that should be saved
datasize : INT (1..255)
Maximum size to save

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION SaveDataX;
VAR_INPUT
index
: INT;
data
: PTR;
datasize : INT;
END_VAR;
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Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
xx
: ARRAY[1..100] OF SINT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
SaveDataX(index:=10, data:=addr(xx), datasize:=sizeof(xx));
// Persistent memory location number 10 will contain the contents of 'xx' after the call
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.4.11. LoadData (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

LoadData will load a block of memory from a specific location in the persistent FLASH memory

Input:
index : INT (1..192)
Location number the data should be loaded from
data : ADR
Address of the memory block that receives the loaded data
datasize : INT (1..255)
Maximum size to load into 'ptr'

Returns: INT
The actual length loaded from the specified index
(this will be 0 if no valid data at the index, ie a string is stored at this position)

Declaration:
FUNCTION LoadData : INT;
VAR_INPUT
index
: INT;
data
: PTR;
datasize : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
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PROGRAM test;
VAR
xx
: ARRAY[1..100] OF SINT;
length : INT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
length:=LoadData(index:=10, data:=addr(xx), datasize:=sizeof(xx));
// Persistent memory location number 10 will be loaded into 'xx'
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.4.12. LoadDataF (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

LoadDataF will load a block of memory from a specific location in the persistent FRAM memory
Please note that it is only RTCU units with serialnumbers greather than 030301001 that has the FRAM option
installed. The RTCU M7 units do NOT have the FRAM option, regardless of the serial number !

Input:
index : INT (1..20)
Location number the data should be loaded from
data : ADR
Address of the memory block that receives the loaded data
datasize : INT (1..255)
Maximum size to load into 'ptr'

Returns: INT
The actual length loaded from the specified index
(this will be 0 if no valid data at the index, ie a string is stored at this position)

Declaration:
FUNCTION LoadDataF : INT;
VAR_INPUT
index
: INT;
data
: PTR;
datasize : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
xx

: ARRAY[1..100] OF SINT;
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length : INT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
length:=LoadDataF(index:=10, data:=addr(xx), datasize:=sizeof(xx));
// Persistent memory location number 10 will be loaded into 'xx'
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.4.13. LoadDataX (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.75
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

LoadDataX will load a block of memory from a specific location in the persistent FRAM memory
Use the GetFlashXSize function to determine the highest location it is possible to read from.
Note: Not all RTCU units supports extended flash memory.

Input:
index : INT (1..max)
Location number the data should be loaded from
data : ADR
Address of the memory block that receives the loaded data
datasize : INT (1..255)
Maximum size to load into 'ptr'

Returns: INT
The actual length loaded from the specified index
(this will be 0 if no valid data at the index, ie a string is stored at this position)

Declaration:
FUNCTION LoadDataX : INT;
VAR_INPUT
index
: INT;
data
: PTR;
datasize : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
xx
: ARRAY[1..100] OF SINT;
length : INT;
END_VAR;
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BEGIN
.
length:=LoadDataX(index:=10, data:=addr(xx), datasize:=sizeof(xx));
// Persistent memory location number 10 will be loaded into 'xx'
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.4.14. AutoSaveData (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

ALL
4.00
4.00
1.00
No
rtcu.inc

AutoSaveData will save a block of memory to a specific location in the persistent memory, when a powerfail condition
is detected. It is possible to install a maximum of 4 blocks that are saved in the case of powerfail.

Input:
index : INT (1..192)
Location number the block of memory should be saved in
data : PTR
Address of the memory block that should be saved.
Note: It is NOT possible to save the contents of a variable of the STRING type !
datasize : INT (1..255)
Maximum size to save

Returns: INT (0/1)
0 if ok, 1 if fail (if more than 4 AutoSaveData() has been called)
Declaration:
FUNCTION AutoSaveData : INT;
VAR_INPUT
index
: INT;
data
: PTR;
datasize : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
xx
: ARRAY[1..100] OF SINT;
END_VAR;
AutoSaveData(index:=10, data:=addr(xx), datasize:=sizeof(xx));
// Persistent memory location number 10 will contain the contents of 'xx' when a powerfail
occurs
BEGIN
.
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.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.4.15. GetFlashXSize (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.55
4.75
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

GetFlashXSize will return the maximum index that can be used in the persistent extended FLASH.

Note: Not all RTCU units supports extended flash memory. When not supported this function will return 0 (zero).

Input:
None

Returns: INT
The highest location that can be used in the extended FLASH persistent memory.

Declaration:
FUNCTION GetFlashXSize : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
max : INT;
END_VAR;
max := GetFlashXSize();
BEGIN
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.1.5. SFL: String handling functions
4.12.1.5.1. SFL: String handling functions
The string handling functions are used when you need to manipulate strings in a program. A number of functions
exists, and they are each explained on the following pages.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Format a string.
Extracts numerical values from a string.
Extracts string values from a string.
Convert a string to a number (INT).
Convert a string to a number (DINT).
Convert a string to a number (SINT).
Compares two strings.
Concatenate two strings.
Extracts the left part of a string.
Extracts the right part of a string.
Extracts part of a string.
Finds the length (number of characters) of a string.
Find a string in a list of strings.
Check if a string is contained within another string.
Extract a string from a delimited string.
Remove leading/trailing spaces in a string.
Convert a number (SINT) to a string.
Convert a number (INT) to a string.
Convert a number (DINT) to a string.
Copy contents of a string to memory.
Copy contents of memory to a string.
Encode a string with base64.
Decode a base 64 encoded string.

strFormat
strGetValues
strGetStrings
strToInt
strToDint
strToSint
strCompare
strConcat
strLeft
strRight
strMid
strLen
strLookup
strFind
strToken
strRemoveSpaces
sintToStr
intToStr
dintToStr
strToMemory
strFromMemory
strEncode64
strDecode64

4.12.1.5.2. strFormat (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

strFormat is used to format a string. By supplying the function with a format string, a string, and up to 4 numbers, it is
possible to format a string.
The format string can be specified such that up to 4 numbers can be inserted in a string. Please look at the examples
below.
Please note that the 4th value is a DINT type, this allows you to convert large numbers into a string.
Note that the returned string is a dynamic string.

Input:
format : STRING
Format string, can contain up to 4 parameter references written as
\1, \2, \3 and \4. Each of these will insert the value in v1,v2,v3 and v4.
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Please note that a specific number can be referenced more than one time in the format string.
v1 : INT
Value for {1} in the format string.
v2 : INT
Value for {2} in the format string.
v3 : INT
Value for {3} in the format string.
v4 : DINT
Value for {4} in the format string.

Returns: STRING
A string containing the resulting string from the formatting

Declaration:
FUNCTION strFormat : STRING;
VAR_INPUT
format
: STRING;
v1,v2,v3 : INT;
v4
: DINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
number1 : INT;
number2 : INT;
str
: STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
str :=
// str
.
str :=
// str
.
.
.
END;

strFormat(format:="The temperature at sensor \1 is \2 degrees", v1:=12, v2:=32);
will now contain: "The temperature at sensor 12 is 32 degrees"
strFormat(format:="\1", v1 := 4711);
will now contain: "4711"

END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.5.3. strGetValues (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:
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strGetValues will try to extract up to 4 values from a string. It uses the same syntax for the format string as strFormat.
strGetValues is not case sensitive !

Input:
str : STRING
String that strGetValues will extract values from
format : STRING
Format string, can contain up to 4 parameter references written as
\1, \2, \3 and \4. Each of these will extract the value at that position at place it in v1,v2,v3 or v4.
Please note that a specific number can only be referenced one time in the format string.
Please note that the 4th value is a DINT type, this allows you to convert large numbers.

Output:
match: BOOL
This will be TRUE if a match was found, and the number of values was extracted successfully
v1: INT
The extracted value at {1} from str
v2: INT
The extracted value at {2} from str
v3: INT
The extracted value at {3} from str
v4: DINT
The extracted value at {4} from str

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK strGetValues;
VAR_INPUT
str
: STRING;
format : STRING;
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
match : BOOL;
v1
: INT;
v2
: INT;
v3
: INT;
v4
: DINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
extract
: strGetValues;
inputstring : STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
inputstring:="The temperature at sensor 12 is 32 degrees";
extract(str:=inputstring, format:="The temperature at sensor \1 is \2 degrees");
IF extract.match THEN
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// extract.v1 contains 12, extract.v2 contains 32
.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.5.4. strGetStrings (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

strGetStrings is similar to strGetValues. It will try to extract up to 4 strings from a string. It uses the same syntax for
the format string as strFormat. strGetStrings is not case sensitive !

Input:
str : STRING
String that strGetValues will extract values from
format : STRING
Format string, can contain up to 4 parameter references written as
\1, \2, \3 and \4. Each of these will extract the value at that position at place it in v1,v2,v3 or v4.
Please note that a specific number can only be referenced one time in the format string.

Output:
match: BOOL
This will be TRUE if a match was found, and the number of strings was extracted successfully
v1: STRING
The extracted string at {1} from str
v2: STRING
The extracted string at {2} from str
v3: STRING
The extracted string at {3} from str
v4: STRING
The extracted string at {4} from str

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK strGetStrings;
VAR_INPUT
str
: STRING;
format : STRING;
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
match : BOOL;
v1
: STRING;
v2
: STRING;
v3
: STRING;
v4
: STRING;
END_VAR;
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Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
extract
: strGetStrings;
inputstring : STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
inputstring:="The north valve is closed";
extract(str:=inputstring, format:="The \1 valve is \2");
IF extract.match THEN
// extract.v1 contains "north", extract.v2 contains "closed"
.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.5.5. strToInt (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

strToInt will convert a string to a number (INT). If conversion is not possible, strToInt will return 0.

Input:
str : STRING
String to convert

Returns: INT
The value of the string

Declaration:
FUNCTION strToInt : INT;
VAR_INPUT
str : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
result : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
result := strToInt(str:="4711");
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// result will contain 4711 after the call
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.5.6. strToDint (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

strToDint will convert a string to a number (DINT). If conversion is not possible, strToDint will return 0.

Input:
str : STRING
String to convert

Returns: DINT
The value of the string
Declaration:
FUNCTION strToDint : DINT;
VAR_INPUT
str : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
result : DINT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
result := strToDint(str:="4711");
// result will contain 4711 after the call
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.5.7. strToSint (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:
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strToSint will convert a string to a number (SINT). If conversion is not possible, strToSint will return 0.

Input:
str : STRING
String to convert

Returns: SINT
The value of the string
Declaration:
FUNCTION strToSint : SINT;
VAR_INPUT
str : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
result : SINT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
result := strToSint(str:="47");
// result will contain 47 after the call
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.5.8. strCompare (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

strCompare compares two strings, and returns a number that specifies which one of the strings a greater than the
other or if they are equal. It is possible to test strings without case sensitivity, that is "abc" will be the same as "ABC"
if no case checking is done (see input parameter CheckCase)

Input:
str1 : STRING
String 1 for the compare function
str2 : STRING
String 2 for the compare function
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CheckCase : BOOL Default: FALSE
TRUE if the search should be case sensitive

Returns: INT(-1,0,1)
-1if str1 < str2
0if str1 = str2
1if str1 > str2

Declaration:
FUNCTION strCompare : INT;
VAR_INPUT
str1, str2 : STRING;
CheckCase : BOOL := FALSE;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
compareresult : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
compareresult :=
// Compareresult
FALSE)
.
compareresult :=
// Compareresult
.
compareresult :=
// Compareresult
.
.
END;

strCompare(str1:="hello", str2:="HeLLo");
will be 0 because the two strings a equal (because of CheckCase is default

strCompare(str1:="hello", str2:="HeLLo", CheckCase:=TRUE);
will be 1 because str1 < str2
strCompare(str1:="ABC", str2:="def");
will be -1 because str2 > str1, and CheckCase is default equal to FALSE

END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.5.9. strConcat (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

strConcat concatenates ("adds" them together) two strings, and returns a string with the result in.
Also see the '+' operator for an alternative way of concatenating strings.

Note that the returned string is a dynamic string.

Input:
str1 : STRING
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Left string
str2 : STRING
Right string

Returns: STRING
The resulting string from concatenating str1 and str2

Declaration:
FUNCTION strConcat : STRING;
VAR_INPUT
str1, str2 : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
result : STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
result := strConcat(str1:="hello ", str2:="world");
// result will contain "Hello world" after the call
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.5.10. strLeft (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

strLeft will return a specified number of characters from a string, starting from the left
Note that the returned string is a dynamic string.

Input:
str : STRING
String that is to be extracted from
length : INT
Number of characters to be returned

Returns: STRING
The extracted string

Declaration:
FUNCTION strLeft : STRING;
VAR_INPUT
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str
: STRING;
length : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
result : STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
result := strLeft(str:="hello world", length:=3);
// result will contain "Hel" after the call
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.5.11. strRight (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

strRight will return a specified number of characters from a string, starting from the right.
Note that the returned string is a dynamic string.

Input:
str : STRING
String that is to be extracted from
length : INT
Number of characters to be returned

Returns: STRING
The extracted string

Declaration:
FUNCTION strRight : STRING;
VAR_INPUT
str
: STRING;
length : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
result : STRING;
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END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
result := strRight(str:="hello world", length:=3);
// result will contain "rld" after the call
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.5.12. strMid (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

strMid will return a specified substring from a string.
Note that the returned string is a dynamic string.

Input:
str : STRING
String that is to be extracted from
start : INT
Start position from the left for extracted string
length : INT Default 999
Number of characters to return from the 'start' position. If not assigned, then the rest of 'str' is returned

Returns: STRING
The extracted string

Declaration:
FUNCTION strMid : STRING;
VAR_INPUT
str
: STRING;
start : INT;
length : INT := 999;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
result : STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
result := strMid(str:="hello world", start:=4, length:=2);
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// result will contain "lo" after the call
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.5.13. strLen (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

strLen will return the length (number of characters) of a string.

Input:
str : STRING
String that is to be extracted from

Returns: INT
The number of characters in the str string

Declaration:
FUNCTION strLen : INT;
VAR_INPUT
str : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
result : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
result := strLen(str:="hello world");
// result will contain 11 after the call
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.5.14. strLookup (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:
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strLookup will try to match a string with up to 4 different strings. The function will not take the case of the strings in
consideration, so "Fox" and "fox" will be equal.

Input:
str : STRING
String that the function will try to match with str1,str2,str3 or str4
str1 : STRING
String 1 that the function will try to match with str
str2 : STRING
String 2 that the function will try to match with str
str3 : STRING
String 3 that the function will try to match with str
str4 : STRING
String 4 that the function will try to match with str

Output:
match : INT (0..4)
0if str matched none of str1,str2,str3 or str4.
1if str matched str1.
2if str matched str2.
3if str matched str3.
4if str matched str4.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK strLookup;
VAR_INPUT
str
: STRING;
str1 : STRING;
str2 : STRING;
str3 : STRING;
str4 : STRING;
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
match : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
result : INT;
search : strLookup;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
search(str:="fox", str1:="The", str2:="Quick", str3:="Brown", str4:="Fox");
result := search.match;
// result will contain 4 as the str matched the contents of str4 (Fox)
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.1.5.15. strFind (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

strFind will search for a string within another string. It will return the startposition of 'str2' in 'str1' if str1 was found in
str2, otherwise it will return 0. It is possible to search for the string without case sensitivity, that is "abc" will be the
same as "ABC" if no case checking is done (see input parameter CheckCase).
Please note that if either str1 or str2 are empty, this function will return 0 (not found)

Input:
str1 : STRING
String we will search in
str2 : STRING
String to search for
CheckCase : BOOL Default: FALSE
TRUE if the search should be case sensitive

Returns: INT
The startposition of str2 in str1, 0 if str2 was not found

Declaration:
FUNCTION strFind : INT;
VAR_INPUT
str1
: STRING;
str2
: STRING;
CheckCase : BOOL := FALSE;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
result : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
result := strFind(str1:="hello world", str2:="World");
// result will contain 7 after the call
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.5.16. strToken (Function)
Units supported:
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Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

strToken will extract a substring within another string that contains a number of 'substrings', each separated by
'delimiter'. The input 'number' is the substring number to return.

Input:
str : STRING
String we will search in
delimiter : STRING
The delimiting string that separeates the substings in 'str'
index : INT
The indexnumber of the substring that should be returned

Returns: STRING
The extracted substring from 'str'

Declaration:
FUNCTION strToken : STRING;
VAR_INPUT
str
: STRING;
delimiter : STRING;
index : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
result : STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
result := strToken(str:="4711,4712,4713,4714", delimiter:=",", index:=2);
// result will contain "4712" after the call
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.5.17. strRemoveSpaces (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:
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strRemoveSpaces will remove leading and trailing spaces in a string. It is optional if the function should remove the
leading, trailing or both types of spaces in a string.
Note that the returned string is a dynamic string.

Input:
str : STRING
String that is to be extracted from
leading : BOOL Default TRUE
TRUE if leading spaces should be removed
trailing : BOOL Default TRUE
TRUE if trailing spaces should be removed

Returns: STRING
The extracted string

Declaration:
FUNCTION strRemoveSpaces : STRING;
VAR_INPUT
str
: STRING;
leading : BOOL := TRUE;
trailing : BOOL := TRUE;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
result : STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
result := strRemoveSpaces(str:="
hello world ", trailing:=FALSE);
// result will contain "hello world " after the call, as only leading spaces are removed
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.5.18. sintToStr (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

sintToStr will convert a number (SINT) to a string.

Input:
v : SINT
Number to convert
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Returns: STRING
A string representing the value of v.

Declaration:
FUNCTION sintToStr : STRING;
VAR_INPUT
v : SINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
result : STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
result := sintToStr(v:=47);
// result will contain "47" after the call
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.5.19. intToStr (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

intToStr will convert a number (INT) to a string.

Input:
v : INT
Number to convert

Returns: STRING
A string representing the value of v.

Declaration:
FUNCTION intToStr : STRING;
VAR_INPUT
v : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
result : STRING;
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END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
result := intToStr(v:=4711);
// result will contain "4711" after the call
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.5.20. dintToStr (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

dintToStr will convert a number (DINT) to a string.

Input:
v : DINT
Number to convert

Returns: STRING
A string representing the value of v.

Declaration:
FUNCTION dintToStr : STRING;
VAR_INPUT
v : DINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
result : STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
result := dintToStr(v:=12345678);
// result will contain "12345678" after the call
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.1.5.21. strToMemory (function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

strToMemory will copy the contents of a string to memory.

Input:
dst : PTR
Pointer to the memory where the string should be copied to
str : STRING
The string that is to be copied
len : INT
Number of bytes to be copied to memory

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION strToMemory;
VAR_INPUT
dst : PTR;
str : STRING;
len : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
data : ARRAY[0..100] OF SINT;
s
: STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
s:="hello world";
strToMemory(dst:=addr(data), str:=s, len:=strlen(str:=s));
// The array 'data' will now contain the contents of the string 's'
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.5.22. strFromMemory (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Version 5.90
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Simulator support:
Include:

Yes
rtcu.inc

strFromMemory will copy the contents of a memory area to string.
Note that the returned string is a dynamic string.

Input:
src : PTR
Pointer to the memory where the string should be copied from
len : INT
Number of bytes to be copied from memory

Returns: STRING
The string copied from the memory area

Declaration:
FUNCTION strFromMemory : STRING;
VAR_INPUT
src : PTR;
len : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
data : ARRAY[0..100] OF SINT;
s
: STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
s:=strFromMemory(src:=addr(data), len:=sizeof(data));
// The string 's' will now contain the data (string) from the array 'data'
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.5.23. strEncode64 (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.76
1.00
No
encode.inc

strEncode64 will Encode a string using base64.
Note that the returned string is a dynamic string.
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Input:
str : STRING
The string to encode.

Returns: STRING
The string encoded in Base64.

Declaration:
FUNCTION strEncode64 : STRING;
VAR_INPUT
str : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE encode.inc
VAR
str_src : STRING;
str_enc : STRING;
str_dec : STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
str_src :=
str_enc :=
str_dec :=
// srt_enc
// str_dec
.
END;

"Aladdin:open sesame";
strEncode64(str:=str_src);
strDecode64(str:=str_enc);
= "QWxhZGRpbjvcGVuIHNlc2FtZQ=="
= "Aladdin:open sesame"

END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.5.24. strDecode64 (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.76
1.00
No
encode.inc

strDecode64 will decode a string that is encoded in base64.
Note that the returned string is a dynamic string.

Input:
str : STRING
A base64 encoded string.

Returns: STRING
The decoded string.
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Declaration:
FUNCTION strDecode64 : STRING;
VAR_INPUT
str : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE encode.inc
VAR
str_src : STRING;
str_enc : STRING;
str_dec : STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
str_src :=
str_enc :=
str_dec :=
// srt_enc
// str_dec
.
END;

"Aladdin:open sesame";
strEncode64(str:=str_src);
strDecode64(str:=str_enc);
= "QWxhZGRpbjvcGVuIHNlc2FtZQ=="
= "Aladdin:open sesame"

END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.1.6. SFL: Standard functions
4.12.1.6.1. SFL: Standard functions
The VPL environment contains a number of standard functions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MIN
MAX
DebugMsg
DebugFmt
shr32/16/8
shl32/16/8
bcd_to_sint/int/dint
sint_to_bcd/int/dint
memcpy

Returns the minimum of two numbers
Returns the maximum of two numbers
Prints debug messages to the Simulator - Debug window or Unit-> Debug messages w
Prints debug messages to the Simulator - Debug window or Unit-> Debug messages w
Bitwise right-shift of a value
Bitwise left-shift of a value
Convert BCD digits to a SINT, INT or DINT
Convert a SINT, INT or DINT to BCD digits
Copy one area of memory to another area

Apart from the standard functions mentioned here, a number of standard functionblocks are also available.

4.12.1.6.2. MIN (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

The MIN function takes to numbers as parameters and returns the value of the lowest of the two numbers.

Input:
a : DINT
The first value
b : DINT
The second value

Returns: DINT
The lowest value.
Declaration:
FUNCTION MIN : DINT;
VAR_INPUT
a : DINT;
b : DINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
number1 : INT;
number2 : INT;
result : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
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BEGIN
.
result:=INT(MIN(a:=number1, b:=number2));
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.6.3. MAX (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

The MAX function takes to numbers as parameters and returns the value of the highest of the two numbers.

Input:
a : DINT
The first value
b : DINT
The second value

Returns: DINT
The highest value.
Declaration:
FUNCTION MAX : DINT;
VAR_INPUT
a : DINT;
b : DINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
number1 : INT;
number2 : INT;
result : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
result:=INT(MAX(a:=number1, b:=number2));
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.1.6.4. DebugMsg (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

The DebugMsg function will print a textstring to the debug window, either in the Simulator, or from a connected
RTCU unit.
The messages passed to the DebugMsg function can be viewed in the Simulator - Debug window when the program
is being simulated. If DebugMsg is called from a program running on a RTCU unit, and there is an connection
between the RTCU-IDE environment and an RTCU unit, the DebugMsg() messages is shown in the Debug
Messages window.

Input:
message : STRING
message string.

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION DebugMsg;
VAR_INPUT
message : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
// show a message in the debug window
DebugMsg(message:="Hello from VPL Program");
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.6.5. DebugFmt (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

The DebugFmt is a "easier to use" version of DebugMsg. It is a combination of DebugMsg and strFormat, which will
enable you to print debug messages in an easy an convinient way.
Please se DebugMsg for an explanation of the workings of the DebugFmt function.
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Input:
message : STRING
Format/message string. Please refer to strFormat for an explanation of the format string.
v1 : INT
Value for {1} in the format string.
v2 : INT
Value for {2} in the format string.
v3 : INT
Value for {3} in the format string.
v4 : DINT
Value for {4} in the format string.

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION DebugFmt;
VAR_INPUT
message : STRING;
v1,v2,v3 : INT;
v4
: DINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
a : INT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
a:=4711;
DebugFmt(message:="Variable a is \1", v1:=a);
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.6.6. shr32/16/8 (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

The bitwise shift function, shrxx operates on the SINT, INT and DINT datatypes. It will shift the value a number of
bits to the right. Bits coming in from left are always 0.
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Input:
in : DINT/INT/SINT
The value to shift
n : SINT (0..32/16/8)
The number of bits to shift.

Returns: DINT/INT/SINT
The resulting value

Declaration:
FUNCTION shr32 : DINT;
VAR_INPUT
in : DINT;
n : SINT;
END_VAR;
FUNCTION shr16 : INT;
VAR_INPUT
in : INT;
n : SINT;
END_VAR;
FUNCTION shr8 : SINT;
VAR_INPUT
in : SINT;
n : SINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : INT;
b : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
a := 16#FF00;
// Shift contents of a 4 bits to the right
b := shr16(in:=a, n:=4);
// b is now 16#0FF0
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.6.7. shl32/16/8 (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
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Include:

rtcu.inc

The bitwise shift function, shlxx operates on the SINT, INT and DINT datatypes. It will shift the value a number of
bits to the left. Bits coming in from the right are always 0.

Input:
in : DINT/INT/SINT
The value to shift
n : SINT (0..32/16/8)
The number of bits to shift.

Returns: DINT/INT/SINT
The resulting value

Declaration:
FUNCTION shl32 : DINT;
VAR_INPUT
in : DINT;
n : SINT;
END_VAR;
FUNCTION shl16 : INT;
VAR_INPUT
in : INT;
n : SINT;
END_VAR;
FUNCTION shl8 : SINT;
VAR_INPUT
in : SINT;
n : SINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : INT;
b : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
a := 16#0FF0;
// Shift contents of a 4 bits to the left
b := shl16(in:=a, n:=4);
// b is now 16#FF00
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.6.8. bcd_to_sint/int/dint (Function)
Units supported:
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Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

The bcd_to_xxx function, operates on the SINT, INT and DINT datatypes. It will convert a BCD packed value into it's
binary representation.

Input:
in : DINT/INT/SINT
The BCD packed value to convert

Returns: DINT/INT/SINT
The resulting binary value

Declaration:
FUNCTION bcd_to_dint : DINT;
VAR_INPUT
in : DINT;
END_VAR;
FUNCTION bcd_to_int : INT;
VAR_INPUT
in : INT;
END_VAR;
FUNCTION bcd_to_sint : SINT;
VAR_INPUT
in : SINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : INT;
b : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
a := 16#2215;
// Convert 16#2215 (BCD representation), to 2215 in binary
b := bcd_to_int(in:=a);
// b is now 2215
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.6.9. sint_to_bcd/int/dint (Function)
Units supported:
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Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

The xxx_to_bcd function, operates on the SINT, INT and DINT datatypes. It will convert a a value to its BCD
representation.

Input:
in : DINT/INT/SINT
The binary value to convert
Note: Only a positive number can be converted.

Returns: DINT/INT/SINT
The resulting BCD packed value

Declaration:
FUNCTION dint_to_bcd : DINT;
VAR_INPUT
in : DINT;
END_VAR;
FUNCTION int_to_bcd : INT;
VAR_INPUT
in : INT;
END_VAR;
FUNCTION sint_to_bcd : SINT;
VAR_INPUT
in : SINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : INT;
b : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
a := 1234;
// Convert 1234 in binary to it's BCD representation (16#1234)
b := int_to_bcd(in:=a);
// b is now 16#1234
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.6.10. memcpy (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
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Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

memcpy will copy the contents of one memory area to another memory area.
Please note that memcpy does not support the copying of overlapped source and destination.

Input:
dst : PTR
Pointer to the destination memory
src : PTR
Pointer to the source memory
len : INT
Number of bytes to be copied

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION memcpy;
VAR_INPUT
dst : PTR;
src : PTR;
len : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
data_1 : ARRAY[0..100] OF SINT;
data_2 : ARRAY[0..100] OF SINT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
memcpy(dst:=addr(data_1), src:=addr(data_2), len:=sizeof(data_1));
// data_1 contains now the contents of data_2
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.1.7. SFL: Standard functionblocks
4.12.1.7.1. SFL: Standard functionblocks
The VPL environment contains a number of standard functionblocks.
Please note that the precision of the timer functionblocks are not exact in the Simulator. The precision on the RTCU
units are maintained within 10 milliseconds.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TP
TON
TOF
R_TRIG
F_TRIG
RF_TRIG
CTD
CTU
CTUD
TPERIOD
PCT
DEBOUNCE
RS
SR

Pulse timer
On-delay timer
Off-delay timer
Rising edge trigger
Falling edge trigger
Rising and falling edge trigger
Down counter
Up counter
Up/Down counter
Programmable ON/OFF timer
High-speed counter
Debounce a signal
Set/Reset flip-flop, reset dominant
Set/Reset flip-flop, set dominant

Apart from the standard functionblocks mentioned here, a number of standard functions are also available

4.12.1.7.2. TP (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

The TP function block is a pulse timer, that enables q (the output) for a preset amount of time.
When trig is set TRUE, the q output is set TRUE and elapsed time counter (et) is reset to zero and incremented until
the preset timer value is reached after which the q output is set FALSE.
Only during this period of time is q set to TRUE.
Once the timer is running any changes to the trig input is ignored until after the preset value is reached.
This image shows the TP function block timing:

Notes:
• The resolution of the timer is 25 milliseconds.
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• Only 50 timers in total of TP, TON and TOF types is supported.

Input:
trig : BOOL (true/false)
On the leading edge of this input, the timer will start, and set the 'q' output true for the specified 'pt' time
pt : DINT (0..2147483648)
Specifies how long the q output should be true, specified in mSec.

Output:
et : DINT (0..2147483648)
The current value of the timer.
q : BOOL (true/false)
Output from the Timer. This will go high until 'et' equals 'pt'

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK TP;
VAR_INPUT
trig : BOOL; | Leading edge on this signal will start the timer
pt
: DINT; | Delay before 'q' will be high after 'trig' signal
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
q
: BOOL; | Output from timer
et
: DINT; | Current timer value
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
input1 : BOOL; | Input that will enable the timer
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
signal : BOOL; | Output that will follow the q output from the timer.
END_VAR;
VAR
timer : TP; // Declare an instance of the TP functionblock
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
timer();
.
.
timer.pt := 100; // number of milliseconds the q output should be high
timer.trig := input1; // The timer will start on a leading edge on input1
signal := timer.q; // output will follow the q output from the timer
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.7.3. TON (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
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Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

The TON function block is a ON delay timer, that enables the q output a specific number of miliseconds after the trig
input is enabled.
When the trig input is set TRUE, the elapsed time counter (et) is reset to zero and then incremented until the preset
timer value (pt) is reached, after which theq output is set TRUE.
When the trig input is switched to FALSE, the q output is set FALSE.
If the trig input is set to FALSE before the et counter reaches the pt value, the timer keeps running but the q output
is NOT set TRUE when the et counter reaches the pt value.
This image shows the TON function block timing:

Notes:
• The resolution of the timer is 25 milliseconds.
• Only 50 timers in total of TP, TON and TOF types is supported.

Input:
trig : BOOL (true/false)
On the leading edge of this input, the output 'q' will go high, the timer will start. When this input goes low, the 'q'
output will also go low.
pt : DINT (0..2147483648)
Specifies the delay in mSec from 'trig' going high to 'q' going high.

Output:
et : DINT (0..2147483648)
The current value of the timer.
q : BOOL (true/false)
Output from the Timer. See description for 'trig'.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK TON;
VAR_INPUT
trig : BOOL; | Signal that starts timer, and sets 'q' high
pt
: DINT; | Delay before 'q' goes high after 'trig' signal
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
q
: BOOL; | Output from timer
et
: DINT; | Current timer value
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
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VAR_INPUT
input1 : BOOL; | Input that will enable the timer
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
signal : BOOL; | Output that will follow the q output from the timer.
END_VAR;
VAR
timer : TON; // Declare an instance of the TON functionblock
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
timer();
.
.
timer.pt := 100; // number of milliseconds the q output will be delayed from 'trig'
timer.trig := input1; // The timer will start when input1 goes high
signal := timer.q; // output will follow the q output from the timer
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.7.4. TOF (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

The TOF function block is a OFF delay timer, that disable the q output a specified number of miliseconds after the
trig input is disabled.
When the trig input is set TRUE, the elapset time counter (et) is reset to zero and the qoutput is set TRUE.
When the trig input is switched to FALSE, the et counter is incremented until it reaches the preset timer value (pt)
after which the q output is set FALSE.
If the trig input is set TRUE before the et counter reaches the pt value, the timer is stopped and the et counter is
reset to zero.
This image shows the TON function block timing:

Notes:
• The resolution of the timer is 25 milliseconds.
• Only 50 timers in total of TP, TON and TOF types is supported.

Input:
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trig : BOOL (true/false)
On the leading edge of this input, the output 'q' will go high. On the falling edge, the timer will start. When the timer
runs out, the 'q' output will go low. When this input goes low, the 'q' output will go high.
pt : DINT (0..2147483648)
Specifies the delay in mSec from 'trig' going low to 'q' going low.

Output:
et : DINT (0..2147483648)
The current value of the timer.
q : BOOL (true/false)
Output from the Timer. See description for 'trig'.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK TOF;
VAR_INPUT
trig : BOOL; | Signal that sets 'q' high, starts timer on low signal
pt
: DINT; | Delay before 'q' goes low after 'trig' signal
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
q
: BOOL; | Output from timer
et
: DINT; | Current timer value
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
input1 : BOOL; | Input that will enable the timer
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
signal : BOOL; | Output that will follow the q output from the timer.
END_VAR;
VAR
timer : TOF; // Declare an instance of the TOF functionblock
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
timer();
.
.
timer.pt := 100; // number of milliseconds the q output will be delayed from 'trig'
timer.trig := input1; // The timer will start when input1 goes low
signal := timer.q; // output will follow the q output from the timer
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.7.5. R_TRIG (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:
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R_TRIG is a rising edge detector. It will activate the 'q' output for one scan, when a rising edge is detected on the
'trig' input.
For a falling edge trigger, please see the F_TRIG functionblock.

Input:
trig : BOOL (true/false)
On the rising edge of this input, the output 'q' will go high for one scan.

Output:
q : BOOL (true/false)
Output from the rising edge trigger detector.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK R_TRIG;
VAR_INPUT
trig : BOOL R_EDGE; | Rising edge on this signal activates 'q' for one scan
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
q
: BOOL;
| Output from detector
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
input1 : BOOL; | Input for the rising edge detector
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
signal : BOOL; | Output that will follow the q output from the rising edge detector.
END_VAR;
VAR
trigger : R_TRIG; // Declare an instance of the R_TRIG functionblock
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
trigger(trig:= input1); // Input the input1 signal to the rising edge detector
signal := trigger.q; // output will follow the q output from the detector
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.7.6. F_TRIG (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

F_TRIG is a falling edge detector. It will activate the 'q' output for one scan, when a falling edge is detected on the
'trig' input.
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For a rising edge trigger, please see the R_TRIG functionblock.

Input:
trig : BOOL (true/false)
On the falling edge of this input, the output 'q' will go high for one scan.

Output:
q : BOOL (true/false)
Output from the falling edge trigger detector.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK F_TRIG;
VAR_INPUT
trig : BOOL F_EDGE; | Falling edge on this signal activates 'q' for one scan
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
q
: BOOL;
| Output from detector
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
input1 : BOOL; | Input for the falling edge detector
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
signal : BOOL; | Output that will follow the q output from the falling edge detector.
END_VAR;
VAR
trigger : F_TRIG; // Declare an instance of the F_TRIG functionblock
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
trigger(trig:= input1); // Input the input1 signal to the falling edge detector
signal := trigger.q; // output will follow the q output from the detector
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.7.7. RF_TRIG (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

RF_TRIG is a rising and falling edge detector. It will activate the 'rq' output for one scan, when a rising edge is
detected on the 'trig' input. The 'fq' otuput will be active for one scan if a falling edge is detected on 'trig' .
For a rising edge trigger, please see the R_TRIG functionblock.
For a falling edge trigger, please see the F_TRIG functionblock.
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Input:
trig : BOOL (true/false)
On the falling edge of this input, the output 'q' will go high for one scan.

Output:
rq : BOOL (true/false)
Output from the rising edge trigger detector.
fq : BOOL (true/false)
Output from the falling edge trigger detector.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK RF_TRIG;
VAR_INPUT
trig : BOOL; | Falling edge on this signal triggers 'rq' and falling edge triggers 'fq' for
one scan
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
rq
: BOOL; | Will be active if trig has a rising edge
fq
: BOOL; | Will be active if trig has a falling edge
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
input1 : BOOL; | Input for the falling edge detector
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
r_signal : BOOL; | Output that will follow the 'rq' output from the detector.
f_signal : BOOL; | Output that will follow the 'fq' output from the detector.
END_VAR;
VAR
trigger : RF_TRIG; // Declare an instance of the RF_TRIG functionblock
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
trigger(trig:= input1); // Input the input1 signal to the falling/rising edge detector
r_signal := trigger.rq; // output will follow the 'rq' output from the detector
f_signal := trigger.fq; // output will follow the 'fq' output from the detector
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.7.8. CTD (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:
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CTD is a Down counter. This functionblock will count the 'cv' value one down on each rising edge on the 'cd' input.
When the 'cv' variable reaches 0, the output 'q' will go high, otherwise it will be low. If a high signal is present on the
'ld' input, the value from 'pv' will be copied to 'cv'.

Input:
cd : BOOL (true/false)
On the leading edge of this input the 'cv' will be decremented with 1. When the 'cv' value is equal to 0, q will be high
ld : BOOL (true/false)
Load input. When this input is high, the 'cv' will set to the value in 'pv'.
pv : INT (0..32767)
Preset value for the counter.

Output:
cv : INT (0..32767) Default -1
The current value of the counter.
q : BOOL (true/false)
Output from the Timer. See description for 'cd'.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK CTD;
VAR_INPUT
cd : BOOL R_EDGE;
ld : BOOL;
pv : INT;
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
q : BOOL;
cv : INT;
END_VAR;

| Signal that decrements the counter by 1 on a rising edge
| Signal that sets 'cv' to the value in 'pv' when high
| Preset value for the counter

| Output from counter
| Current counter value

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
input1 : BOOL; | Input that will load the counter with the preset value
input2 : BOOL; | Input that will decrement the counter with one on a rising edge
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
signal : BOOL; | Output that will follow the q output from the counter
END_VAR;
VAR
counter : CTD; // Declare an instance of the CTD functionblock
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
// Call the counter, and
counter(
pv := 100,
//
ld := input1, //
high
cd := input2 //
);

assign it's input variables
Preset value for the counter
The counter will be loaded with the preset value when input1 is
The counter will decrement 'cv' with 1 when rising edge on input2

signal:=counter.q; // The output signal will go high when the counter reaches 0
END;
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END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.7.9. CTU (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

CTU is a Up counter. This functionblock will increment the 'cv' value with one on each rising edge on the 'cu' input.
When the 'cv' variable reaches 'pv', or is above, the output 'q' will go high, otherwise it will be low. If a high signal is
present on the 'r' input, the counter will be reset ('cv' will be set to 0).

Input:
cu : BOOL (true/false)
On the leading edge of this input the 'cv' will be incremented with 1. When the 'cv' value is equal to, or above the
value in 'pv', q will be high.
r : BOOL (true/false)
Reset input. When this input is high, the counter value will be kept at 0.
pv : INT (0..32767)
Preset value for the counter.

Output:
cv : INT (-32768..32767)
The current value of the counter.
q : BOOL (true/false)
Output from the Timer. See description for 'cu'.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK CTU;
VAR_INPUT
cu : BOOL R_EDGE;
r : BOOL;
pv : INT;
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
q : BOOL;
cv : INT;
END_VAR;

| Signal that increments the counter by 1 on a rising edge
| Signal that sets 'cv' to 0 when high
| Preset value for the counter

| Output from counter
| Current counter value

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
input1 : BOOL; | Input that will reset the counter
input2 : BOOL; | Input that will increment the counter with one on a rising edge
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
signal : BOOL; | Output that will follow the q output from the counter
END_VAR;
VAR
counter : CTU; // Declare an instance of the CTU functionblock
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END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
// Call the counter, and
counter(
pv := 100,
//
r := input1, //
cu := input2 //
);

assign it's input variables
Preset value for the counter
The counter will be reset when input1 is high
The counter will increment 'cv' with 1 when rising edge on input2

signal:=counter.q; // The output signal will go high when the counter reaches 'pv'
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.7.10. CTUD (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

CTUD is a Up/down counter. This functionblock is a mixture between the CTU and CTD functionblocks. It combines
the functionality of the CTU and CTD to form a flexible Up/Down counter.
This functionblock will increment the 'cv' value with one on each rising edge on the 'cu' input, and it will decrement
'cv' with 1 when a leading edge on the 'cu' is detected. When the 'cv' variable reaches 'pv', or is above, the output
'qu' will go high, otherwise it will be low. When the 'cv' variable reaches 0, the output 'q' will go high, otherwise it will
be low. If a high signal is present on the 'r' input, the counter will be reset ('cv' will be set to 0). If a high signal is
present on the 'ld' input, the value from 'pv' will be copied to 'cv'.

Input:
cu : BOOL (true/false)
On the leading edge of this input the 'cv' will be incremented with 1. When the 'cv' value is equal to, or above the
value in 'pv', 'qu' will be high.
cd : BOOL (true/false)
On the leading edge of this input the 'cv' will be decremented with 1. When the 'cv' value is equal to 0, 'qd' will be
high
ld : BOOL (true/false)
Load input. When this input is high, the 'cv' will set to the value in 'pv'.
r : BOOL (true/false)
Reset input. When this input is high, the counter value will be kept at 0.
pv : INT (0..32767)
Preset value for the counter.

Output:
cv : INT (0..32767)
The current value of the counter.
qu : BOOL (true/false)
Output from the counter. See description for 'cu'.
qd : BOOL (true/false)
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Output from the counter. See description for 'cd'.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK CTUD;
VAR_INPUT
cu : BOOL R_EDGE;
cd : BOOL R_EDGE;
ld : BOOL;
r : BOOL;
pv : INT;
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
qu : BOOL;
qd : BOOL;
cv : INT;
END_VAR;

|
|
|
|
|

Signal
Signal
Signal
Signal
Preset

that increments the counter by 1 on a rising edge
that decrements the counter by 1 on a rising edge
that sets 'cv' to the value in 'pv' when high
that sets 'cv' to 0 when high
value for the counter

| Output from counter
| Output from counter
| Current counter value

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
input1
input2
input3
input4
END_VAR;

:
:
:
:

BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;

|
|
|
|

Input
Input
Input
Input

that
that
that
that

will
will
will
will

reset the counter
increment the counter with one on a rising edge
load the counter with the preset value
decrement the counter with one on a rising edge

VAR_OUTPUT
signal_u : BOOL; | Output that will follow the 'qu' output from the counter
signal_d : BOOL; | Output that will follow the 'qd' output from the counter
END_VAR;
VAR
counter : CTUD; // Declare an instance of the CTUD functionblock
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
counter(
pv
r
cu
ld
high
cd
);

:=
:=
:=
:=

100,
input1,
input2,
input3,

:= input4

//
//
//
//

Preset value for
The counter will
The counter will
The counter will

the counter
be reset when input1 is high
increment 'cv' with 1 when rising edge on input2
be loaded with the preset value when input3 is

// The counter will decrement 'cv' with 1 when rising edge on input4

signal_u:=counter.qu; // The two outputs from the counter are copied to signal_u and
signal_d
signal_d:=counter.qd;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.7.11. TPERIOD (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:
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TPERIOD is a periodic timer. This functionblock will activate it's q output when it is enabled using the enable input.
The high_period specifies the period where the q output should be true, and the low_period specifies the period
where q output should be false. The periods are specified in milliseconds.
Timing:
q
a

b

c

d

e

f

b-a, d-c, f-e = high_period
c-b, e-d
= low_period

Note: Resolution of the timer functions are 25 milliseconds.

Note: This functionblock uses the TP function block.

Input:
enable : BOOL (true/false) Default FALSE
If this input is true, the timer is enabled
high_period : INT (0..123455)
Specifies how many milliseconds the q output should be true
low_period : INT (0..123455)
Specifies how many milliseconds the q output should be false

Output:
q : BOOL (true/false)
Output from the Timer.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK
VAR_INPUT
enable
low_period
high_period
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
q
END_VAR;

TPERIOD;
: BOOL := FALSE; |'TPERIOD' operation enabled.
: INT;
| Period for low-signal
: INT;
| Period for high-signal

: BOOL;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
input1 : BOOL; | Input that will enable the periodic timer
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
signal : BOOL; | Output that will follow the q output from the periodic timer.
END_VAR;
VAR
tper : TPERIOD; // Declare an instance of the TPERIOD functionblock
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
tper();
.
.
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tper.high_period := 10; // number of ticks the q output should be high
tper.low_period := 10; // number of ticks the q output should be low
tper.enable := input1; // The timer is enabled when input1 is true
signal := tper.q; // output will follow the q output from the timer
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.7.12. PCT (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

PCT is a high-speed pulsecounter. This functionblock will increment the 'cv' value with one on each rising edge on
the 'pinput' input. If a high signal is present on the 'ld' input, the counter will be set to the value present on the 'ncv'.
Unlike the normal CTU (Up counter) the PCT counter is realized at a lower level, thereby making it possible to count
high speed pulses.

Input:
pinput : PTR
Address of a digital input signal. (Please see the example below)
On the leading edge of this input the 'cv' will be incremented with 1.
Note:
The address can only be a simple variable, and will therefore not work with an ARRAY variable.
ld : BOOL (true/false)
Load input. When this input is high, the counter value will be set to the value in 'ncv'.
ncv : DINT
New counter value. Will be written to 'cv' when 'ld' is high.

Output:
cv : DINT
The current value of the counter.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK PCT;
VAR_INPUT
pinput : PTR; |
ld
: BOOL; |
ncv
: DINT; |
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
cv
: DINT; |
END_VAR;

Address of input variable (by using the ADDR() function)
Load new counter value
New counter value

Current counter value

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
input1 : BOOL; | Input that will increment the counter
END_VAR;
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VAR
hscounter : PCT; // Declare an instance of the PCT functionblock
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
hscounter.pinput:=addr(input1); // Assign address of input to use as pulse input
BEGIN
hscounter(); //
DebugMsg(message:=strFormat(format:="Counter=\4", v4:=hscounter.cv));
Sleep(delay:=1000);
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.7.13. DEBOUNCE (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

DEBOUNCE is a functionblock that will debounce a signal, on both the active and in-active state. This is especially
usefull on noisy digital input signals, that are driven by switches, relays etc that can generate switch noise when
switched on or off.
Note: This function block uses 2 TON functionblocks.

Input:
in : BOOL (true/false)
This is the signal that will be debounced.
db_time : DINT (0..2147483648)
The number of milliseconds the signal must be active/inactive before the state is considered valid.

Output:
out : BOOL (true/false)
The 'in' signal after debounce, free from noise that are shorter than the time defined in 'db_time'

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK DEBOUNCE;
VAR_INPUT
in
: BOOL; | The signal that is to be debounced
db_time : DINT; | The number of milliseconds the 'in' signal must be stable
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
out
: BOOL; | The debounced 'in' signal
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
input1 : BOOL; | Digital input
END_VAR;
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VAR_OUTPUT
signal : BOOL; | Noise-free output
END_VAR;
VAR
deb : DEBOUNCE; // Declare an instance of the DEBOUNCE functionblock
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
deb(db_time:=100); // Set debounce time to 100 milliseconds
BEGIN
deb(in:= input1); // Input the 'input1' signal to the debounce functionblock
signal := deb.out; // output will follow the 'input1', but without noise
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.7.14. RS (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

RS is a functionblock that acts as a Reset/Set flip flop. On a leading edge on the 'S1' input, the 'q' output will stay
active, on a leading edge on the 'R' input, the out will stay in-active. If a leading edge is seen at the same time on
both 'S1' and 'R', the set funtion "wins" and the 'out' will stay active.
Please see the SR functionblock for a "Set" dominant flip-flop.

Input:
S1 : BOOL (true/false)
A leading edge on this signal, will set the 'out' to active
R : BOOL (true/false)
A leading edge on this signal, will set the 'out' to in-active

Output:
q : BOOL (true/false)
This signal will be active if a leading edge is seen on 'S1', and it will be in-active if a leading edge is seen on 'R'.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK SR;
VAR_INPUT
S1 : BOOL; | Set signal
R : BOOL; | Reset signal
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
q : BOOL; | The output from the flip-flop
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
set
: BOOL; | Digital input for set
reset : BOOL; | Digital input for reset
END_VAR;
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VAR_OUTPUT
signal : BOOL; | Output from the flip-flop
END_VAR;
VAR
flipflop : SR; // Declare an instance of the SR functionblock
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
flipflop(S1:= set, R:=reset); // Input the signals to the flip-flop
signal := flipflop.q; // output from the flip-flop
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.7.15. SR (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

SR is a functionblock that acts as a Reset/Set flip flop. On a leading edge on the 'S1' input, the 'q' output will stay
active, on a leading edge on the 'R' input, the out will stay in-active. If a leading edge is seen at the same time on
both 'S1' and 'R', the reset funtion "wins" and the 'out' will stay in-active.
Please see the RS functionblock for a "Reset" dominant flip-flop.

Input:
S : BOOL (true/false)
A leading edge on this signal, will set the 'out' to active
R1 : BOOL (true/false)
A leading edge on this signal, will set the 'out' to in-active

Output:
q : BOOL (true/false)
This signal will be active if a leading edge is seen on 'S1', and it will be in-active if a leading edge is seen on 'R'.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK RS;
VAR_INPUT
S : BOOL; | Set signal
R1 : BOOL; | Reset signal
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
q : BOOL; | The output from the flip-flop
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
set
: BOOL; | Digital input for set
reset : BOOL; | Digital input for reset
END_VAR;
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VAR_OUTPUT
signal : BOOL; | Output from the flip-flop
END_VAR;
VAR
flipflop : RS; // Declare an instance of the RS functionblock
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
flipflop(S:= set, R1:=reset); // Input the signals to the flip-flop
signal := flipflop.q; // output from the flip-flop
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.1.8. SFL: Channel functions (multithreading)
4.12.1.8.1. ch: Channel functions
The Channel communication mechanism is a FIFO queue mechanism that can be used for passing messages
between threads.
A message is defined by an arbitrary block of data with a given length. The channel is initialized with chInit() and the
maximum number of messages in the channel is specified. A message is written to a channel using chWrite() and
read using chRead(). The Channel mechanism will automatically syncronize the access to the channel so that
reading from an empty channel will block the calling thread until a message is written. Also writing to a full channel
will block the calling thread until a message has been read.
Please refer to the section on Using Multithreading for more information on the use of channels.
The following channel functions exists:
•
•
•
•
•
•

chInit
chDestroy
chStatus
chRead
chWrite
chPeek

Initialize a channel.
Destroy a channel.
Query a channel for its status.
Read data from a channel.
Write data to a channel.
Take a peek at the firs message in the channel.

A maximum of 16 channels can be initialized and the maximum number of messages present in all channels
depends on the message size of each message. There is a total of 20.000 bytes available for channel-messages and
each message occupies the size of the message + an overhead of 10 bytes. With a message size of 10 bytes a total
of 1000 messages (20.000 / (10+10)) can be present in the system.

4.12.1.8.2. chInit (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
thread.inc or x32.inc

The chInit() function will initialize a CHANNEL variable with the specified maximum number of messages.
The chInit() function must be called before any other operation on the channel can be performed.

Input:
msgmax : INT
Maximum number of messages that can be present in the channel before the chWrite() function will block.

Returns: CHANNEL
The initialized channel.
Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN chInit : CHANNEL;
VAR_INPUT
msgmax : INT;
END_VAR;
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Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE thread.inc
VAR_INPUT
al_1 : BOOL R_EDGE;
al_2 : BOOL R_EDGE;
END_VAR;
VAR
chalarm : CHANNEL;
END_VAR;
// SMS thread
THREAD_BLOCK smsalarm;
VAR
alarmno : SINT;
END_VAR;
WHILE TRUE DO
chRead(ch:=chalarm,msg:=ADDR(alarmno),lenmax:=SIZEOF(alarmno));
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber := "22448899", message := strFormat(format:="Alarm. Door \1",
v1:=alarmno));
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;

PROGRAM test;
VAR
smshandler : smsalarm;
alarm
: sint;
END_VAR;
//main thread
chalarm := chInit(msgMax:=10);
smshandler();
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
BEGIN
IF al_1 THEN
alarm:=1;
chWrite(ch:=chalarm,msg:=ADDR(alarm),len:=SIZEOF(alarm));
END_IF;
IF al_2 THEN
alarm:=2;
chWrite(ch:=chalarm,msg:=ADDR(alarm),len:=SIZEOF(alarm));
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.8.3. chDestroy (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
thread.inc or x32.inc

The chDestory() function will destroy a CHANNEL variable.
After the call to chDestroy() the channel variable can not be used in further operations.
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Input:
ch : CHANNEL
The channel to destroy.

Returns: INT
-2Channel is busy.
-1Channel is not initialized.
0Channel is destroyed.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN chDestroy : INT;
VAR_INPUT
ch : CHANNEL;
END_VAR;

4.12.1.8.4. chStatus (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
thread.inc or x32.inc

The chStatus() function will return the status on the specified channel.
If the specified channel has been initialized the chStatus() function will return the current number of messages.

Input:
ch : CHANNEL
The channel to query.

Returns: INT
-1Channel is not initialized.
>0Number of messages in the channel.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN chStatus : INT;
VAR_INPUT
ch : CHANNEL;
END_VAR;

Example:
THREAD_BLOCK Thread;
VAR_INPUT
ch : CHANNEL;
id : SINT;
.
.
.
END_VAR;
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VAR
buf : ARRAY[1..30] OF SINT;
len : INT;
.
.
.
END_VAR;
.
.
.
// Do while channel initialized
WHILE chStatus(ch:=ch) > -1 DO
// peek at data
len := chPeek(ch:=ch,msg:=ADDR(buf),lenmax:=SIZEOF(buf));
IF len > 0 THEN
// Is package send to me?
IF buf[1] = id THEN
// Read data
chRead(ch:=ch,msg:=ADDR(buf),lenmax:=SIZEOF(buf));
// Act on data
.
.
.
END_IF;
END_IF;
.
.
.
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;

4.12.1.8.5. chRead (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
thread.inc or x32.inc

The chRead() function will read a message from the specified channel.
If there is no message present in the channel the calling thread will be blocked waiting for another thread to write a
message using the chWrite() function. Optionally a timeout for the read operation can be specified.
Also see chWrite() and the section on Using Multithreading.
Special note on writing strings to a channel:
A STRING can not be written directly to a channel with chWrite() but must be converted into pure memory with the
strToMemory() function before being written to a channel. When this message is received by chRead() it must be
converted back to a string again using the strToMemory() function.

Input:
ch : CHANNEL
The channel to read the message from.
msg : PTR
Pointer to buffer where message is to be stored.
lenmax : INT
Size of the buffer that msg points to.
If the size of the message in the channel is larger than lenmax only lenmax bytes will be read. The remaining part of
the message will be lost in this case.
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timeout : INT (default: -1)
The time, in ms., to wait while trying to read data from the channel.
Use -1 to wait forever. This is the default.

Returns: INT
-1Channel not initialized.
0Timeout occured.
>0Number of bytes actually read from channel.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN chRead : INT;
VAR_INPUT
ch
: CHANNEL;
msg
: PTR;
lenmax : INT;
timeout : INT := -1;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE thread.inc
VAR_INPUT
al_1 : BOOL R_EDGE;
al_2 : BOOL R_EDGE;
END_VAR;
VAR
chalarm : CHANNEL;
END_VAR;
//SMS thread
THREAD_BLOCK smsalarm;
VAR
alarmno : SINT;
END_VAR;
WHILE TRUE DO
chRead(ch:=chalarm,msg:=ADDR(alarmno),lenmax:=SIZEOF(alarmno));
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber := "22448899", message := strFormat(format:="Alarm. Door \1",
v1:=alarmno));
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;

PROGRAM test;
VAR
smshandler : smsalarm;
alarm
: sint;
END_VAR;
//main thread
chalarm := chInit(msgMax:=10);
smshandler();
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
BEGIN
IF al_1 THEN
alarm:=1;
chWrite(ch:=chalarm,msg:=ADDR(alarm),len:=SIZEOF(alarm));
END_IF;
IF al_2 THEN
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alarm:=2;
chWrite(ch:=chalarm,msg:=ADDR(alarm),len:=SIZEOF(alarm));
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.8.6. chWrite (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
thread.inc or x32.inc

The chWrite() function will write a message to the specified channel.
If the number of messages currently in the channel has reached the maximum as specified with chInit(), the calling
thread will be blocked waiting for another thread to read a message using the chRead() function. Optionally a timeout
for the write operation can be specified.
Also see chRead() and the section on Using Multithreading.

Special note on writing strings to a channel:
A STRING can not be written directly to a channel but must be converted into pure memory with the strToMemory()
function before being written to a channel. When this message is received by the chRead() function it can be
converted back to a string again using the strFromMemory() function.

Input:
ch : CHANNEL
The channel to write the message to.
msg : PTR
Pointer to buffer with the message is stored.
len : INT
The length of the message.
timeout : INT (default: -1)
The time, in ms., to wait before giving up when the channel is full.
Use -1 to wait forever. This is the default.

Returns: INT
-3Memory allocation error.
-1Channel not initialized.
0Timeout.
>0Number of bytes written to channel. Will always be the same as len.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN chWrite : INT;
VAR_INPUT
ch
: CHANNEL;
msg
: PTR;
len
: INT;
timeout : INT := -1;
END_VAR;
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Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE thread.inc

VAR_INPUT
al_1 : BOOL R_EDGE;
al_2 : BOOL R_EDGE;
END_VAR;
VAR
chalarm : CHANNEL;
END_VAR;
//SMS thread
THREAD_BLOCK smsalarm;
VAR
alarmno : SINT;
END_VAR;
WHILE TRUE DO
chRead(ch:=chalarm,msg:=ADDR(alarmno),lenmax:=SIZEOF(alarmno));
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber := "22448899", message := strFormat(format:="Alarm. Door \1",
v1:=alarmno));
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;

PROGRAM test;
VAR
smshandler : smsalarm;
alarm
: sint;
END_VAR;
//main thread
chalarm := chInit(msgMax:=10);
smshandler();
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
BEGIN
IF al_1 THEN
alarm:=1;
chWrite(ch:=chalarm,msg:=ADDR(alarm),len:=SIZEOF(alarm));
END_IF;
IF al_2 THEN
alarm:=2;
chWrite(ch:=chalarm,msg:=ADDR(alarm),len:=SIZEOF(alarm));
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.8.7. chPeek (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:
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No support
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1.00
Yes
thread.inc or x32.inc
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The chPeek() function works like the chRead() function except that the message will NOT be removed from the
channel and it will never block.

Input:
ch : CHANNEL
The channel to peek the message from.
msg : PTR
Pointer to buffer where message is to be stored.
lenmax : INT
Size of the buffer that msg points to.
If the size of the message in the channel is larger than lenmax only lenmax bytes will be read.

Returns: INT
-1Channel not initialized.
>0Number of bytes actually read from channel.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN chPeek : INT;
VAR_INPUT
ch
: CHANNEL;
msg
: PTR;
lenmax : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
THREAD_BLOCK Thread;
VAR_INPUT
ch : CHANNEL;
id : SINT;
.
.
END_VAR;
VAR
buf : ARRAY[1..30] OF SINT;
len : INT;
.
.
END_VAR;
.
.
// Do while channel initialized
WHILE chStatus(ch:=ch) > -1 DO
// peek at data
len := chPeek(ch:=ch,msg:=ADDR(buf),lenmax:=SIZEOF(buf));
IF len > 0 THEN
// Is package send to me?
IF buf[1] = id THEN
// Read data
chRead(ch:=ch,msg:=ADDR(buf),lenmax:=SIZEOF(buf));
// Act on data
.
.
END_IF;
END_IF;
.
.
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;
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4.12.1.9. SFL: Mutex functions (multithreading)
4.12.1.9.1. mx: Mutex functions
The Mutex (Mutual Exclusion) datatype is most importantly used for implementing critical sections in a multithreading
VPL program. Critical sections are used in the cases where more than one thread is accessing the same shared
resource, like a global variable/data structure accessed from several threads.
When using a Mutex it is ensured that only ONE thread will be executing in the critical section at on time. Other
threads that also wants to enter the critical section will be blocked until the thread executing in the critical section
leaves it. Please also see the section on thread sycronization.
Before a Mutex variable can be used it must be initialized using the mxInit() function. When requesting ownership of
the Mutex (when entering a critical section) the function mxLock() must be called. When releasing ownership of the
Mutex (when leaving a critical section) the function mxUnlock() must be called.
The following mutex functions exists:
•
•
•
•
•

mxInit
mxDestroy
mxStatus
mxLock
mxUnlock

Initialize a mutex.
Destroy a mutex.
Query the status of a mutex.
Lock a mutex.
Unlock a mutex.

4.12.1.9.2. mxInit (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
thread.inc or x32.inc

The mxInit() function will initialize a MUTEX variable.
The mxInit() function must be called before any other operation on the mutex can be performed.

Input:
None

Returns: MUTEX
The initialized mutex.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN mxInit : MUTEX;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE thread.inc
VAR
mxCnt : MUTEX;
Count : DINT := 0;
END_VAR;
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THREAD_BLOCK Thread_A;
WHILE TRUE DO
mxLock(mx:=mxCnt);
Count := Count + 1;
mxUnlock(mx:=mxCnt);
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;
THREAD_BLOCK Thread_B;
WHILE TRUE DO
mxLock(mx:=mxCnt);
Count := Count + 5;
mxUnlock(mx:=mxCnt);
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;
PROGRAM test;
VAR
TA
: Thread_A;
TB
: Thread_B;
i
: INT;
END_VAR;
mxCnt := mxInit();
TA();
TB();
BEGIN
Sleep(delay:=1000);
DebugFmt(message:="Count: \4",v4:=Count);
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.9.3. mxDestroy (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
thread.inc or x32.inc

The mxDestory() function will destroy a MUTEX variable.
After the call to mxDestroy() the mutex variable can not be used in further operations.

Input:
mx : MUTEX
The mutex to destroy.

Returns: INT
0Mutex is destroyed.
1Mutex is not initialized.
2Mutex is busy.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN mxDestroy : INT;
VAR_INPUT
mx : MUTEX;
END_VAR;
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Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE thread.inc
THREAD_BLOCK Thread;
VAR_INPUT
mx : MUTEX;
.
.
.
END_VAR;
.
.
.
// Do until mutex is destroyed
WHILE mxStatus(mx:=mx) <> 1 DO
.
.
.
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;
PROGRAM MutexTest;
VAR
mx : MUTEX;
th : ARRAY[1..3] OF Thread;
i : INT;
.
.
.
END_VAR;
// Initialize Mutex
mx := mxInit();
IF mxStatus(mx:=mx) = 1 THEN DebugMsg(message:="mxCnt failed to init!"); END_IF;
// Initialize Threads
FOR i := 1 TO 3 DO th[i](mx:=mx,...); END_FOR;
.
.
.
BEGIN
.
.
.
// Only when mutex exsists
IF mxStatus(mx:=mx) <> 1 THEN
.
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
.
// Stop threads and destroy mutex
IF ... THEN
// Try to destroy until success
WHILE mxDestroy(mx:=mx) = 2 DO END_WHILE;
END_IF;
.
.
.
END;

// Ignore allready destroyed mutex

END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.1.9.4. mxStatus (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
thread.inc or x32.inc

The mxStatus function will return the status on the specified MUTEX variable.

Input:
mx : MUTEX
The mutex to query the status on.

Returns: INT
0Mutex is unlocked.
1Mutex is not initialized.
2Mutex is locked.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN mxStatus : INT;
VAR_INPUT
mx : MUTEX;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE thread.inc
THREAD_BLOCK Thread;
VAR_INPUT
mx : MUTEX;
.
.
.
END_VAR;
.
.
.
// Do until mutex is destroyed
WHILE mxStatus(mx:=mx) <> 1 DO
.
.
.
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;
PROGRAM MutexTest;
VAR
mx : MUTEX;
th : ARRAY[1..3] OF Thread;
i : INT;
.
.
.
END_VAR;
// Initialize Mutex
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mx := mxInit();
IF mxStatus(mx:=mx) = 1 THEN DebugMsg(message:="mxCnt failed to init!"); END_IF;
// Initialize Threads
FOR i := 1 TO 3 DO th[i](mx:=mx,...); END_FOR;
.
.
.
BEGIN
.
.
.
// Only when mutex exsists
IF mxStatus(mx:=mx) <> 1 THEN
.
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
.
// Stop threads and destroy mutex
IF ... THEN
// Try to destroy until success
WHILE mxDestroy(mx:=mx) = 2 DO END_WHILE;
END_IF;
.
.
.
END;

// Ignore allready destroyed mutex

END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.9.5. mxLock (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
thread.inc or x32.inc

The mxLock() function will lock the specified MUTEX variable.
The mutex mechanism ensures that only one thread will continue running between the call to mxLock() and
mxUnlock(). If the mutex is already locked the calling thread will be blocked on a FIFO waiting queue until the current
owner of the Mutex calls mxUnlock(). If the owner of the mutex calls mxLock() several times it will not block, but the
number of mxLock() and mxUnlock() called must balance and the mutex will not be released before the last and
closing call to mxUnlock() is performed.
The mutex mechanism is traditionally used for implementing critical sections. Also see the section on thread
syncronization for more information.

Input:
mx : MUTEX
The MUTEX to lock.

Returns: INT
0Mutex is locked.
1Mutex is not initialized.
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Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN mxLock : INT;
VAR_INPUT
mx : MUTEX;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE thread.inc
VAR
mxCnt : MUTEX;
Count : DINT := 0;
END_VAR;
THREAD_BLOCK Thread_A;
WHILE TRUE DO
mxLock(mx:=mxCnt);
Count := Count + 1;
mxUnlock(mx:=mxCnt);
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;
THREAD_BLOCK Thread_B;
WHILE TRUE DO
mxLock(mx:=mxCnt);
Count := Count + 5;
mxUnlock(mx:=mxCnt);
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;
PROGRAM test;
VAR
TA
: Thread_A;
TB
: Thread_B;
i
: INT;
END_VAR;
mxCnt := mxInit();
TA();
TB();
BEGIN
Sleep(delay:=1000);
DebugFmt(message:="Count: \4",v4:=Count);
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.9.6. mxUnlock (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
thread.inc or x32.inc

The mxUnlock() function will unlock a MUTEX variable previously locked by the mxLock() function.
A mutex can only be unlocked by the owner of the mutex.
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The mutex mechanism is traditionally used for implementing critical sections. Also see the section on thread
syncronization for more information.

Input:
mx : MUTEX
The MUTEX to unlock.

Returns: INT
0Mutex is unlocked.
1Mutex is not initialized.
2Mutex is locked by another thread.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN mxUnlock : INT;
VAR_INPUT
mx : MUTEX;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE thread.inc
VAR
mxCnt : MUTEX;
Count : DINT := 0;
END_VAR;
THREAD_BLOCK Thread_A;
WHILE TRUE DO
mxLock(mx:=mxCnt);
Count := Count + 1;
mxUnlock(mx:=mxCnt);
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;
THREAD_BLOCK Thread_B;
WHILE TRUE DO
mxLock(mx:=mxCnt);
Count := Count + 5;
mxUnlock(mx:=mxCnt);
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;
PROGRAM test;
VAR
TA
: Thread_A;
TB
: Thread_B;
i
: INT;
END_VAR;
mxCnt := mxInit();
TA();
TB();
BEGIN
Sleep(delay:=1000);
DebugFmt(message:="Count: \4",v4:=Count);
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.1.10. SFL: Semaphore functions (multithreading)
4.12.1.10.1. sem: Semaphore functions
A SEMAPHORE is a protected variable (or abstract data type) and constitutes the classic method for restricting
access to shared resources (e.g. storage) in a multi-processing environment.
Semaphores can only be accessed using the following fundamental operations:
Wait(Semaphore s)
{
while (value <= 0); /* wait until value>0 */
value = value-1;
/* must not be interrupted */
}
Signal(Semaphore s)
{
value = value+1;
/* must not be interrupted */
}
Init(Semaphore s, Integer v)
{
value = v;
}
The value of a semaphore is the number of units of the resource which are free. (If there is only one resource, a
"binary semaphore" with values 0 or 1 is used.) The Wait operation waits until a resource is available whereupon it
immediately claims one. Signal is the inverse; it simply makes a resource available again after the thread has
finished using it. Init is only used to initialise the semaphore before any requests are made. The Wait and Signal
operations must be indivisible, which means that each of the operations may not be executed multiple times
concurrently.
As the semaphore mechanism is a very general mechanism it can be used for a broad range of syncronization
purposes. It can be used to implement critical sections like the Mutex, but a Mutex preferrred at it easier, safer and
more efficient to use.
Also see the section on thread syncronization for more information.

The following semaphore functions exists:
•
•
•
•
•

semInit
semDestroy
semWait
semSignal
semValue

Initialize a semaphore.
Destroy a semaphore.
Wait on a semaphore.
Signal a semaphore.
Query a semaphore for its value.

4.12.1.10.2. semInit (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
thread.inc or x32.inc

The semInit() function will initialize a SEMAPHORE variable with the specified initial value.
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The semInit() function must be called before any other operation on the mutex can be performed.

Input:
initval : INT
The initial value for the semaphore.

Returns: SEMAPHORE
The initialized semaphore.
Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN semInit : SEMAPHORE;
VAR_INPUT
initval : INT := 1;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE thread.inc
VAR
sem : SEMAPHORE;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
.
.
.
// Initialize Semaphore
sem := semInit(initval:=3);
IF semValue(sem:=sem) = -1 THEN DebugMsg(message:="sem failed to init!"); END_IF;
.
.
.
BEGIN
.
.
.
// Wait until resource is free or timeout
IF semWait(sem:=sem,timeout:=1000) = 0 THEN
// Only do these actions if we have access to the resource
.
.
.
// Free the resource after use
semSignal(sem:=sem);
END_IF;
.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.10.3. semDestroy (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
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Include:

thread.inc or x32.inc

The semDestory() function will destroy a SEMAPHORE variable.
After the call to semDestroy() the semaphore variable can not be used in further operations.

Input:
sem : SEMAPHORE
The semaphore to destroy.

Returns: INT
0Semaphore is destroyed.
1Semaphore is not initialized.
2Semaphore is busy.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN semDestroy : INT;
VAR_INPUT
sem : SEMAPHORE;
END_VAR;

4.12.1.10.4. semWait (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
thread.inc or x32.inc

The semWait() function will perform a traditional WAIT operation on the specified semaphore.
The semWait() mechanism will:
• When the semaphore value>0 it will decrement the semaphore value and the calling thread will continue to
execute.
• When the semaphore value=0 it will block the calling thread on a FIFO queue waiting for another thread to
call semSignal().
The semaphore mechanism can be used for a big range of different syncronization tasks. It can also be used to
implement critical sections, like the Mutex mechanism but for that purpose the Mutex is better suited.
The semWait() operation also offers a timeout facility to reduce the time waiting for the semaphore.
Also see the section on thread syncronization for more information.

Input:
sem : SEMAPHORE
The semaphore to wait on.
timeout : INT (default: -1 forever)
The time, in ms., to wait for the semaphore to be signaled.
Use -1 to wait forever. This is the default.

Returns: INT
0Success.
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1Semaphore is not initialized.
2Timeout occured. (operation aborted)

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN semWait : INT;
VAR_INPUT
sem
: SEMAPHORE;
timeout : INT := -1;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE thread.inc
VAR
sem : SEMAPHORE;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
.
.
.
// Initialize Semaphore
sem := semInit(initval:=3);
IF semValue(sem:=sem) = -1 THEN DebugMsg(message:="sem failed to init!"); END_IF;
.
.
.
BEGIN
.
.
.
// Wait until resource is free or timeout
IF semWait(sem:=sem,timeout:=1000) = 0 THEN
// Only do these actions if we have access to the resource
.
.
.
// Free the resource after use
semSignal(sem:=sem);
END_IF;
.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.1.10.5. semSignal (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
thread.inc or x32.inc

The semSignal() function will perform a traditional SIGNAL operation on the specified semaphore.
The semSignal() mechanism will:
• If there is threads blocked in the semWait() waiting queue for the semaphore the first thread will be released
to execute.
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• else the semaphore value will be incremented by 1.
Also see the function semWait() and the section on thread syncronization for more information.

Input:
sem : SEMAPHORE
The semaphore to Signal.

Returns: INT
0Semaphore is signaled.
1Semaphore is not initialized.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN semSignal : INT;
VAR_INPUT
sem : SEMAPHORE;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE thread.inc
VAR
sem : SEMAPHORE;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
.
.
.
// Initialize Semaphore
sem := semInit(initval:=3);
IF semValue(sem:=sem) = -1 THEN DebugMsg(message:="sem failed to init!"); END_IF;
.
.
.
BEGIN
.
.
.
// Wait until resource is free or timeout
IF semWait(sem:=sem,timeout:=1000) = 0 THEN
// Only do these actions if we have access to the resource
.
.
.
// Free the resource after use
semSignal(sem:=sem);
END_IF;
.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.1.10.6. semValue (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
thread.inc or x32.inc

The semValue() function will return the curent value of the semaphore specified.

Input:
sem : SEMAPHORE
The semaphore to query.

Returns: INT
-1Semaphore not initialized.
>=0Value of the semaphore.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN semValue : INT;
VAR_INPUT
sem : SEMAPHORE;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE thread.inc
VAR
sem : SEMAPHORE;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
.
.
// Initialize Semaphore
sem := semInit(initval:=3);
IF semValue(sem:=sem) = -1 THEN DebugMsg(message:="sem failed to init!"); END_IF;
.
.
BEGIN
.
.
// Wait until resource is free or timeout
IF semWait(sem:=sem,timeout:=1000) = 0 THEN
// Only do these actions if we have access to the resource
.
.
.
// Free the resource after use
semSignal(sem:=sem);
END_IF;
.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2. SFL: Platform Support Functions
4.12.2.1. SFL: Platform Support Functions
On each of the available RTCU platforms, a number of different features are available. Some of these includes LCD
display module, GSM module, UHF radio interface module, real time clock etc. To facilitate easy access to the many
different features, a number of functions are available to the programmer. These functions makes it very easy to use
the different built-in features on each of the RTCU platforms. Below you will find links to the different functions.
Please consult the technical documentation for the actual RTCU platform you are using, for a list of supported
functions and features.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

bat
board
dtmf
gsm
gps
display
rtc
voice
misc
ser
gprs
sock
udp
ow
ver
fs
can
pm
mdt
bt
cam

Version 5.90

Battery charger functions.
Specific functions to the RTCU core platform.
DTMF user interaction (voice response system).
GSM module interaction.
GPS receiver.
Control of a LCD Display.
Real Time Clock.
Voice messages (voice response system).
Other functions.
Serial (RS232/RS485) communication.
GPRS / GPRS Gateway control functions.
TCP/IP Socket interface.
UDP/IP interface.
OneWire device support.
Application version functions.
Filesystem functions.
CAN communication
Power management functions
MDT interaction
Bluetooth communication
Control of a Camera module.
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4.12.2.2. bat: Battery Charger
4.12.2.2.1. Bat: Battery Charger Functions
The Battery Charger functions is used for monitoring the on-board battery and control of the batterycharger.
• batChargerEnable
• batIsCharging
• batVoltageIsLow
•
•
•
•

batModuleMounted
batSimpleCharger
batChargerVoltage
batPowerLevel

Enables/disables the charging off the internal battery pack.
Query the status on fast (rapid) charging (C500 / C600 / C350 Series
only).
Query the status on the battery voltage (C500 / C600 / C350 Series
only).
Query if a battery module is mounted (C500 / C600 / C350 Series only).
Controls the charging of the internal battery pack (/C400 only)
Returns the current voltage on the internal battery pack (/C400 only)
Returns the power level of the internal battery pack.

4.12.2.2.2. batChargerEnable (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C400, C500 Series, C600, C350
4.53 ()
4.61 (C400), 4.71 (C500 Series)
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

batChargerEnable enables/disables the charging circuit to the optional on-board battery-pack.
The simulator will return successfull operation when called.
Notes for and C400:
The battery charger on the and C400 can be controlled manually or automatically using the batSimpleCharger()
functionblock.
The actual voltage on the /C400 battery pack can be returned with batChargerVoltage.
Warning: Do not charge the battery above 50 degrees. Use boardTemperature to check the current temperature.
Notes for C500:
The battery charger for the C500 series are intelligent, and keeps the battery charged automatically (When
enabled).
The battery charger for the C500 series are enabled by default This allows C500 series units to be updated with the
C500 Battery Backup Module without a reprogramming of the VPL application.
Notes for C600 and C350:
The battery charger for the C600 and C350 series are intelligent, and keeps the battery charged automatically
(When enabled). The battery charger is enabled by default.

Input:
enable : BOOL (false/true)
TRUE:
Enable the charging.
FALSE: Disable the charging.

Returns: INT
0denotes successfull operation.
-1denotes that the function is not supported on the specific unit.

Declaration:
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FUNCTION ALIGN batChargerEnable : INT;
VAR_INPUT
enable : BOOL;
END_VAR;

Example:
// Example of manually controlled
// battery charger on /C400 unit
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
IF batChargerVoltage() < 100 THEN
// Battery voltage is below 10 Volt
batChargerEnable(enable:=TRUE);
ELSIF batChargerVoltage() > 120 THEN
// Battery voltage is above 12 Volt
batChargerEnable(enable:=false);
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.2.3. batChargerVoltage (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C400
4.53 ()
4.61 (C400)
No support
Yes
rtcu.inc

batChargerVoltage returns the current voltage on the internal battery pack.
The simulator will always return 120 (12 Volt).

Input:
None

Returns: INT
The voltage on the internal battery pack in 0.1 Volt increments. 12 V supply voltage will be returned as 120.
Returns -1 if the function is unsupported on the specific unit.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN batChargerVoltage : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
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BEGIN
.
.
IF batChargerVoltage() < 100 THEN
// Battery voltage is below 10 Volt
batChargerEnable(enable:=TRUE);
ELSIF batChargerVoltage() > 120 THEN
// Battery voltage is above 12 Volt
batChargerEnable(enable:=false);
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.2.4. batIsCharging (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C500 series, C600, C350
No support
4.71
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

batIsCharging returns information about whether the on-board battery is being charged or not.

Input:
None

Returns: BOOL
True if the battery is being charged. False if not.
Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN batIsCharging : BOOL;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
IF batModuleMounted() THEN
IF batVoltageIsLow() THEN
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:="12345678", message:="Battery Voltage is low");
END_IF;
IF NOT batIsCharging() THEN
PowerDown(seconds:=600);
END_IF;
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.2.5. batVoltageIsLow (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C500 series, C600, C350
No support
4.71
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

batVoltageIsLow query the status on the battery voltage. If the voltage is below a hardware set threshold a Low
Battery indication will occur.

Input:
None

Returns: BOOL
True if the battery voltage is low. False if not.
Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN batVoltageIsLow : BOOL;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
IF batModuleMounted() THEN
IF batVoltageIsLow() THEN
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:="12345678", message:="Battery Voltage is low");
END_IF;
IF NOT batIsCharging() THEN
PowerDown(seconds:=600);
END_IF;
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.2.6. batModuleMounted (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C500 series, C600, C350
No support
4.71
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

batModuleMounted Query if a battery module is mounted on the RTCU unit.

Input:
None
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Returns: BOOL
True if a battery module is mounted. False if not.
Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN batModuleMounted : BOOL;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
IF batModuleMounted() THEN
IF batVoltageIsLow() THEN
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:="12345678", message:="Battery Voltage is low");
END_IF;
IF NOT batIsCharging() THEN
PowerDown(seconds:=600);
END_IF;
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.2.7. batSimpleCharger (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C400
4.55
4.75
No support
Yes
rtcu.inc

The batSimpleCharger function block is included to simplify the use of the backup battery on the and the C400
RTCU units
All that is necessary to use batSimpleCharger is to call the batSimpleCharger() periodically and it will automatically
handle the charging process.
The frequency of the call to batSimpleCharger can be low, such as once every 10 minutes.

Input:
None

Output:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK batSimpleCharger;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
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PROGRAM test;
VAR
batchg : batSimpleCharger;
.
.
END_VAR;
BEGIN
batchg();
.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.2.8. batPowerLevel (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

batPowerLevel will return the power level of the backup battery.

Input:
None

Returns: SINT
-1- Error.
0-5- Power level, where 5 is maximum power.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN batPowerLevel : SINT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
batlvl : SINT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
IF batModuleMounted() THEN
batlvl := batPowerLevel();
IF batlvl > -1 AND batlvl < 3 THEN
DebugFmt(message:="Battery level=\1",v1:=batlvl);
END_IF;
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.3. board: Board Related Functions
4.12.2.3.1. Board: Board related functions
The Board related functions gives access to a number of features that are implemented on the RTCU core. Some of
these features might not be implemented on some models of the RTCU platform, please consult the technical
details of the actual RTCU platform you are using.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

boardSupplyVoltage
boardSupplyType
boardTemperature
boardVersion
boardType
boardSerialNumber
boardReset
boardGetProfile
boardGetProfileX
boardWatchdog
boardSetPassword
boardSetPasswordAlt
boardClearPassword
boardSetFaultReset
boardBuzzer
boardBuzzerFrequency
boardDCOut
boardSetServicePortAlt
boardFaultLogGet
boardFaultLogClear
boardEnableS0

Returns the value of the current supply voltage to the RTCU unit
Returns the type of supply voltage the RTCU unit is powered with
Returns the current temperature of the RTCU unit
Returns the version of Firmware running on RTCU unit
Returns the type of RTCU unit
Returns the serial number of the RTCU unit
Resets the RTCU unit
Returns information about features available on the RTCU unit.
Returns extended information about features available on an X32-generation RTCU u
A software watchdog.
Sets the password for accessing the RTCU unit.
Sets the alternative password for accessing the RTCU unit.
Clears the password for accessing the RTCU unit.
Sets a timer for resetting unit after a Fault.
Controls the buzzer.
Controls the buzzer frequency.
Enable/Disable external DC-power.
Use alternative serial port as service port.
Get fault log entries.
Clear fault log.
Controls the S0 interface.

4.12.2.3.2. boardSupplyVoltage (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

boardSupplyVoltage returns the measured voltage the RTCU unit is supplied with.

Input:
None

Returns: INT (0..400)
Supply voltage in 0.1 Volt increments. 24 V supply voltage will be returned as 240.

Declaration:
FUNCTION boardSupplyVoltage : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
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PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
IF boardSupplyVoltage() > 240 THEN
// Supply voltage is above 24 Volt
.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.3.3. boardSupplyType (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

boardSupplyType returns the type of supply (AC/External or DC/Internal) the RTCU unit is powered with.

Input:
None

Returns: INT (1/2)
Type of supply:
1:M10/C500/C600/C350 Series: Operating on internal battery.
Units with AC capability:
Operating on DC.
2:M10/C500/C600/C350 Series: Operating on external power.
Units with AC capability:
Operating on AC.
On the RTCU will, for compatibility reasons with the RTCU C400, return:
1:DC - When the external powersupply is below 18 Volt.
2:AC - When the external powersupply is minimum 18 Volt.

Declaration:
FUNCTION boardSupplyType : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
IF boardSupplyType() = 1 THEN
// Supply voltage is DC or battery
.
.
END_IF;
IF boardSupplyType() = 2 THEN
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// Supply voltage is AC or External
.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.3.4. boardTemperature (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C400, C500 Series, C600, C350
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

boardTemperature returns the measured temperature inside the RTCU unit in Degrees Celcius.

Input:
None

Returns: INT
-2000..12500 Temperature in 0.01 deg Celcius. 22.50 degrees will be returned as 2250, and -17.00 degrees will be returned a
-9999
Error - the temperature read failed.
Declaration:
FUNCTION boardTemperature : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
IF boardTemperature() > 3500 THEN
// Internal temperature of the RTCU unit is above 35 degrees
.
.
ELSIF boardTemperature() < -1000 THEN
// Internal temperature of the RTCU unit is below -10 degrees
.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.3.5. boardVersion (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
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Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

boardVersion returns the version number of the firmware running on the RTCU unit.
Please note that when this function is executed in the Simulator, it will return the version number of the RTCU-IDE
program. This number can also be found in the About box.

Input:
None

Returns: INT (0..32767)
Version number of the firmware on the RTCU unit. Version will be scaled by 100, version 3.00 will be returned as
300

Declaration:
FUNCTION boardVersion : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Set the current write position to 1,2 (leftmost, second row)
displayXY(x := 1, y := 2);
// Print the version number of the firmware at the current write position
displayNumber(number := boardVersion());
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.3.6. boardType (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

boardType returns the type of RTCU unit.

Input:
None

Returns: INT (0..11,102)
Type of unit the program is executing on:
0:Program is running in the RTCU-IDE Simulator.
1:RTCU-SA unit.
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2:RTCU-DIN unit.
3:Not used.
4:RTCU C300 unit.
5:RTCU / unit.
6: Undefined
7: Undefined
8: Undefined
9:RTCU C400 unit.
10:Undefined
11:RTCU-C500/C500 Series unit.
102:RTCU C600/C600 Series unit.
103:Not used.
104:RTCU C350 Series unit.

Declaration:
FUNCTION boardType : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Set the current write position to 1,2 (leftmost, second row)
displayXY(x := 1, y := 2);
// Print the type of board at the current write position
displayNumber(number := boardType());
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.3.7. boardSerialNumber (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

boardSerialNumber returns the serial number of the RTCU unit.
Please note that when this function is executed in the Simulator, it will return the serial number 999999XXX, where
XXX can be set in the Simulator-Miscellaneous dialog

Input:
None

Returns: DINT
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Serial number of the RTCU unit.

Declaration:
FUNCTION boardSerialNumber : DINT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
sernum : DINT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Fetch the serial number of the RTCU Unit
sernum := boardSerialNumber();
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.3.8. boardReset (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

boardReset will reset the RTCU unit. This has the same effect as turning the power off and then on to the RTCU
unit.
Please note that when this function is executed in the Simulator, it will restart the program.

Input:
None

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION boardReset;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
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.
.
// Make the RTCU unit reset
boardReset();
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.3.9. boardGetProfile (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

boardGetProfile returns information about the the facilities available on the RTCU unit.

Input:
index : INT (0..16)
Identifies which parameter is being requested
Possible values are:
0- number of indexes present in profile. (currently 16)
1- number of digital inputs.
2- number of digital outputs.
3- number of analog inputs.
4- number of analog outputs.
5- number of dip-switches.
6- number of user-LED's.
7- LCD mounted?
8- RTC mounted?
9- GSM mounted?
10- unit programmable?
11- built-in GPS receiver?
12- TCP/IP enabled?
13- number of serial ports. (1/2)
14- on-board temperature sensor present?
15- extended FLASH persistent memory present?
16- board is C500 Series or C600 Series

Returns: DINT
The requested parameter
In the case of TRUE/FALSE conditions 0 (zero) will indicate FALSE and 1 (one) will indicate TRUE.
Declaration:
FUNCTION boardGetProfile : DINT;
VAR_INPUT
index : SINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
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PROGRAM test;
VAR
num_do : DINT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Ask how many digital outputs are present
num_do := boardGetProfile(index:=2);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.3.10. boardGetProfileX (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

boardGetProfileX returns extended information about the the facilities available on the an X32-generation RTCU
unit.
Also see boardGetProfile() for basic unit information.

Input:
index : INT (0..12)
Identifies which parameter is being requested
Possible values are:
0- number of indexes present in profile. (currently 12)
1- GSM type. (0=None, 1=DUAL, 2=QUAD, 3=QUAD/EDGE, 4=QUAD/GPS)
2- GPS type. (not supported, use boardGetProfile)
3- Battery type. (0=None, 1=Standard capacity, 2=High capacity)
4- FRAM persistent memory present?
5- Headset present?
6- DTMF/Voice present?
7- SD-CARD present?
8- CAN bus present?
9- CAN write enabled?
10- Buzzer present?
11- Onewire bus present?
12- RS485 present?

Returns: DINT
The requested parameter.
In the case of TRUE/FALSE conditions 0 (zero) will indicate FALSE and 1 (one) will indicate TRUE.
Declaration:
FUNCTION boardGetProfileX : DINT;
VAR_INPUT
index : SINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
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INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
num_do : DINT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Ask how many digital outputs are present
num_do := boardGetProfileX(index:=2);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.3.11. boardWatchdog (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

boardWatchdog offers a software watchdog that can be used for detecting and recovering from problems in the
running application.
The watchdog will monitor that it has been called within a certain timeframe, and if this does not occur the unit will
be restarted.
To insure recovery in case of any problems in the application and/or the firmware it is recommended to integrate the
use of boardWatchdog() into any application. This will insure that the unit will reset if any problems should occur.

Input:
timeout : INT
The use of the timeout parameter is:
timeout > 0:
Start watchdog with the timeout specified in number of seconds.
timeout = 0:
Stop watchdog.
timeout = -1:
Reset watchdog.
Must be called with this parameter periodically and within the timeout period, or the unit will restart.

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN boardWatchdog;
VAR_INPUT
timeout : INT := -1;
END_VAR;

Example:
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INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Start Watchdog. This will restart the unit if boardWatchdog() is not called within 10
seconds.
boardWatchdog(timeout:=10);
BEGIN
.
.
// Reset Watchdog
boardWatchdog();
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.3.12. boardSetPassword (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.54
4.70
1.00
Yes (no effect)
rtcu.inc

boardSetPassword set the primary password used by the RTCU IDE (or any other RACP1/RACP2) client that will
authenticate itself to the unit.
If the primary password is empty, the RTCU unit will not require a password for authentification.
On large RTCU units it is possible to use an alternative password in addition to the primary password.
The alternative password is not used when the primary password is empty.

Input:
curpsw : STRING
The current password. Must be correct to set new password.
newpsw : STRING
The new password.
An empty string will disable the password of the unit.

Returns: BOOL
TRUE:
FALSE:

New password has been set.
Password is not set. Wrong current password specified.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN boardSetPassword : BOOL;
VAR_INPUT
curpsw : STRING;
newpsw : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
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// Change password
boardSetPassword(curpsw:="12345",newpsw:="54321");
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.3.13. boardSetPasswordAlt (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.81
1.05
Yes (no effect)
rtcu.inc

boardSetPasswordAlt set the alternative password used by the RTCU IDE (or any other RACP1/RACP2) client that
will authenticate itself to the unit.
see boardSetPassword for more information.

Input:
curpsw : STRING
The current password. Must be correct to set new password.
newpsw : STRING
The new password.

Returns: BOOL
TRUE:
FALSE:

New password has been set.
Password is not set. Wrong current password specified.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN boardSetPasswordAlt : BOOL;
VAR_INPUT
curpsw : STRING;
newpsw : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Change password
boardSetPasswordAlt(curpsw:="12345",newpsw:="54321");
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.3.14. boardClearPassword (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:
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Clears the primary password used by the RTCU IDE (or any other RACP1/RACP2) client that will authenticate itself
to the unit. see boardSetPassword for more information.

Input:
None

Returns: BOOL
TRUE:
FALSE:

Password has been cleared.
Password is not cleared.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN boardClearPassword : BOOL;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Clear password
boardClearPassword();
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.3.15. boardSetFaultReset (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.55
4.75
1.00
No
rtcu.inc

boardSetFaultReset will set the length of time (in seconds) to wait after a fault before reseting unit. A time of 0 (zero)
disables reset after fault.
Note: The minimum delay supported is 10 seconds.
Caution should be exercised when using the function as the units will continue to reset when a fault occurs, which
can make it difficult to connect to the unit remotely for diagnostic etc.
When a PIN code fault (incorrect PIN code) occurs the auto-reset will not occur.

Input:
delay : INT
The time the unit waits before resetting when a Fault is experienced.

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION boardSetFaultReset;
VAR_INPUT
delay : INT;
END_VAR;
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Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Enable reset after a Fault
boardSetFaultReset(delay:=10);
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.3.16. boardBuzzer (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

This function is used to start and stop the on-board buzzer available on some units. The frequency can be set or
changed with the boardBuzzerFrequency function.
Notes:
When the on-board buzzer is enabled with the vibration sensor pmVibration will be automatically disabled during the
period of the buzzer sounding. This is because of a risk of false vibration detected due to the vibrations generated
by the buzzer.
The buzzer will automatically be disabled during voicetalk and voicecalls.

Input:
Enable : BOOL
Starts or stops the buzzer

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION boardBuzzer;
VAR_INPUT
enable : BOOL;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Start the buzzer
boardBuzzer(enable:=ON);
.
.
END;
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END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.3.17. boardBuzzerFrequency (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.02 (C600)
No
rtcu.inc

This function is used to set the frequency of the on-board buzzer available on some units. The frequency can be set
once if a fixed frequency is requested or it can be changed on the fly for better alarm recognition.
To enable/disable the buzzer, see boardBuzzer().
The default frequency is set to 4.2KHz where the peak SPL is obtained. Higher or lower frequencys will result in an
lower SPL.
Note:
This function only works on the "i" version of RTCU C600.

Input:
frequency : INT (1000...10000)
Set the frequency.

Returns: SINT
0- Success.
1- Error. Frequency out of range.

Declaration:
FUNCTION boardBuzzerFrequency : SINT;
VAR_INPUT
frequency : BOOL;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Start the buzzer
boardBuzzer(enable:=ON);
BEGIN
.
.
boardBuzzerFrequency(frequency:=4500);
Sleep(delay:=100);
boardBuzzerFrequency(frequency:=3500);
Sleep(delay:=100);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.3.18. boardDCOut (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
No
rtcu.inc

This function is used to enable/disable the DC-OUT external power-supply available on some units.
For technical specification on the DC-OUT external power-supply please consult the Technical Manuals.

Input:
Enable : BOOL
Enable/Disable DC-OUT. Default state is: Disabled.

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION boardDCOut;
VAR_INPUT
enable : BOOL;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Enable DC-OUT (external power-supply)
boardDCout(enable:=ON);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.3.19. boardSetServicePortAlt (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.05
No
rtcu.inc

The boardSetServicePortAlt is used to enable an alternative service port (programming port).
The primary service port will still be used when the programming cable is inserted, therefore automatically
deselecting the alternative service port.
When the programming cable is removed from the primary programming port and the alternative programming port
is enabled, it will be selected and used thereafter as programming port.
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Using an alternative programming port is usefull when working with RS485 or other devices connected to the serial
port 0, such as the optional Bluetooth Smartantenna, Ethernet/WLAN module or the Camera module.
Notes:
When using an accessory device (Bluetooth Smartantenna, Ethernet/WLAN module or Camera modile), the
alternative programming port will be used as long as the accessory device is open (btOpen, camOpen or ethOpen).
Enabling an alternative service port will automatically set the CPU execution speed to 48 Mhz. See pmSetSpeed.

Input:
port : SINT (default 0)
Port to use. 0 = no alternative port, 1 = port 1

Returns: INT
0Successfull
1Port is already in use.

Declaration:
FUNCTION boardSetServicePortAlt : INT;
VAR_INPUT
port : SINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
.
.
// Sets the alternative service port to use.
boardSetServicePortAlt(port:=1);
.
.
BEGIN
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.3.20. boardFaultLogGet (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All Large units
No support
4.81
1.05
No
rtcu.inc

The boardFaultLogGet is used to read the Fault log from the VPL application.
The fault entries are sorted with the last fault first.
The faults returned in this functionblock can also be read from the RTCU-IDE.
For a list and explanation of the fault codes please refer to the Troubleshooting section, Fault codes.

Input:
None
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Output:
count : INT;
Number of fault log entries. (0..32)
time[n] : DINT;
Linsec for fault time-stamp.
fault[n] : SINT;
Fault code.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK ALIGN boardFaultLogGet;
VAR_OUTPUT
count : INT;
time : ARRAY[1..32] OF DINT;
fault : ARRAY[1..32] OF SINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
fault_read : boardFaultLogGet;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Get list of faults
fault_read();
IF fault_read.count > 0 THEN
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.3.21. boardFaultLogClear (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All Large units
No support
4.81
1.05
No
rtcu.inc

The boardFaultLogClear is used to clear the Fault log in the unit.
The fault log can also be cleared from the RTCU-IDE.

Input:
None
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Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN boardFaultLogClear;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
.
.
// Clear the Fault log
boardFaultLogClear();
.
.
BEGIN
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.3.22. boardEnableS0 (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C350
No support
No support
1.30
No
rtcu.inc

The boardEnableS0 function is used to control the IEC62053-31 Class B compliant S0 interface available on some
RTCU products. Please refer to the Technical Manual for information about the necessary settings of the hardware
jumpers to use the S0 interface.
By enabling the S0 interface the power will be supplied to the necessary electronic circuits, which will increase the
power consumption of the unit.
The default state is therefore that the S0 interface is disabled.

Input:
enable : BOOL
Enables or Disables the S0 interface.

Returns:
0- Success.
1- Not supported.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN boardEnableS0 : INT;
VAR_INPUT
enable : BOOL;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
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PROGRAM test;
// Enable S0 interface
boardEnableS0(enable := ON);
BEGIN
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.4. dtmf: Functions for DTMF interaction
4.12.2.4.1. DTMF: Functions for DTMF interaction
DTMF functions for access to DTMF features on the RTCU platform. Some models of the RTCU platform may not
have DTMF features, please consult the technical details of the actual RTCU unit you are using. On RTCU units
with builtin GSM module, the DTMF functions can be used to implement "voice-Response systems" together with
the Voice features.
• dtmfGetKey
• dtmfGetNumber

Waits for a key press
Waits for a number

4.12.2.4.2. dtmfGetKey (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Waits for a DTMF key press from the communication module. The function waits for a maximum number of
milliseconds, and if no key press within the timeout period, the function returns with -1, indicating the timeout. If a
key press has been detected before the timeout period, a number identifying the actual key press is returned.
When the dtmfGetKey is called and a voicemessage is being played using voiceTalk and a DTMF keypress is
received, all voicemessages in the voice queue are cancelled (see voiceStop).

Input:
timeout : INT (0..32767) Default 3000
Timeout period in milliseconds to wait for a DTMF tone

Returns: INT (-1, 0..11)
-1:Timeout in waiting for the DTMF tone.
0..9:DTMF key "0".."9".
10:DTMF key "*" (Star)
11:DTMF key "#" (Hash)
12:DTMF "A"
13:DTMF "B"
14:DTMF "C"
15:DTMF "D"

Declaration:
FUNCTION dtmfGetKey : INT;
VAR_INPUT
timeout : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
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.
.
// Wait for a DTMF key press for maximum 5 seconds
CASE dtmfGetKey(timeout:=5000) OF
// Timeout in waiting for a key press
-1 :
.
.
// The key "5" has been pressed
5 :
.
.
END_CASE;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.4.3. dtmfGetNumber (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Waits for a number typed in via DTMF key presses from the communication module. The function waits for a
maximum number of milliseconds between each key press, and if no key press within the timeout period, the
function returns with -1, indicating the timeout. If a complete number has be received, this number will be returned to
the caller. The input sequence is ended by pressing the "#" (Hash) key.
When the dtmfGetNumber is called and a voicemessage is being played using voiceTalk and a DTMF keypress is
received, all voicemessages in the voice queue are cancelled (see voiceStop).

Input:
timeout : INT (0..32767) Default 3000
Timeout period in milliseconds between DTMF tones

Returns: DINT (0..999999999)
-1 : Timeout in waiting for a value.
else the value typed in.
Declaration:
FUNCTION dtmfGetNumber : DINT;
VAR_INPUT
timeout : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
tmp : DINT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
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.
// Wait for a DTMF number, timeout between key presses is set to 5 seconds
tmp := dtmfGetNumber(timeout:=5000);
// Check if timeout in waiting for a number
IF tmp = -1 THEN
.
.
// Number received without timeout
ELSE
.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.5. gsm: GSM Functions
4.12.2.5.1. GSM: GSM functions
The GSM functions allows the program to interact with a GSM module on the RTCU platform. Some models of the
RTCU platform does not have GSM capability, please consult the technical documentation for the actual RTCU
platform you are using to see if the GSM module is included.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

gsmAnswer
gsmOffHook
gsmHangup
gsmIncomingCall
gsmIncomingSMS
gsmConnected
gsmSendSMS
gsmMakeCall
gsmMakeCallX
gsmPower
gsmPowerLP
gsmSignalLevel
gsmSendPDU
gsmIncomingPDU
gsmSetListOfCallers
gsmGetListOfCallers
gsmGetIMEI
gsmGetIMSI
gsmGetICCID
gsmSendDTMF
gsmGetProviderList
gsmSetProvider
gsmSetPIN
gsmSetSMSSCN
gsmHeadset
gsmCheckSMS
gsmGetLAC
gsmGetCellID
gsmGetStatus
gsmGetCurrentProvider
gsmGetHomeProvider
gsmSIMPresent
gsmSIMLocked
gsmModemMode

Answer the incoming voice call
Returns status for off-hook/on-hook
Terminates an active voice call
Checks for incoming voice calls
Checks for incoming SMS messages
Checks connection status for GSM Base station
Send an SMS message
Make a voice-call
Make a voice-call with extended capabilities.
Controls power to the GSM module
Controls power to the GSM module. Allows more power management options
Returns signallevel for GSM Base station
Send an SMS message as a Binary PDU message
Checks for incoming SMS Binary PDU messages
Set list of phonenumbers allowed to make datacall
Get list of phonenumbers allowed to make datacall
Get the IMEI number of the GSM module
Get the IMSI number of the SIM card
Get the ICCID number of the SIM card
Send a DTMF string
Get a list of GSM providers
Set the GSM operator to use
Set the pin code to use for the SIM card
Set SMS Service Center Address
Enable a connected headset
Will check for incoming GSM SMS messages during a GPRS session
Get the LAC number of the GSM module.
Get the Cell ID number of the GSM module.
Returns the status for the GSM network connection.
Get the PLMN number of the current GSM provider.
Get the PLMN number of the home GSM provider.
Determines if the SIM card is present.
Determines if the SIM card is locked in place.
Enters dedicated modem mode, where the unit can be used as modem.

4.12.2.5.2. gsmAnswer (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Answers an incoming call on the GSM module. After this call, the GSM module is in session with the calling party.

Input:
None
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Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION gsmAnswer;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
incoming : gsmIncomingCall;
END_VAR;
// Turn on power to the GSM module, use no pin code
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
BEGIN
.
.
// Check for incoming calls
IF incoming.status = 1 THEN
// Somebody is calling us with a callerid
// Answer incoming call
gsmAnswer();
// Play the "Hello" message
voiceTalk(message := "Hello");
// Hangup the phone
gsmHangup();
.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.3. gsmCheckSMS (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All GPRS capable RTCU units.
No support
4.70
Supported, but not necessary
Yes
rtcu.inc

This function will check for incoming GSM network SMS/PDU messages during an active GPRS session. If this
function is not periodically called by the application any incoming GSM network SMS messages will not be routed to
the application. It is not necessary to call this function if GPRS is not active.
The SMS/PDU messages will be delivered by the standard gsmIncomingSMS and gsmIncomingPDU
functionblocks.
It is not recommended to call this function more frequently than once per. minut.
Note:
On the X32 generation units (C600 / C350) calling this function is NOT necessary, as SMS messages will be
delivered automatically.

Input:
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None

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION gsmCheckSMS;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE tcpip.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
incoming : gsmIncomingSMS;
END_VAR;
gprsOpen();
BEGIN
.
.
gsmCheckSMS();
.
// Check for incoming calls
incoming();
IF incoming.status = 1 THEN
// Somebody with a callerid has sent us a SMS message
.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.4. gsmConnected (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

This function checks if the GSM module is in connection with a GSM base station.

Input:
None

Returns: BOOL
TRUE:
FALSE:

Connected to a base station.
NOT connected to a base station.

Declaration:
FUNCTION gsmConnected : BOOL;
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Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Check for successful connection to a GSM base station
IF gsmConnected() THEN
// RTCU is connected to a base station
.
.
ELSE
// RTCU is NOT connected to a base station
.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.5. gsmHangup (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Closes an active connection from the GSM module. After this call, the GSM module is no longer in session.

Input:
None

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION gsmHangup;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
incoming : gsmIncomingCall;
END_VAR;
// Turn on power to the GSM module, use no pin code
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
BEGIN
.
.
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// Check for incoming calls
IF incoming.status = 1 THEN
// Somebody is calling us with a callerid
// Answer incoming call
gsmAnswer();
// Play the "Hello" message
voiceTalk(message := "Hello");
// Hangup the phone
gsmHangup();
.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.6. gsmIncomingCall (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Use this functionblock to check if there is an incoming voice call on the GSM module.
gsmIncomingCall() indicates that an incoming call is pending. Technically it will be 1 or 2 when RING has been
received from the GSM module, and it will be cleared when the VPL application has called gsmIncomingCall(). To
use it gsmIncomingCall() should be called periodically (frequency will dictate the answer delay period ) and when it
returns 1 or 2 the call may be answered.

Input:
None

Output:
status : INT (0..2)
0if no call.
1if call with callerid. ('number' contains callerid)
2if call without callerid.
phonenumber : STRING
Callerid of the caller (if status is 1)

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK gsmIncomingCall;
VAR_OUTPUT
status
: INT;
phonenumber : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
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VAR
incoming : gsmIncomingCall;
END_VAR;
// Turn on power to the GSM module, use no pin code
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
BEGIN
incoming();
.
.
// Check for incoming calls
IF incoming.status = 1 THEN
// Somebody is calling us with a callerid
// Answer incoming call
gsmAnswer();
// Play the "Hello" message
voiceTalk(message := "Hello");
// Hangup the phone
gsmHangup();
.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.7. gsmIncomingSMS (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Use this functionblock to check if there is an incoming SMS message from the GSM module.
Please note that on some GSM networks, an empty SMS message (one without a textbody) is not being delivered to
the RTCU unit. In that case, the status field will always contain 0, ie no message received.
Also note, that the phonebook on the used SIM card MUST be empty ! If a caller that is present in the phonebook
sends an SMS message, this message will NOT be delivered to the program !
The unit has a buffer where SMS and PDU messages are stored. To prevent loss of any messages this buffer can
only contain one message at a time.
Since this buffer is shared between SMS and PDU messages, then if a PDU type SMS message is received and no
instance of the gsmIncomingPDU is present in the application, this incoming PDU message will block for other SMS
messages to arrive. Because of this, it is recommended to have an instance of the gsmIncomingPDU, even if your
application is not normally expecting PDU messages.
The buffer will not be filled until either gsmIncomingSMS or gsmIncomingPDU is called.
To receive GSM network SMS messages during a GPRS session the function gsmCheckSMS() must be periodically
called. This will insure that any GSM SMS messages will be delivered through this function.

Input:
None

Output:
status : INT (0..2)
0if no message.
1if message with callerid. ('number' contains callerid)
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2if message without callerid.
phonenumber : STRING
Callerid of the sender (if status is 1)
If the number is prefixed with a '@', the message is received thru the GPRS gateway, and the number after the '@'
character is the originating nodenumber (only supported GPRS enabled units)
message : STRING
message from the sender (only if status is 1 or 2)

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK
VAR_OUTPUT
status
phonenumber
message
END_VAR;

gsmIncomingSMS;
: INT;
: STRING;
: STRING;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
incoming : gsmIncomingSMS;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
incoming();
.
.
// Check for incoming calls
IF incoming.status = 1 THEN
// Somebody with a callerid has sent us a SMS message
// Set the current write position to 1,1 (leftmost, first row)
displayXY(x:=1, y:=1);
// Print the received callerid in the display
displayString(message:=incoming.phonenumber);
// Set the current write position to 1,2 (leftmost, second row)
displayXY(x:=1, y:=2);
// Print the received SMS message in the display
displayString(message:=incoming.message);
.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.8. gsmMakeCall (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:
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Establish a voice connection to a telephone. The function dials the number specified, and waits for either
completion, timeout or an error.
The number can contain '-' and ' ' (dash and space) as part of the number to call. 'timeout' specifies how many
seconds the RTCU should wait for the other party to pick up the phone, before the call returns FALSE.

Input:
phonenumber : STRING (max length is 20, excluding ' ' and '-')
Number to call
timeout : SINT default: 45 (max is 65 seconds)
Number of seconds to wait for answer before returning FALSE

Returns: BOOL
TRUE:
FALSE:

Call was successful. Connection between GSM module and the callee party established.
Connection could not be established. (Callee busy etc.)

Declaration:
FUNCTION gsmMakeCall : BOOL;
VAR_INPUT
phonenumber : STRING;
timeout
: SINT := 45;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Turn on power to the GSM module
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
BEGIN
.
.
// Make a call, wait maximum 10 seconds for an answer
IF gsmMakeCall(phonenumber := "+44 22 33 44 55", timeout:=10) THEN
// Successful, we have established a connection
// Play the "Hello" message
voiceTalk(message := "Hello");
// Hangup the phone
gsmHangup();
.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.9. gsmMakeCallX (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:
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The gsmMakeCallX function is an extended version of the gsmMakeCall function that will return more detailed
information about the result of the call. It will also offer the possibility to suppress the caller identification of the unit
for the party called.
The function dials the number specified, and waits for either completion, timeout or an error.
The number can contain '-' and ' ' (dash and space) as part of the number to call.
'timeout' specifies how many seconds the RTCU should wait for the other party to pick up the phone, before the call
returns FALSE.

Input:
phonenumber : STRING (max length is 20, excluding ' ' and '-')
Number to call
CLIR : BOOL
CLIR = Calling Line Identification Restriction
When TRUE the unit will suppress presentation of the telephone number to the called party.
timeout : SINT default: 45 (max is 65 seconds)
Number of seconds to wait for answer.

Returns: INT
0- Call was successful. Connection between GSM module and the called party established.
1- No dialtone (network occupied).
2- Busy (Callee is busy).
3- No answer (Callee is not answering).
4- No carrier (Network problem or voice call already active).
5- Not connected to GSM network.
6- Call aborted by caller (gsmHangup() called).
7- GSM Module occupied by datacall.
8- GSM Module not present on the unit.
9- Unspecified error.

Declaration:
FUNCTION gsmMakeCallX : INT;
VAR_INPUT
phonenumber : STRING;
CLIR
: BOOL := FALSE;
timeout
: SINT := 45;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Turn on power to the GSM module
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
BEGIN
.
.
// Make a call, wait maximum 10 seconds for an answer
IF gsmMakeCallX(phonenumber := "+44 22 33 44 55", CLIR := TRUE, timeout:=10) = 0 THEN
// Successful, we have established a connection
// Play the "Hello" message
voiceTalk(message := "Hello");
// Hangup the phone
gsmHangup();
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.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.10. gsmSendDTMF (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Send a string as DTMF tones. This has the same effect as pressing the touch-tones on a "normal" phone. The
maximum length of the string is 29 characters.

Input:
number : STRING (0..9, A,B,C,D,#,*)
DTMF string to send (max 29 characters)

Returns: BOOL
TRUE:
FALSE:

Function was successful. String was sent.
No success. (not connected to basestation etc)

Declaration:
FUNCTION gsmSendDTMF : BOOL;
VAR_INPUT
number : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Turn on power to the GSM module
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
BEGIN
.
.
// Make a call
IF gsmMakeCall(phonenumber := "+44 22 33 44 55") THEN
// Successful, we have established a connection
// Send a number
gsmSendDTMF(number := "1234");
// Hangup the phone
gsmHangup();
.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.5.11. gsmOffHook (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

This function checks if the GSM module is in active conversation with another phone.

Input:
None

Returns: BOOL
TRUE:
FALSE:

In session with another telephone.
NOT in session with another telephone.

Declaration:
FUNCTION gsmOffHook : BOOL;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Turn on power to the GSM module, use no pin code
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
BEGIN
.
.
// Check if GSM module is in session with another telephone
IF gsmOffHook() = TRUE THEN
// We are connected to another telephone
.
.
ELSE
// No session active
.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.12. gsmPower (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:
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This function controls the power supply to the GSM module. By using this function, the VPL program can switch ON
and OFF the GSM module. The GSM module can be turned off when not in use to save power.
The GSM module is initially turned ON by the firmware on the following units: RTCU C300 . On all other units the
GSM module is initially OFF.
On units where the GSM module is initially turned off to save power, the gsmPower() function must be called before
the GSM module is operational. Even on units where the GSM module is initially on the gsmPower(power:=ON)
function can be called without problems to support code compatibilty.
Note: When the units faults (see fault log) the GSM module will always be turned on so that a service call can be
made to the unit. The unit will also automatically (if configured) connect to the GPRS gateway in this situation.

Input:
power : BOOL
TRUE:
Turn on the power.
FALSE: Turn off the power.

Returns: INT
0ok.
1modem is busy with: CSD session, GPRS session or an active voice (power off not allowed in this case)
2modem is blocked because of network/modem problems. Recovery of the lock-up situation is already initiated.
8system speed is not supported. (full speed only) (X32 only)
9modem is already operating in LP mode. (X32 only)
10modem is operating in dedicated modem mode using gsmModemMode (X32 only)
11non-recoverable error in communication with the GSM module

Declaration:
FUNCTION gsmPower : INT;
VAR_INPUT
power : BOOL;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Turn on power to the GSM module
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
BEGIN
.
.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.13. gsmPowerLP (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:
Version 5.90
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No support
No support
1.02
No
rtcu.inc
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This function controls the power supply to the GSM module. By using this function, the VPL program can switch ON
and OFF the GSM module. The GSM module can be turned off when not in use to save power. Unlike gsmPower
this function is operating the GSM module on a lower communication speed, enabling the use of advanced power
management functions such as pmSetSpeed
The bandwidth when using GPRS will be lower when the GSM module was switched on using this function instead
of gsmPower.

Input:
power : BOOL
TRUE:
Turn on the power.
FALSE: Turn off the power.

Returns: INT
Same return codes as gsmPower.

Declaration:
FUNCTION gsmPowerLP : INT;
VAR_INPUT
power : BOOL;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Turn on power to the GSM module
gsmPowerLP(power := TRUE);
BEGIN
.
.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.14. gsmSendSMS (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

This function sends an SMS message using the GSM module. It will return status of the send command, see below.
The number can contain '-' and ' ' (dash and space) as part of the number to send the message to.
Please note that you always should check the return value from this function. There are a number of reasons why
this function could fail, too much traffic on the GSM network etc, so always check the return value, and based on
that, you can have a strategy for resending a message etc.
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This function can also send GSM network SMS messsages during an active GPRS session. The GPRS session will
simply be suspended during the transmission of the SMS message and automatically be resumed after the
operation has ended.

Input:
phonenumber : STRING (max length is 20, excluding ' ' and '-')
Number to send the SMS message to (if "9999" is used, the message will be sent to a connected PC, either thru a
cable connection, or via a active dataconnection.
If the number is prefixed with a '@', the message is sent thru the GPRS gateway to the specified nodenumber after
the '@' character
(only supported on GPRS enabled unit)
In the case where the unit is not connected to the GSM network the return value will be 1.
message : STRING
The actual message to send. (maximum of 160 characters)

Returns: INT
For GSM SMS messages:
0if successful.
1if general error.
2if CMS/CME error. (Error on GSM net)
3if not connected to a base station.
4if GSM module is not powered on. (see gsmPower())
5if GSM module is busy with datacall.
For GPRS Gateway VSMS messages:
0if successful.
1if the receiver is NOT connected to the GW.
2if timeout delivering message to the receiver.
3if not connected to a GW.
4if GSM module is not powered on. (see gsmPower())
5if the message was rejected by the receiver.

Declaration:
FUNCTION gsmSendSMS : INT;
VAR_INPUT
phonenumber : STRING;
message
: STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Turn on power to the GSM module
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
BEGIN
.
.
// Note: we are NOT checking the return code from the gsmSendSMS function in this example
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber := "+44 12 34 56 789", message := "This is a test message sent using
SMS");
.
.
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END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.15. gsmSignalLevel (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

This function returns the signalstrength the GSM Basestation is received with. The returned value will either be the
real signal strength (expressed in dBm, between -113 and -51) or in percent (between 0 and 100). If the input
parameter 'dbm' is set to false (this is the default) the function will return the signal strength in percent. Please note
that the signallevel is logarithmic in nature, and that the 'percent' value is just a linear representation of the real
signallevel from -113 to -51 dBm. 10 dB (which is 10 times the RF power) of extra signal will only give a "extra"
percent reading of 16.
Note that the gsmSignalLevel() function ONLY works on the "small units" C300 when there is NO datacall in
progress ! On LARGE units", the function works also if the unit is currently serving a datacall, or if it is connected via
GPRS.
Will return 0 if the GSM module is powered off, or if the GSM module is temporarily busy

Input:
dbm : BOOL (default: FALSE)

Returns: SINT (0..100 or -113..-51)
Signallevel of Basestation (0 if the GSM module is powered off, or if the GSM module is temporarily busy)

Declaration:
FUNCTION gsmSignalLevel : SINT;
VAR_INPUT
dbm : BOOL := FALSE;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
level : SINT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Get signallevel in % (from 0 to 100)
level := gsmSignalLevel();
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.5.16. gsmBER (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

This function returns the Bit Error Rate in the communication with the GSM Basestation.
To check the bit error rate there must be a call in progress to obtain realistic values. If no call is set up, there is no
BER to be determined. In this case the indicated value may be 0 or 99, depending on the SIM card.

Input:
None

Returns: SINT (0..7, 99)
Bit Error Rate (0..7)
Declaration:
FUNCTION gsmBER : SINT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
ber : SINT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Get Bit Error Rate
ber := gsmBER();
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.17. gsmSendPDU (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

This function sends an SMS message using the GSM module. It will return status of the send command, see below.
The number can contain '-' and ' ' (dash and space) as part of the number to send the message to.
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Unlike the gsmSendSMS function, which can only send simple textmessages, the gsmSendPDU can send binary
messages.
Please note that you always should check the return value from this function. There are a number of reasons why
this function could fail, too much traffic on the GSM network etc, so always check the return value, and based on
that, you can have a strategy for resending a message etc.
This function can also send GSM network SMS messsages during an active GPRS session. The GPRS session will
simply be suspended during the transmission of the SMS message and automatically be resumed after the
operation has ended.

Input:
phonenumber : STRING (max length is 20, excluding ' ' and '-')
Number to send the SMS message to (if "9999" is used, the message will be sent to a connected PC, either thru a
cable connection, or via a active dataconnection. If the number is prefixed with a '@', the message is sent thru the
GPRS gateway to the specified nodenumber after the '@' character
If the number is prefixed with a '@', the message is sent thru the GPRS gateway to the specified nodenumber after
the '@' character
(only supported on GPRS enabled unit)
In the case where the unit is not connected to the GSM network the return value will be 1.
message : PTR
The address of the message to send.
length : INT
Length of message to send, in bytes (maximum of 140 bytes)
dcs : SINT
Data Coding Scheme to use, typically 16#F5. Please consult the appropriate documentation for this field !

Returns: INT
For GSM SMS messages:
0if successful.
1if general error.
2if CMS/CME error. (Error on GSM net)
3if not connected to a base station.
4if GSM module is not powered on. (see gsmPower())
5if GSM module is busy with datacall.
For GPRS Gateway VSMS messages:
0if successful.
1if the receiver is NOT connected to the GW.
2if timeout delivering message to the receiver.
3if not connected to a GW.
4if GSM module is not powered on. (see gsmPower())
5if the message was rejected by the receiver.

Declaration:
FUNCTION gsmSendPDU : INT;
VAR_INPUT
phonenumber : STRING;
message
: PTR;
length
: INT;
dcs
: SINT := -11; // Equals 16#F5
END_VAR;
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Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
PDUBuffer : ARRAY[0..31] OF SINT;
END_VAR;
// Turn on power to the GSM module
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
BEGIN
.
.
// Note: we are NOT checking the return code from the gsmSendPDU function in this example
gsmSendPDU(phonenumber := "+44 12 34 56 789", message := ADDR(PDUBuffer), length:=10,
dcs:=SINT(16#F5));
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.18. gsmIncomingPDU (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Use this functionblock to check if there is an incoming SMS PDU Binary message from the GSM module.
Also note, that the phonebook on the used SIM card MUST be empty ! If a caller that is present in the phonebook
sends an SMS message, this message will NOT be delivered to the program !
The unit has a buffer where SMS and PDU messages are stored. To prevent loss of any messages this buffer can
only contain one message at a time.
Since this buffer is shared between SMS and PDU messages, then if a SMS message is received and no instance of
the gsmIncomingSMS is present in the application, this incoming SMS message will block for other PDU messages
to arrive. Because of this, it is recommended to have an instance of the gsmIncomingSMS, even if your application is
not normally expecting SMS messages.
The buffer will not be filled until either gsmIncomingSMS or gsmIncomingPDU is called.

Input:
message : PTR
Address of a variable where the message from the sender should be delivered to (only if status is 1 or 2). Please
make sure that the size of the variable is big enough to accomondate the biggest SMS message that can be
received, which in PDU mode is 140 bytes. This variable MUST be set BEFORE the gsmIncomingPDU instance is
called the first time (As it is an AUTO functionblock, it will automatically be called in by the BEGIN statement)
Please note that if a normal TEXT type SMS message is received and no instance of the gsmIncomingSMS is
present in the application, this incoming TEXT SMS message will block for other PDU SMS messages to arrive.
Because of this, it is a good idea to have an instance of the gsmIncomingSMS, even if your application is not
normally exspecting TEXT SMS messages.
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To receive GSM network SMS messages during a GPRS session the function gsmCheckSMS() must be periodically
called. This will insure that any GSM SMS messages will be delivered through this function.

Output:
status : INT (0..2)
0if no message.
1if message with callerid. ('number' contains callerid)
2if message without callerid.
3if the supplied address in message is not valid. (0)
4if unsupported data coding scheme received.
phonenumber : STRING
Callerid of the sender (if status is 1)
If the number is prefixed with a '@', the message is received thru the GPRS gateway, and the number after the '@'
character is the originating nodenumber (only supported on GPRS enabled units)
length : INT
Number of bytes received in the SMS PDU message

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK
VAR_INPUT
message
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
status
phonenumber
length
END_VAR;

gsmIncomingPDU;
: PTR;

: INT;
: STRING;
: INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
incoming : gsmIncomingPDU;
buffer
: ARRAY[0..139] OF SINT;
END_VAR;
// Set address BEFORE the 'incoming' is called the first time ! (In this case, by BEGIN)
incoming.message := ADDR(buffer);
BEGIN
incoming();
.
.
// Check for incoming calls with a callerid
// NOTE: it is not enough to check if the '.status' is bigger than 0, as the code 3 is an
error, see above
IF incoming.status = 1 THEN
// Somebody with a callerid has sent us a SMS message
// Set the current write position to 1,1 (leftmost, first row)
displayXY(x:=1, y:=1);
// Print the received callerid in the display
displayString(message:=incoming.phonenumber);
// Set the current write position to 1,2 (leftmost, second row)
displayXY(x:=1, y:=2);
// Print the value of the first byte in the received SMS message in the display
displayString(message:=strFormat(format:="\1", v1:=buffer[0]));
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.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.19. gsmSetListOfCallers (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

gsmSetListOfCallers will save a list of allowed callers that are allowed to make datacall to a RTCU unit. When a
incoming datacall is arriving, the Caller ID of the caller is checked against this list, and if the number is present in the
list, the datacall will be allowed and answered.

Input:
str : STRING
List of phonenumbers that are allowed to make datacalls to the unit. Each number must be separated with a ",". If
the string is empty, ie "", no datacall at all is allowed, if the string equals "*" (a star) all callers are allowed.

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION gsmSetListOfCallers;
VAR_INPUT
str : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
gsmSetListOfCallers(str:="+441233445,+4544778833");
// The numbers +441233445 and +4544778833 is allowed to make datacalls
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.20. gsmGetListOfCallers (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
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Simulator support:
Include:

Yes
rtcu.inc

gsmGetListOfCallers will return the list of allowed callers that are allowed to make datacall to a RTCU unit. When a
incoming datacall is arriving, the Caller ID of the caller is checked against this list, and if the number is present in the
list, the datacall will be allowed and answered. See also gsmSetListOfCallers

Input:
None

Returns: STRING
List of phonenumbers that are allowed to make datacall. Each number is separated with a ","

Declaration:
FUNCTION gsmGetListOfCallers : STRING;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
DebugMsg(message := gsmGetListOfCallers());
// The list of telephonenumbers that are allowed to make datacalls is shown in the debug
window
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.21. gsmGetICCID (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.70
No support
Yes
rtcu.inc

gsmGetICCID will return the ICCID (SIM card) number of the SIM card installed in the RTCU unit. Only the last 15
digits of the ICCID number will be returned.
If the gsmGetICCID function is called in the Simulator, it will return "123456789012345".
If no SIM card is installed, this function will return an empty string.

Input:
None

Returns: STRING
The ICCID number of the GSM module

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN gsmGetICCID : STRING;
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Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
DebugMsg(message := gsmGetICCID());
// The ICCID number is shown in the debug window
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.22. gsmGetIMEI (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

gsmGetIMEI will return the IMEI number of the GSM module installed in the RTCU unit. The IMEI number is a 15
digit unique number that identifies the GSM module. If the gsmGetIMEI function is called in the Simulator, it will return
"123456789012345".

Input:
None

Returns: STRING
The IMEI number of the GSM module

Declaration:
FUNCTION gsmGetIMEI : STRING;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
DebugMsg(message := gsmGetIMEI());
// The IMEI number is shown in the debug window
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.5.23. gsmGetIMSI (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

gsmGetIMSI will return the IMSI number of the SIM card installed in the RTCU unit. Only the last 15 digits of the IMSI
number will be returned. The IMSI number is a unique number that identifies the SIM card. If the gsmGetIMSI
function is called in the Simulator, it will return "238023445566770".
If no SIM card is installed, this function will return an empty string.
Note: The first 5 digits in the IMSI number is the Public Land Mobile Network number (PLMN) of the home network.

Input:
None

Returns: STRING
The IMSI number of the SIM card

Declaration:
FUNCTION gsmGetIMSI : STRING;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
DebugMsg(message := gsmGetIMSI());
// The IMSI number is shown in the debug window
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.24. gsmGetProviderList (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Use this functionblock to get a list of available GSM providers.
This function can be called during an active GPRS session.
You can use the gsmSetProvider() function to select a different operator.
The gsmGetProviderList() returns a list of "dummy" providers in the Simulator !
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Note:
This operation can take very long time to execute - upto 2 minutes!
This function may fail if the GSM module is busy or the GSM coverage is reduced. In this case it is recommended to
wait minimum 30 seconds and retry the operation.
It is recommended not to call this function more frequently than every 5 minutes.

Input:
None

Output:
status : INT (0..1)
0 - if list is available
1 - if error getting list or GSM module power off.
CurrentLAI : DINT
The GSM Public Land Mobile Network number (PLMN) of the current provider
LAI : ARRAY[1..16] OF DINT
The GSM PLMN number of the provider "n"
Name : ARRAY[1..16] OF STRING
The name of the provider "n"
State : ARRAY[1..16] OF SINT
The state of the provider "n", 0=unknown, 1=operator available, 2=current operator (registered), 3=forbidden
operator

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK ALIGN gsmGetProviderList;
VAR_OUTPUT
Status
: SINT;
// 0 if successfull, 1 if error
CurrentLAI : DINT;
// The current providers PLMN number
// The following information is grouped, index 1 for all arrays is for the first provider
etc.
LAI
: ARRAY[1..16] OF DINT;
// Providers PLMN number
Name
: ARRAY[1..16] OF STRING; // Name of provider
State
: ARRAY[1..16] OF DINT;
// State: 0=unknown, 1=operator available, 2=current
operator (registered), 3=forbidden operator
END_VAR;

Example:
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// test.vpl, created 2003-02-26 12:13
//
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
provider : gsmGetProviderList;
i
: SINT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
// The next code will only be executed once after the program starts
gsmPower(power:=true);
// Wait until GSM module registered on network
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while not gsmConnected() do Sleep(delay:=1000); end_while;
// Get list of GSM providers
provider();
DebugFmt(message:="Status=\1, Current provider =\4", v1:=provider.status,
v4:=provider.CurrentLAI);
for i := 1 to 16 do
if provider.LAI[i] > 0 then
DebugFmt(message:="Provider=\4, State=\1", v1:=provider.State[i], v4:=provider.LAI[i]);
DebugMsg(message:=provider.Name[i]);
end_if;
end_for;
BEGIN
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.25. gsmSetProvider (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

This function will try to register the GSM module with a specific GSM provider. Use the gsmGetProviderList()
functionblock to get a list of current available GSM providers. It should be noted that only providers with State=1 or
State=2 (from gsmGetProviderList()), can be used in this function as the Provider !
This function can be called during an active datacall or GPRS session.
Please note that after calling this function, the gsmConnected() function will signal when (and if) successfull
registration is accomplished.
If the selected operator is not available the unit will be disconnected until a new operator is selected.
The gsmSetProvider() has no function in the Simulator.

Input:
Provider : DINT
The GSM Public Land Mobile Network number (PLMN) of the GSM provider. If set to 0, the provider will be selected
automatically by the unit.
The first 5 digits of the IMSI number contains the PLMN number of the home network, see gsmGetIMSI.

Returns: INT
0 If function was successful
1 If no success.

Declaration:
FUNCTION gsmSetProvider : INT;
VAR_INPUT
Provider : DINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
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PROGRAM test;
// Turn on power to the GSM module
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
BEGIN
.
.
// Register at new provider:
gsmSetProvider(Provider := 23802);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.26. gsmSetPIN (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.48
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Sets the PIN code to use for accessing the GSM-module next time the GSM module is powered on using the
gsmPower() function. An empty string will disable the use of PIN-code.
The unit must be reset for the new pincode to take effect !
This function does the same as the Unit->Setup->GSM Parameters window.

Input:
pin : STRING
Pin code to use for accessing the SIM card

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION gsmSetPIN;
VAR_INPUT
pin : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Set the pin code to use
gsmSetPIN(pin :="1234"); // Needs only to be set once (The RTCU stores this information in nonvolatile memory)
// Turn on power to the GSM module (it will now use "1234" as the pincode)
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
BEGIN
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.
.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.27. gsmSetSMSSCN (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.48
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Sets the SMS Service Center Address to use for all further transmission of SMS messages. On most SIM cards this
is not necessary, as the default SMS Service Center Address is stored on the SIM card by the GSM operator.
This function is ONLY to be called before the GSM module is powered on, ie before gsmPower(power:=true) has
been called.
This function does the same as the Unit->Setup->GSM Parameters function in the RTCU-IDE.

Input:
number : STRING
The SMS Service Center Address to use when sending SMS messages from the unit

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION gsmSetSMSSCN;
VAR_INPUT
number : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Set the SMS Service Center Address (number) to use (can be set before gsmPower() is called)
gsmSetSMSSCN(number :="+4540506070"); // Set the SMS Service Center Address (number)
// Turn on power to the GSM module
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
BEGIN
.
.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.5.28. gsmHeadset (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

Large RTCU units with headset connector
No support
4.60
1.00
No
rtcu.inc

Calling this function with 'enable' set to true, will enable the headset connector (if available on the specific type of
RTCU), so that all further audio in- and output from the GSM module, will be thru a connected headset. When the
headset is enable, the VoiceTalk() and DTMF functions will NOT work. Call this function with 'enable' set to false, to
enable the voice and DTMF functionality again.

Input:
enable : BOOL
If set to true, the headset will be enabled, if false, RTCU voice and DTMF capabolity will be active.

Returns: BOOL
TRUE:
FALSE:

Operation was successful.
Failed to activate headset.

Declaration:
FUNCTION gsmHeadset : BOOL;
VAR_INPUT
enable : BOOL;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Turn on power to the GSM module
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
BEGIN
.
.
// Make a call
IF gsmMakeCall(phonenumber := "+44 22 33 44 55") THEN
// Successful, we have established a connection
// Enable headset for 10 seconds
gsmHeadset(enable:=TRUE);
Sleep(delay:=10000);
// Disable headset
gsmHeadset(enable:=FALSE);
// Hangup the phone
gsmHangup();
.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.5.29. gsmGetLAC (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.91
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

This function returns the Location Area Code (LAC) of the GSM Basestation the RTCU unit is connected to.

Input:
None

Returns: DINT
GSM LAC.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN gsmGetLAC : DINT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
DebugFmt(message := "Current LAC =\4", v4 := gsmGetLAC());
// The LAC number is shown in the debug window
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.30. gsmGetCellID (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.91
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

This function returns the Cell ID (CID) of the GSM Basestation the RTCU unit is connected to.

Input:
None

Returns: DINT
GSM CID.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN gsmGetCellID : DINT;
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Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
DebugFmt(message := "Current CellID =\4", v4 := gsmGetCellID());
// The Cell ID is shown in the debug window
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.31. gsmGetStatus (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Returns the status for the GSM network connection.

Input:
None

Returns: SINT
0- gsmPower has not been called.
1- Not connected to GSM network.
2- Connected to Home Net.
3- Searching for provider.
4- Access to GSM network denied.
5- Roaming.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN gsmGetStatus : SINT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM gsmExample;
VAR
provider : gsmGetProviderList;
i
: INT;
END_VAR;
gsmPower(power:=ON);
WHILE NOT gsmConnected() DO Sleep(delay:=100); END_WHILE;
IF gsmGetStatus() = 5 THEN
provider();
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IF provider.status = 0 THEN
FOR i := 1 TO 16 DO
IF provider.LAI[i] > 0 THEN
IF provider.State[i] = 1 THEN
gsmSetProvider(Provider:=provider.lai[i]);
EXIT;
END_IF;
END_IF;
END_FOR;
END_IF;
END_IF;
BEGIN
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.32. gsmGetCurrentProvider (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Returns the GSM Public Land Mobile Network number (PLMN) of the current provider

Input:
None

Returns: DINT
The PLMN of the current provider.
Will return 0 (zero) if not connected to any provider.
Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN gsmGetCurrentProvider : DINT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
// The next code will only be executed once after the program starts
gsmPower(power:=true);
// Wait until GSM module registered on network
while not gsmConnected() do Sleep(delay:=1000); end_while;
DebugFmt(message:="Current provider =\4", v4:=gsmGetCurrentProvider());
BEGIN
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.5.33. gsmGetHomeProvider (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Returns the GSM Public Land Mobile Network number (PLMN) of the home network provider

Input:
None

Returns: DINT
The PLMN of the home network provider.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN gsmGetHomeProvider : DINT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
// The next code will only be executed once after the program starts
gsmPower(power:=true);
// Wait until GSM module registered on network
while not gsmConnected() do Sleep(delay:=1000); end_while;
DebugFmt(message:="Home provider =\4", v4:=gsmGetHomeProvider());
BEGIN
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.34. gsmSIMPresent (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Determines if the SIM card is present

Input:
None

Returns: BOOL
TRUE:
FALSE:

The SIM card is present.
The SIM card is not present.
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Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN gsmSIMPresent : BOOL;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Check for successful connection to a GSM base station
IF gsmConnected() THEN
// RTCU is connected to a base station
.
.
ELSE
// RTCU is NOT connected to a base station
IF gsmSIMPresent() THEN
// SIM card is inserted
.
.
ELSE
// No SIM card in unit
.
.
END_IF;
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.35. gsmSIMLocked (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Determines if the SIM card is locked in place
In the Simulator this function will return TRUE if the SIM card is set to present.

Input:
None

Returns: BOOL
TRUE:
FALSE:

The SIM card is locked in place.
The SIM card is not locked in place.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN gsmSIMLocked : BOOL;
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Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Check for successful insertion af SIM card
IF gsmSIMPresent() AND gsmSIMLocked() THEN
// OK
.
.
ELSE
// Not inserted and locked
.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.5.36. gsmModemMode (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350 (Requires serial port 2)
No support
No support
1.11
No
rtcu.inc

The gsmModemMode function allows the use of the internal GSM module as a GSM modem. Using this mode will
effectively 'hand over' the GSM module inside the RTCU unit, so that it is exclusively controlled by any external
device connected to serial port 2 on the unit.
During the time where modem mode is enabled the GSM module will appear OFF to the VPL application, and any
attempt to turn the GSM module on using the gsmPower function will return an error code. The GSM status LED will
be inactive when gsmModemMode is active.
Before enabling modem mode the GSM module must be powered on using the gsmPower function, and when
gsmModemMode returns the GSM modul will appear OFF and is therefore not accessable from the VPL application.
When the modem mode is disabled again the GSM module will resume normal operation as before the modem mode
was enabled.
Controlling the GSM module from serial port 2 is with standard AT-commands, and detailed information about
modem specific commands can be requested from M2M Control.

Warning:
Do NOT use the following AT-commands: AT+IPR, AT+ICF or AT&W.

DCE Hardware Interface:
Serial port 2 is has been designed and documented as a DTE interface, and a modem is a DCE interface.
When entering Modem mode Serial port 2 changes therefore from DTE to DCE mode using the following interface:

Pin #
1
2
Version 5.90
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3
4
5
6
7
8

DCD
SGND
TX
RX
RTS
CTS

The wiring for connecting a DTE device, such as a PC, to the unit in Modem mode are as follows:

Please note that it is not allowed to change the modem speed with a AT modem command.

Input:
enable : BOOL
Will enable or disable the dedicated GSM modem mode.
baud : DINT (default: 9600)
The baud rate (bits per second) to use for communication with the GSM module over the serial port 2
Valid values are: 9600, 19200 or 38400.
bit : DINT (default: 8)
Number of data-bits to use for communication with the GSM module over the serial port 2
Valid values are: 7 or 8.
parity : DINT (default: 0)
The parity to use for communication with the GSM module over the serial port 2
Valid values are: 0 (NONE), 1 (EVEN) or 2 (ODD).
stopbit : DINT (default: 1)
Number of stop-bits to use for communication with the GSM module over the serial port 2
Valid values are: 1 or 2.

Returns: INT
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Operation was successful.
GSM module not available.
Serial port 2 is not present
Current processor speed is not supported.
Invalid baudrate.
Modem is active in a GPRS/CSD or VOICE session.
Serial port 2 is in use.
GSM module is not powered on.
Function is only supported on the C600 and C350.
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Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN gsmModemMode : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
DI1 : BOOL;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM example;
VAR
rc : INT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
IF DI1 THEN
// Enter modem mode, when input signal is high
rc := gsmModemMode(enable:=TRUE,baud:=19200);
.
.
ELSE
// Exit modem mode, when input signal is low
rc := gsmModemMode(enable:=FALSE);
.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.6. gps: GPS Receiver
4.12.2.6.1. GPS: GPS Receiver
The GPS functions allows the program to interact with a GPS module, either on the RTCU platform, or an external
receiver. Some models of the RTCU platform does not have GPS capability, please consult the technical
documentation for the actual RTCU platform you are using to see if the GPS module is included.
For an simple application, demonstrating the GPS functions, please have a look at the GPS Mobile application

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Turn on power to the GPS receiver
Returns detaled information from the GPS receiver.
Check if a point is within a defined polygon
Enables NMEA data output on a specific serial port.
Calculate the distance and bearing between two points
Calculate the distance and bearing between two points
Returns the status of the GPS antenna.
Returns the NMEA strings.
Enable SBAS assisted positioning.
Returns the SBAS enable status.

gpsPower
gpsFix
gpsPointInPolygon
gpsEnableNMEA
gpsDistance
gpsDistanceX
gpsGetAntennaStatus
gpsNMEA
gpsSetSBAS
gpsGetSBAS

Note: All values returned by the GPS functions are in the WGS-84 datum.

4.12.2.6.2. gpsPower (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All units with GPS receiver
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

This function controls the power supply to the GPS receiver. By using this function, the GPS receiver can be
switched off when not in use to save power. When the GPS receiver is switched on, it will take a number of seconds
for it to acquire a new position. The duration of this period, depends on how long it is since the GPS receiver was
last powered on.
The gpsPower() function is only available on RTCU units with a GPS receiver.

Input:
power : BOOL
TRUE:
Turn on the power.
FALSE: Turn off the power.

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION gpsPower : int;
VAR_INPUT
power : BOOL;
END_VAR;
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Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Turn on power to the GPS module
gpsPower(power := TRUE);
BEGIN
.
.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.6.3. gpsFix (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C500, C600,
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

The gpsFix functionblock is used to query the current position, time and detailed satellite information from the
internal GPS module.
When gpsFix() is used, and the project is simulated in the RTCU-IDE simulator, the data for values not adjustable
from the GPS Simulator windows will be set to fixed values.
The value returned in Decimal minutes, both latdecmin and londecmin, are assumed to be 4 digits large.
This means that the position 55 Deg. 51.3 Min. North is returned as latdeg=55 latmin=51 and latdecmin=3000, and
the position 55 Deg. 52.0076 North is returned as latdeg=55 latmin=52 latdecmin=76
SBAS Support:
On the C600 starting with firmware release 1.21 there is support for SBAS, see gpsSetSBAS.
When the 'mode' parameter returned from gpsFix is 4, it indicates that the fix is not only a 3D fix, but has also been
SBAS corrected.
Note regarding GPS with more than 12 channels:
While the full number of channels are used in position resolution, only the first 12 are included in the function block.
Note regarding HDOP, VDOP and PDOP:
The DOP values should be as low as possible. They describe the geometry of the satellites used. Generally a a DOP
value should not be higher than 6, that will affect the accuracy negative.
Normally a DOP value will be between 2 and 3 when you have free sky. In a city using GPS with houses screening
the sky the DOP value will be higher and accuracy will be effected.
One method to increase the accuracy of the used GPS positions is not to use fixes with a HDOP value higher than
for example 300.

All values returned by gpsFix() are in the WGS-84 datum.

Input:
None
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Output:
mode : SINT;
0 = No info available (GPS not powered on?)
1 = Fix not available
2 = 2D position fix
3 = 3D position fix
4 = 3D position fix with SBAS correction. (Requires that SBAS has been enabled, see gpsSetSBAS)
linsec : DINT
Linsec for time-stamp received from the GPS receiver.
This is the same as the seperate year, month, day, minute, second but expressed as a linsec.
Also see clockLinsecToTime().
year : INT
Year (absolute)
month : SINT
Month (1..12)
day : SINT
Date (1..31)
hour : SINT
Hour (0..23)
minute : SINT
Minute (0..59)
second : SINT
Second (0..59)
latitude : DINT
Latitude expressed in a DINT.
Negative is South (ddmm.mmmm (multiplied by 10000))
latsouth : BOOL
Direction of latitude (TRUE is south, FALSE is north)
latdeg : SINT
Latitude Degress (0..90)
latmin : SINT
Latitude Minutes (0..59)
latdecmin : INT
Latitude Decimal Minutes (0..9999)
longitude : DINT
Longitude expressed in a DINT.
Negative is West (dddmm.mmmm (multiplied by 10000))
lonwest : BOOL
Direction of longitude (TRUE is west, FALSE is east)
londeg : INT
Longitude Degress (0..180)
lonmin : SINT
Longitude Minutes (0..59)
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londecmin : INT
Longitude Decimal Minutes (0..9999)
speed : DINT
Speed over ground in meters/hour
course : DINT
Course over ground. In xxx.xx degrees (multiplied by 100) (0=north, 90=east, 225=southwest)
height : INT
Height in meters over Mean Sea Level.
PDOP : INT
Position dilution of precision (multiplied by 100).
HDOP : INT
Horizontal dilution of precision (multiplied by 100).
VDOP : INT
Vertical dilution of precision (multiplied by 100).
inview : SINT
Number of satellites in view. This is the number of satellites that are above the horizon.
used : SINT
Number of satellites used for the solution.
SVID[n] : SINT
Satellite ID
El[n] : SINT
Elevation angle for satellite n
Az[n] : INT
Azimuth angle for satellite n
SNR[n] : SINT
Signal to Noise Ratio for satellite n. Max value is 55.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK ALIGN gpsFix;
VAR_OUTPUT
mode
: SINT;
|
position fix
linsec
: DINT;
|
year
: INT;
|
month
: SINT;
|
day
: SINT;
|
hour
: SINT;
|
minute
: SINT;
|
second
: SINT;
|
latitude
: DINT;
|
latsouth
: BOOL;
|
latdeg
: SINT;
|
latmin
: SINT;
|
latdecmin
: INT;
|
longitude
: DINT;
|
lonwest
: BOOL;
|
londeg
: INT;
|
lonmin
: SINT;
|
londecmin
: INT;
|
speed
: DINT;
|
course
: DINT;
|
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0=No info available, 1=Fix not available, 2=2D position fix, 3=3D
Linsec of time-stamp
year (absolute, like 2004)
month (1..12)
date (1..31)
hour (0..23)
minute (0..59)
second (0..59)
Negative is South (ddmm.mmmm (multiplied by 10000))
True = South, False = North
Degrees (0..90)
minutes (0..59)
decimal minutes (0..9999)
Negative is West (dddmm.mmmm (multiplied by 10000))
True = West, False = East
degrees (0..180)
minutes (0..59)
decimal minutes (0..9999)
Speed over ground in meters/hour
Course over ground. In xxx.xx degrees (multiplied by 100)
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height
PDOP
HDOP
VDOP
inview
used

:
:
:
:
:
:

INT;
INT;
INT;
INT;
SINT;
SINT;

|
|
|
|
|
|

Height in meters over Mean Sea Level.
Position dilution of precision (PDOP) (multipied by 100).
Horizontal dilution of precision (HDOP) (multipied by 100).
Vertical dilution of precision (VDOP) (multipied by 100).
Number of satellites in view
Number of satellites used in solution

// The following information is grouped, index 1 for all arrays is for the first satellite
etc.
SVID
: ARRAY[1..12] OF SINT; // Satellite Vehicle number
El
: ARRAY[1..12] OF SINT; // Elevation angle for satellite
Az
: ARRAY[1..12] OF INT; // Azimuth angle for satellite
SNR
: ARRAY[1..12] OF SINT; // Signal to Noise ratio for satellite
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
gps
: gpsFix;
index : SINT;
END_VAR;
gpsPower(power := on);
BEGIN
gps();
IF gps.mode > 1 THEN
DebugFmt(message:="Mode=\1", v1:=gps.mode);
DebugFmt(message:="
Linsec=\4", v4:=gps.linsec);
DebugFmt(message:="
Time=\1:\2:\3", v1:=gps.hour, v2:=gps.minute, v3:=gps.second);
DebugFmt(message:="
Date=\1:\2:\3", v1:=gps.year, v2:=gps.month, v3:=gps.day);
DebugFmt(message:="
Lat: latitude=\4", v4:=gps.latitude);
IF gps.latsouth THEN DebugMsg(message:="
Lat: South"); ELSE DebugMsg(message:="
Lat:
North"); END_IF;
DebugFmt(message:="
Lat: Deg=\1 Min=\2 Dec=\3", v1:=gps.latdeg, v2:=gps.latmin,
v3:=gps.latdecmin);
DebugFmt(message:="
Lon: longitude=\4", v4:=gps.longitude);
IF gps.lonwest THEN DebugMsg(message:="
Lon: West"); ELSE DebugMsg(message:="
Lon:
East"); END_IF;
DebugFmt(message:="
Lon: Deg=\1 Min=\2 Dec=\3", v1:=gps.londeg, v2:=gps.lonmin,
v3:=gps.londecmin);
DebugFmt(message:="
Speed=\4", v4:=gps.speed);
DebugFmt(message:="
Course=\4", v4:=gps.course);
DebugFmt(message:="
Height=\1", v1:=gps.height);
DebugFmt(message:="
PDOP=\1", v1:=gps.PDOP);
DebugFmt(message:="
HDOP=\1", v1:=gps.HDOP);
DebugFmt(message:="
VDOP=\1", v1:=gps.VDOP);
DebugFmt(message:="
In view=\1, Used=\2", v1:=gps.inview, v2:=gps.used);
FOR index := 1 TO gps.inview DO
DebugFmt(message:="
SVID=\1, El=\2, Az=\3, SNR=\4",
v1:=gps.SVID[index], v2:=gps.El[index], v3:=gps.Az[index],
v4:=gps.SNR[index]);
END_FOR;
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.6.4. gpsPosition (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Version 5.90

Units with GPS receiver
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Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

no support
4.00 (only in EIS32 compilation mode)
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Use this functionblock to read the current position from either the internal or external GPS module. The internal GPS
option is only available on some of the RTCU units.
On units with an internal GPS receiver module it is recommended that the gpsFix() function is used.
When using this function to get the current position from an external GPS receiver, the external GPS receiver must
send the RMC status with regular intervals (typically every second). The baud rate must be 4800. The external GPS
receiver is connected to the RTCU unit thru the RS232 port (programming port) using a cable as described in the
Technical Documentation, Programming cable. This cable is the same type as used when the RS232 port is to be
used with the ser functions.

Note:
gpsPosition() using an internal GPS module only works when using the EIS32 compilation mode.
Please use gpsFix() instead.

Input:
None

Output:
valid : BOOL;
TRUE if GPS has valid position, otherwise FALSE
year : SINT
Years since 2000
month : SINT
Month (1..12)
day : SINT
Date (1..31)
hour : SINT
Hour (0..23)
minute : SINT
Minute (0..59)
second : SINT
Second (0..59)
latdegrees : SINT
Negative is South (-90..+90)
latminutes : SINT
Minutes (0..59)
latdecimalminutes : INT
Decimal minutes (0..9999)
londegrees : INT
Negative is West (-180..+180)
lonminutes : SINT
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Minutes (0..59)
londecimalminutes : INT
Decimal minutes (0..9999)
speed : DINT
Speed over ground in meters/hour
course : DINT
Course over ground. In xxx.xx degrees (multiplied by 100)

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK ALIGN
VAR_OUTPUT
valid
year
month
day
hour
minute
second
latdegrees
latminutes
latdecimalminutes
londegrees
lonminutes
londecimalminutes
speed
course
END_VAR;

gpsPosition;
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

BOOL;
SINT;
SINT;
SINT;
SINT;
SINT;
SINT;
SINT;
SINT;
INT;
INT;
SINT;
INT;
DINT;
DINT;

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

GPS has valid position.
years since 2000
month (1..12)
date (1..31)
hour (0..23)
minute (0..59)
second (0..59)
Negative is South (-90..+90)
minutes (0..59)
decimal minutes (0..9999)
Negative is West (-180..+180)
minutes (0..59)
decimal minutes (0..9999)
Speed over ground in meters/hour
Course over ground. In xxx.xx degrees (multiplied by 100)

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
gps : gpsPosition;
END_VAR;

gpsPower(power := on);
BEGIN
.
.
// Call the GPS to get a new position fix
gps();
// Check for valid position from GPS
IF gps.valid THEN
DebugMsg(message:=strFormat(format:="valid=\1", v1:=INT(gps.valid)));
DebugMsg(message:=strFormat(format:="latdegrees=\4", v4:=gps.latdegrees));
DebugMsg(message:=strFormat(format:="latminutes=\4", v4:=gps.latminutes));
DebugMsg(message:=strFormat(format:="latdecimalminutes=\4", v4:=gps.latdecimalminutes));
DebugMsg(message:=strFormat(format:="londegrees=\4", v4:=gps.londegrees));
DebugMsg(message:=strFormat(format:="lonminutes=\4", v4:=gps.lonminutes));
DebugMsg(message:=strFormat(format:="londecimalminutes=\4", v4:=gps.londecimalminutes));
DebugMsg(message:=strFormat(format:="cog=\4", v4:=gps.course));
DebugMsg(message:=strFormat(format:="sog=\4", v4:=gps.speed));
DebugMsg(message:=strFormat(format:="year=\4", v4:=gps.year));
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DebugMsg(message:=strFormat(format:="month=\4", v4:=gps.month));
DebugMsg(message:=strFormat(format:="day=\4", v4:=gps.day));
DebugMsg(message:=strFormat(format:="hour=\4", v4:=gps.hour));
DebugMsg(message:=strFormat(format:="min=\4", v4:=gps.minute));
DebugMsg(message:=strFormat(format:="sec=\4", v4:=gps.second));
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.6.5. gpsInfo (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C500, C600
No support
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Use this functionblock to read the current position, time and detailed satellite information from the internal GPS
module.
This function is only available on some of the RTCU products.
The use of this function is not recommended, use gpsFix() instead.

Input:
None

Output:
mode : SINT;
0=No info available, 1=Fix not available, 2=2D position fix, 3=3D position fix
year : SINT
Years since 2000
month : SINT
Month (1..12)
day : SINT
Date (1..31)
hour : SINT
Hour (0..23)
minute : SINT
Minute (0..59)
second : SINT
Second (0..59)
latdegrees : SINT
Negative is South (-90..+90)
latminutes : SINT
Minutes (0..59)
latdecimalminutes : INT
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Decimal minutes (0..9999)
londegrees : INT
Negative is West (-180..+180)
lonminutes : SINT
Minutes (0..59)
londecimalminutes : INT
Decimal minutes (0..9999)
speed : DINT
Speed over ground in meters/hour
course : DINT
Course over ground. In xxx.xx degrees (multiplied by 100) (0=north, 90=east, 225=southwest)
inview : SINT
Number of satellites in view. This is the number of satellites that are above the horizon.
used : SINT
Number of satellites used for the solution.
SVID[n] : SINT
Satellite ID
El[n] : SINT
Elevation angle for satellite n
Az[n] : INT
Azimuth angle for satellite n
SNR[n] : SINT
Signal to Noise Ratio for satellite n. Max value is 55.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK ALIGN
VAR_OUTPUT
mode
3=3D position fix
year
month
day
hour
minute
second
latdegrees
latminutes
latdecimalminutes
londegrees
lonminutes
londecimalminutes
speed
course
inview
used

gpsInfo;
: SINT;

| 0=No info available, 1=Fix not available, 2=2D position fix,

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

SINT;
SINT;
SINT;
SINT;
SINT;
SINT;
SINT;
SINT;
INT;
INT;
SINT;
INT;
DINT;
DINT;
SINT;
SINT;

years since 2000
month (1..12)
date (1..31)
hour (0..23)
minute (0..59)
second (0..59)
Negative is South (-90..+90)
minutes (0..59)
decimal minutes (0..9999)
Negative is West (-180..+180)
minutes (0..59)
decimal minutes (0..9999)
Speed over ground in meters/hour
Course over ground. In xxx.xx degrees (multiplied by 100)
Number of satellites in view
Number of satellites used in solution

// The following information is grouped, index 1 for all arrays is for the first satellite
etc.
SVID
: ARRAY[1..12] OF SINT; // Satellite Vehicle number
El
: ARRAY[1..12] OF SINT; // Elevation angle for satellite
Az
: ARRAY[1..12] OF INT; // Azimuth angle for satellite
SNR
: ARRAY[1..12] OF SINT; // Signal to Noise ratio for satellite
END_VAR;
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Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
gps
: gpsInfo;
index : SINT;
END_VAR;
gpsPower(power:=on);
BEGIN
gps();
IF gps.mode > 1 THEN
DebugFmt(message:="Mode=\1", v1:=gps.mode);
DebugFmt(message:="
Time=\1:\2:\3", v1:=gps.hour, v2:=gps.minute, v3:=gps.second);
DebugFmt(message:="
Date=\1:\2:\3", v1:=gps.year, v2:=gps.month, v3:=gps.day);
DebugFmt(message:="
Lat: Deg=\1 Min=\2 Dec=\3", v1:=gps.latdegrees, v2:=gps.latminutes,
v3:=gps.latdecimalminutes);
DebugFmt(message:="
Lon: Deg=\1 Min=\2 Dec=\3", v1:=gps.londegrees, v2:=gps.lonminutes,
v3:=gps.londecimalminutes);
DebugFmt(message:="
Speed=\4", v4:=gps.speed);
DebugFmt(message:="
Course=\4", v4:=gps.course);
DebugFmt(message:="
In view=\1, Used=\2", v1:=gps.inview, v2:=gps.used);
FOR index := 1 TO gps.inview DO
DebugFmt(message:="
SVID=\1, El=\2, Az=\3, SNR=\4",
v1:=gps.SVID[index], v2:=gps.El[index], v3:=gps.Az[index],
v4:=gps.SNR[index]);
END_FOR;
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.6.6. gpsGreatCircle (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All units with GPS receiver
No support
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

This functionblock is used for calculating the distance and bearing (direction) between two latitude/longitude
positions. The input to this functionblock, is the same format as the gpsPosition() and gpsInfo() deliver positions in.
The use of this function is not recommended, use gpsDistance() or gpsDistanceX() instead.

Input:
Position 1:
lat1deg : SINT
Negative is South (-90..+90)
lat1min : SINT
Minutes (0..59)
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lat1decmin : INT
Decimal minutes (0..9999)
lon1deg : INT
Negative is West (-180..+180)
lon1min : SINT
Minutes (0..59)
lon1decmin : INT
Decimal minutes (0..9999)
Position 2:
lat2deg : SINT
Negative is South (-90..+90)
lat2min : SINT
Minutes (0..59)
lat2decmin : INT
Decimal minutes (0..9999)
lon2deg : INT
Negative is West (-180..+180)
lon2min : SINT
Minutes (0..59)
lon2decmin : INT
Decimal minutes (0..9999)

Output:
distance : DINT
Distance between the two positions in meters
bearing : INT
Bearing between the two points in degrees

Declaration:
function_block align gpsGreatCircle;
var_input
// Position 1 parameters:
lat1deg
: SINT;
| Negative is South (-90..+90)
lat1min
: SINT;
| minutes (0..59)
lat1decmin
: INT;
| decimal minutes (0..9999)
lon1deg
: INT;
| Negative is West (-180..+180)
lon1min
: SINT;
| minutes (0..59)
lon1decmin
: INT;
| decimal minutes (0..9999)
// Position 2 parameters:
lat2deg
: SINT;
|
lat2min
: SINT;
|
lat2decmin
: INT;
|
lon2deg
: INT;
|
lon2min
: SINT;
|
lon2decmin
: INT;
|
end_var;
var_output
distance
: DINT;
|
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bearing
end_var;

: INT;

| Direction in degrees between the two points

Example:
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// GPS Mobile.vpl, created 2002-05-30 09:30
//
// Small application that shows how to obtain GPS positions from the external
// GPS receiver on the RTCU-M7 product. The program will show in the debug window
// (typically in the simulator) the current distance and bearing to M2M Control in
// Germany. If an SMS text message is sent to the RTCU unit, it will respond
// back to the senders phone with the current distance/bearing to M2M Control
//
// Please note that the LED1/2 indicator on the RTCU-M7 will be:
//
green if connected to GSM net but NO valid GPS position
//
red if GPS position valid but NOT connected to GSM net
//
orange (green and red) if connected to GSM net and valid GPS position
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_OUTPUT
gsmConnect : BOOL; | Indicates that the GSM is connected to a basestation (Green)
gpsValid
: BOOL; | Indicates that a position fix has been obtained (Red)
END_VAR;
PROGRAM GPS_Example;
VAR
sms
: gsmIncomingSMS;
gps
: gpsPosition;
gc
: gpsGreatCircle;
str
: string;
awaitFix : bool;
END_VAR;
// Turn on power to the GPS receiver
gpsPower(power:=true);
// Turn on power to the GSM module
gsmPower(power:=true);
BEGIN
// Update GPS data
gps();
// If we got a valid fix from the GPS
if gps.valid then
// Calculate distance and bearing to M2M Control in Germany
gc(lat1deg:=55, lat1min:=51, lat1decmin:=3078, lon1deg:=9, lon1min:=51, lon1decmin:=530,
lat2deg:=gps.latdegrees, lat2min:=gps.latminutes, lat2decmin:=gps.latdecimalminutes,
lon2deg:=gps.londegrees, lon2min:=gps.lonminutes, lon2decmin:=gps.londecimalminutes);
// Build string with information
str:=strFormat(format:="Distance to M2M Control=\4.\3 KM, bearing=\2 deg",
v4:=gc.distance/1000, v3:=int(gc.distance mod 1000), v2:=gc.bearing);
end_if;
// If we receive a SMS message, we want the next GPS position that is valid
if sms.status > 0 then
awaitFix:=true;
end_if;
// If we are waiting for next valid GPS position, and GPS position is valid,
if awaitFix and gps.valid then
awaitFix:=false;
// Send an SMS with the position
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:=sms.phonenumber, message:=str);
end_if;
// Indicate on LED (green part) if we are connected to a GSM basestation
gsmConnect:=gsmConnected();
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// Indicate on LED (red part) if valid GPS position
gpsValid:=gps.valid;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.6.7. gpsPointInPolygon (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All units with GPS receiver
No support
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

This functionblock is used for calculating if a given point is within a defined polygon, with up to 7 sides. The
functionblock, uses points that are given by DINT's, when using the function together with GPS positions, the
latitude/longitude positions are normally converted to DINT values by the users program. Typically, this is done in
the following way:
The degrees, minutes and decimal minutes are each multiplied by a factor, so that the resulting DINT is formatted
as follows:
DDD_MM_CCCC
where DDD is degrees (to be multiplied by 1000000), MM is minutes (to be multiplied by 10000) and CCCC is
decimal minutes. This means that all possible latitudes and longitudes, can be contained within a DINT.
Please note:
The Polygon corners XY positions MUST be presented to the function-block clockwise and in order to close the
polygon, the first non-used entry in the definition of the polygon, MUST point to the first position in order to close the
polygon, see the example below.

Input:
Position_X : DINT
X part of the point to check
Position_Y : DINT
Y part of the point to check
Polygon_X : ARRAY[1..8] OF DINT
X part of each corner of the polygon
Polygon_Y : ARRAY[1..8] OF DINT
Y part of each corner of the polygon
Corners : SINT
Number of corners that defines the polygon.

Output:
Within : BOOL
TRUE if Position_X/Position_Y is within the defined polygon, FALSE if outside of polygon

Declaration:
function_block align gpsPointInPolygon;
var_input
// Position 1 parameters:
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Position_X
Position_Y

: DINT;
: DINT;

| X part of the position to check
| Y part of the position to check

// Polygon parameters:
Polygon_X
: ARRAY[1..8] OF DINT; | X part of the polygon
Polygon_Y
: ARRAY[1..8] OF DINT; | Y part of the polygon
Corners
end_var;
var_output
Within
end_var;

: SINT;

| Number of corners defined in the polygon

: BOOL;

| True if Position_X/Position_Y is within the polygon

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
Poly_x
Poly_y
P_x
P_y
checkPoly
END_VAR;

:
:
:
:
:

ARRAY[1..8] OF DINT;
ARRAY[1..8] OF DINT;
DINT;
DINT;
gpsPointInPolygon;

// Define a polygon with corners in (0,0) (0,1000000) (1000000,1000000) (0,1000000) starting
with lower left corner
// going clockwise: (X is the point to search for (500000, 500000)
//
-----------------//
|
|
//
|
|
//
|
|
//
|
X
|
//
|
|
//
|
|
//
|
|
//
-----------------//
poly_y[1] := 0_00_0000;
poly_x[1] := 0_00_0000;
poly_y[2] := 1_00_0000;
poly_x[2] := 0_00_0000;
poly_y[3] := 1_00_0000;
poly_x[3] := 1_00_0000;
poly_y[4] := 0_00_0000;
poly_x[4] := 1_00_0000;
poly_y[5] := poly_y[1]; // The last entry MUST point to the first in order to "close" the
polygon
poly_x[5] := poly_x[1];
P_y
P_x

:= 0_50_0000; //
:= 0_50_0000;

This point is within the polygon

checkPoly(Position_x := P_x, Position_y := P_y,
Polygon_x[1] := poly_x[1], Polygon_y[1] := poly_y[1],
Polygon_x[2] := poly_x[2], Polygon_y[2] := poly_y[2],
Polygon_x[3] := poly_x[3], Polygon_y[3] := poly_y[3],
Polygon_x[4] := poly_x[4], Polygon_y[4] := poly_y[4],
Polygon_x[5] := poly_x[5], Polygon_y[5] := poly_y[5],
Corners := 5 ); // Number of corners that defines the polygon.
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IF checkPoly.Within THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Inside");
ELSE
DebugMsg(message:="Outside");
END_IF;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.6.8. gpsEnableNMEA (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C500, C600
no support
4.56 (4.73 to support 4800 baud)
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Using this function, it is possible to redirect, or copy, the raw NMEA sentences received from the internal GPS
reciver, to s specific serial port on the RTCU unit. This allows you to connect a PDA or similar, to the serial port, and
be able to receive navigational data, without investing in a seperate GPS receiver. Please note that the serial port
MUST be opened and configured prior to calling this function ! If the serial port used is configured for a baudrate
lower than 4800 baud, the baudrate used will be 4800.
Please note that the NMEA sentences will only be forwarded to the specified port during the call of either gpsFix() or
gpsInfo(). It is therefore important that one of these functions is called regularly.
(The normal GPS functions, gpsFix() and gpsInfo() still continues to function, regardless of this function)

Input:
port : SINT
Specifies which serial port to copy the NMEA data to to. Please see the serOpen() for an explantion of allowed
values.
enable : BOOL
TRUE:
The raw NMEA sentences will be copied to the serial port specified.
FALSE: No NMEA sentences are copied.

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION gpsEnableNMEA;
VAR_INPUT
port
: SINT;
enable : BOOL;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
portNum : SINT := 0;
gps
: gpsFix;
END_VAR;

// Select which port to use for the communication

PROGRAM test;
// Turn on power to the GPS module
gpsPower(power := TRUE);
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// Open the serial port, set baudrate, parity and number of bits
serOpen(port:=portNum, baud:=9600, bit:=8, parity:=0);
// Enable NMEA output on the serial port
gpsEnableNMEA(port:=PortNum, enable:=TRUE);
BEGIN
.
.
gps();
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.6.9. gpsDistance (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C500, C600
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

This functionblock is used for calculating the distance and bearing (direction) between two latitude/longitude
positions.
The input to this functionblock, is the same format as the gpsFix() deliver positions in.
Also see gpsDistanceX().

Input:
Position 1:
lat1south : BOOL
True is South, False is North
lat1deg : SINT
Degrees (0..90)
lat1min : SINT
Minutes (0..59)
lat1decmin : INT
Decimal minutes (0..9999)
lon1west : BOOL
True is West, False is East
lon1deg : INT
Degrees (0..180)
lon1min : SINT
Minutes (0..59)
lon1decmin : INT
Decimal minutes (0..9999)
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Position 2:
lat2south : BOOL
True is South, False is North
lat2deg : SINT
Negative is South (-90..+90)
lat2min : SINT
Minutes (0..59)
lat2decmin : INT
Decimal minutes (0..9999)
lon2west : BOOL
True is West, False is East
lon2deg : INT
Negative is West (-180..+180)
lon2min : SINT
Minutes (0..59)
lon2decmin : INT
Decimal minutes (0..9999)

Output:
distance : DINT
Distance between the two positions in meters
bearing : INT
Bearing between the two points in degrees

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK ALIGN gpsDistance;
VAR_INPUT
// Position 1 parameters:
lat1south
: BOOL;
| True is
lat1deg
: SINT;
| degrees
lat1min
: SINT;
| minutes
lat1decmin
: INT;
| decimal
lon1west
: BOOL;
| True is
lon1deg
: INT;
| degrees
lon1min
: SINT;
| minutes
lon1decmin
: INT;
| decimal
// Position 2 parameters:
lat2south
: BOOL;
|
lat2deg
: SINT;
|
lat2min
: SINT;
|
lat2decmin
: INT;
|
lon2west
: BOOL;
|
lon2deg
: INT;
|
lon2min
: SINT;
|
lon2decmin
: INT;
|
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
distance
: DINT;
|
bearing
: INT;
|
END_VAR;
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Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_OUTPUT
gsmConnect : BOOL; | Indicates that the GSM is connected to a basestation (Green)
gpsValid
: BOOL; | Indicates that a position fix has been obtained (Red)
END_VAR;
PROGRAM GPS_Example;
VAR
sms
: gsmIncomingSMS;
gps
: gpsFix;
gc
: gpsDistance;
str
: string;
awaitFix : bool;
END_VAR;
// Turn on power to the GPS receiver
gpsPower(power:=true);
// Turn on power to the GSM module
gsmPower(power:=true);
BEGIN
// Update GPS data
gps();
// If we got a valid fix from the GPS
if gps.mode > 1 then
// Calculate distance and bearing to M2M Control in Germany
gc(lat1south:=FALSE, lat1deg:=55, lat1min:=51, lat1decmin:=3078, lon1west:=FALSE,
lon1deg:=9, lon1min:=51, lon1decmin:=530,
lat2south:=gps.latsouth, lat2deg:=gps.latdeg, lat2min:=gps.latmin,
lat2decmin:=gps.latdecmin,
lon2west:=gps.lonwest, lon2deg:=gps.londeg, lon2min:=gps.lonmin,
lon2decmin:=gps.londecmin);
// Build string with information
str:=strFormat(format:="Distance to M2M Control=\4.\3 KM, bearing=\2 deg",
v4:=gc.distance/1000, v3:=int(gc.distance mod 1000), v2:=gc.bearing);
end_if;
// If we receive a SMS message, we want the next GPS position that is valid
if sms.status > 0 then
awaitFix:=true;
end_if;
// If we are waiting for next valid GPS position, and GPS position is valid,
if awaitFix and gps.mode > 1 then
awaitFix:=false;
// Send an SMS with the position
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:=sms.phonenumber, message:=str);
end_if;
// Indicate on LED (green part) if we are connected to a GSM basestation
gsmConnect:=gsmConnected();
// Indicate on LED (red part) if valid GPS position
gpsValid:=gps.mode > 1;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.6.10. gpsDistanceX (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:
Version 5.90
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No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc
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This functionblock is used for calculating the distance and bearing (direction) between two latitude/longitude
positions. Compared to the gpsDistance() functionblock gpsDistanceX() expects the latitude/longitude expressed in
two DINT variable. The gpsDistanceX() function is therefore more efficient to use than gpsDistance().

Input:
Position 1:
latitude1 : DINT
Negative is South (ddmm.mmmm (multiplied by 10000))
longitude1 : DINT
negative is West (dddmm.mmmm (multiplied by 10000))
Position 2:
latitude2 : DINT
Negative is South (ddmm.mmmm (multiplied by 10000))
longitude2 : DINT
negative is West (dddmm.mmmm (multiplied by 10000))

Output:
distance : DINT
Distance between the two positions in meters
bearing : INT
Bearing between the two points in degrees

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK ALIGN gpsDistanceX;
VAR_INPUT
// Position 1 parameters:
latitude1
: DINT;
| Negative is South (ddmm.mmmm (multiplied by 10000))
longitude1
: DINT;
| negative is West (dddmm.mmmm (multiplied by 10000))
// Position 2 parameters:
latitude2
: DINT;
|
longitude2
: DINT;
|
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
distance
: DINT;
|
bearing
: INT;
|
END_VAR;

Negative is South (ddmm.mmmm (multiplied by 10000))
negative is West (dddmm.mmmm (multiplied by 10000))

Distance between the two points in meters
Direction in degrees between the two points

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_OUTPUT
gsmConnect : BOOL; | Indicates that the GSM is connected to a basestation (Green)
gpsValid
: BOOL; | Indicates that a position fix has been obtained (Red)
END_VAR;
PROGRAM GPS_Example;
VAR
sms
: gsmIncomingSMS;
gps
: gpsFix;
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gc
: gpsDistanceX;
str
: string;
awaitFix : bool;
END_VAR;
// Turn on power to the GPS receiver
gpsPower(power:=true);
// Turn on power to the GSM module
gsmPower(power:=true);
BEGIN
// Update GPS data
gps();
// If we got a valid fix from the GPS
if gps.mode > 1 then
// Calculate distance and bearing to M2M Control in Germany
gc(latitude1:=55513078, longitude1:=9510530, latitude2:=gps.latitude,
longitude2:=gps.longitude);
// Build string with information
str:=strFormat(format:="Distance to M2M Control=\4.\3 KM, bearing=\2 deg",
v4:=gc.distance/1000, v3:=int(gc.distance mod 1000), v2:=gc.bearing);
end_if;
// If we receive a SMS message, we want the next GPS position that is valid
if sms.status > 0 then
awaitFix:=true;
end_if;
// If we are waiting for next valid GPS position, and GPS position is valid,
if awaitFix and gps.mode > 1 then
awaitFix:=false;
// Send an SMS with the position
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:=sms.phonenumber, message:=str);
end_if;
// Indicate on LED (green part) if we are connected to a GSM basestation
gsmConnect:=gsmConnected();
// Indicate on LED (red part) if valid GPS position
gpsValid:=gps.mode > 1;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.6.11. gpsGetAntennaStatus (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600 (not available on the C600)
No support
No support
1.10
No
rtcu.inc

Returns the status for the GPS antenna. Using this function it can be determined whether an GPS antenna is
connected or if a short-circuit is present.
Note:
The simulator will return 0 (unknown) if the GPS receiver is OFF and return 1 (antenna present) if the GPS receiver is
ON.
After a short-circuit is detected and resolved it is necessary to cycle the power using gpsPower.
Finally, it is not recommended to call this function more than every 5 seconds.

Input:
None
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Returns:
0- Unknown (or GPS power is off)
1- GPS antenna present.
2- GPS antenna short-circuit.
3- GPS antenna missing.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN gpsGetAntennaStatus : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Test GPS antenne status
IF gpsGetAntennaStatus() > 1 THEN
// Something is wrong
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.6.12. gpsNMEA (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600 (not available on the C600)
No support
No support
1.21
No
rtcu.inc

Returns the NMEA strings that corresponds to the last call to gpsFix.
The following NMEA strings will be returned:
•
•
•
•

RMC
VTG
GGA
GSA

Please consult the relevant litterature for more information about NMEA verbs interpretation.

Input:
None

Output:
RMC : STRING
String containing the RMC verb.
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VTG : STRING
String containing the VTG verb.
GGA : STRING
String containing the GGA verb.
GSA : STRING
String containing the GSA verb.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK ALIGN gpsNMEA;
VAR_OUTPUT
RMC : STRING;
VTG : STRING;
GGA : STRING;
GSA : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
gps : gpsFix;
nmea : gpsNMEA;
END_VAR;
gpsPower(power := ON);
BEGIN
.
// Generate GPS fix:
gps();
// Get the NMEA strings
nmea();
DebugMsg(message := "NMEA:");
DebugMsg(message := "-rmc=" +
DebugMsg(message := "-vtg=" +
DebugMsg(message := "-gga=" +
DebugMsg(message := "-gsa=" +
.
.
END;

nmea.rmc);
nmea.vtg);
nmea.gga);
nmea.gsa);

END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.6.13. gpsSetSBAS (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600 (not available on the C600)
No support
No support
1.21
No
rtcu.inc

This function is used to enable/disable the SBAS positioning assistance.
When the unit is reset/booting the default is that SBAS is disabled.
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SBAS means Satellite Based Augmentation System, and is a system that supports wide-area or regional
augmentation through the use of additional satellite-broadcast messages.
The messages contain correction data, which improves the accuracy of the GPS position returned.
The following SBAS systems are in operation globally:
• WAAS (Wide Area Augmentation System) covering North-America.
• EGNOS (European Geostationary Navigation Overlay System) covering Europe and Africa.
• MSAS (Multi-Functional Satellite Augmentation System) covering Japan and part of Oceanien.
Also see gpsGetSBAS and gpsFix for additional information.

Input:
Enable : BOOL
Enable/Disable SBAS. Default state is: Disabled.

Returns: BOOL
TRUE:
FALSE:

SBAS assisted positioning enabled / disabled.
Failed to enable / disable SBAS assisted positioning.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN gpsSetSBAS : BOOL;
VAR_INPUT
enable : BOOL;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Start using SBAS
gpsSetSBAS(enable := ON);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.6.14. gpsGetSBAS (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600 (not available on the C600)
No support
No support
1.21
No
rtcu.inc

Returns information about whether the SBAS positioning assistance is enabled or disabled.
Also see gpsSetSBAS.
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Input:
None

Returns: BOOL
TRUE:
FALSE:

SBAS assisted positioning enabled.
SBAS assisted positioning disabled.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN gpsGetSBAS : BOOL;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Is SBAS enabled?
IF gpsGetSBAS() THEN
// SBAS enabled
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.7. display: Display Functions
4.12.2.7.1. LCD: Display functions
The display functions allows the program to interact with the LCD display found on some of the RTCU platforms.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

displayBox
displayCircle
displayClear
displayDefineChar
displayGetKey
displayImage
displayLine
displayNumber
displayPoint
displayPower
displayString
displayXY

Draw a box in the display
Draw a circle in the display
Clears the display
Define a character.
Waits for a key press from the display.
Draw an image in display
Draw a line in the display
Writes a number at the current position
Draw point in the display
Control display power
Writes text at the current position
Set the current text position

4.12.2.7.2. displayBox (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C350 Pro
No support
No support
1.30
Yes
rtcu.inc

This function is used to draw a sqare box in the display.

Input:
x1 : INT (1..136)
x position (column) of the start corner, 1 is leftmost
y1 : INT (1..32)
y position (row) of the start corner, 1 is topmost
x2 : INT (1..136)
x position (column) of the end corner, 1 is leftmost
y2 : INT (1..32)
y position (row) of the end corner, 1 is topmost
fill : BOOL
If true, the inside if the box is filled.
color : INT (Default 1)
0 (zero) - Background. (OFF)
1
- Black. (ON)

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION displayBox;
VAR_INPUT
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x1
y1
x2
y2
fill
color
END_VAR;

:
:
:
:
:
:

INT;
INT;
INT;
INT;
BOOL;
INT := 1;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM example;
VAR
sym1 : ARRAY[1..22] OF SINT := 16#1F, 16#00, 16#20, 16#80, 16#40, 16#40, 16#80, 16#20,
16#80, 16#20, 16#80, 16#20, 16#80, 16#20, 16#80, 16#20, 16#40, 16#40, 16#20, 16#80, 16#1F,
16#00;
sym2 : ARRAY[1..22] OF SINT := 16#1F, 16#00, 16#24, 16#80, 16#44, 16#40, 16#84, 16#20,
16#84, 16#20, 16#FF, 16#E0, 16#84, 16#20, 16#84, 16#20, 16#44, 16#40, 16#24, 16#80, 16#1F,
16#00;
sym3 : ARRAY[1..22] OF SINT := 16#1F, 16#00, 16#20, 16#80, 16#60, 16#C0, 16#91, 16#20,
16#8A, 16#20, 16#84, 16#20, 16#8A, 16#20, 16#91, 16#20, 16#60, 16#C0, 16#20, 16#80, 16#1F,
16#00;
END_VAR;
// Define smile
displayDefineChar(index := 0, map := "0000180C6666060666660C1800000000");
// Draw line 1 symbol
displayCircle(x := 8, y := 8, rad := 5);
displayLine(x1 := 8, y1 := 3, x2 := 8, y2 := 13);
displayLine(x1 := 3, y1 := 8, x2 := 13, y2 := 8);
// Draw line 2 symbol
displayImage(x := 3, y := 19, width := 11, height := 11, data := ADDR(sym3));
// Show text
displayXY(x := 3, y := 1);
displayString(message := "Hello World $80");
displayXY(x := 3, y := 2);
displayString(message := "Cookie: ");
displayXY(x := 11, y := 2);
displayNumber(number := 4711);
// Draw bounding
displayBox(x1 := 1, y1 := 1, x2 := 125, y2 := 31);
BEGIN
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.7.3. displayCircle (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

Version 5.90

C350 Pro
No support
No support
1.30
Yes
rtcu.inc
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This function is used to draw a circle in the display.

Input:
x : INT (1..136)
x position (column) of the center of the circle, 1 is leftmost
y : INT (1..32)
y position (row) of the center of the circle, 1 is topmost
rad : INT
The radius of the circle.
color : INT (Default 1)
0 (zero) - Background. (OFF)
1
- Black. (ON)

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION displayCircle;
VAR_INPUT
x
: INT;
y
: INT;
rad
: INT;
color : INT := 1;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM example;
VAR
sym1 : ARRAY[1..22] OF SINT := 16#1F, 16#00, 16#20, 16#80, 16#40, 16#40, 16#80, 16#20,
16#80, 16#20, 16#80, 16#20, 16#80, 16#20, 16#80, 16#20, 16#40, 16#40, 16#20, 16#80, 16#1F,
16#00;
sym2 : ARRAY[1..22] OF SINT := 16#1F, 16#00, 16#24, 16#80, 16#44, 16#40, 16#84, 16#20,
16#84, 16#20, 16#FF, 16#E0, 16#84, 16#20, 16#84, 16#20, 16#44, 16#40, 16#24, 16#80, 16#1F,
16#00;
sym3 : ARRAY[1..22] OF SINT := 16#1F, 16#00, 16#20, 16#80, 16#60, 16#C0, 16#91, 16#20,
16#8A, 16#20, 16#84, 16#20, 16#8A, 16#20, 16#91, 16#20, 16#60, 16#C0, 16#20, 16#80, 16#1F,
16#00;
END_VAR;
// Define smile
displayDefineChar(index := 0, map := "0000180C6666060666660C1800000000");
// Draw line 1 symbol
displayCircle(x := 8, y := 8, rad := 5);
displayLine(x1 := 8, y1 := 3, x2 := 8, y2 := 13);
displayLine(x1 := 3, y1 := 8, x2 := 13, y2 := 8);
// Draw line 2 symbol
displayImage(x := 3, y := 19, width := 11, height := 11, data := ADDR(sym3));
// Show text
displayXY(x := 3, y := 1);
displayString(message := "Hello World $80");
displayXY(x := 3, y := 2);
displayString(message := "Cookie: ");
displayXY(x := 11, y := 2);
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displayNumber(number := 4711);
// Draw bounding
displayBox(x1 := 1, y1 := 1, x2 := 125, y2 := 31);
BEGIN
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.7.4. displayClear (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

SA, C300, C350 Pro
3.00
3.00
1.30
Yes
rtcu.inc

Clears the contents in the display. After this call, the current write position will be set to upper left corner (1,1).

Input:
None

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION displayClear;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Clear the display
displayClear();
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.7.5. displayDefineChar (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

Version 5.90
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This function is used to define a character in the display.
The display uses characters 8 pixels wide by 16 pixels high.
To help visualize and calculate the character map, use a table with 8 * 16 cells each representing a pixel.

(Figure 1. Empty character pixel map)
The 4 last rows (With green background in Figure 1.) is below the writing line and should only be used if a character
similar to 'p', 'g' or 'q' are defined.
Draw the character in the table using 1's (ones, Show pixel) and 0's (zeros, Hide pixel) as shown in Figure 2.

(Figure 2. Sample character: Smile)
Once the table is filled, calculate the 2 Hex digits for each line.
The map string in the function contains the Hex digits from the top-left and down.
For the sample character in Figure 2., the map string would look like this:
"0000180C6666060666660C1800000000"
Note: Only uppercase characters can be used and no spacing characters can be included..

Input:
index : INT (0..15)
the index of the character to define
map : STRING
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the calculated map of the character.

Returns: INT
0- Success.
-1- The character map is illegal.
-2- Display not ready.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN displayDefineChar : INT;
VAR_INPUT
index : INT;
map
: STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM example;
VAR
sym1 : ARRAY[1..22] OF SINT
:= 16#1F, 16#00, 16#20, 16#80, 16#40, 16#40, 16#80, 16#20, 16#80, 16#20, 16#80, 16#20,
16#80, 16#20, 16#80, 16#20, 16#40, 16#40, 16#20, 16#80, 16#1F, 16#00;
sym2 : ARRAY[1..22] OF SINT
:= 16#1F, 16#00, 16#24, 16#80, 16#44, 16#40, 16#84, 16#20, 16#84, 16#20, 16#FF, 16#E0,
16#84, 16#20, 16#84, 16#20, 16#44, 16#40, 16#24, 16#80, 16#1F, 16#00;
sym3 : ARRAY[1..22] OF SINT
:= 16#1F, 16#00, 16#20, 16#80, 16#60, 16#C0, 16#91, 16#20, 16#8A, 16#20, 16#84, 16#20,
16#8A, 16#20, 16#91, 16#20, 16#60, 16#C0, 16#20, 16#80, 16#1F, 16#00;
END_VAR;
// Define smile
displayDefineChar(index := 0, map := "0000180C6666060666660C1800000000");
// Draw line 1 symbol
displayCircle(x := 8, y := 8, rad := 5);
displayLine(x1 := 8, y1 := 3, x2 := 8, y2 := 13);
displayLine(x1 := 3, y1 := 8, x2 := 13, y2 := 8);
// Draw line 2 symbol
displayImage(x := 3, y := 19, width := 11, height := 11, data := ADDR(sym3));
// Show text
displayXY(x := 3, y := 1);
displayString(message := "Hello World $80");
displayXY(x := 3, y := 2);
displayString(message := "Cookie: ");
displayXY(x := 11, y := 2);
displayNumber(number := 4711);
// Draw bounding
displayBox(x1 := 1, y1 := 1, x2 := 125, y2 := 31);
BEGIN
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.7.6. displayGetKey (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C350 Pro
No support
No support
1.30
Yes
rtcu.inc

Waits for a key press from the display. The function waits for a maximum number of seconds, and if no key press
within the timeout period, the function returns with 0, indicating the timeout. If a key press has been detected before
the timeout period, a number identifying the actual key press is returned.
A small buffer is present in the system, so all key press are received by the application.

Input:
timeout : INT
-1- Wait forever until key is pressed.
0- Do not wait.
> 0- Wait the specified number of second (max. 60)

Returns:
-2- Invalid parameter.
-1- Not supported.
0- Timeout.
120- Up key pressed.
121- Down key pressed.
122- Left key pressed.
123- Right key pressed.
124- OK key pressed.
125- ESC key pressed.
126- DEL key pressed.
127- SEL key pressed.

Declaration:
FUNCTION displayGetKey : INT;
VAR_INPUT
timeout : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
key : INT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Wait for key
key := displayGetKey(timeout := 45);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.7.7. displayImage (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C350 Pro
No support
No support
1.30
Yes
rtcu.inc

This function is used to draw an image in the display.

Input:
x : INT (1..136)
x position (column) where the image is drawn from, 1 is leftmost
y : INT (1..32)
y position (row) where the image is drawn from, 1 is topmost
width : INT (1..136)
The width of the image in pixels.
height : INT (1..32)
The height of the image in pixels.
data : PTR
The image to draw.

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION displayImage;
VAR_INPUT
x
: INT;
y
: INT;
width : INT;
height : INT;
data
: PTR;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM example;
VAR
sym1 : ARRAY[1..22] OF SINT := 16#1F, 16#00, 16#20, 16#80, 16#40, 16#40, 16#80, 16#20,
16#80, 16#20, 16#80, 16#20, 16#80, 16#20, 16#80, 16#20, 16#40, 16#40, 16#20, 16#80, 16#1F,
16#00;
sym2 : ARRAY[1..22] OF SINT := 16#1F, 16#00, 16#24, 16#80, 16#44, 16#40, 16#84, 16#20,
16#84, 16#20, 16#FF, 16#E0, 16#84, 16#20, 16#84, 16#20, 16#44, 16#40, 16#24, 16#80, 16#1F,
16#00;
sym3 : ARRAY[1..22] OF SINT := 16#1F, 16#00, 16#20, 16#80, 16#60, 16#C0, 16#91, 16#20,
16#8A, 16#20, 16#84, 16#20, 16#8A, 16#20, 16#91, 16#20, 16#60, 16#C0, 16#20, 16#80, 16#1F,
16#00;
END_VAR;
// Define smile
displayDefineChar(index := 0, map := "0000180C6666060666660C1800000000");
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// Draw line 1 symbol
displayCircle(x := 8, y := 8, rad := 5);
displayLine(x1 := 8, y1 := 3, x2 := 8, y2 := 13);
displayLine(x1 := 3, y1 := 8, x2 := 13, y2 := 8);
// Draw line 2 symbol
displayImage(x := 3, y := 19, width := 11, height := 11, data := ADDR(sym3));
// Show text
displayXY(x := 3, y := 1);
displayString(message := "Hello World $80");
displayXY(x := 3, y := 2);
displayString(message := "Cookie: ");
displayXY(x := 11, y := 2);
displayNumber(number := 4711);
// Draw bounding
displayBox(x1 := 1, y1 := 1, x2 := 125, y2 := 31);
BEGIN
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.7.8. displayLine (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C350 Pro
No support
No support
1.30
Yes
rtcu.inc

This function is used to draw a line in the display.

Input:
x1 : INT (1..136)
x position (column) of the start point, 1 is leftmost
y1 : INT (1..32)
y position (row) of the start point, 1 is topmost
x2 : INT (1..136)
x position (column) of the end point, 1 is leftmost
y2 : INT (1..32)
y position (row) of the end point, 1 is topmost
color : INT (Default 1)
0 (zero) - Background. (OFF)
1
- Black. (ON)

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION displayLine;
VAR_INPUT
x1
: INT;
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y1
x2
y2
color
END_VAR;

:
:
:
:

INT;
INT;
INT;
INT := 1;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM example;
VAR
sym1 : ARRAY[1..22] OF SINT := 16#1F, 16#00, 16#20, 16#80, 16#40, 16#40, 16#80, 16#20,
16#80, 16#20, 16#80, 16#20, 16#80, 16#20, 16#80, 16#20, 16#40, 16#40, 16#20, 16#80, 16#1F,
16#00;
sym2 : ARRAY[1..22] OF SINT := 16#1F, 16#00, 16#24, 16#80, 16#44, 16#40, 16#84, 16#20,
16#84, 16#20, 16#FF, 16#E0, 16#84, 16#20, 16#84, 16#20, 16#44, 16#40, 16#24, 16#80, 16#1F,
16#00;
sym3 : ARRAY[1..22] OF SINT := 16#1F, 16#00, 16#20, 16#80, 16#60, 16#C0, 16#91, 16#20,
16#8A, 16#20, 16#84, 16#20, 16#8A, 16#20, 16#91, 16#20, 16#60, 16#C0, 16#20, 16#80, 16#1F,
16#00;
END_VAR;
// Define smile
displayDefineChar(index := 0, map := "0000180C6666060666660C1800000000");
// Draw line 1 symbol
displayCircle(x := 8, y := 8, rad := 5);
displayLine(x1 := 8, y1 := 3, x2 := 8, y2 := 13);
displayLine(x1 := 3, y1 := 8, x2 := 13, y2 := 8);
// Draw line 2 symbol
displayImage(x := 3, y := 19, width := 11, height := 11, data := ADDR(sym3));
// Show text
displayXY(x := 3, y := 1);
displayString(message := "Hello World $80");
displayXY(x := 3, y := 2);
displayString(message := "Cookie: ");
displayXY(x := 11, y := 2);
displayNumber(number := 4711);
// Draw bounding
displayBox(x1 := 1, y1 := 1, x2 := 125, y2 := 31);
BEGIN
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.7.9. displayNumber (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

SA, C300, C350 Pro
3.00
3.00
1.30
Yes
rtcu.inc

Prints a number on the display at the current write position.
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Input:
number : DINT
The number to print

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION displayNumber;
VAR_INPUT
number : DINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM example;
VAR
sym1 : ARRAY[1..22] OF SINT := 16#1F, 16#00, 16#20, 16#80, 16#40, 16#40, 16#80, 16#20,
16#80, 16#20, 16#80, 16#20, 16#80, 16#20, 16#80, 16#20, 16#40, 16#40, 16#20, 16#80, 16#1F,
16#00;
sym2 : ARRAY[1..22] OF SINT := 16#1F, 16#00, 16#24, 16#80, 16#44, 16#40, 16#84, 16#20,
16#84, 16#20, 16#FF, 16#E0, 16#84, 16#20, 16#84, 16#20, 16#44, 16#40, 16#24, 16#80, 16#1F,
16#00;
sym3 : ARRAY[1..22] OF SINT := 16#1F, 16#00, 16#20, 16#80, 16#60, 16#C0, 16#91, 16#20,
16#8A, 16#20, 16#84, 16#20, 16#8A, 16#20, 16#91, 16#20, 16#60, 16#C0, 16#20, 16#80, 16#1F,
16#00;
END_VAR;
// Define smile
displayDefineChar(index := 0, map := "0000180C6666060666660C1800000000");
// Draw line 1 symbol
displayCircle(x := 8, y := 8, rad := 5);
displayLine(x1 := 8, y1 := 3, x2 := 8, y2 := 13);
displayLine(x1 := 3, y1 := 8, x2 := 13, y2 := 8);
// Draw line 2 symbol
displayImage(x := 3, y := 19, width := 11, height := 11, data := ADDR(sym3));
// Show text
displayXY(x := 3, y := 1);
displayString(message := "Hello World $80");
displayXY(x := 3, y := 2);
displayString(message := "Cookie: ");
displayXY(x := 11, y := 2);
displayNumber(number := 4711);
// Draw bounding
displayBox(x1 := 1, y1 := 1, x2 := 125, y2 := 31);
BEGIN
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.7.10. displayPoint (Function)
Units supported:
Version 5.90

C350 Pro
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Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

No support
No support
1.30
Yes
rtcu.inc

This function is used to draw a point in the display.

Input:
x : INT (1..136)
x position (column) of the point, 1 is leftmost
y : INT (1..32)
y position (row) of the point, 1 is topmost
color : INT (Default 1)
0 (zero) - Background. (OFF)
1
- Black. (ON)

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION displayPoint;
VAR_INPUT
x
: INT;
y
: INT;
color : INT := 1;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Set point
displayPoint(x := 15, y := 15);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.7.11. displayPower (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C350 Pro
No support
No support
1.30
Yes
rtcu.inc

Sets whether the LCD displays will turn on when external power is present. Same effect as setting the LCD display
power in Unit: Configuration.
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Note: the power state is retained across power down.

Input:
power : BOOL
TRUE:
The display will turn ON when external power is present.
FALSE: The display will remain OFF when external power is present.

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION displayPower;
VAR_INPUT
power : BOOL;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Turn on the display
displayPower(power := ON);
BEGIN
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.7.12. displayString (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

SA, C300, C350 Pro
3.00
3.00
1.30
Yes
rtcu.inc

Prints a text message on the display at the current write position.

Input:
message : STRING
Text string to print

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION displayString;
VAR_INPUT
message : STRING;
END_VAR;
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Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM example;
VAR
sym1 : ARRAY[1..22] OF SINT := 16#1F, 16#00, 16#20, 16#80, 16#40, 16#40, 16#80, 16#20,
16#80, 16#20, 16#80, 16#20, 16#80, 16#20, 16#80, 16#20, 16#40, 16#40, 16#20, 16#80, 16#1F,
16#00;
sym2 : ARRAY[1..22] OF SINT := 16#1F, 16#00, 16#24, 16#80, 16#44, 16#40, 16#84, 16#20,
16#84, 16#20, 16#FF, 16#E0, 16#84, 16#20, 16#84, 16#20, 16#44, 16#40, 16#24, 16#80, 16#1F,
16#00;
sym3 : ARRAY[1..22] OF SINT := 16#1F, 16#00, 16#20, 16#80, 16#60, 16#C0, 16#91, 16#20,
16#8A, 16#20, 16#84, 16#20, 16#8A, 16#20, 16#91, 16#20, 16#60, 16#C0, 16#20, 16#80, 16#1F,
16#00;
END_VAR;
// Define smile
displayDefineChar(index := 0, map := "0000180C6666060666660C1800000000");
// Draw line 1 symbol
displayCircle(x := 8, y := 8, rad := 5);
displayLine(x1 := 8, y1 := 3, x2 := 8, y2 := 13);
displayLine(x1 := 3, y1 := 8, x2 := 13, y2 := 8);
// Draw line 2 symbol
displayImage(x := 3, y := 19, width := 11, height := 11, data := ADDR(sym3));
// Show text
displayXY(x := 3, y := 1);
displayString(message := "Hello World $80");
displayXY(x := 3, y := 2);
displayString(message := "Cookie: ");
displayXY(x := 11, y := 2);
displayNumber(number := 4711);
// Draw bounding
displayBox(x1 := 1, y1 := 1, x2 := 125, y2 := 31);
BEGIN
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.7.13. displayXY (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

SA, C300, C350 Pro
3.00
3.00
1.30
Yes
rtcu.inc

Sets the current write position. This is the position where the next write to the display will take place

Input:
x : INT (1..18)
x position (column) 1 is leftmost
y : INT (1..2)
y position (row) 1 is topmost
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Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION displayXY;
VAR_INPUT
x : INT;
y : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM example;
VAR
sym1 : ARRAY[1..22] OF SINT := 16#1F, 16#00, 16#20, 16#80, 16#40, 16#40, 16#80, 16#20,
16#80, 16#20, 16#80, 16#20, 16#80, 16#20, 16#80, 16#20, 16#40, 16#40, 16#20, 16#80, 16#1F,
16#00;
sym2 : ARRAY[1..22] OF SINT := 16#1F, 16#00, 16#24, 16#80, 16#44, 16#40, 16#84, 16#20,
16#84, 16#20, 16#FF, 16#E0, 16#84, 16#20, 16#84, 16#20, 16#44, 16#40, 16#24, 16#80, 16#1F,
16#00;
sym3 : ARRAY[1..22] OF SINT := 16#1F, 16#00, 16#20, 16#80, 16#60, 16#C0, 16#91, 16#20,
16#8A, 16#20, 16#84, 16#20, 16#8A, 16#20, 16#91, 16#20, 16#60, 16#C0, 16#20, 16#80, 16#1F,
16#00;
END_VAR;
// Define smile
displayDefineChar(index := 0, map := "0000180C6666060666660C1800000000");
// Draw line 1 symbol
displayCircle(x := 8, y := 8, rad := 5);
displayLine(x1 := 8, y1 := 3, x2 := 8, y2 := 13);
displayLine(x1 := 3, y1 := 8, x2 := 13, y2 := 8);
// Draw line 2 symbol
displayImage(x := 3, y := 19, width := 11, height := 11, data := ADDR(sym3));
// Show text
displayXY(x := 3, y := 1);
displayString(message := "Hello World $80");
displayXY(x := 3, y := 2);
displayString(message := "Cookie: ");
displayXY(x := 11, y := 2);
displayNumber(number := 4711);
// Draw bounding
displayBox(x1 := 1, y1 := 1, x2 := 125, y2 := 31);
BEGIN
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.8. rtc: Functions for Real Time Clock
4.12.2.8.1. RTC: Functions for Real Time Clock
The clock functions allows the program to interact with the real time clock on the RTCU platform. Using these
functions, it's possible to both set and read the builtin clock. Please note that it's not all RTCU models that have the
real time clock module implemented. Please consult the technical documentation for the actual RTCU unit in use.

clockGet
clockNow
clockSet
clockTimeToLinsec
clockLinsecToTime
clockAlarm
clockDayTimer
clockWeekTimer

Read the time-of-day
Read the time-of-day as a number of seconds since 1980-1-1 00:00:00
Set the time-of-day
Convert a time in yy,mm,dd,hh,mm,ss format to number of seconds since 1980-1-1 00:00
Convert a time in number of seconds since 1980-1-1 00:00:00 to yy,mm,dd,hh,mm,ss for
Set an alarm
Set an repeating start and stop time
Set an repeating alarm on a specific weekday at a specific time

LINSEC
In many of the functions the term LINSEC is used which stands for Linear Seconds. In the RTCU concept a LINSEC
value is the number of seconds since 1980-1-1 00:00:00.

4.12.2.8.2. clockGet (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Use this functionblock to read the real time clock on the RTCU unit.

Input:
None

Output:
year : INT (1980..2048)
The current year
month : SINT (1..12)
The current month
day : SINT (1..31)
The current date
hour: SINT (0..23)
The current hour
minute : SINT (0..59)
The current minute
second : SINT (0..59)
The current second
linsec : DINT
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Seconds since 1980-1-1 00:00:00

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK clockGet;
VAR_OUTPUT
Year
: INT;
// 1980..2048
Month : SINT; // 01..12
Day
: SINT; // 01..31
Hour
: SINT; // 00..23
Minute : SINT; // 00..59
Second : SINT; // 00..59
Linsec : DINT; // Seconds since 1980-1-1 00:00:00
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
clock : clockGet; // Declare an instance of the clockGet functionblock
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
clock();
// Check if it is December
IF clock.month = 12 THEN
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.8.3. clockNow (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Use this function to read the current time, expressed as seconds since 1980-1-1 00:00:00

Input:
None

Returns: DINT
The current time as seconds since 1980-1-1 00:00:00

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN clockNow : DINT;

Example:
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INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
a : DINT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
a := clockNow();
// 'a' contains the current time as number of seconds since 1980-1-1 00:00:00
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.8.4. clockTimeToLinsec (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Use this function to convert a time in year,month,day,hour,minute and second format to number of seconds since
1980-1-1 00:00:00

Input:
year : INT (1980..2048)
The current year
month : SINT (1..12)
The current month
day : SINT (1..31)
The current date
hour: SINT (0..23)
The current hour
minute : SINT (0..59)
The current minute
second : SINT (0..59)
The current second

Returns: DINT
The specified time in seconds since 1980-1-1 00:00:00

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN clockTimeToLinsec : DINT;
VAR_INPUT
Year
: INT := -1; // 1980..2048
Month : SINT := -1; // 01..12
Day
: SINT := -1; // 01..31
Hour
: SINT := -1; // 00..23
Minute : SINT := -1; // 00..59
Second : SINT := -1; // 00..59
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END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
a : DINT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Convert 2001-12-24 12:00:30 to number of seconds since 1980-1-1 00:00:00
a := clockTimeToLinsec(year := 2001, month := 12, day := 24, hour:=12, minute:=0,
second:=30);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.8.5. clockLinsecToTime (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Use this functionblock to convert number of seconds since 1980-1-1 00:00:00 to
year,month,day,hour,minute,second and weekday format

Input:
linsec : DINT
Number of seconds since 1980-1-1 00:00:00

Output:
year : INT (1980..2048)
The current year
month : SINT (1..12)
The current month
day : SINT (1..31)
The current date
hour: SINT (0..23)
The current hour
minute : SINT (0..59)
The current minute
second : SINT (0..59)
The current second
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dayofweek : SINT (1..7)
The current day of week, 1 = monday, 2 = tuesday... 7 = sunday

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK
VAR_INPUT
Linsec
:
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
Year
:
Month
:
Day
:
Hour
:
Minute
:
Second
:
DayOfWeek :
END_VAR;

ALIGN clockLinsecToTime;
DINT;

// Seconds since 1980-1-1 00:00:00

INT;
SINT;
SINT;
SINT;
SINT;
SINT;
SINT;

//
//
//
//
//
//
//

1980..2048
01..12
01..31
00..23
00..59
00..59
1..7

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
clock : clockLinsecToTime; // Declare an instance of the clockLinsecToTime functionblock
END_VAR
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
clock(Linsec:=30);
// clock.year, clock.month, clock.day, clock.hour, clock.minute, clock.second is now 1980-11 00:00:30
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.8.6. clockSet (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Use this function to set the real time clock on the RTCU unit. If any of the input parameters is not referenced in the
call, they will not be modified in the real time clock.

Input:
year : INT (2000..2048)
The current year
month : SINT (1..12)
The current month
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day : SINT (1..31)
The current date
hour: SINT (0..23)
The current hour
minute : SINT (0..59)
The current minute
second : SINT (0..59)
The current second
linsec : DINT
Seconds since 1980-1-1 00:00:00. If all other input variables are set to their default state (-1), and linsec is set to
something different than -1, the new time will be calculated as Linsec numbers of seconds since 1980-1-1 00:00:00

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN clockSet;
VAR_INPUT
Year
: INT := -1;
Month : SINT := -1;
Day
: SINT := -1;
Hour
: SINT := -1;
Minute : SINT := -1;
Second : SINT := -1;
Linsec : DINT := -1;
END_VAR;

//
//
//
//
//
//
//

2000..2048
01..12
01..31
00..23
00..59
00..59
Seconds since 1980-1-1 00:00:00

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Set the real time clock to 17th of May 2000. Please note that the hour, minute, second
and day are not assigned new values.
clockSet(year := 2000, month := 5, day := 17);
BEGIN
.
.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.8.7. clockAlarm (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:
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clockAlarm is a convenient way of setting an alarm at a specific time. The functionblock lets you set alarms that will
occur periodically. If one or more of the input parameters to the functionblock are omitted, they are not used in
setting the alarm time.

Input:
enable : BOOL
Set to true to activate the timer
month : INT (1..12) Default: -1 (not used in comparison)
The month
day : INT (1..31) Default: -1 (not used in comparison)
The date
hour: INT (0..23) Default: -1 (not used in comparison)
The hour
minute : INT (0..59) Default: -1 (not used in comparison)
The minute
second : INT (0..59) Default: -1 (not used in comparison)
The second

Output:
q : BOOL
When the time is reached, q will go true for one scan

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK clockAlarm;
VAR_INPUT
enable : BOOL := false;
Month : INT := -1;
//
Day
: INT := -1;
//
Hour
: INT := -1;
//
Minute : INT := -1;
//
Second : INT := -1;
//
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
q
: BOOL;
END_VAR;

01..12
01..31
00..23
00..59
00..59

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
Alarm_1 : clockAlarm; // Declare an instance of the clockAlarm functionblock
Alarm_2 : clockAlarm; // Declare an instance of the clockAlarm functionblock
Alarm_3 : clockAlarm; // Declare an instance of the clockAlarm functionblock
END_VAR;
// Set the alarm to December 24th. Please note that the hour, minute and second are not
assigned, and therefore not used in the alarm time.
Alarm_1(enable:=TRUE, month:=12, day:=24); // This will give an alarm at midnight 00:00:00 the
24th of December
// Set the alarm to December 31th every year at 23:55. Please note that the second are not
assigned, and therefore not used in the alarm time.
Alarm_2(enable:=TRUE, month:=12, day:=31, hour:=23, minute:=55); // This will give an alarm
exactly at 23:55:00 the 31th of December
// Set the alarm to occur on each full hour.
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Alarm_3(enable:=TRUE, minute:=0); // This will give an alarm at the beginning of each hour
BEGIN
Alarm_1();
Alarm_2();
Alarm_3();
.
.
IF Alarm_1.q THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Merry Christmas");
END_IF;
IF Alarm_2.q THEN
DebugMsg(message:="New year in 5 minutes !");
END_IF;
IF Alarm_3.q THEN
DebugMsg(message:="A new hour has begun");
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.8.8. clockDayTimer (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

clockDayTimer is a simple repeating timer. It has a start- and stop time. When the start time is reached, the q output
will go true. Q will go false when the stop time is reached. This will repeat each day

Input:
enable : BOOL Default: false (Timer is NOT started)
Timer is enabled when enable is true
start_hour: INT (0..23) Default: -1 (not used in comparison)
The starting hour
start_minute : INT (0..59) Default: -1 (not used in comparison)
The starting minute
start_second : INT (0..59) Default: 0
The starting second
stop_hour: INT (0..23) Default: -1 (not used in comparison)
The ending hour
stop_minute : INT (0..59) Default: -1 (not used in comparison)
The ending minute
stop_second : INT (0..59) Default: 0
The ending second

Output:
q : BOOL
When start time is reached, q will go true, and it will go false when the stop time is reached

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK clockDayTimer;
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VAR_INPUT
enable
start_hour
start_minute
start_second
stop_hour
stop_minute
stop_second
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
q
END_VAR;

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

BOOL
INT
INT
INT
INT
INT
INT

:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=

false;
-1;
//
-1;
//
0;
//
-1;
//
-1;
//
0;
//

00..23
00..59
00..59
00..23
00..59
00..59

: BOOL;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_OUTPUT
SignalLamp : BOOL; | Output that drives the signal lamp
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
VAR
DayTimer : clockDayTimer; // Declare an instance of the clockDayTimer functionblock
END_VAR;
// Set the timer to start at 12:00 and end at 13:30 (every day)
DayTimer(enable:=TRUE, start_hour:= 12, start_minute:=0, stop_hour:=13, stop_minute:=30); //
Start and stop time for the timer
BEGIN
DayTimer();
.
.
// SignalLamp will be on from 12:00 until 13:30 every day
SignalLamp := DayTimer.q;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.8.9. clockWeekAlarm (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

clockWeekAlarm is a convenient way of setting an alarm at a specific time, on a specific weekday.

Input:
enable : BOOL
The timer will be initialized and started on the leading edge of the enable input
dayofweek : SINT (1..7)
The day of the week the alarm should trigger. 1 is monday, 7 is sunday
hour: SINT (0..23)
The hour for the alarm
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minute : SINT (0..59)
The minute for the alarm
second : SINT (0..59)
The second for the alarm

Output:
q : BOOL
When the alarm time is reached, q will go true for one scan

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK
VAR_INPUT
enable
:
DayOfWeek :
Hour
:
Minute
:
Second
:
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
q
:
END_VAR;

clockWeekAlarm;
BOOL R_EDGE;
SINT;
// 01..31
SINT;
// 00..23
SINT;
// 00..59
SINT;
// 00..59

BOOL;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
Alarm_1
Alarm_2
Alarm_3
Alarm_4
END_VAR;

:
:
:
:

clockWeekAlarm;
clockWeekAlarm;
clockWeekAlarm;
clockWeekAlarm;

PROGRAM test;
Alarm_1(enable:=TRUE,
Alarm_2(enable:=TRUE,
Alarm_3(enable:=TRUE,
Alarm_4(enable:=TRUE,

DayOfWeek:=1,
DayOfWeek:=2,
DayOfWeek:=4,
DayOfWeek:=6,

Hour:=18);
Hour:=18);
Hour:=18);
Hour:=18);

BEGIN
Alarm_1();
Alarm_2();
Alarm_3();
Alarm_4();
IF Alarm_1.q THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Alarm
END_IF;
IF Alarm_2.q THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Alarm
END_IF;
IF Alarm_3.q THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Alarm
END_IF;
IF Alarm_4.q THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Alarm
END_IF;
END;

1");

2");

3");

4");

END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.9. voice: Functions for delivering Voice Messages
4.12.2.9.1. Voice: Functions for delivering Voice
The voice functions enables speech to be delivered using the builtin communication module in a RTCU. Some of
the RTCU platforms does not have voice capabilities, please consult the technical documentation for the actual
RTCU platform used. The voice functions are typically used in conjunction with the GSM functions and the DTMF
functions to implement voice-response systems.
• voiceTalk
• voiceStop
• voiceBusy

Say a voice message.
Stop all voicemessages in queue.
Query for if voice messages is currently played.

4.12.2.9.2. voiceStop (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Terminates any active voice messages. This function also clears the queue of voice messages.

Input:
None

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION voiceStop;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Stop any voice that is playing
voiceStop();
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.9.3. voiceTalk (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
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Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Play a voice message. Using this function, it is possible to deliver a voice message using a communication module
on the RTCU platform. The voice system has an queue of messages. When a new message is to be played, it is
placed in this queue. The maximum number of voicemessages in the queue is 16.
For an example program using the voiceTalk function, please look at the example below or look at the
voicemessage example in the Examples section
If the specified message does not exist, a default message will be played. This message is located in the directory
that you specified when installing the RTCU-IDE program. The filename is "__UNKNOWN__.WAV" and is a
standard wav file, encoded in 8 Ksps, mono, 8 bit.

Input:
message : STRING
The name of the wav file to play.
pause : INT (0..25000) Default 150
0..25000 : The number of milliseconds to wait after this message is finished, before the next message starts.

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION voiceTalk;
VAR_INPUT
message : STRING;
pause
: INT := 150; // Wait default 150 mSec before next message
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
configured_message : VOICE; | Voice message
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Play the "Hello" message, and after the message finishes, wait 250 milliseconds
voiceTalk(message := "Hello.wav", pause := 250);
// Play the "Menu" message, 150 mSec between this and the next message in queue
voiceTalk(message := "Menu.wav");
// Play the configured message, no delay between this message and the next (no one in this
example)
voiceTalk(message := configured_message, pause := 0);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.9.4. voiceBusy (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Will return information about if voice-messages currently is being played.

Input:
None

Returns: BOOL
TRUE:
FALSE:

Voice messages is being played.
No voice messags is being played.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN voiceBusy : BOOL;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Test for voice messages being played.
IF NOT voiceBusy() THEN
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.10. misc: Miscellaneous Functions
4.12.2.10.1. Misc: Miscellaneous Functions
The Miscellaneous functions are functions that can't be categorized with the other groups of Platform Support
Functions:
• Sleep
• DeepSleep
•
•
•
•
•
•

PowerDown
HostConnected
memioWrite
memioRead
memioWriteX
memioReadX

Sleep for a number of milliseconds
Makes unit sleep for a number of milliseconds by entering power saving sleep
mode
Powers the unit down for a certain number of seconds
Returns status for connection to the RTCU-IDE
Write directly to memory I/O system
Read directly from memory I/O system
Write directly to memory I/O system
Read directly from memory I/O system

4.12.2.10.2. Sleep (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
3.00
3.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Sleep is a simple function that will take the specified number of milliseconds to complete before it returns control to
the caller. This is a quick way of introducing delays in a program, however, a cleaner and better way is often to use
one of the different timers available, such as the TON timer.

Input:
delay : INT (0..32767)
Number of milliseconds to wait before returning.

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION Sleep;
VAR_INPUT
delay : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Wait 1000 mSec (1 second)
Sleep(delay := 1000);
.
.
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END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.10.3. DeepSleep (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C400, M10 Series, C500 Series, C600, C350
4.56 (emulated as a normal Sleep operation)
4.00
1.02
Yes
rtcu.inc

DeepSleep will stop the Processor of the RTCU unit for a number of milliseconds, thereby lowering the power
consumption considerably.
On the RTCU C600 and RTCU C350 this function is equivalent to pmDeepSleep().

Note:
During deepsleep the timers (TP, TON, TOF,etc) will not be updated and the time spent in DeepSleep mode will not
be counted.
The Realtime clock functions (clockNow, clockGet etc.) will be updated correctly.
The DeepSleep function will degrade to a Sleep() operation when the RTCU IDE (or any other RACP1 compatible
host) is connected to the unit.
This is to insure stable communication without interruptions.

Input:
delay : INT (0..32767)
Number of milliseconds to sleep
The actual deepsleep period will be adjusted into steps of 250 ms.

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION DeepSleep;
VAR_INPUT
delay : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Go in low-power mode for 5000 mSecs
DeepSleep(delay := 5000);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.10.4. PowerDown (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

M7, C400, M10 Series, C500 Series, C600, C350
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

PowerDown will switch of the power completely to the RTCU, and switch it on again after a number of seconds.
When the unit starts again the program starts from the beginning - just as if the power has been re-connected.
On units supporting an IGNITION input (C500 / C600 / C350 Series) the unit will also power-up if this input goes
high while the unit is in power down mode. If the IGNITION input is high when the PowerDown() function is called an
error code will be returned.

Input:
seconds : DINT (0..2147483648)
Number of seconds to sleep
-1 will keep the unit powered down forever (until the power is recycled or the ignition input is triggered)

Returns: INT
If the powerdown succeeds the unit will powerdown the specified time.
If the function does not succeed it will return with:
1- Powerdown not possible because ignition is active. (C500 / C600 / C350 Series)
2- Powerdown not successfull, probably because unit is forced on. (hardware jumper)

Declaration:
FUNCTION PowerDown : INT;
VAR_INPUT
seconds : DINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Switch power off, and turn it on again after 60 seconds
PowerDown(seconds := 60);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.10.5. HostConnected (Function)
Units supported:
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Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

This function checks if the RTCU module is connected to a PC with the RTCU-IDE program running (or any other
RACP1 capable program).
The HostConnected function will not indicate when the RTCU IDE (or any other RACP2 capable program) is
connected over GPRS to the unit.

Input:
None

Returns:_BOOL
TRUE:
FALSE:

Connected to a PC with the RTCU-IDE running.
NOT connected.

Declaration:
FUNCTION HostConnected : BOOL;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Check for connection to RTCU-IDE
IF HostConnected() THEN
// RTCU is connected to the RTCU-IDE
.
.
ELSE
// RTCU is NOT connected to a PC with RTCU-IDE running
.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.10.6. memioWrite (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.48 (4.91: support for 1024 elements)
1.00 (1.11: support for 1024 elements)
Yes
rtcu.inc

memioWrite gives direct access to 1024 (256 in older firmware versions) memory I/O locations. The memory I/O is
normally only accessed indirectly, by assigning variables in the programs VAR_INPUT/VAR_OUTPUT section to
different memory locations using the Job configuration dialog.
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Input:
index : INT (1..1024)
Index number on the memory IO system to write the value in
value : DINT
Value that is to be written to the specified memory location

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION memioWrite;
VAR_INPUT
index : INT; // index to write to (1..1024)
value : DINT;// Value to write
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Write the value 4711 to memory location 1
memioWrite(index:=1, value:=4711);
// And read the value back again...
debugFmt(message:="Location 1 is \4", v4:=memioRead(index:=1));
BEGIN
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.10.7. memioRead (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.48 (4.91: support for 1024 elements)
1.00 (1.11: support for 1024 elements)
Yes
rtcu.inc

memioRead gives direct access to 1024 (256 in older firmware versions) memory I/O locations. The memory I/O is
normally only accessed indirectly, by assigning variables in the programs VAR_INPUT/VAR_OUTPUT section to
different memory locations using the Job configuration dialog.

Input:
index : INT (1..1024)
Index number on the memory IO system to read from

Returns: DINT
Value that is read from the specified memory location
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Declaration:
FUNCTION memioRead : DINT;
VAR_INPUT
index : INT; // index to read from (1..1024)
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Write the value 4711 to memory location 1
memioWrite(index:=1, value:=4711);
// And read the value back again...
debugFmt(message:="Location 1 is \4", v4:=memioRead(index:=1));
BEGIN
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.10.8. memioWriteX (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.91
1.20
Yes
rtcu.inc

memioWriteX works similar to memioWrite, but allows access to multiple elements in one highly efficient operation.
The use of memioWriteX is recommended in cases where a range of memory I/O locations must be written
sequentially.
Also see memioReadX.

Input:
index : INT (1..1024)
Memory I/O system Index number where the write operation will start.
mem : PTR
Address to read the data that will be written into the memory I/O area.
len : INT
Number of 32-bit elements to be written into the memory I/O area.

Returns: INT
0Operation successfull
1Invalid parameters
2Index range was out of bounds

Declaration:
FUNCTION memioWriteX : INT;
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VAR_INPUT
index : INT; // index to write to (1..1024).
mem
: PTR; // address to read from.
len
: DINT; // number of elements to write.
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
buffer : ARRAY[1..10] OF DINT;
END_VAR;
.
.
// Write the content of the 'buffer' directly into I/O space starting at location 120:
memioWriteX(index:=120, mem:=ADDR(buffer), len:=10);
.
.

END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.10.9. memioReadX (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.91
1.20
Yes
rtcu.inc

memioReadX works similar to memioRead, but allows access to multiple elements in one highly efficient operation.
The use of memioReadX is recommended in cases where a range of memory I/O locations must be read
sequentially.
Also see memioWriteX.

Input:
index : INT (1..1024)
Memory I/O system Index number where the read operation will start.
mem : PTR
Address to write the data that will be read from the memory I/O area.
len : INT
Number of 32-bit elements to be read from the memory I/O area.

Returns: INT
0Operation successfull
1Invalid parameters
2Index range was out of bounds
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Declaration:
FUNCTION memioReadX : INT;
VAR_INPUT
index : INT; // index to read from (1..1024).
mem
: PTR; // address to write to.
len
: DINT; // number of elements to read.
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
buffer : ARRAY[1..10] OF DINT;
END_VAR;
.
.
// Read 10 elements directly from I/O space starting at location 120, and place the data into
'buffer':
memioReadX(index:=120, mem:=ADDR(buffer), len:=10);
.
.

END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.11. ser: Serial port
4.12.2.11.1. Ser: Serial port
The ser functions are functions that are used for direct access to the RS232 programming port and the RS485 port
(the Serial port functions are only available on some platforms, please contact the distributor for further information)
Some RTCU units has more than one serial port, please consult the technical manual for the relevant model.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

serOpen
serClose
serSendChar
serSendString
serSendData
serFrameReceiver
serFrameReceiveDone
serFlush
serForceDataReady
serSetHandshake
serGetBufferLevel
serGetCTS
serSetRTS

Open the serial port.
Close the serial port after use.
Send a single character on the serial port.
Send a string on the serial port.
Send a block of memory on the serial port.
Receive data from the serial port.
Release the buffer from SerFrameReceiver after use.
Empty the receivebuffer.
Force dataready in framed receive.
Set handshake control.
Return the amount of buffer used for a serial port.
Return the state of the CTS pin.
Set the RTS pin.

When the Serial functions are used on the normal programming connector of an RTCU, it is important that a cable
without pin 6 on the RJ-11 connector is connected to Gnd. If the pin is grounded, the RTCU unit "thinks" that a
programming cable is installed, and the Serial functions will not work. (For the specification of the programming
cable, please refer to Technical Documentation, Programming cable)
On some RTCU units, if the RS485 port is used (and shared with the programming port), the programming cable
must NOT be inserted at the same time.

4.12.2.11.2. serOpen (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

serOpen will open the serial port for direct access. Please note that a normal RTCU programming cable can NOT be
used. (See ser: Serial port)
When using RS485, please note that after transmission of data, the RTCU unit is NOT able to receive new
characters on the RS485 line, before 1 mSec has elapsed since the last character was sent !

Input:
port : SINT (0,1,2) (default 0)
Select which serial port to use, 0 is the programming port, 1 is serial port 2 (only available on some units), 2 is serial
port 3 (only available on some units)
baud : DINT (1200,2400,4800,9600,19200,38400,57600,115200) (default 9600)
Select the desired baud rate
Note: 115200 is only available on the X32 generation.
bit : SINT (7/8) (default 8)
Select the number of bits /character
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Note: On X32 generation units, 7 bit only works when parity is used (even or odd).
parity : SINT (0,1,2) (default 0)
Select the desired parity, 0 is none, 1 is even, and 2 is odd
stopbit : SINT (1,2) (default 1)
Select number of stopbits. (New in firmware 4.52 small / 4.70 large)
rs485 : BOOL (default false)
Set to true if communication is thru the RS485 port, false if the RS232 port is to be used

Returns: INT
0- successfull operation.
1- unsupported baudrate. (X32 only)
2- baudrate not supported at the selected CPU speed. (X32 only)
3- Serial port is used by OneWire interface. (C500/C500 Series only)
4- Serial port is already open. (This might be a firmware option like I/O Extension) (X32 only)
5- Serial port specified is not present on the unit
6 - unsupported RS485 option. (X32 only)
7 - unsupported parameter. (X32 only)

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN serOpen : INT;
VAR_INPUT
port
: SINT := 0;
//
available on some units)
baud
: DINT := 9600; //
bit
: SINT := 8;
//
parity : SINT := 0;
//
stopbit : SINT := 1;
//
rs485
: BOOL := FALSE; //
END_VAR;

Port number, 0 is programming port, 1 is serial port 2 (only
baud rate (1200,2400,4800,9600,19200,38400,57600)
number of bits (7/8)
0=none,1=even,2=odd
number of stopbits (1/2)
TRUE if using RS485

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_OUTPUT
led
END_VAR;

: BOOL; | Indicates that a serial frame has been received

PROGRAM test;
VAR
RX
rxbuffer
port
txbuffer
portNum
END_VAR;

: serFrameReceiver;
: ARRAY[0..63] of SINT; // Declare a buffer for receiving frames from the serial
: ARRAY[0..63] of SINT; // Declare a buffer for sending frames to the serial port
: SINT := 0;
// Select which port to use for the communication

// Open the serial port, set baudrate, parity and number of bits
serOpen(port:=portNum, baud:=9600, bit:=8, parity:=0);
// Enable receiving from the serial port, data will be stored in 'rxbuffer', start of frame is
a <CR> and end of frame is a <LF>
RX(port:=portNum, enable:=true, frame:=addr(rxbuffer), maxSize:=sizeof(rxbuffer), sof:=16#0D,
eof:=16#0A);
// Send the string <CR>ABC<CR><LF> using a buffer
txbuffer[0]:=16#0D; // <CR>
txbuffer[1]:=16#41; // 'A'
txbuffer[2]:=16#42; // 'B'
txbuffer[3]:=16#43; // 'C'
txbuffer[4]:=16#0D; // <CR>
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txbuffer[5]:=16#0A; // <LF>
serSendData(port:=portNum, data:=addr(txbuffer), size:=6);
// Send a <CR>
serSendChar(port:=portNum, ch:=16#0D);
// Send the string 'Hello world'
serSendString(port:=portNum, str:="Hello world");
// Send a <CR>
serSendChar(port:=portNum, ch:=16#0D);
// Send a <LF>
serSendChar(port:=portNum, ch:=16#0A);
BEGIN
// Allow the receive functionblock to be updated
RX();
// Check if a frame has been received (at least a <CR> and a <LF> has been received)
IF RX.ready THEN
// Indicate a frame has been received, data is available in 'rxbuffer', length in
'RX.size'
led:=NOT led;
// Here we do something with the frame that has been received
// ..
// ..
// ..
// Release the buffer for the receiver as we are now finished with the received data
serFrameReceiveDone(port:=portNum);
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.11.3. serClose (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

serClose will close the serial port. Use of the serial-port after calling this function is not allowed.

Input:
port : SINT (0/1) (default 0)
Select which serial port to use, 0 is the programming port, 1 is serial port 2 (only available on some units)

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN serClose;
VAR_INPUT
port : SINT := 0;
// Port number, 0 is programming port, 1 is serial port 2 (only
available on some units)
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
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VAR
ignition : BOOL;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
VAR
ser_open : BOOL;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
...
IF ignition THEN
IF NOT ser_open THEN
IF serOpen(port:=1,baud:=57600) = 0 THEN
ser_open := TRUE;
ELSE
DebugMsg(message:="serOpen - Failed!");
END_IF;
END_IF;
ELSE
IF ser_open THEN
serClose(port:=1);
ser_open := FALSE;
END_IF;
END_IF;
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.11.4. serSendChar (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

serSendChar will send a single character on the serial port.
Please note that the serSendChar() is NOT to be used when the RS485 mode is used !

Input:
port : SINT (0/1) (default 0)
Select which serial port to use, 0 is the programming port, 1 is serial port 2 (only available on some units)
ch : SINT
Character to send

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN serSendChar;
VAR_INPUT
port : SINT := 0;
// Port number, 0 is programming port, 1 is serial port 2 (only
available on some units)
ch
: SINT;
// Character to send
END_VAR;
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Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_OUTPUT
led
END_VAR;

: BOOL; | Indicates that a serial frame has been received

PROGRAM test;
VAR
RX
rxbuffer
port
txbuffer
portNum
END_VAR;

: serFrameReceiver;
: ARRAY[0..63] of SINT; // Declare a buffer for receiving frames from the serial
: ARRAY[0..63] of SINT; // Declare a buffer for sending frames to the serial port
: SINT := 0;
// Select which port to use for the communication

// Open the serial port, set baudrate, parity and number of bits
serOpen(port:=portNum, baud:=9600, bit:=8, parity:=0);
// Enable receiving from the serial port, data will be stored in 'rxbuffer', start of frame is
a <CR> and end of frame is a <LF>
RX(port:=portNum, enable:=true, frame:=addr(rxbuffer), maxSize:=sizeof(rxbuffer), sof:=16#0D,
eof:=16#0A);
// Send the string <CR>ABC<CR><LF> using a buffer
txbuffer[0]:=16#0D; // <CR>
txbuffer[1]:=16#41; // 'A'
txbuffer[2]:=16#42; // 'B'
txbuffer[3]:=16#43; // 'C'
txbuffer[4]:=16#0D; // <CR>
txbuffer[5]:=16#0A; // <LF>
serSendData(port:=portNum, data:=addr(txbuffer), size:=6);
// Send a <CR>
serSendChar(port:=portNum, ch:=16#0D);
// Send the string 'Hello world'
serSendString(port:=portNum, str:="Hello world");
// Send a <CR>
serSendChar(port:=portNum, ch:=16#0D);
// Send a <LF>
serSendChar(port:=portNum, ch:=16#0A);
BEGIN
// Allow the receive functionblock to be updated
RX();
// Check if a frame has been received (at least a <CR> and a <LF> has been received)
IF RX.ready THEN
// Indicate a frame has been received, data is available in 'rxbuffer', length in
'RX.size'
led:=NOT led;
// Here we do something with the frame that has been received
// ..
// ..
// ..
// Release the buffer for the receiver as we are now finished with the received data
serFrameReceiveDone(port:=portNum);
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.11.5. serSendString (Function)
Units supported:
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Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

serSendString will send a string out on the serial port.

Input:
port : SINT (0/1) (default 0)
Select which serial port to use, 0 is the programming port, 1 is serial port 2 (only available on some units)
str : STRING
The string to send

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN serSendString;
VAR_INPUT
port : SINT := 0; // Port number, 0 is programming port, 1 is serial port 2 (only available
on some units)
str : STRING;
// String to send
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_OUTPUT
led
END_VAR;

: BOOL; | Indicates that a serial frame has been received

PROGRAM test;
VAR
RX
rxbuffer
port
txbuffer
portNum
END_VAR;

: serFrameReceiver;
: ARRAY[0..63] of SINT; // Declare a buffer for receiving frames from the serial
: ARRAY[0..63] of SINT; // Declare a buffer for sending frames to the serial port
: SINT := 0;
// Select which port to use for the communication

// Open the serial port, set baudrate, parity and number of bits
serOpen(port:=portNum, baud:=9600, bit:=8, parity:=0);
// Enable receiving from the serial port, data will be stored in 'rxbuffer', start of frame is
a <CR> and end of frame is a <LF>
RX(port:=portNum, enable:=true, frame:=addr(rxbuffer), maxSize:=sizeof(rxbuffer), sof:=16#0D,
eof:=16#0A);
// Send the string <CR>ABC<CR><LF> using a buffer
txbuffer[0]:=16#0D; // <CR>
txbuffer[1]:=16#41; // 'A'
txbuffer[2]:=16#42; // 'B'
txbuffer[3]:=16#43; // 'C'
txbuffer[4]:=16#0D; // <CR>
txbuffer[5]:=16#0A; // <LF>
serSendData(port:=portNum, data:=addr(txbuffer), size:=6);
// Send a <CR>
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serSendChar(port:=portNum, ch:=16#0D);
// Send the string 'Hello world'
serSendString(port:=portNum, str:="Hello world");
// Send a <CR>
serSendChar(port:=portNum, ch:=16#0D);
// Send a <LF>
serSendChar(port:=portNum, ch:=16#0A);
BEGIN
// Allow the receive functionblock to be updated
RX();
// Check if a frame has been received (at least a <CR> and a <LF> has been received)
IF RX.ready THEN
// Indicate a frame has been received, data is available in 'rxbuffer', length in
'RX.size'
led:=NOT led;
// Here we do something with the frame that has been received
// ..
// ..
// ..
// Release the buffer for the receiver as we are now finished with the received data
serFrameReceiveDone(port:=portNum);
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.11.6. serSendData (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

serSendData will send the contents of a buffer out on the serial port. If the 'sof' and 'eof' variables are set (different
from 0), the frame will be "framed". The 'sof' character will be sent, followed by the data pointed to by 'data', with the
length in 'size', followed by the 'eof' character. If the data pointed to by 'data' contains either a 'sof' or a 'eof'
character, the 'stuffch' will be output first, followed by the 'sof'/'eof' character. If 'stuffch' is part of the datastream, it
will be duplicated. This means that the receiver can detect that a 'sof', 'eof' or 'stuffch' is embedded within the data,
and therefore able to restore the original data.

Input:
port : SINT (0/1) (default 0)
Select which serial port to use, 0 is the programming port, 1 is serial port 2 (only available on some units)
data : PTR
Address of the buffer that contains the data
size : INT
Number of bytes to send from the buffer
sof : SINT
Start of frame character (indicates when a frame begins)
eof : SINT
End of frame character (indicates when a frame ends)
stuffch : SINT
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Character that will be inserted in the frame if the sof or eof characters is to be sent in the datastream (if 'stuffch' is
part of the datastream, it will be duplicated)

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN serSendData;
VAR_INPUT
port
: SINT := 0; // Port number, 0 is programming port, 1 is serial port 2 (only
available on some units)
data
: PTR;
// Address of the buffer to send
size
: INT;
// Number of bytes to send from the buffer
sof
: SINT;
// Start of frame indicator
eof
: SINT;
// End of frame indicator
stuffch : SINT;
// Stuffing character
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_OUTPUT
led
END_VAR;

: BOOL; | Indicates that a serial frame has been received

PROGRAM test;
VAR
RX
rxbuffer
port
txbuffer
portNum
END_VAR;

: serFrameReceiver;
: ARRAY[0..63] of SINT; // Declare a buffer for receiving frames from the serial
: ARRAY[0..63] of SINT; // Declare a buffer for sending frames to the serial port
: SINT := 0;
// Select which port to use for the communication

// Open the serial port, set baudrate, parity and number of bits
serOpen(port:=portNum, baud:=9600, bit:=8, parity:=0);
// Enable receiving from the serial port, data will be stored in 'rxbuffer', start of frame is
a <CR> and end of frame is a <LF>
RX(port:=portNum, enable:=true, frame:=addr(rxbuffer), maxSize:=sizeof(rxbuffer), sof:=16#0D,
eof:=16#0A);
// Send the string <CR>ABC<CR><LF> using a buffer
txbuffer[0]:=16#0D; // <CR>
txbuffer[1]:=16#41; // 'A'
txbuffer[2]:=16#42; // 'B'
txbuffer[3]:=16#43; // 'C'
txbuffer[4]:=16#0D; // <CR>
txbuffer[5]:=16#0A; // <LF>
serSendData(port:=portNum, data:=addr(txbuffer), size:=6);
// Send a <CR>
serSendChar(port:=portNum, ch:=16#0D);
// Send the string 'Hello world'
serSendString(port:=portNum, str:="Hello world");
// Send a <CR>
serSendChar(port:=portNum, ch:=16#0D);
// Send a <LF>
serSendChar(port:=portNum, ch:=16#0A);
BEGIN
// Allow the receive functionblock to be updated
RX();
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// Check if a frame has been received (at
IF RX.ready THEN
// Indicate a frame has been received,
'RX.size'
led:=NOT led;
// Here we do something with the frame
// ..
// ..
// ..
// Release the buffer for the receiver
serFrameReceiveDone(port:=portNum);
END_IF;
END;

least a <CR> and a <LF> has been received)
data is available in 'rxbuffer', length in

that has been received

as we are now finished with the received data

END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.11.7. serFrameReceiver (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.45
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

serFrameReceiver reads a frame of data from the serial port. A 'frame of data' is identified by a frameStart character
and a frameEnd character. The frameStart character starts the reception, and the frameEnd ends the reception.
After the frameEnd character has been received, the buffer (given in 'frame') will contain the received data
(excluding the frameStart and frameEnd characters). This functionblock is able to restore the data transmitted by the
serSendData() function. If the sof (start of frame) character is set to 0, the reception will start with the first character,
and be terminated with the eof character.
When the data has been processed by the application the function serFrameReceiveDone() must be called to
release the receive buffer.
All LARGE/X32 Memory RTCU units contains a 16 KByte receive buffer for each of the serial ports available.
The RTCU SMALL Memory RTCU units contains a 20 byte receive buffer on the serial port.

Input:
port : SINT (0/1) (default 0)
Select which serial port to use, 0 is the programming port, 1 is serial port 2 (only available on some units)
enable : BOOL (Default FALSE)
Set to true if receiving should be enabled
frame : PTR
Address of the buffer to receive the data in
maxSize : INT
Maximum size of the receive buffer
sof : SINT
Start of frame character (indicates when a frame begins), set to 0 to ignore start character
eof : SINT
End of frame character (indicates when a frame ends). If set to 0, 'maxSize' indicates number of chars to read
(excluding the 'sof' character).
stuffch : SINT
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A duplicated 'stuffch' in the datastream will be translated to a single 'stuffch'. A 'stuffch' followed by a 'sof' or 'eof' will
be translated to a 'sof' / 'eof'. If stuffch is 0, the stuffing is disabled.

Output:
ready : BOOL
True is a complete frame has been received (minimum the frameStart and frameEnd characters has been received)
size : INT
Number of bytes received (including the frameStart and frameEnd characters)

Declaration:
function_block ALIGN serFrameReceiver;
var_input
port
: SINT := 0;
// Port number, 0 is programming port, 1 is serial port 2 (only
available on some units)
enable
: bool := false; // enabled?
frame
: ptr;
// ptr to frame memory
maxSize : int;
// max size of frame.
sof
: sint;
// frame start indicator. Can be 0 for not used. SOF is implicit
on first byte.
eof
: sint;
// frame end indicator. Can be 0 for not used. Will read maxSize
chars.
stuffch : sint;
// stuffing character
end_var;
var_output
ready
: bool;
// data is ready (valid for one scan)
size
: int;
// actual size of received frame.
end_var;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_OUTPUT
led
END_VAR;

: BOOL; | Indicates that a serial frame has been received

PROGRAM test;
VAR
RX
rxbuffer
port
txbuffer
portNum
END_VAR;

: serFrameReceiver;
: ARRAY[0..63] of SINT; // Declare a buffer for receiving frames from the serial
: ARRAY[0..63] of SINT; // Declare a buffer for sending frames to the serial port
: SINT := 0;
// Select which port to use for the communication

// Open the serial port, set baudrate, parity and number of bits
serOpen(port:=portNum, baud:=9600, bit:=8, parity:=0);
// Enable receiving from the serial port, data will be stored in 'rxbuffer', start of frame is
a <CR> and end of frame is a <LF>
RX(port:=portNum, enable:=true, frame:=addr(rxbuffer), maxSize:=sizeof(rxbuffer), sof:=16#0D,
eof:=16#0A);
// Send the string <CR>ABC<CR><LF> using a buffer
txbuffer[0]:=16#0D; // <CR>
txbuffer[1]:=16#41; // 'A'
txbuffer[2]:=16#42; // 'B'
txbuffer[3]:=16#43; // 'C'
txbuffer[4]:=16#0D; // <CR>
txbuffer[5]:=16#0A; // <LF>
serSendData(port:=portNum, data:=addr(txbuffer), size:=6);
// Send a <CR>
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serSendChar(port:=portNum, ch:=16#0D);
// Send the string 'Hello world'
serSendString(port:=portNum, str:="Hello world");
// Send a <CR>
serSendChar(port:=portNum, ch:=16#0D);
// Send a <LF>
serSendChar(port:=portNum, ch:=16#0A);
BEGIN
// Allow the receive functionblock to be updated
RX();
// Check if a frame has been received (at least a <CR> and a <LF> has been received)
IF RX.ready THEN
// Indicate a frame has been received, data is available in 'rxbuffer', length in
'RX.size'
led:=NOT led;
// Here we do something with the frame that has been received
// ..
// ..
// ..
// Release the buffer for the receiver as we are now finished with the received data
serFrameReceiveDone(port:=portNum);
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.11.8. serFrameReceiveDone (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
4.00
4.00
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

serFrameReceiveDone is called when the buffer from the SerFrameReceiver() functionblock is ready to receive new
data. This is typically when the users VPL program are finished using the data, and is awaiting a new frame on the
serial port.
It is very important that this function is called with the same port number as the serFrameReceiver functionblock.

Input:
port : SINT (0/1) (default 0)
Select which serial port to use, 0 is the programming port, 1 is serial port 2 (only available on some units)

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN serFrameReceiveDone;
var_input
port : SINT := 0;
// Port number, 0 is programming port, 1 is serial port 2 (only
available on some units)
end_var;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
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VAR_OUTPUT
led
END_VAR;

: BOOL; | Indicates that a serial frame has been received

PROGRAM test;
VAR
RX
rxbuffer
port
txbuffer
portNum
END_VAR;

: serFrameReceiver;
: ARRAY[0..63] of SINT; // Declare a buffer for receiving frames from the serial
: ARRAY[0..63] of SINT; // Declare a buffer for sending frames to the serial port
: SINT := 0;
// Select which port to use for the communication

// Open the serial port, set baudrate, parity and number of bits
serOpen(port:=portNum, baud:=9600, bit:=8, parity:=0);
// Enable receiving from the serial port, data will be stored in 'rxbuffer', start of frame is
a <CR> and end of frame is a <LF>
RX(port:=portNum, enable:=true, frame:=addr(rxbuffer), maxSize:=sizeof(rxbuffer), sof:=16#0D,
eof:=16#0A);
// Send the string <CR>ABC<CR><LF> using a buffer
txbuffer[0]:=16#0D; // <CR>
txbuffer[1]:=16#41; // 'A'
txbuffer[2]:=16#42; // 'B'
txbuffer[3]:=16#43; // 'C'
txbuffer[4]:=16#0D; // <CR>
txbuffer[5]:=16#0A; // <LF>
serSendData(port:=portNum, data:=addr(txbuffer), size:=6);
// Send a <CR>
serSendChar(port:=portNum, ch:=16#0D);
// Send the string 'Hello world'
serSendString(port:=portNum, str:="Hello world");
// Send a <CR>
serSendChar(port:=portNum, ch:=16#0D);
// Send a <LF>
serSendChar(port:=portNum, ch:=16#0A);
BEGIN
// Allow the receive functionblock to be updated
RX();
// Check if a frame has been received (at least a <CR> and a <LF> has been received)
IF RX.ready THEN
// Indicate a frame has been received, data is available in 'rxbuffer', length in
'RX.size'
led:=NOT led;
// Here we do something with the frame that has been received
// ..
// ..
// ..
// Release the buffer for the receiver as we are now finished with the received data
serFrameReceiveDone(port:=portNum);
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.11.9. serFlush (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
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Simulator support:
Include:

Yes
rtcu.inc

serFlush clears the system receive buffer for the chosen port.
The result is that any data not received into the application buffer, but present in the system buffer, will be cleared.

Input:
port : SINT (0/1) (default 0)
Select which serial port to use, 0 is the programming port, 1 is serial port 2 (only available on some units)

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN serFlush;
var_input
port : SINT := 0;
// Port number, 0 is programming port, 1 is serial port 2 (only
available on some units)
end_var;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
portNum : SINT := 0;
END_VAR;

// Select which port to use for the communication

.
.
BEGIN
.
.
// Reset buffer cmd received?
IF .. THEN
// Clear buffer
serFlush(port:=portNum);
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.11.10. serForceDataReady (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:
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serForceDataReady will force that data is ready (see serFrameReceiver) even if the criteria for a frame has not
been met. This will set the 'ready' output of the SerFrameReceiver functionblock to TRUE immediately.
Note:
This function will ONLY work when operating in non-framed mode (eof=sof=0)

Input:
port : SINT (0/1) (default 0)
Select which serial port to use, 0 is the programming port, 1 is serial port 2 (only available on some units)

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN serForceDataReady;
var_input
port : SINT := 0;
// Port number, 0 is programming port, 1 is serial port 2 (only
available on some units)
end_var;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
RX
:
rxbuffer :
port
portNum :
rx_dummy :
END_VAR;

serFrameReceiver;
ARRAY[0..5] of SINT; // Declare a buffer for receiving frames from the serial
SINT := 0;
SINT := 16#FF;

// Select which port to use for the communication

// Open the serial port, set baudrate, parity and number of bits
serOpen(port:=portNum, baud:=9600, bit:=8, parity:=0);
// Enable receiving from the serial port, data will be stored in 'rxbuffer', start of frame is
a <CR> and end of frame is a <LF>
RX(port:=portNum, enable:=true, frame:=addr(rxbuffer), maxSize:=sizeof(rxbuffer));
// Set birst byte in buffer to Dummy
rxBuffer[0] := rx_dummy;
BEGIN
// Allow the receive functionblock to be updated
RX();
// Check if a ModBus frame has been received
IF rxBuffer[0] <> rx_dummy THEN
// Frame received
serForceDataReady(port:=portNum);
.
.
// Release the buffer for the receiver as we are now finished with the received data
serFrameReceiveDone(port:=portNum);
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.11.11. serSetHandshake (Function)
Units supported:
Version 5.90
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Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

No support
4.48
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

serSetHandshake controls handshaking on the serial port, using CTS and RTS signals. This function is only
supported on serial port 2 (if available).
Using RTS/CTS handshake the unit will only transmit when CTS is active. RTS will be set to inactive when the
receive buffer is more than 80% full, and it will be set back to active when the the receive buffer is less than 40%
full.

Input:
port : SINT (0/1) (default 0)
Select which serial port to use, 0 is the programming port, 1 is serial port 2 (only available on some units)
RtsCts : BOOL
If true, RTS and CTS handshaking is active

Returns: INT
0- Successful operation.
1- Specified port does not support this operation.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN serSetHandshake : INT;
var_input
port
: SINT := 1;
// Port number, only port:=1 is supported
RtsCts : BOOL := FALSE;// Enable RTS/CTS handshaking
end_var;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Open the serial port, set baudrate, parity and number of bits
serOpen(port:=1, baud:=9600, bit:=8, parity:=0);
// Enable RTS/CTS handshaking
serSetHandshake(port:=1, RtsCts:=TRUE);
BEGIN
Sleep(Delay:=1000);
// Send the string <CR>ABC<CR><LF> on the serial port, using handshake
serSendString(port:=1, str:="$RABC$R$L");
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.11.12. serGetBufferLevel (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
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Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

This function will return the amount of space used in the serial buffer for the specific serial port. The returned value
is on a scale between 0 and 1000 (promille). The exact size of the receive buffer, is specified in the helpsection for
serFrameReceiver().

Input:
port : SINT (0/1) (default 0)
Select which serial port to use, 0 is the programming port, 1 is serial port 2 (only available on some units)

Returns: INT
Amount of space used in the serial buffer for that port, 0..1000 promille.
If this function is called on a small unit, it will return -1 (receive buffers are not supported)

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN serGetBufferLevel : INT;
var_input
port : SINT := 0;
// Port number, 0 is programming port, 1 is serial port 2 (only
available on some units)
end_var;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
portNum : SINT := 0;
bufFull : BOOL;
i
: INT;
END_VAR;

// Select which port to use for the communication

BEGIN
.
.
// Return amount of space used in serial buffer
i := serGetBufferLevel(port:=portNum);
IF i > 800 AND NOT bufFull THEN
// Buffer is to full
serSetRTS(port:=portNum,state:=ON);
bufFull := TRUE;
.
.
ELSIF i < 400 AND bufFull THEN
// Buffer level OK again
serSetRTS(port:=portNum,state:=OFF);
bufFull := FALSE;
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.11.13. serGetCTS (Function)
Units supported:
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Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

No support
4.76
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

serGetCTS returns the state of the CTS signal. This function is only supported on serial port 2 (if available).
The function doesn't work when hardware handshake is activated (see the serSetHandshake function)

Input:
port : SINT (0/1) (default 1)
Select which serial port to use, 0 is the programming port, 1 is serial port 2 (only available on some units)

Returns: BOOL
TRUE:
FALSE:

if the CTS pin is set.
if the CTS pin is cleared.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN serGetCTS : BOOL;
VAR_INPUT
port : SINT := 1;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Test for CTS
IF serGetCTS() THEN
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.11.14. serSetRTS (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C400, M10/C500 Series, C600, C350
No support
4.76
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

serSetRTS sets the state of the RTS signal. This function is only supported on serial port 2 (if available).
The function doesn't work when hardware handshake is activated (see the serSetHandshake function)

Input:
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port : SINT (0/1) (default 1)
Select which serial port to use, 0 is the programming port, 1 is serial port 2 (only available on some units)
state : BOOL
The state the RTS pin is changed to.

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN serSetRTS;
VAR_INPUT
port : SINT := 1;
state : BOOL;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Set RTS
serSetRTS(port:=1,state:=ON);
.
.
// Clear RTS
serSetRTS(port:=1,state:=OFF);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.12. gprs: GPRS/Gateway functions
4.12.2.12.1. GPRS: GPRS/Gateway functions
The GPRS/Gateway functions are used for establishing a connection via GPRS to the Internet and to the RTCU
GPRS Gateway product.
Please note that in order to use the following functions, the file "tcpip.inc" MUST be included in your project ! Please
see the example program (shown for each function)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Starts a GPRS session.
Stops an active GPRS session.
Query if a GPRS session is active.
Query if connected to the GPRS Gateway.
Sets GPRS Gateway parameters.
Gets GPRS Gateway parameters.
Query if unit is configured to connect to the GPRS gateway.
Receice block of data over GPRS Gateway.
Send block of data over GPRS Gateway.
Change media used to connect to GPRS Gateway.

gprsOpen
gprsClose
gprsConnected
gwConnected
sockSetGWParm
sockGetGWParm
gwEnabled
gwReceivePacket
gwSendPacket
gwSetMedia

The GPRS/Gateway functions are fully simulated in the RTCU IDE Simulator and will allow you to connect and
interact with the host application the same way as the actual RTCU Unit.

4.12.2.12.2. gprsOpen (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
Mo support
4.30
1.00
Yes
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

Starts up the GPRS connection to the Internet.
Must be called before any communication using GPRS can occur. Note that the GPRS connection has not been
actually established when this function returns. The gprsConnected() function will indicate when the GPRS
connection is established and ready for communication. When a GPRS connection is established voice calls can not
be established
Should an incoming datacall arrive at the RTCU while it is connected to the internet via GPRS, the GPRS
connection will be suspended for the duration of the datacall. If any voice calls are made to the RTCU unit while it is
connected to the internet via GPRS, the unit will NOT react on the incoming call !
Also, any SMS messages sent to the unit while it is connected to the internet, will only be recognized if
gsmCheckSMS() is called or when gprsClose() is called (and the unit thereby is disconnected from the internet).
When the GPRS session is opened there will be no need for further intervention from the VPL program to keep the
session up. If for some reason the GPRS session terminates the firmware will automatically re-connect and
establish the GPRS session again.

Input:
None

Returns: INT
0- Success.
1- GSM module is powered off.
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Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN gprsOpen : INT;

Example:
Please see the "Examples - Socket Communication"

4.12.2.12.3. gprsClose (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.30
1.00
Yes
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

Stops the GPRS connection to the Internet. When this function returns no commnunication using GPRS should
occur. After this functions returns the gprsConnected() function will indicate than the GPRS connection is
unavailable.

Input:
None

Returns: INT
0- Success.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN gprsClose : INT;

Example:
Please see the "Examples - Socket Communication"

4.12.2.12.4. gprsConnected (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.30
1.00
Yes
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

Returns information about whether a GPRS connection is established.
Note that that this does not mean that a connection to the Gateway has been established yet, even if enabled in
Unit->GPRS->Gateway settings. Use the function gwConnected() to check if connection to a Gateway has been
established.

Input:
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None

Returns: BOOL
true if GPRS connection is established, false if not

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN gprsConnected : BOOL;

Example:
Please see the "Examples - Socket Communication"

4.12.2.12.5. gwConnected (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.30
1.00
Yes
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

Returns information about whether the unit is connected to a RTCU GPRS Gateway.

Input:
None

Returns: BOOL
true if connection is established, false if not

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN gwConnected : BOOL;

Example:
Please see the "Examples - Socket Communication"

4.12.2.12.6. sockSetGWParm (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.30
1.00
Yes
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

Set GPRS Gateway specific parameters for making connection to the GPRS Gateway. Same effect as setting the
parameters via Unit: Gateway Settings
Note:
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In firmware V1.21 for X32 units a new parameter CryptKey was added.
With this parameter, the encryption key can now be set from the application.
The CryptKey must point to an array if 16 SINT values.
The unit must be reset before the changes takes effect (f.ex by using boardReset)

Input:
GWEnabled : BOOL
Set this to TRUE if support for GPRS Gateway should be enabled
GWIP : STRING
The symbolic name of the GPRS Gateway.
GWPort : DINT (default 5001)
The port the unit should use to connect to the GPRS Gateway.
GWKey : STRING
The key (password) the unit should use to connect to the GPRS Gateway
MaxConnectionAttempt : INT (default 3)
Max number of connection attempts before GPRS re-connects.
MaxSendReqAttempt : INT (default 5)
Max number of send-request attempt before send fails.
ResponseTimeout : INT (default 45)
Time waiting for response in seconds.
AliveFreq : INT (default 300)
Frequency for sending self-transactions in seconds.
The purpose of the self-transaction is to insure a healthy two-way communication channel over the GPRS Gateway.
For application that are only sending data from the unit to the server this frequency can be safely increased.
Setting the value to zero will disable the self-transactions completely
CryptKey : PTR
The key used to encrypt communication with the Gateway.
If this parameter is not set (CryptKey set to 0) then the encryption key is not changed.
Note: This parameter is only valid for X32 units.

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN sockSetGWParm;
VAR_INPUT
//RTCU GPRS Gateway parameters:
GWEnabled
: BOOL;
GWIP
: STRING;
GWPort
: DINT := 5001;
GWKey
: STRING;

//
//
//
//

false=disabled, true=enable GPRS Gateway support
Gateway address (dotted / symbolic) (max 41 chars)
Gateway port (def: 5001)
Gateway key, 8 characters

//advanced settings (modification not recommended):
MaxConnectionAttempt : INT := 3;
// Max number of connection attempts before GPRS reconnects.
// Interval: 1..60. (default: 3)
MaxSendReqAttempt
: INT := 5;
// Max number of send-request attempt before send
fails.
// Interval: 1..60 (default: 5)
ResponseTimeout
: INT := 45;
// Time waiting for response in seconds
// Interval: 5..60 (def: 45 seconds).
AliveFreq
: INT := 300;
// Frequency for sending self-transactions in seconds
// Interval: 0..60000 (def: 300 seconds).
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CryptKey
END_VAR;

: PTR;

// 0 (zero) will disable self-trans.
// Pointer to array containing 16 SINT.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE tcpip.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
gprsParm :
gwParm
:
parmReset :
CryptKey :
END_VAR;

sockGetTCPIPParm;
sockGetGWParm;
BOOL := FALSE;
ARRAY[1..16] OF SINT;

// Check GPRS and Gateway settings
gprsParm();
gwParm();
IF gprsParm.IP <> 0 OR gprsParm.SubnetMask <> 0 OR gprsParm.Gateway <> 0 OR
gprsParm.DNS1 <> 0 OR gprsParm.DNS2 <> 0 OR gprsParm.Authenticate <> 0 OR
strCompare(str1 := gprsParm.Username, str2 := "") <> 0 OR
strCompare(str1 := gprsParm.Password, str2 := "") <> 0 OR
strCompare(str1 := gprsParm.APN, str2 := "internet") <> 0 THEN
// Set APN and keep the default values for the others
sockSetTCPIPParm(APN := "internet");
parmReset := TRUE;
END_IF;
IF NOT gwParm.GWEnabled OR gwParm.GWPort <> 5001 OR gwParm.CryptKey[1] <> 0 OR
gwParm.CryptKey[2] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[3] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[4] <> 0 OR
gwParm.CryptKey[5] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[6] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[7] <> 0 OR
gwParm.CryptKey[8] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[9] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[10] <> 0 OR
gwParm.CryptKey[11] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[12] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[13] <> 0 OR
gwParm.CryptKey[14] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[15] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[16] <> 0 OR
strCompare(str1 := gwParm.GWIP, str2 := "gw.m2m-services.de") <> 0 OR
strCompare(str1 := gwParm.GWKey, str2 := "AABBCCDD") <> 0 THEN
// Clear encryption key
CryptKey[1] := 0;
CryptKey[2] := 0;
CryptKey[3] := 0;
CryptKey[4] := 0;
CryptKey[5] := 0;
CryptKey[6] := 0;
CryptKey[7] := 0;
CryptKey[8] := 0;
CryptKey[9] := 0;
CryptKey[10] := 0;
CryptKey[11] := 0;
CryptKey[12] := 0;
CryptKey[13] := 0;
CryptKey[14] := 0;
CryptKey[15] := 0;
CryptKey[16] := 0;
// Set Gateway parameters
sockSetGWParm(GWEnabled := TRUE, GWIP := "gw.m2m-services.de", GWPort := 5001, GWKey :=
"AABBCCDD", CryptKey := ADDR(CryptKey));
parmReset := TRUE;
END_IF;
IF parmReset THEN
// Reset unit before the changes are used
boardReset();
END_IF;
// Turn on power to the GSM module
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
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gprsOpen();
BEGIN
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.12.7. sockGetGWParm (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.92
1.21
Yes
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

sockGetGWParm will read out the GPRS Gateway Parameters previously set from the RTCU IDE, or using the
sockSetGWParm function.

Input:
None

Output:
GWEnabled : BOOL
Set this to TRUE if support for GPRS Gateway should be enabled
GWIP : STRING
The symbolic name of the GPRS Gateway
GWPort : DINT
The port the unit should use to connect to the GPRS Gateway
GWKey : STRING
The key (password) the unit should use to connect to the GPRS Gateway
MaxConnectionAttempt : INT
Max number of connection attempts before GPRS re-connects.
MaxSendReqAttempt : INT
Max number of send-request attempt before send fails.
ResponseTimeout : INT
Time waiting for response in seconds
AliveFreq : INT
Frequency for sending self-transactions in seconds
CryptKey[n] : SINT
The key used to encrypt communication with the Gateway.
Note: This parameter is only valid for X32 units.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK ALIGN sockGetGWParm;
VAR_OUTPUT
//RTCU GPRS Gateway parameters:
GWEnabled
: BOOL;
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GWIP
GWPort
GWKey

: STRING;
: DINT;
: STRING;

//advanced settings:
MaxConnectionAttempt
MaxSendReqAttempt
ResponseTimeout
AliveFreq
CryptKey
END_VAR;

:
:
:
:
:

INT;
INT;
INT;
INT;
ARRAY[1..16] OF SINT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE tcpip.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
gprsParm :
gwParm
:
parmReset :
CryptKey :
END_VAR;

sockGetTCPIPParm;
sockGetGWParm;
BOOL := FALSE;
ARRAY[1..16] OF SINT;

// Check GPRS and Gateway settings
gprsParm();
gwParm();
IF gprsParm.IP <> 0 OR gprsParm.SubnetMask <> 0 OR gprsParm.Gateway <> 0 OR
gprsParm.DNS1 <> 0 OR gprsParm.DNS2 <> 0 OR gprsParm.Authenticate <> 0 OR
strCompare(str1 := gprsParm.Username, str2 := "") <> 0 OR
strCompare(str1 := gprsParm.Password, str2 := "") <> 0 OR
strCompare(str1 := gprsParm.APN, str2 := "internet") <> 0 THEN
// Set APN and keep the default values for the others
sockSetTCPIPParm(APN := "internet");
parmReset := TRUE;
END_IF;
IF NOT gwParm.GWEnabled OR gwParm.GWPort <> 5001 OR gwParm.CryptKey[1] <> 0 OR
gwParm.CryptKey[2] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[3] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[4] <> 0 OR
gwParm.CryptKey[5] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[6] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[7] <> 0 OR
gwParm.CryptKey[8] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[9] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[10] <> 0 OR
gwParm.CryptKey[11] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[12] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[13] <> 0 OR
gwParm.CryptKey[14] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[15] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[16] <> 0 OR
strCompare(str1 := gwParm.GWIP, str2 := "gw.m2m-services.de") <> 0 OR
strCompare(str1 := gwParm.GWKey, str2 := "AABBCCDD") <> 0 THEN
// Clear encryption key
CryptKey[1] := 0;
CryptKey[2] := 0;
CryptKey[3] := 0;
CryptKey[4] := 0;
CryptKey[5] := 0;
CryptKey[6] := 0;
CryptKey[7] := 0;
CryptKey[8] := 0;
CryptKey[9] := 0;
CryptKey[10] := 0;
CryptKey[11] := 0;
CryptKey[12] := 0;
CryptKey[13] := 0;
CryptKey[14] := 0;
CryptKey[15] := 0;
CryptKey[16] := 0;
// Set Gateway parameters
sockSetGWParm(GWEnabled := TRUE, GWIP := "gw.m2m-services.de", GWPort := 5001, GWKey :=
"AABBCCDD", CryptKey := ADDR(CryptKey));
parmReset := TRUE;
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END_IF;
IF parmReset THEN
// Reset unit before the changes are used
boardReset();
END_IF;
// Turn on power to the GSM module
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
gprsOpen();
BEGIN
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.12.8. gwEnabled (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.30
1.00
Yes
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

Returns information about whether the unit is configured to connect to a RTCU GPRS Gateway. See also Gateway
Settings

Input:
None

Returns: BOOL
true if unit is configured to establish a connection to a RTCU GPRS Gateway, false if not

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN gwEnabled : BOOL;

Example:
Please see the "Examples - Socket Communication"

4.12.2.12.9. gwReceivePacket (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.75
1.00
No
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

Use this functionblock to check if there is an incoming data packet from the Gateway.
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Input:
buffer : PTR
The address of the receive buffer
maxlength : INT
Maximum size of the data to be received (max 480 bytes)

Output:
sender : DINT
NODE ID of sending node. (0=no data available)
length : INT
Length of data received (max 480 bytes) (0=no data available)

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK
VAR_INPUT
buffer
:
maxlength :
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
sender
:
length
:
END_VAR;

ALIGN gwReceivePacket;
PTR;
INT;

DINT;
INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE tcpip.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
incoming : gwReceivePacket;
buffer
: ARRAY[0..479] OF SINT;
END_VAR;
// Set address BEFORE the 'incoming' is called the first time ! (In this case, by BEGIN)
incoming.buffer
:= ADDR(buffer);
incoming.maxlength := SIZEOF(buffer);
// Turn on power to the GSM module
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
gprsOpen();
BEGIN
incoming();
.
.
// Check for incoming calls with a callerid
// NOTE: it is not enough to check if the '.status' is bigger than 0, as the code 3 is an
error, see above
IF incoming.length > 0 THEN
// A packet is received
.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.12.10. gwSendPacket (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.75
1.00
No
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

This function sends a packet of binary data over the Gateway using GPRS. It will return status of the send
command, see below.
Please note that you always should check the return value from this function. There are a number of reasons why
this function could fail, too much traffic on the GSM network etc, so always check the return value, and based on
that, you can have a strategy for resending a message etc.

Input:
receiver : DINT
NODE ID of receiver node
buffer : PTR
The address of the receive buffer
length : INT
Length of data to send. (max 480 bytes)

Returns: INT
0- Success.
1- Destination unreachable.
2- Timeout delivering packet.
3- Communication channel not open/connected.
4- Packet rejected by receiver.
5- Unspecified error.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN gwSendPacket : INT;
VAR_INPUT
receiver : DINT;
buffer
: PTR;
length
: INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE tcpip.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
PDUBuffer : ARRAY[0..479] OF SINT;
END_VAR;
// Turn on power to the GSM module
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
gprsOpen();
BEGIN
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.
.
// Note: we are NOT checking the return code in this example
gwSendPacket( receiver := 2000, buffer := ADDR(PDUBuffer), length := 150 );
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.12.11. gwSetMedia (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600 pro, C350
No support
No support
1.10
No
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

This function changes the media used to connect to the RTCU GPRS Gateway.
Either GPRS using the GSM media, or the optional Ethernet / WiFi media can be selected.
The default media is GPRS.

Important:
When using the Ethernet functions it is only possible to specificy a physical IP-address (xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx) as the
GPRS Gateway IP-address.
It is however possible to resolve a symbolic name (like m2m-services.de) using sockIPFromName when GPRS is
active, and then use the returned physical IP-address to set the GPRS Gateway IP-address using the
sockSetGWParm function.

Input:
media : SINT (0/1) (Default 0)
Media to use for connection to RTCU GPRS Gateway.
0- GPRS.
1- Ethernet / WiFi

Returns: INT
0- Success.
1- Media not found.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN gwSetMedia : INT;
VAR_INPUT
media : SINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
VAR_INPUT
eth : BOOL;
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
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LED_GPRS : BOOL;
LED_GW
: BOOL;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM EthernetTest;
VAR
gw_media : SINT;
END_VAR;
// Init service port
boardSetServicePortAlt(port:=1);
// Init GPRS
gsmPower(power:=ON);
gprsOpen();
// Init Ethernet
ethOpen();
DebugMsg(message:="Program running");
BEGIN
LED_GPRS := gprsConnected();
LED_GW
:= gwConnected();
// Change gateway media?
IF gw_media = 0 AND eth THEN
// Select media
gwSetMedia(media:=1); // Use ethernet
// Set curent media
gw_media := 1;
ELSIF gw_media = 1 AND NOT eth THEN
// Select media
gwSetMedia(media:=0); // Use GPRS
// Set curent media
gw_media := 0;
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.13. sock: GPRS/Socket functions
4.12.2.13.1. sock: GPRS/Socket functions
Socket functions are used for communicating over GPRS to the Internet. The sock() functions uses TCP/IP.
For UDP/IP support, please see UDP functions
Please see the example program (shown for each function)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

sockConnect
sockConnection
sockDisconnect
sockGetLocalIP
sockIPFromName
sockIPToName
sockListen
sockReceive
sockSend

Please also see the example application section for examples.

The TCP/IP socket functions are fully simulated in the RTCU IDE Simulator and will allow you to connect and interact
with the host application the same way as the actual RTCU Unit.

IP-Address format:
In all places where an IP-address aaa.bbb.ccc.ddd is stored in a DINT, the following format is used:
ddd is stored in bit 24..31
ccc is stored in bit 16..23
bbb is stored in bit 8..15
aaa is stored in bit 0..7

4.12.2.13.2. sockIPFromName (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.30
1.00
Yes
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

Make a 32 bit IP address out of a dotted format, like "80.62.33.111". Can also resolve a symbolic name, like "m2mservices.de".

Input:
str : STRING
IP address (in dotted format "aaa.bbb.ccc.ddd" or symbolic "domain.xyz"

Returns: DINT
32 bit IP address. 0 will be returned if address can not be resolved.
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Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN sockIPFromName : DINT;
VAR_INPUT
str : STRING; // IP address (aaa.bbb.ccc.ddd or "domain.xxx")
END_VAR;

Example:
Please see the "Examples - Socket Communication"

4.12.2.13.3. sockIPToName (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.30
1.00
Yes
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

Converts a 32 bit IP address into dotted format, like "80.62.33.111"

Input:
ip : DINT
32 bit IP address

Returns: STRING
The IP address as a dotted format string "aaa.bbb.ccc.ddd"

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN sockIPToName : STRING;
VAR_INPUT
ip : DINT; // IP address
END_VAR;

Example:
Please see the "Examples - Socket Communication"

4.12.2.13.4. sockConnect (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.30
1.00
Yes
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

Initiates a TCP/IP Socket connection to the specified IP-address/Port-number. When this function returns the
connection has not been finally established but only initiated. The establishing of the connection must be determined
by using the sockConnection() function-block.
It is possible to establish a maximum of 8 simultaneous socket connections. It is only possible to establish 1
connection to the same IP-address / Port-number.
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Please note that for each sockConnect() there must be a sockDisconnect(), even if the connection is closed from the
"outside" (see example below).

Input:
ip : DINT
32 bit IP address to connect to
port : DINT
Port number to connect to on 'IP' address

Returns: SINT
ID for the connection. If return value is 0 the connection could not be initiated (possible reason is too many
sockConnect() without corresponding sockDisconnect())
Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN sockConnect : SINT;
VAR_INPUT
ip
: DINT; // IP address to connect to
port : DINT; // Port number to connect to
END_VAR;

Example:
Please see the "Examples - Socket Communication"

4.12.2.13.5. sockListen (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.30
1.00
Yes
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

Initiates a TCP/IP Socket Listen operation on the specified IP-address/Port-number. To determine that a peer node
is establishing a connection the sockConnection() function-block must be used.
It is possible to establish a maximum of 8 simultaneous socket connections. It is only possible to establish 1
connection using the same listen IP-address / Port-number.
Note: Many GSM-operators are using a firewall, so that in-bound connections to the RTCU is blocked.

Input:
ip : DINT
32 bit IP address to listen for, 0 if all is allowed
port : DINT
Port number listening on

Returns: SINT
ID for the connection. If return value is 0 the connection could not be initiated (possible reason is too many
sockListen() without corresponding sockDisconnect())
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Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN sockListen : SINT;
VAR_INPUT
ip
: DINT; // IP address to listen for (0 if all allowed)
port : DINT; // Port number to listen on
END_VAR;

Example:
Please see the "Examples - Socket Communication"

4.12.2.13.6. sockConnection (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.30
1.00
Yes
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

This functionblock returns the current status of a connection initiated using either the sockConnect() or sockListen()
function.

Input:
id: SINT
ID for the connection

Output:
Changed : BOOL
Connection info has changed
Connected : BOOL
true if connected, false is disconnected
localport : DINT
Local portnumber
remoteip : DINT
IP address of peer
remoteport : DINT
portnumber on peer

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK
VAR_INPUT
id
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
Changed
Connected
localPort
remoteIP
remotePort
END_VAR;
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ALIGN sockConnection;
: SINT; // ID of the connection.

:
:
:
:
:

BOOL;
BOOL;
DINT;
DINT;
DINT;

//
//
//
//
//

New connection info
true if connected, false if disconnected
Local portnumber
IP address of peer
Portnumber on peer
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Example:
Please see the "Examples - Socket Communication"

4.12.2.13.7. sockDisconnect (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.30
1.00
Yes
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

Disconnect a Socket and the connection established. All references to the connection Identification (ID) after this
call is illegal.
Please note that for each sockConnect() there must be a sockDisconnect(), even if the connection is closed from the
"outside" (see example below).

Input:
id: SINT
ID for the connection

Returns: INT
0- Success.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN sockDisconnect : INT;
VAR_INPUT
id : SINT; // ID of the connection.
END_VAR;

Example:
Please see the "Examples - Socket Communication"

4.12.2.13.8. sockSend (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.30
1.00
Yes
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

Sends data on a socket. A connection must be established before data can be sent.

Input:
id : SINT
ID for the connection
data : PTR
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Address of the buffer that contains the data to be sent
size : INT
Number of bytes to send from the buffer

Returns: INT
Number of bytes that was sent on the socket. This can be less than the requested number of bytes if the data

has been only partially sent.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN sockSend : INT;
VAR_INPUT
id
: SINT; // ID of the connection.
data : PTR; // Address of the buffer to send
size : INT; // Number of bytes to send
END_VAR;

Example:
Please see the "Examples - Socket Communication"

4.12.2.13.9. sockReceive (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.30
1.00
Yes
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

Reads data from the specified connection. This functionblock will indicate when data is ready and placed into the
receive buffer.

Input:
id : SINT
ID for the connection
data : PTR
Address of the buffer that will contain the received data
maxsize : INT
Maximum number of bytes that can be received (size of 'data')

Output:
ready : BOOL
True if data has been received
size : INT
Number of bytes received (if 'ready' is true)

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK ALIGN sockReceive;
VAR_INPUT
id
: SINT; // ID of the connection.
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data
maxsize
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
ready
size
END_VAR;

: PTR;
: INT;

// Address of receive buffer
// Maximum number of bytes we can receive (size of 'data')

: bool; // data is ready (valid for one scan)
: INT; // Number of bytes received

Example:
Please see the "Examples - Socket Communication"

4.12.2.13.10. sockGetLocalIP (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.30
1.00
Yes
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

Returns the 32 bit IP address of the local IP-address (the RTCU's own IP-address)

Input:
None

Returns: DINT
Returns the 32 bit local IP address (The RTCU's own IP address)

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN sockGetLocalIP : DINT;

Example:
Please see the "Examples - Socket Communication"

4.12.2.13.11. sockSetTCPIPParm (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.30
1.00
No
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

Set TCP/IP specific parameters for making connection via GPRS. Same effect as setting the parameters via Unit:
TCP/IP Settings
Note that the unit must be reset before the changes takes effect (f.ex by using boardReset)

Input:
IP : DINT (default 0)
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The units IP address (normally set by negotiation)
SubnetMask : DINT (default 0)
The units Subnet mask (normally set by negotiation)
Gateway : DINT (default 0)
The TCP/IP Gateway the unit must use (normally set by negotiation)
DNS1 : DINT (default 0)
The first Domain Name Server the unit should use to lookup symbolic names (normally set by negotiation)
DNS2 : DINT (default 0)
The second Domain Name Server the unit should use to lookup symbolic names (normally set by negotiation)
Username : STRING
The username the unit should use in order to connect to the GPRS network.
Password : STRING
The password the unit should use in order to connect to GPRS network.
APN : STRING
The APN the unit should use in order to connect to the GPRS network.
Authenticate : INT (default 3)
The PPP authentication type:
0- None
1- PAP
2- CHAP
3 - PAP/CHAP
The format of an IP address is the same as returned by the sockGetLocalIP function.

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN sockSetTCPIPParm;
VAR_INPUT
// general TCP/IP parameters:
IP
: DINT := 0;
SubnetMask
: DINT := 0;
Gateway
: DINT := 0;
DNS1
: DINT := 0;
DNS2
: DINT := 0;
Alive
: DINT := 0;
// PPP parameters:
Username
: STRING;
Password
: STRING;
// Dialup/GPRS parameters:
APN
: STRING;
Authenticate : INT;
END_VAR;

//
//
//
//
//
//

IP address of this unit (typically set when negotiating)
subnet mask (typically set when negotiating)
gateway-address (typically set when negotiating)
DNS-address 1 (typically set when negotiating)
DNS-address 2 (typically set when negotiating)
keep alive in seconds.(0=disabled) (NOT USED)

// username (max 33 char).
// password (max 33 char).

// APN (MAX 33 char)
// Authentication type. 0=none, 1=PAP, 2=CHAP, 3=PAP/CHAP.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE tcpip.inc
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PROGRAM test;
VAR
gprsParm :
gwParm
:
parmReset :
CryptKey :
END_VAR;

sockGetTCPIPParm;
sockGetGWParm;
BOOL := FALSE;
ARRAY[1..16] OF SINT;

// Check GPRS and Gateway settings
gprsParm();
gwParm();
IF gprsParm.IP <> 0 OR gprsParm.SubnetMask <> 0 OR gprsParm.Gateway <> 0 OR
gprsParm.DNS1 <> 0 OR gprsParm.DNS2 <> 0 OR gprsParm.Authenticate <> 0 OR
strCompare(str1 := gprsParm.Username, str2 := "") <> 0 OR
strCompare(str1 := gprsParm.Password, str2 := "") <> 0 OR
strCompare(str1 := gprsParm.APN, str2 := "internet") <> 0 THEN
// Set APN and keep the default values for the others
sockSetTCPIPParm(APN := "internet");
parmReset := TRUE;
END_IF;
IF NOT gwParm.GWEnabled OR gwParm.GWPort <> 5001 OR gwParm.CryptKey[1] <> 0 OR
gwParm.CryptKey[2] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[3] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[4] <> 0 OR
gwParm.CryptKey[5] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[6] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[7] <> 0 OR
gwParm.CryptKey[8] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[9] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[10] <> 0 OR
gwParm.CryptKey[11] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[12] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[13] <> 0 OR
gwParm.CryptKey[14] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[15] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[16] <> 0 OR
strCompare(str1 := gwParm.GWIP, str2 := "gw.m2m-services.de") <> 0 OR
strCompare(str1 := gwParm.GWKey, str2 := "AABBCCDD") <> 0 THEN
// Clear encryption key
CryptKey[1] := 0;
CryptKey[2] := 0;
CryptKey[3] := 0;
CryptKey[4] := 0;
CryptKey[5] := 0;
CryptKey[6] := 0;
CryptKey[7] := 0;
CryptKey[8] := 0;
CryptKey[9] := 0;
CryptKey[10] := 0;
CryptKey[11] := 0;
CryptKey[12] := 0;
CryptKey[13] := 0;
CryptKey[14] := 0;
CryptKey[15] := 0;
CryptKey[16] := 0;
// Set Gateway parameters
sockSetGWParm(GWEnabled := TRUE, GWIP := "gw.m2m-services.de", GWPort := 5001, GWKey :=
"AABBCCDD", CryptKey := ADDR(CryptKey));
parmReset := TRUE;
END_IF;
IF parmReset THEN
// Reset unit before the changes are used
boardReset();
END_IF;
// Turn on power to the GSM module
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
gprsOpen();
BEGIN
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.13.12. sockGetTCPIPParm (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.92
1.21
No
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

sockGetTCPIPParm will read out the TCP/IP Parameters previously set from the RTCU IDE, or using the
sockSetTCPIPParm function.
The format of an IP address is the same as returned by the sockGetLocalIP function.

Input:
None

Output:
IP : DINT
The units IP address.
SubnetMask : DINT
The units Subnet mask.
Gateway : DINT
The TCP/IP Gateway the unit uses.
DNS1 : DINT
The first Domain Name Server the unit uses to lookup symbolic names.
DNS2 : DINT
The second Domain Name Server the unit uses to lookup symbolic names.
Username : STRING
The username the unit uses in order to connect to the GPRS network.
Password : STRING
The password the unit uses in order to connect to GPRS network.
APN : STRING
The APN the unit uses in order to connect to the GPRS network.
Authenticate : INT
The PPP authentication type:
0- None
1- PAP
2- CHAP
3- PAP/CHAP

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK ALIGN sockGetTCPIPParm;
VAR_INPUT
// general TCP/IP parameters:
IP
: DINT;
SubnetMask
: DINT;
Gateway
: DINT;
DNS1
: DINT;
DNS2
: DINT;
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// PPP parameters:
Username
: STRING;
Password
: STRING;
// Dialup/GPRS parameters:
APN
: STRING;
Authenticate : INT;
END_VAR;

// username (max 33 char).
// password (max 33 char).

// APN (MAX 33 char)
// Authentication type. 0=none, 1=PAP, 2=CHAP, 3=PAP/CHAP.

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE tcpip.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
gprsParm :
gwParm
:
parmReset :
CryptKey :
END_VAR;

sockGetTCPIPParm;
sockGetGWParm;
BOOL := FALSE;
ARRAY[1..16] OF SINT;

// Check GPRS and Gateway settings
gprsParm();
gwParm();
IF gprsParm.IP <> 0 OR gprsParm.SubnetMask <> 0 OR gprsParm.Gateway <> 0 OR
gprsParm.DNS1 <> 0 OR gprsParm.DNS2 <> 0 OR gprsParm.Authenticate <> 0 OR
strCompare(str1 := gprsParm.Username, str2 := "") <> 0 OR
strCompare(str1 := gprsParm.Password, str2 := "") <> 0 OR
strCompare(str1 := gprsParm.APN, str2 := "internet") <> 0 THEN
// Set APN and keep the default values for the others
sockSetTCPIPParm(APN := "internet");
parmReset := TRUE;
END_IF;
IF NOT gwParm.GWEnabled OR gwParm.GWPort <> 5001 OR gwParm.CryptKey[1] <> 0 OR
gwParm.CryptKey[2] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[3] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[4] <> 0 OR
gwParm.CryptKey[5] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[6] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[7] <> 0 OR
gwParm.CryptKey[8] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[9] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[10] <> 0 OR
gwParm.CryptKey[11] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[12] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[13] <> 0 OR
gwParm.CryptKey[14] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[15] <> 0 OR gwParm.CryptKey[16] <> 0 OR
strCompare(str1 := gwParm.GWIP, str2 := "gw.m2m-services.de") <> 0 OR
strCompare(str1 := gwParm.GWKey, str2 := "AABBCCDD") <> 0 THEN
// Clear encryption key
CryptKey[1] := 0;
CryptKey[2] := 0;
CryptKey[3] := 0;
CryptKey[4] := 0;
CryptKey[5] := 0;
CryptKey[6] := 0;
CryptKey[7] := 0;
CryptKey[8] := 0;
CryptKey[9] := 0;
CryptKey[10] := 0;
CryptKey[11] := 0;
CryptKey[12] := 0;
CryptKey[13] := 0;
CryptKey[14] := 0;
CryptKey[15] := 0;
CryptKey[16] := 0;
// Set Gateway parameters
sockSetGWParm(GWEnabled := TRUE, GWIP := "gw.m2m-services.de", GWPort := 5001, GWKey :=
"AABBCCDD", CryptKey := ADDR(CryptKey));
parmReset := TRUE;
END_IF;
IF parmReset THEN
// Reset unit before the changes are used
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boardReset();
END_IF;
// Turn on power to the GSM module
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
gprsOpen();
BEGIN
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.14. udp: UDP functions
4.12.2.14.1. udp: UDP functions
The UDP Socket functions are used for communicating over GPRS to the Internet. The udp() functions uses UDP/IP.
For TCP/IP support, please see sock functions.
Please see the example program (shown for each function)
•
•
•
•

udpStartListen
udpStopListen
udpReceive
udpSend

Please also see the general GPRS functions, which are needed to establish a connection (described in the
GPRS/Gateway functions section):
• gprsOpen
• gprsClose
• gprsConnected

..and some functions to help establish communication (described in the sock functions section):
• sockGetLocalIP
• sockIPFromName
• sockIPToName

IP-Address format:
In all places where an IP-address aaa.bbb.ccc.ddd is stored in a DINT, the following format is used:
ddd is stored in bit 24..31
ccc is stored in bit 16..23
bbb is stored in bit 8..15
aaa is stored in bit 0..7

4.12.2.14.2. udpStartListen (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C400, M10/C500/C500, C600, C350
No support
4.78
1.00
No
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

Starts to listen for data recevied as a connectionless UDP-packet a on the specifed local port.
Note: Many GSM-operators are using a firewall, so that in-bound connections to the RTCU is blocked.

Input:
port : DINT
Port number listening on
rip : DINT
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Remote IP-address accepted. 0=all IP-addresses accepted (default)

Returns: SINT
ID for the connection, or 0 if an error occured (out of resources)

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN udpStartListen : SINT;
VAR_INPUT
port : DINT;
// Port number to listen on
rip
: DINT :=0; // Accept from this remote IP only. 0=all.
END_VAR;

Example:
Not yet here...

4.12.2.14.3. udpStopListen (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C400, M10/C500/C500, C600, C350
No support
4.78
1.00
No
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

Stops to listen for data on the specified connection ID.

Input:
id: SINT
ID for the connection

Returns: INT
0 if successfull, -1 indicates that the passed ID is illegal.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN udpStopListen : SINT;
VAR_INPUT
id : SINT; // ID of the connection.
END_VAR;

Example:
Not yet here...

4.12.2.14.4. udpSend (Function)
Units supported:
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Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

No support
4.78
1.00
No
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

Sends data as a connectionless UDP-packet.

Input:
ip : DINT
IP-address of the peer-node (receiver of the data)
port : DINT
Port-number to send the data to on the peer-node
data : PTR
Address of the buffer that contains the data to be sent
size : INT
Number of bytes to send from the buffer.
Maximum size is 1540 bytes.

Returns: INT
Number of bytes that was sent on the socket, or:
0- Communication problem. No data sent.
-1- Illegal parameters.
-2- Memory allocation error.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN udpSend : INT;
VAR_INPUT
ip
: DINT;
// IP address to send data to.
port : DINT;
// Port number to send data to
data : PTR;
// Address of the buffer to send
size : INT;
// Number of bytes to send
END_VAR;

Example:
Not yet here...

4.12.2.14.5. udpReceive (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C400, M10/C500/C500, C600, C350
No support
4.78
1.00
No
tcpip.inc or x32.inc

Receives data as a connectionless UDP-packet from the specified connection. This functionblock will indicate when
data is ready and placed into the receive buffer.
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Input:
id : SINT
ID for the connection, as returned by udpStartListen()
data : PTR
Address of the buffer that will contain the received data
maxsize : INT
Maximum number of bytes that can be received (size of 'data').
The maximum size of any UDP package is 1540 bytes.
If a data package larger than 'maxsize' is recevied the data will be truncated, but still delivered.

Output:
ready : BOOL
True if data has been received
size : INT
Number of bytes received (if 'ready' is true)
ip : INT
IP-address of sender.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK ALIGN udpReceive;
VAR_INPUT
id
: SINT; // ID of the connection.
data
: PTR; // Address of receive buffer
maxsize : INT; // Maximum number of bytes we can receive (size of 'data')
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
ready
: bool; // data is ready (valid for one scan)
size
: INT; // Number of bytes received
ip
: DINT; // IP-address of sender.
END_VAR;

Example:
Not yet here...
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4.12.2.15. ow: OneWire functions
4.12.2.15.1. OneWire: Functions to interact with OneWire devices
This group of functions allow connection of Dallas Semiconductor / Maxim 1-Wire devices to the RTCU unit.
1-Wire is a simple and very easy to implement serial bus. It consists of only two wires (Signal and GND) and makes it
very easy to implement remote sensing in various applications
Currently support for iButton and temperature sensors is implemented, but the range of supported devices will be
extended in the future.
• owiButtonGetID
• owiButtonEnableLED
•
•
•
•

owiButtonSetLed
owSearch
owTempGet
owTempGetID

Query iButton for its ID.
Enable or Disable the use of the iButton reader LED.
(C500 / C600 / C350 Series only)
Turn iButton reader LED ON or OFF. (C500 / C600 / C350 Series only)
Search for OneWire devices.
Get the temperature from a specific device.
Get the ID of a specific temperature sensor.

4.12.2.15.2. owiButtonGetID (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C400, C500 Series, C600, C350
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

owiButtonGetID returns a string with the unique ROM-number of a Maxim/Dallas Semiconductors 1-Wire iButton. The
iButton is a unique, factory-lasered and tested 64-bit registration number that assures absolute trace ability because
not two parts are alike. It comes in a small metal MicroCan that is very robust even in harsh environments. In order to
read the iButton a special iButton reader must be used. The reader is attached to the 1-wire bus and connects the
iButton to the 1-wire bus. A small key-ring (iButton Fob) adapter is available so the iButton is easier to carry and
place in the reader.
Please consult the M2M Control 1-Wire Basics application note for information on 1-Wire devices.
In order to use the function it's necessary to know the ROM-number of the iButton. The ROM-number can be read on
the top of the iButton. Please see the figure below. All twelve digits have to be read.

The ROM-number from the above figure is 000000FBD8B3. When the ROM-number is known, a string compare can
be done to clarify if the iButton has a valid ROM-number or not.
It cannot be determined when a user places an iButton in the reader, it is therefore important to call the
owiButtonGetID function very often, so the user won't experience a delay before the iButton is read. Make sure not to
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have more time-consuming tasks in the main program loop than necessary. Or implement the owiButtonGetID
function as a thread. (Please see the chapter about multithreading for more information).
The iButton reader is supplied with a LED that easily can be used to inform the user if the iButton placed in the
reader was valid or not. Example: Fast blinking = Access, Slow blinking = NO access. The LED is controlled with the
owiButtonEnableLED and owiButtonSetLed functions.
Please notice that its only possible to have a single iButton connected to the 1-wire bus at a time.

Input:
None

Returns: STRING
A string containing the ID of the iButton if present, or an empty string.

Declaration:
FUNCTION owiButtonGetID : STRING;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
iButtonID : STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
// Enable use of I-Button Led
owiButtonEnableLED( enable := ON );
BEGIN
.
.
.
// Get I-Button ID
iButtonID := owiButtonGetID();
// Was a I-Button present?
IF strLen(str:=iButtonID) = 12 THEN
// Valid I-Button ID is 12 characters long (000008F5E179)
// Turn I-Button LED on to show that I-Button ID has been read
owiButtonSetLED( state := ON );
.
.
.
// Turn I-Button LED off
owiButtonSetLED( state := OFF );
END_IF;
.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.15.3. owiButtonEnableLED (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
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Include:

rtcu.inc

owiButtonEnableLED enables use of the LED placed inside the iButton reader. The LED is turned on and off with the
owiButtonSetLED function. Before the state can be controlled owiButtonEnableLED must be set to on.
When owiButtonEnableLED is enabled it is NOT possible to use the RS232 service port.
Please notice:
When the RTCU unit has been connected to the RTCU IDE the user may experience a delay before the LED is ready
for use. This is due to a timeout when disconnecting from the RTCU IDE.
A delay may also be experienced when the owiButtonEnableLED is set to on and the user connects the RTCU unit
to the RTCU IDE.

Input:
enable : BOOL
Enables or Disables the use of the LED on the iButton reader.

Returns: INT
0- if successfully.
1- if port is already in use.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN owiButtonEnableLED : INT;
VAR_INPUT
enable : BOOL;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
iButtonID : STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
// Enable use of I-Button Led
owiButtonEnableLED( enable := ON );
BEGIN
.
.
.
// Get I-Button ID
iButtonID := owiButtonGetID();
// Was a I-Button present?
IF strLen(str:=iButtonID) = 12 THEN
// Valid I-Button ID is 12 characters long (000008F5E179)
// Turn I-Button LED on to show that I-Button ID has been read
owiButtonSetLED( state := ON );
.
.
.
// Turn I-Button LED off
owiButtonSetLED( state := OFF );
END_IF;
.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.15.4. owiButtonSetLED (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C500 Series, C600, C350
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

The iButton reader is supplied with a LED that easily can be used to inform the user if the iButton placed in the
reader was valid or not. Example: Fast blinking = Access, Slow blinking = NO access. The LED is controlled with the
owiButtonEnableLED and owiButtonSetLed functions.
The owiButtonSetLED controls the state of the LED placed inside the iButton reader. Before the state can be
controlled owiButtonEnableLED must be set to on.
Please notice:
When the RTCU unit has been connected to the RTCU IDE the user may experience a delay before the LED is ready
for use. This is due to a timeout when disconnecting from the RTCU IDE.
A delay may also be experienced when the owiButtonEnableLED is set to on and the user connects the RTCU unit to
the RTCU IDE.

Input:
state : BOOL
The new state of the LED in the iButton reader.

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN owiButtonSetLed;
VAR_INPUT
state : BOOL;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
iButtonID : STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
// Enable use of I-Button Led
owiButtonEnableLED( enable := ON );
BEGIN
.
.
.
// Get I-Button ID
iButtonID := owiButtonGetID();
// Was a I-Button present?
IF strLen(str:=iButtonID) = 12 THEN
// Valid I-Button ID is 12 characters long (000008F5E179)
// Turn I-Button LED on to show that I-Button ID has been read
owiButtonSetLED( state := ON );
.
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.
.
// Turn I-Button LED off
owiButtonSetLED( state := OFF );
END_IF;
.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.15.5. owSearch (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C400, C500 Series, C600, C350
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

Each 1-wire device has a unique ROM-number like the iButton. This number is used to point out one specific device
of many devices on the bus.
Before any devices can be accessed the ROM-number has to be discovered. By using the 1-wire search function all
devices on the 1-wire bus are discovered and the ROM-numbers are stored in a temporary list placed inside the
RTCU-unit. When the unit is powered off the list is erased and a new search has to be performed on power on. The
devices are sorted with the lowest ROM-number first. If a device is removed from the bus all devices with a higher
ROM-number will move one position down the list when a new search is carried out. As the search function is
intended for generally 1-Wire use, a family number has to be supplied when making the function call. For 1-wire
temperature devices the family number is 1.
owSearch returns the number of family specified devices found on the 1-wire bus. This function is essential in order
to access the 1-Wire devices on the 1-Wire bus (except the iButton). Call the function at least at unit power on.
Please consult the M2M Control 1-Wire basics application note for information on 1-Wire devices.

Input:
family : SINT
The family of 1-wire devices to search for.
1 = Temperature sensors.

Returns: INT
The number of devices found. -1 if no devices was found

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN owSearch : INT;
VAR_INPUT
family : SINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
Temp : DINT;
tmp : DINT;
str : STRING;
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END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
// Search for temperature sensors
IF owSearch(family:=1) < 1 THEN
DebugMsg(message:="No temperature sensor!");
END_IF;
BEGIN
.
.
.
// Get temperature
Temp := owTempGet(device:=1);
str := strConcat(str1:=owTempGetID(Device:=1),str2:=" = ");
str := strConcat(str1:=str,str2:=dintToStr(v:=(Temp/100)));
str := strConcat(str1:=str,str2:=".");
tmp := (Temp MOD 100) / 10;
IF tmp < 0 THEN tmp := -tmp; END_IF;
str := strConcat(str1:=str,str2:=dintToStr(v:=tmp));
DebugFmt(message:=str);
.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.15.6. owTempGet (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C400, C500 Series, C600, C350
No support
4.70
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

owTempGet returns the temperature of a specific 1-wire temperature sensor. After the 1-wire search function has
been carried out the temperature from each device on the bus can be read. Place the number (between 1 and the
number returned by the 1-wire search function) of which temperature sensor is to be read.
The function reads the temperature of the device and returns the temperature in 0.01°C. 22.50 degrees will be
returned as 2250, and -17.00 degrees will be returned as –1700.
The temperature sensors retrieve its power directly from the 1-wire bus. This is called parasitic power and no external
power is needed for remote temperature sensing. A temperature conversion takes approximately 0,8 -> 1,0 seconds
in this mode. This is due to the power needed for a temperature conversion when operating in parasitic power mode.
Please consult the M2M Control 1-Wire basics application note for information on 1-Wire devices.

Input:
Device : SINT

Returns: DINT
The current temperature, coded as Degrees * 100 + Decimal degrees. Example: a temperature of 22.76 Degrees are
returned as 2276.
-9999 if the device was not found.
Declaration:
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FUNCTION ALIGN owTempGet : DINT;
VAR_INPUT
device : SINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
Temp : DINT;
tmp : DINT;
str : STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
// Search for temperature sensors
IF owSearch(family:=1) < 1 THEN
DebugMsg(message:="No temperature sensor!");
END_IF;
BEGIN
.
.
.
// Get temperature
Temp := owTempGet(device:=1);
str := strConcat(str1:=owTempGetID(Device:=1),str2:=" = ");
str := strConcat(str1:=str,str2:=dintToStr(v:=(Temp/100)));
str := strConcat(str1:=str,str2:=".");
tmp := (Temp MOD 100) / 10;
IF tmp < 0 THEN tmp := -tmp; END_IF;
str := strConcat(str1:=str,str2:=dintToStr(v:=tmp));
DebugFmt(message:=str);
.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.15.7. owTempGetID (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C400, C500 Series, C600, C350
no support
4.74
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

owTempGetID returns the ID of a specific 1-wire temperature sensor. After the 1-wire search function has been
carried out the ID of each device on the bus can be read. Place the number (between 1 and the number returned by
the 1-wire search function) of which temperature sensor is to be read.
Please consult the M2M Control 1-Wire basics application note for information on 1-Wire devices.

Input:
Device : SINT

Returns: STRING
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The ID of the temperature sensor.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN owTempGetID : STRING;
VAR_INPUT
device : SINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
Temp : DINT;
tmp : DINT;
str : STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
// Search for temperature sensors
IF owSearch(family:=1) < 1 THEN
DebugMsg(message:="No temperature sensor!");
END_IF;
BEGIN
.
.
.
// Get temperature
Temp := owTempGet(device:=1);
str := strConcat(str1:=owTempGetID(Device:=1),str2:=" = ");
str := strConcat(str1:=str,str2:=dintToStr(v:=(Temp/100)));
str := strConcat(str1:=str,str2:=".");
tmp := (Temp MOD 100) / 10;
IF tmp < 0 THEN tmp := -tmp; END_IF;
str := strConcat(str1:=str,str2:=dintToStr(v:=tmp));
DebugFmt(message:=str);
.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.16. ver: Application version
4.12.2.16.1. ver: Application version functions
This group of functions allow Versioning of the Application and allows the application to take control over when a new
Firmware or a new application is used.
•
•
•
•

verSetAppProfile
verGetAppVersion
verGetAppName
verCheckUpgrade

Set application name and version.
Get application version.
Get application name.
Determine if background update is completed or in progress.

4.12.2.16.2. verSetAppProfile (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.73
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

This function is used to set the name and version number of the application.
It is only necessary to set this information once, for example in the first-time initialization of the application.
The information will be saved to flash memory by the firmware. The name and version number chosen is entirely
up to the application and its contents are not used by the firmware

Input:
name : STRING
The name of the application.
Maximum size is 15 characters.
version : INT
The version of the application scaled by 100 (2.10 = 210).

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION verSetAppProfile;
VAR_INPUT
name
: STRING; // name of application
version
: INT;
// Version of application
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
UpgChk : verCheckUpgrade;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
// Check if this is the first run
IF strCompare(str1:=verGetAppName(),str2:="VerTest") <> 0 OR verGetAppVersion() <> 8422 THEN
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// Set Application name and version
verSetAppProfile(name:="VerTest",version:=8422);
END_IF;
.
.
.
BEGIN
UpgChk();
.
.
.
// is Application ready to reset?
IF ... THEN
// is background upgrade ready?
IF UpgChk.application OR UpgChk.firmware THEN
// Reset RTCU unit. The firmware or application is updated automatically
boardReset();
END_IF;
END_IF;
.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.16.3. verGetAppVersion (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.73
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

verGetAppVersion will return the version number that previously was set by the verSetAppProfile function.

Input:
None

Returns: INT
The version of the application scaled by 100 (2.10 = 210).
Declaration:
FUNCTION verGetAppVersion : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
UpgChk : verCheckUpgrade;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
// Check if this is the first run
IF strCompare(str1:=verGetAppName(),str2:="VerTest") <> 0 OR verGetAppVersion() <> 8422 THEN
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// Set Application name and version
verSetAppProfile(name:="VerTest",version:=8422);
END_IF;
.
.
.
BEGIN
UpgChk();
.
.
.
// is Application ready to reset?
IF ... THEN
// is background upgrade ready?
IF UpgChk.application OR UpgChk.firmware THEN
// Reset RTCU unit. The firmware or application is updated automatically
boardReset();
END_IF;
END_IF;
.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.16.4. verGetAppName (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.73
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

verGetAppName will return the application name that previously was set with the verSetAppProfile function.

Input:
None

Returns: STRING
The name of the application

Declaration:
FUNCTION verGetAppName : STRING;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
UpgChk : verCheckUpgrade;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
// Check if this is the first run
IF strCompare(str1:=verGetAppName(),str2:="VerTest") <> 0 OR verGetAppVersion() <> 8422 THEN
// Set Application name and version
verSetAppProfile(name:="VerTest",version:=8422);
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END_IF;
.
.
.
BEGIN
UpgChk();
.
.
.
// is Application ready to reset?
IF ... THEN
// is background upgrade ready?
IF UpgChk.application OR UpgChk.firmware THEN
// Reset RTCU unit. The firmware or application is updated automatically
boardReset();
END_IF;
END_IF;
.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.16.5. verCheckUpgrade (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

All
No support
4.73
1.00
Yes
rtcu.inc

This function block is used to inform the VPL program that a background update is in progress and that a download
of either a new firmware or a new application has completed.
With this functionality the application can decide not to PowerDown() during an upgrade and it can decide when the
"switch" to the new application or firmware should happen. When an a background update is available the actual
"upgrade" will happen when the units starts-up next time, for example after a boardReset().

Input:
None

Output:
firmware : BOOL
True if new firmware is available as a background update.
application : BOOL
True if new application is available as a background update.
transfer : BOOL
True if application or firmware is being transferred in the background.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK
VAR_OUTPUT
firmware
application
transfer
END_VAR;
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Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
UpgChk : verCheckUpgrade;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
// Check if this is the first run
IF strCompare(str1:=verGetAppName(),str2:="VerTest") <> 0 OR verGetAppVersion() <> 8422 THEN
// Set Application name and version
verSetAppProfile(name:="VerTest",version:=8422);
END_IF;
.
.
.
BEGIN
UpgChk();
.
.
.
// is Application ready to reset?
IF ... THEN
// is background upgrade ready?
IF UpgChk.application OR UpgChk.firmware THEN
// Reset RTCU unit. The firmware or application is updated automatically
boardReset();
END_IF;
END_IF;
.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.17. fs: File system
4.12.2.17.1. fs: File system functions
The Filesystem implements a standard Windows FAT16/32 format 8.3 filesystem on a flash memory media. This
offers the opportunity for applications to have an almost unlimited storage capacity for extensive datalogging,
personal user-configurations etc. And with the filesystem it's possible and very easy to retrieve, exchange or maintain
the data on the SD-CARD from a any Windows PC (or any other FAT16/32 compatible platform).
Only two media is currently supported: the industry standard SD-CARD media with a capacity up to 2GB, and an
internal FLASH memory media.
This table show how the two media are identified in VPL:
Media
SD-CARD
Internal drive

ID
0
1

Drive
A:
B:

The two drives are addressed using the drive name A: or B:, for example "B:\DOC\MYLOG.TXT",

Functions operating on the SD-CARD Media:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

fsMediaPresent
fsMediaWriteProtected
fsMediaOpen
fsMediaClose
fsMediaQuickFormat
fsMediaEject
fsStatusLEDEnable

Determine if the media is present.
Determine if the media is write protected.
Open a media.
Close a media.
Format a media.
Eject a media.
Enable or Disable Status-LED.

Functions operating on Directories:
•
•
•
•
•

fsDirCreate
fsDirChange
fsDirCurrent
fsDirCatalog
fsDirDelete

Create a new directory.
Change directory.
Retrieve current directory path.
List all directory items (Files and Directories).
Delete a directory.

Functions operating on Files:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

fsFileCreate
fsFileOpen
fsFileExists
fsFileRename
fsFileMove
fsFileDelete
fsFileStatus
fsFileGetCreateTime
fsFileGetSize
fsFileSeek
fsFilePosition
fsFileRead
fsFileReadString
fsFileWrite
fsFileWriteString
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Create a new file.
Open existing file.
Determine if file exists.
Rename file.
Move file.
Delete file.
Retrieve status on opened file.
Retrieve time of file creation.
Retrieve size of a file.
Move file pointer.
Get the current file pointer position.
Read a block of data from file.
Read a string from file.
Write a block of data to file.
Write a string to file.
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• fsFileWriteStringNL
• fsFileClose
• fsFileFlush

Write a string, that includes a line break at the end, to file.
Close a file.
Flush cached write operations to the media.

The implementation of the FAT format 8.3 filesystem has the following limitations:
• The absolute path is limited to 60 characters
• It is possible to have 16 files open simultaneously
• The filename is restricted to a maximum length of 8 characters plus the 3 file type characters. The "." separator is
not included
• The filename must not contain spaces or special characters. "-" or "_" is allowed though
• A file with a long file name can be accessed with the "~" character. eg. "Long Filename.txt" is accessed as
"LONGFI~1.TXT"
• A directory name must not contain "." or any other special characters as stated above
• "\" (back-slash) is used as directory separator
• Supports standard SD-CARD (non-SDHC) with a capacity up to 2 GB
• If more than one partition is present on the media, the filesystem will use the first
• There is a separate working directory for each thread. When the thread is first started the working directory is the
root of the drive.

Definitions:
Absolute path
Relative path

A path to a file or directory that includes all sub-directories from the root directory, eg. "\dir1\dir2\file.tx
A path to a file or directory relative to the current directory, eg. "dir1\dir2\file.bin" or "..\dir1\file.dat"

Using the Internal Flash drive.
The internal flash drive is available on some units and the availability and actual size are specified in the datasheet
and/or technical manual.
When using the internal flash drive it must be observed that the flash memory technology used is the same as used
for Persistent Memory and Datalogger storage. For this reason there is a limited number of write operations possible,
and the following must therefore be observed:
• The file-system will automatically perform wear-levelling swapping heavily used sectors in the flash with lesser
used sectors.
• The size of a sector is 512 bytes.
• Every sector can be written to minimum 100.000 times before wear out occurs.

The write endurance of the Internal Flash drive can demonstrated:
Assuming the size of the internal drive is 512 KBytes, which translates into initially 1020 usable sectors. Each sector
can be rewritten minimum 100.000 times before wear out occurs.
The following number of write operations can be expected on the Internal Flash drive:
• With a file OPEN, WRITE and CLOSE operation on the same 512 bytes file a total number of approx. 51 million
write operations can be made.
• With a file CREATE, WRITE and CLOSE operation on a 512 bytes file a total number of approx. 25.5 million write
operations can be made.
• With a file OPEN, WRITE and CLOSE operation on the same 1024 bytes file a total number of approx. 34 million
write operations can be made.
• With a file CREATE, WRITE and CLOSE operation on a 1024 bytes file a total number of approx. 20.4 million write
operations can be made.
Writing every every 10 seconds, 24 hours a day will allow CREATE, WRITE and CLOSE operations on a 1024 bytes
file for more than 6 years!
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4.12.2.17.2. fsMediaPresent (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

Query if the media is inserted (present) in the RTCU unit.

Input:
media : INT (0,1)
The media to query.

Returns: BOOL
TRUE:
FALSE:

Media is present.
Media is not present.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsMediaPresent : BOOL;
VAR_INPUT
media : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM FileExample;
VAR
mediaPresent : BOOL;
rc
: INT;
END_VAR;
fsMediaOpen(media := 0);
BEGIN
// Update media status
IF mediaPresent <> fsMediaPresent(media := 0) THEN
IF fsMediaPresent(media := 0) THEN
IF fsMediaWriteProtected(media := 0) THEN
DebugMsg(message := "Media present, media write protected!");
END_IF;
// Open files
...
ELSE
DebugMsg(message := "Media has been removed!");
END_IF;
// Save current status
mediaPresent := fsMediaPresent(media := 0);
END_IF;
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.17.3. fsMediaWriteProtected (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

Query if a media is write protected. If the media is write protected it is not possible to write any information on the
card (read only mode), and it is not possible to create, Modify or delete any files or directories.
The write protection on a SD-CARD is determined by the small "tab" on the edge of the card.

Input:
media : INT (0,1)
The media to query.

Returns: BOOL
TRUE:
FALSE:

Media is write protected. (files and directories are read only)
Media is not write protected.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsMediaWriteProtected : BOOL;
VAR_INPUT
media : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM FileExample;
VAR
mediaPresent : BOOL;
rc
: INT;
END_VAR;
fsMediaOpen(media := 0);
BEGIN
// Update media status
IF mediaPresent <> fsMediaPresent(media := 0) THEN
IF fsMediaPresent(media := 0) THEN
IF fsMediaWriteProtected(media := 0) THEN
DebugMsg(message := "Media present, media write protected!");
END_IF;
// Open files
...
ELSE
DebugMsg(message := "Media has been removed!");
END_IF;
// Save current status
mediaPresent := fsMediaPresent(media := 0);
END_IF;
...
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END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.17.4. fsMediaOpen (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

Open the media for use by the filesystem. Calling this function is required before the filesystem can be used.
This table show how the two media are identified in VPL:
Media
SD-CARD
Internal drive

ID
0
1

Drive
A:
B:

Please note that the default media at unit start-up is always the SD-CARD (A:) drive. This means that if only the
Internal drive is used the current drive must be changed from A: to B: using fsDirChange or absolute path
specifications must be used.

Also see fsMediaClose for closing the media when finished with the operations.

Input:
media : INT (0,1)
The media to open.

Returns: INT
0Media is opened.
-1Invalid media ID.
-15The specified media is not available.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsMediaOpen : INT;
VAR_INPUT
media : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
fd : FILE;
END_VAR;
fsMediaOpen(media := 0);
BEGIN
...
IF fsFileExists(name := "gpslog.dat") THEN
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fd := fsFileOpen(name := "gpslog.dat");
ELSE
fd := fsFileCreate(name := "gpslog.dat");
END_IF;
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.17.5. fsMediaClose (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

Close the media. Use this function to disable communication to the media. After the media is closed, the filesystem
cannot be used until the media is opened again.
Please also see fsMediaOpen (Function).

Input:
media : INT (0,1)
The media to close.

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsMediaClose;
VAR_INPUT
media : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
VAR
filesys : BOOL;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
VAR
fs_open : BOOL;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
...
IF filesys THEN
IF NOT fs_open THEN
IF fsMediaOpen(media := 0) <> 0 THEN
DebugMsg(message := "fsMediaOpen - Failed!");
ELSE
fsStatusLEDEnable(enable := ON);
fs_open := TRUE;
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END_IF;
END_IF;
ELSE
IF fs_open THEN
fsMediaClose(media := 0);
fsStatusLEDEnable(enable := OFF);
fs_open := FALSE;
END_IF;
END_IF;
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.17.6. fsMediaQuickFormat (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

Performs a quick format on the the media.
The formatting perfomed is a Quick Format, which means that all files and directories are erased, but a full format
with full sector initialization will not be performed.

Input:
media : INT (0,1)
The media to format.

Returns: INT
0- Media is formatted.
-1- Media is not opened.
-16- Media not present.
-23- Media is Write protected.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsMediaQuickFormat : INT;
VAR_INPUT
media : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
VAR
cmd : STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM FileExample;
// Open media
fsMediaOpen(media := 0);
BEGIN
...
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IF cmd = "format" THEN
rc := fsMediaQuickFormat(media := 0);
IF rc = 0 THEN
DebugMsg(message := "Media formatted!");
ELSE
DebugFmt(message := "Media formatting failed! (\1)", v1 := rc);
END_IF;
END_IF;
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.17.7. fsMediaEject (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.02
Yes
x32.inc

This function ejects the media.
After this function is called all files are closed, and the SD-CARD is seen as not present.

Input:
media : INT (0,1)
The media to eject.

Returns: INT
0- Media is ejected.
-1- Media cannot be ejected.
-16- Media not present.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsMediaEject : INT;
VAR_INPUT
media : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
VAR
eject : BOOL;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM FileExample;
VAR
eject_old : BOOL;
rc : INT;
END_VAR;
...
IF eject THEN
IF NOT eject_old THEN
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rc := fsMediaEject(media := 0);
IF rc = 0 THEN
DebugMsg(message := "Media ejected!");
ELSE
DebugMsg(message := "Media not present");
END_IF;
eject_old := TRUE;
END_IF;
ELSE
IF eject_old THEN
eject_old := FALSE;
END_IF;
END_IF;
...
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.17.8. fsDirCreate (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

Create a new directory.
The fsDirCreate function does not work recursively and only tries to create the directory. If any of the directories in
the path (if absolute) does not exist, the function will fail.

Input:
name : STRING
Name of the directory to create. Both Absolute and Relative paths are allowed.

Returns: INT
0- Directory created.
-1- Media not opened.
-3- Path of the new directory is invalid.
-4- Name of the new directory is invalid.
-6- Directory already exist.
-7- Media is full.
-16- Media not present.
-23- Media is Write protected.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsDirCreate : INT;
VAR_INPUT
name : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
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rc : INT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Create new directory
rc := fsDirCreate(name := "\data\gps");
IF rc = 0 THEN
.
.
ELSE
// Failed to create directory
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.17.9. fsDirChange (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

This function changes the working directory and/or the current media.
To change the media insert the drive in the path.
Note: The change will only take effect for the calling thread. The working directory for all other threads are not
changed.

Input:
path : STRING
path of the new directory. Both Absolute and Relative paths are allowed.

Returns: INT
0- Directory changed.
-1- Media not opened.
-4- Name of directory is invalid.
-5- Directory does not exist.
-16- Media not present.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsDirChange : INT;
VAR_INPUT
path : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
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INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc : INT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Change directory
rc := fsDirChange(path := "..\Docs\logs");
IF rc = 0 THEN
.
.
ELSE
// Failed to change directory
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
// Change media
rc := fsDirChange(path := "B:\");
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.17.10. fsDirCurrent (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

Returns the absolute path to the current working directory of the calling thread, including the media.

Input:
None

Returns: STRING
The current directory or empty if an error occured (Media is not opened, or has been removed without closing it).

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsDirCurrent : STRING;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
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FUNCTION directory_dump;
VAR
i
: INT;
str : STRING;
END_VAR;
// Print current directory
DebugMsg(message := "Directory: " + fsDirCurrent());
// Iterate directory
REPEAT
str := fsDirCatalog(index := i);
IF strLen(str := str) > 0 THEN
DebugMsg(message := str);
END_IF;
i := i + 1;
UNTIL strLen(str := str) = 0
END_REPEAT;
// If directory is empty, print it
IF i = 1 THEN
DebugMsg(message := "<EMPTY>");
END_IF;
END_FUNCTION;

4.12.2.17.11. fsDirCatalog (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

fsDirCatalog is used to display the contents of the current directory including sub-directories and files.
When a sub-directory or file is created it is registered in the filesystem. The filesystem does not sort the contents by
type (file or directory) or alphabetically, but it assigns an index number to the file or directory as it is created. This
index number is the input of the fsDirCatalog function, and it will return the name of file or directory the index refers
to.
Note: The working directory is on a per thread basis.

Input:
index : INT
Index entry to return.

Returns: STRING
Name of file or directory at the index specified. Empty if none.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsDirCatalog : STRING;
VAR_INPUT
index : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
FUNCTION directory_dump;
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VAR
i
: INT;
str : STRING;
END_VAR;
// Print current directory
DebugMsg(message := "Directory: " + fsDirCurrent());
// Iterate directory
REPEAT
str := fsDirCatalog(index := i);
IF strLen(str := str) > 0 THEN
DebugMsg(message := str);
END_IF;
i := i + 1;
UNTIL strLen(str := str) = 0
END_REPEAT;
// If directory is empty, print it
IF i = 1 THEN
DebugMsg(message := "<EMPTY>");
END_IF;
END_FUNCTION;

4.12.2.17.12. fsDirDelete (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

This function will delete the specified directory.

Input:
name : STRING
Name of the directory to delete. Both Absolute and Relative paths are allowed.

Returns: INT
0- Directory deleted.
-1- Media not opened.
-3- Path to directory invalid.
-4- Name of directory invalid.
-5- Directory does not exist.
-14- Directory is not empty.
-16- Media not present.
-23- Media is Write protected.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsDirDelete : INT;
VAR_INPUT
name : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
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VAR
rc : INT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Delete directory
rc := fsDirDelete(name := "\Logs");
IF rc = 0 THEN
.
.
ELSE
// Delete failed
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.17.13. fsFileCreate (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

This function will create a new file and return a FILE descriptor (ID) for the new file. When the function returns it is
necessary to verify the file has been successfully created with the fsFileStatus function. The datapointer used when
reading and writing data to the file will be initialised to point at the beginning of the file.

Input:
name : STRING
Name of the file to create. Both Absolute and Relative paths are allowed.

Returns: FILE
FILE descriptor. Use the fsFileStatus to verify the operation.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsFileCreate : FILE;
VAR_INPUT
name : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
...
IF fsFileExists(name := "gpslog.dat") THEN
fd := fsFileOpen(name := "gpslog.dat");
ELSE
fd := fsFileCreate(name := "gpslog.dat");
END_IF;
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IF fsFileStatus(fd := fd) = 0 THEN
// File open, write data
...
fsFileWrite(fd := fd, buffer := ADDR(gps.latitude), length := SIZEOF(gps.latitude));
fsFileWrite(fd := fd, buffer := ADDR(gps.longitude), length := SIZEOF(gps.longitude));
...
fsFileClose(fd := fd);
ELSE
// Error when opening/creating file
...
END_IF;
...

4.12.2.17.14. fsFileOpen (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

Will open an existing file for reading and writing. The function returns a FILE descriptor (ID) for the file and it is
necessary to verify the file has been successfully opened with the fsFileStatus function. The datapointer used when
reading and writing data will always point at the end of file when opened.
It is possible to have 16 files open simultaneously - each with a unique FILE descriptor.

Input:
name : STRING
Name of the file to open. Both Absolute and Relative paths are allowed.

Returns: FILE
FILE descriptor. Use the fsFileStatus to verify the operation.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsFileOpen : FILE;
VAR_INPUT
name : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
...
IF fsFileExists(name := "gpslog.dat") THEN
fd := fsFileOpen(name := "gpslog.dat");
ELSE
fd := fsFileCreate(name := "gpslog.dat");
END_IF;
IF fsFileStatus(fd:=fd) = 0 THEN
// File open, write data
...
fsFileWrite(fd := fd, buffer := ADDR(gps.latitude), length := SIZEOF(gps.latitude));
fsFileWrite(fd := fd, buffer := ADDR(gps.longitude), length := SIZEOF(gps.longitude));
...
fsFileClose(fd := fd);
ELSE
// Error when opening/creating file
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...
END_IF;
...

4.12.2.17.15. fsFileExists (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

Will query if a file already exists.

Input:
name : STRING
Name of the file to query. Both Absolute and Relative paths are allowed.

Returns: BOOL
TRUE:
FALSE:

File does exist.
File does not exist.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsFileExists : BOOL;
VAR_INPUT
name : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
...
IF fsFileExists(name := "gpslog.dat") THEN
fd := fsFileOpen(name := "gpslog.dat");
ELSE
fd := fsFileCreate(name := "gpslog.dat");
END_IF;
IF fsFileStatus(fd := fd) = 0 THEN
// File open, write data
...
fsFileWrite(fd := fd, buffer := ADDR(gps.latitude), length := SIZEOF(gps.latitude));
fsFileWrite(fd := fd, buffer := ADDR(gps.longitude), length := SIZEOF(gps.longitude));
...
fsFileClose(fd := fd);
ELSE
// Error when opening/creating file
...
END_IF;
...

4.12.2.17.16. fsFileRename (Function)
Units supported:
Version 5.90
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Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

Will rename a file.

Input:
name_old : STRING
Name of the file to rename. Both Absolute and Relative paths are allowed.
name_new : STRING
The new name of the file. No path information can be included in the new name as the file remains at the same
path.

Returns: INT
0- File is renamed.
-1- Media not opened.
-3- Path to file invalid.
-4- Name of file (new or old) is illegal.
-5- File not found.
-6- A file with this name already exist.
-12- File is open.
-16- Media not present.
-23- Media is Write protected.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsFileRename : INT;
VAR_INPUT
name_old : STRING;
name_new : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc : INT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Rename file
rc := fsFileRename(name_old := "\prg1.log", name_new := "prg2.log");
IF rc = 0 THEN
.
.
ELSE
// Rename failed
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
END;
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END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.17.17. fsFileDelete (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

Delete a file on the media.

Input:
name : STRING
Name of the file to delete. Both Absolute and Relative paths are allowed.

Returns: INT
0- File deleted.
-1- Media not opened.
-3- Path to file is not found.
-4- Name of file is illegal.
-5- File not found.
-12- File is open.
-16- Media not present.
-23- Media is Write protected.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsFileDelete : INT;
VAR_INPUT
name : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc : INT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Delete file
rc := fsFileDelete(name := "\prg1.log");
IF rc = 0 THEN
.
.
ELSE
// Delete failed
.
.
END_IF;
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.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.17.18. fsFileStatus (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

This function will return the status on the specified FILE after it has been opened or created.

Input:
fd : FILE
FILE descriptor for the file retrieved from fsFileOpen or fsFileCreate .

Returns: INT
0- File is opened and ready for use.
-1- Media not open.
-7- Media is full.
-8- File is not opened.
-16- Media not present.
-23- Media is Write protected.
-33- Too many files open.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsFileStatus : INT;
VAR_INPUT
fd : FILE;
END_VAR;

Example:
...
IF fsFileExists(name := "gpslog.dat") THEN
fd := fsFileOpen(name := "gpslog.dat");
ELSE
fd := fsFileCreate(name := "gpslog.dat");
END_IF;
IF fsFileStatus(fd := fd) = 0 THEN
// File open, write data
...
fsFileWrite(fd := fd, buffer := ADDR(gps.latitude), length := SIZEOF(gps.latitude));
fsFileWrite(fd := fd, buffer := ADDR(gps.longitude), length := SIZEOF(gps.longitude));
...
fsFileClose(fd := fd);
ELSE
// Error when opening/creating file
...
END_IF;
...
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4.12.2.17.19. fsFileGetCreateTime (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

This function will return the file creation time as a LINSEC value.

Input:
name : STRING
The name of the file.

Returns: DINT
The time of creation for the file in seconds since 1980-1-1 00:00:00 (LINSEC)
Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsFileGetCreateTime : DINT;
VAR_INPUT
name : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
a : DINT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Get the time of creation as number of seconds since 1980-1-1 00:00:00
a := fsFileGetCreateTime(name := "test.txt");
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.17.20. fsFileGetSize (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
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Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

1.07
Yes
x32.inc

This function will return the size of the file specified.

Input:
name : STRING
The name of the file.

Returns: DINT
The size of the file in bytes, or the following error-codes:
0- File is empty or not present
-1- Media not opened.
-16- Media not present.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsFileGetSize : DINT;
VAR_INPUT
name : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
a : DINT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Get the size of the file
a := fsFileGetSize(name := "test.txt");
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.17.21. fsFileSeek (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:
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fsFileSeek will move the FILE datapointer to an address offset. The function is used for data addressing in the file
before read or write operations. All data is addressed as 8 bit and after each successfully read or write operation the
file datapointer is automatically incremented.

Input:
fd : FILE
FILE descriptor for the file retrieved from fsFileOpen or fsFileCreate.
offset : DINT
Offset from start of file to move the datapointer to.
>= 1- Offset value.
0- Start of file.
-1- End of file.

Returns: INT
0- File pointer moved.
-8- File not opened.
-34- Offset value too large.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsFileSeek : INT;
VAR_INPUT
fd
: FILE;
offset : DINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
...
IF fsFileExists(name := "\gpslog.dat") THEN
fdGpslog := fsFileOpen(name := "\gpslog.dat");
IF fsFileStatus(fd := fdGpslog) = 0 THEN
// Is file empty?
IF fsFilePosition(fd := fdGpslog) > 0 THEN
rc := fsFileSeek(fd := fsGpslog, offset := 0);
IF rc = 0 THEN
// Iterate file
REPEAT
// Read data fields
len1 := fsFileRead(fd := fdGpslog, buffer := ADDR(linsec), length :=
SIZEOF(linsec));
len2 := fsFileRead(fd := fdGpslog, buffer := ADDR(lat), length := SIZEOF(lat));
len3 := fsFileRead(fd := fdGpslog, buffer := ADDR(lon), length := SIZEOF(lon));
// Is data valid?
IF len1 = SIZEOF(linsec) AND len2 = SIZEOF(lat) AND len3 = SIZEOF(lon) THEN
// Data is read
...
END_IF;
UNTIL len1 <> SIZEOF(linsec) OR len2 <> SIZEOF(lat) OR len3 <> SIZEOF(lon)
END_REPEAT;
ELSE
// Error
END_IF;
ELSE
// No data
END_IF;
fsFileClose(fd := fdGpslog);
ELSE
// Could not open file
END_IF;
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ELSE
// File dont exist
END_IF;
...

4.12.2.17.22. fsFilePosition (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

Will return the position of the FILE datapointer. The function can be used to determine the size of the file in
conjunction with fsFileSeek (with offset set to -1). All data is addressed as 8 bit and after each successfully read or
write operation the file datapointer is automatically incremented.

Input:
fd : FILE
FILE descriptor for the file retrieved from fsFileOpen or fsFileCreate.

Returns: DINT
Position of file pointer.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsFilePosition : DINT;
VAR_INPUT
fd : FILE;
END_VAR;

Example:
...
IF fsFileExists(name := "\gpslog.dat") THEN
fdGpslog := fsFileOpen(name := "\gpslog.dat");
IF fsFileStatus(fd := fdGpslog) = 0 THEN
// Is file empty?
IF fsFilePosition(fd := fdGpslog) > 0 THEN
rc := fsFileSeek(fd := fsGpslog, offset := 0);
IF rc = 0 THEN
// Iterate file
REPEAT
// Read data fields
len1 := fsFileRead(fd := fdGpslog, buffer := ADDR(linsec), length :=
SIZEOF(linsec));
len2 := fsFileRead(fd := fdGpslog, buffer := ADDR(lat), length := SIZEOF(lat));
len3 := fsFileRead(fd := fdGpslog, buffer := ADDR(lon), length := SIZEOF(lon));
// Is data valid?
IF len1 = SIZEOF(linsec) AND len2 = SIZEOF(lat) AND len3 = SIZEOF(lon) THEN
// Data is read
...
END_IF;
UNTIL len1 <> SIZEOF(linsec) OR len2 <> SIZEOF(lat) OR len3 <> SIZEOF(lon)
END_REPEAT;
ELSE
// Error
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END_IF;
ELSE
// No data
END_IF;
fsFileClose(fd := fdGpslog);
ELSE
// Could not open file
END_IF;
ELSE
// File dont exist
END_IF;
...

4.12.2.17.23. fsFileRead (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

This function reads a block of data from a FILE and returns the number of bytes read. All data is addressed as 8 bit
and after each successfully read operation the file datapointer is automatically incremented.
Please see fsFileReadString for string read.

Input:
fd : FILE
FILE descriptor for the file retrieved from fsFileOpen or fsFileCreate.
buffer : PTR
Address of the buffer to receive the data in.
length : INT
Number of bytes to read.

Returns: INT
Number of bytes read from file.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsFileRead : INT;
VAR_INPUT
fd
: FILE;
buffer : PTR;
length : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
...
IF fsFileExists(name := "\gpslog.dat") THEN
fdGpslog := fsFileOpen(name := "\gpslog.dat");
IF fsFileStatus(fd := fdGpslog) = 0 THEN
// Is file empty?
IF fsFilePosition(fd := fdGpslog) > 0 THEN
rc := fsFileSeek(fd := fsGpslog, offset := 0);
IF rc = 0 THEN
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// Iterate file
REPEAT
// Read data fields
len1 := fsFileRead(fd := fdGpslog, buffer := ADDR(linsec), length :=
SIZEOF(linsec));
len2 := fsFileRead(fd := fdGpslog, buffer := ADDR(lat), length := SIZEOF(lat));
len3 := fsFileRead(fd := fdGpslog, buffer := ADDR(lon), length := SIZEOF(lon));
// Is data valid?
IF len1 = SIZEOF(linsec) AND len2 = SIZEOF(lat) AND len3 = SIZEOF(lon) THEN
// Data is read
...
END_IF;
UNTIL len1 <> SIZEOF(linsec) OR len2 <> SIZEOF(lat) OR len3 <> SIZEOF(lon)
END_REPEAT;
ELSE
// Error
END_IF;
ELSE
// No data
END_IF;
fsFileClose(fd := fdGpslog);
ELSE
// Could not open file
END_IF;
ELSE
// File dont exist
END_IF;
...

4.12.2.17.24. fsFileReadString (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

Reads a string from a FILE starting from the location set by the datapointer (fsFileSeek). The lenght of the string will
either be the maximum string length as define by the STRING variable or when a carriage return value (0D hex or 13
decimal) followed by a new line value (0A hex or 10 decimal). After each successfully read operation the file
datapointer is automatically incremented

Input:
fd : FILE
FILE descriptor for the file retrieved from fsFileOpen or fsFileCreate.

Returns: STRING
The string read. Or an empty string if none present.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsFileReadString : STRING;
VAR_INPUT
fd : FILE;
END_VAR;

Example:
...
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IF fsFileExists(name := "\prg1.log") THEN
fdLog := fsFileOpen(name := "\prg1.log");
IF fsFileStatus(fd := fdLog) = 0 THEN
// Is file empty?
IF fsFilePosition(fd := fdLog) > 0 THEN
rc := fsFileSeek(fd := fdLog, offset := 0);
IF rc = 0 THEN
// Iterate file
REPEAT
str := fsFileReadString(fd := fdLog);
IF strLen(str := str) > 0 THEN
// Data is read
...
END_IF;
UNTIL strLen(str := str) = 0
END_REPEAT;
ELSE
// Error
END_IF;
ELSE
// No data
END_IF;
fsFileClose(fd := fdLog);
ELSE
// Could not open file
END_IF;
ELSE
// File dont exist
END_IF;
...

4.12.2.17.25. fsFileWrite (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

This function will write a buffer to a FILE starting from the location set by the file datapointer (changed with
fsFileSeek). After each successfully write operation the file datapointer is automatically incremented.
Please also see fsFileWriteString for string writing.

Input:
fd : FILE
FILE descriptor for the file retrieved from fsFileOpen or fsFileCreate.
buffer : PTR
Address of the buffer that contains the data.
length : INT
Number of bytes to write.

Returns: INT
Number of bytes written to file.

Declaration:
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FUNCTION ALIGN fsFileWrite : INT;
VAR_INPUT
fd
: FILE;
buffer : PTR;
length : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
VAR
fdLog
doLog
END_VAR;

: FILE;
: BOOL := TRUE;

FUNCTION WriteLog;
VAR_INPUT
text : STRING;
END_VAR;
VAR
rc
: INT;
END_VAR;
IF fsFileStatus(fd := fdLog) = 0 THEN
// Write text to log
rc := fsFileWriteStringNL(fd := fdLog, str := text);
IF rc <> strLen(str := text) THEN
DebugFmt(message := "error \1 when writing string to prg1.log", v1 := rc);
doLog := FALSE;
fsFileClose(fd := fdLog);
END_IF;
END_IF;
END_FUNCTION;
PROGRAM FileExample;
VAR
fdGpslog : FILE;
gps
: gpsFix;
doGpsLog : BOOL := TRUE;
iter
: DINT := 1;
str
: STRING;
rc
: INT;
END_VAR;
// Media
fsMediaOpen(media := 0);
gpsPower(power := ON);
// Open file for program log
IF fsFileExists(name := "prg1.log") THEN
fdLog := fsFileOpen(name := "prg1.log");
ELSE
fdLog := fsFileCreate(name := "prg1.log");
END_IF;
IF fsFileStatus(fd := fdLog) <> 0 THEN
DebugFmt(message := "File $"prg1.log$" not open, error code=\1", v1 := fsFileStatus(fd :=
fdLog));
doGpsLog := FALSE;
END_IF;
// Open file for log of GPS positions
IF fsFileExists(name := "gpslog.dat") THEN
fdGpslog := fsFileOpen(name := "gpslog.dat");
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ELSE
fdGpslog := fsFileCreate(name := "gpslog.dat");
END_IF;
IF fsFileStatus(fd := fdGpslog) <> 0 THEN
DebugFmt(message := "File $"gpslog.dat$" not open, error code=\1", v1 := fsFileStatus(fd :=
fdGpslog));
END_IF;
BEGIN
gps();
IF gps.mode > 1 THEN
// Log
IF doLog THEN
WriteLog(text := "GPS position calculated");
END_IF;
// log position
IF doGpsLog THEN
fsFileWrite(fd := fdGpslog, buffer := ADDR(gps.linsec), length := SIZEOF(gps.linsec));
fsFileWrite(fd := fdGpslog, buffer := ADDR(gps.latitude), length :=
SIZEOF(gps.latitude));
fsFileWrite(fd := fdGpslog, buffer := ADDR(gps.longitude), length :=
SIZEOF(gps.longitude));
END_IF;
END_IF;
// Log
IF doLog THEN
str := strFormat(format := "Iteration \4", v4 := iter);
WriteLog(text := str);
END_IF;
Sleep(delay := 5000);
iter := iter + 1;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.17.26. fsFileWriteString (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

Will write a string to the FILE starting from the location set by the file datapointer (changed with fsFileSeek). After
each successfully write operation the file datapointer is automatically incremented.
For automatically insertion of new lines after each string write see fsFileWriteStringNL.

Input:
fd : FILE
FILE descriptor for the file retrieved from fsFileOpen or fsFileCreate.
str : STRING
The string to be written to the file.

Returns: INT
Number of bytes written to file.
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Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsFileWriteString : INT;
VAR_INPUT
fd : FILE;
str : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
VAR
LogReader : logRead;
END_VAR;
FUNCTION logExport;
VAR_INPUT
filename : STRING;
END_VAR;
VAR
fd : FILE;
str : STRING;
i
: INT;
col : INT;
END_VAR;
// Create file
fd := fsFileCreate(name := filename);
IF fsFileStatus(fd := fd) <> 0 THEN
DebugFmt(message := "Could not open file, error code=\1", v1 := fsFileStatus(fd := fd));
RETURN;
END_IF;
// Goto first entry
logFirst();
LogReader();
col := logValuesPerRecord();
// Iterate log
WHILE LogReader.status = 0 DO
// Format Date
str := strFormat(format := "\1-\2-\3,", v1 := LogReader.day, v2 := LogReader.month, v3 :=
LogReader.year);
fsFileWriteString(fd := fd, str := str);
// Format Time
str := strFormat(format := "\1:\2:\3,", v1 := LogReader.hour, v2 := LogReader.minute, v3
:= LogReader.second);
fsFileWriteString(fd := fd, str := str);
// Format Tag
str := sintToStr(v := LogReader.tag);
fsFileWriteString(fd := fd, str := str);
// Iterate values
FOR i := 1 TO col DO
// Format value
str := strFormat(format := ",\4", v4 := LogReader.value[i]);
fsFileWriteString(fd := fd, str := str);
END_FOR;
// Terminate entry
fsFileWriteString(fd := fd, str := "$N");
// Next entry
IF NOT logNext() THEN EXIT; END_IF;
LogReader();
END_WHILE;
// Close file
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fsFileClose(fd := fd);
END_FUNCTION;

4.12.2.17.27. fsFileWriteStringNL (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

The same as the fsFileWriteString, but will add a carriage return value (0D hex or 13 decimal) followed by a new line
value (0A hex or 10 decimal) in the end of the string. Each write will start from the location set by the file datapointer
(changed with fsFileSeek). After each successfully write operation the file datapointer is automatically incremented.

Input:
fd : FILE
FILE descriptor for the file retrieved from fsFileOpen or fsFileCreate.
str : STRING
The string to be written to the file.

Returns: INT
Number of bytes written to file.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsFileWriteStringNL : INT;
VAR_INPUT
fd : FILE;
str : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
VAR
fdLog
doLog
END_VAR;

: FILE;
: BOOL := TRUE;

FUNCTION WriteLog;
VAR_INPUT
text : STRING;
END_VAR;
VAR
rc
: INT;
END_VAR;
IF fsFileStatus(fd := fdLog) = 0 THEN
// Write text to log
rc := fsFileWriteStringNL(fd := fdLog, str := text);
IF rc <> strLen(str := text) THEN
DebugFmt(message := "error \1 when writing string to prg1.log", v1 := rc);
doLog := FALSE;
fsFileClose(fd := fdLog);
END_IF;
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END_IF;
END_FUNCTION;
PROGRAM FileExample;
VAR
fdGpslog : FILE;
gps
: gpsFix;
doGpsLog : BOOL := TRUE;
iter
: DINT := 1;
str
: STRING;
rc
: INT;
END_VAR;
// Media
fsMediaOpen(media := 0);
gpsPower(power := ON);
// Open file for program log
IF fsFileExists(name := "prg1.log") THEN
fdLog := fsFileOpen(name := "prg1.log");
ELSE
fdLog := fsFileCreate(name := "prg1.log");
END_IF;
IF fsFileStatus(fd := fdLog) <> 0 THEN
DebugFmt(message := "File $"prg1.log$" not open, error code=\1", v1 := fsFileStatus(fd :=
fdLog));
doGpsLog := FALSE;
END_IF;
// Open file for log of GPS positions
IF fsFileExists(name := "gpslog.dat") THEN
fdGpslog := fsFileOpen(name := "gpslog.dat");
ELSE
fdGpslog := fsFileCreate(name := "gpslog.dat");
END_IF;
IF fsFileStatus(fd := fdGpslog) <> 0 THEN
DebugFmt(message := "File $"gpslog.dat$" not open, error code=\1", v1 := fsFileStatus(fd :=
fdGpslog));
END_IF;
BEGIN
gps();
IF gps.mode > 1 THEN
// Log
IF doLog THEN
WriteLog(text := "GPS position calculated");
END_IF;
// log position
IF doGpsLog THEN
fsFileWrite(fd := fdGpslog, buffer := ADDR(gps.linsec), length := SIZEOF(gps.linsec));
fsFileWrite(fd := fdGpslog, buffer := ADDR(gps.latitude), length :=
SIZEOF(gps.latitude));
fsFileWrite(fd := fdGpslog, buffer := ADDR(gps.longitude), length :=
SIZEOF(gps.longitude));
END_IF;
END_IF;
// Log
IF doLog THEN
str := strFormat(format := "Iteration \4", v4 := iter);
WriteLog(text := str);
END_IF;
Sleep(delay := 5000);
iter := iter + 1;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.17.28. fsFileClose (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

Closes a file. When all read and write operations are done close the file to avoid accidentally write operations if the
media is removed or an error occurs in the program etc. to avoid data corruption.

Input:
fd : FILE
FILE descriptor for the file retrieved from fsFileOpen or fsFileCreate.

Returns: INT
0- File closed.
-8- File not opened.
-16- Media not present.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsFileClose : INT;
VAR_INPUT
fd : FILE;
END_VAR;

Example:
...
IF fsFileExists(name:="gpslog.dat") THEN
fd := fsFileOpen(name:="gpslog.dat");
ELSE
fd := fsFileCreate(name:="gpslog.dat");
END_IF;
IF fsFileStatus(fd:=fd) = 0 THEN
// File open, write data
...
fsFileWrite(fd:=fd,buffer:=ADDR(gps.latitude),length:=SIZEOF(gps.latitude));
fsFileWrite(fd:=fd,buffer:=ADDR(gps.longitude),length:=SIZEOF(gps.longitude));
...
fsFileClose(fd:=fd);
ELSE
// Error when opening/creating file
...
END_IF;
...

4.12.2.17.29. fsFileFlush (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
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Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

1.05
Yes
x32.inc

This function writes any cached data to the media.
To improve performance the file-system caches data written by the application, and only writes data physically to the
media after several writes operations or when the file is closed.
Calling fsFileFlush is equal to closing the file and opening it again, except that the current position in the file is
maintained.

Input:
fd : FILE
FILE descriptor for the file retrieved from fsFileOpen or fsFileCreate.

Returns: INT
0- File flushed.
-8- File not opened.
-16- Media not present.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsFileflush : INT;
VAR_INPUT
fd : FILE;
END_VAR;

Example:
...
IF fsFileStatus(fd:=fd) = 0 THEN
// File open, write data
...
fsFileWrite(fd:=fd,buffer:=ADDR(gps.latitude),length:=SIZEOF(gps.latitude));
fsFileWrite(fd:=fd,buffer:=ADDR(gps.longitude),length:=SIZEOF(gps.longitude));
fsFileFlush(fd:=fd);
...
END_IF;
...

4.12.2.17.30. fsStatusLEDEnable (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.02
No
x32.inc

This function controls the use of a LED3 and LED4 on the RTCU unit as status indicator for the file-system.
When the status is enabled LED 3 and LED 4 cannot be used from the application.
The use of LED3/4 has the following interpretation:
Green, Constant
Green, Blinking
Orange

SD-CARD is present
SD-CARD is ejected and can be removed
Read/Write operation on the SD-CARD

Input:
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enable : BOOL
TRUE:
Use the LED for status.
FALSE: Do not use the LED for status.

Returns: INT
0- Success.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsStatusLEDEnable : INT;
VAR_INPUT
enable : BOOL;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
fsStatusLEDEnable(enable:=ON);
BEGIN
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.17.31. fsFileMove (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.21
Yes
x32.inc

This function moves a file to another directory. The destination must be on the same drive as the source.

Input:
src : STRING
Name of the file to move. Both Absolute and Relative paths are allowed.
dst : STRING
The destination path of the file. Both Absolute and Relative paths are allowed.

Returns: INT
0- File is renamed.
-1- Media not opened.
-3- Path to file is invalid.
-4- Name of file (new or old) is invalid.
-5- File not found.
-6- A file with this name already exist.
-12- File is open.
-16- Media not present.
-23- Media is Write protected.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN fsFileMove : INT;
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VAR_INPUT
src : STRING;
dst : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc : INT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Move file
rc := fsFileMove(src:="\prg1.log",dst:="\folder\prg1.log");
IF rc = 0 THEN
.
.
ELSE
// Move failed
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.18. can: CAN functions
4.12.2.18.1. can: CAN functions
CAN (Controller Area Network) is a serial bus system, developed for robust and fast communication in harsh
environments like those realized in the automotive industry. The network is a multi-master network, where all the
devices attached to it receive the transmitted message and then decides if it is relevant. The hardware controller
automatically re-transmit messages that was interrupted due to data collision etc. Within this fault protection is also
implemented a message priority so messages with higher priority will be transmitted before messages with a lower
priority.
The CAN network is divided into layers. Starting with the physical layer (the network hardware connection), and then
adding the higher layers (software) which implements the protocols, which is application specific. However various
standards have been developed each aimed at a specific area. The J1939 and FMS standards are for example
aimed for the automotive industry.
CAN messages all consist (from the user point of view) of an message identifier (ID) and up to 8 data bytes. The ID is
then divided into two groups: one with an 11-bit wide ID (CAN 2.0A) called standard identifier and another with a 29bit wide ID (CAN 2.0 B) called extended identifier. Common for both types is that the ID also sets the message
priority – the lowest ID has the highest priority.
As some nodes on the network communicate very often there will be extensive traffic most of the time. Most of this
information is not relevant and in order not to handle non-relevant information the whole time, a need for filtering
arises. The message is filtered on the ID and is a hardware-realised filter and it discards all messages with a nonrelevant ID.

The following functions are used to access the CAN network.
• canOpen

•
•
•
•
•
•

canClose
canLoopBackMode
canSendMessage
canReceiveMessage
canFilterCreate
canFilterDestroy

Open the CAN port.
Close the CAN port after use.
Activate loopback mode for test purpose.
Send a CAN message.
Receive a CAN message.
Create a receive filter.
Destroy a receive filter.

Note: The simulator only supports Loopback mode. This means that all messages send are send through the filter
back to the receiver functionblock.

The CAN message identifier (ID) is represented as a DINT in VPL. As the CAN functions are common for both
standard and extended identifiers, an illustration below shows how the bit is organized in the two cases.
The ID consist of either 11-bit (standard) or 29-bit (extended). The standard ID is always located ID28..18 and the
extended ID is located in ID17..0. This is illustrated in (a).
a) CAN message ID:

For convenience in VPL the standard identifier is shifted down starting from zero (decimal) (b). Extended identifiers
represented as they are received (c).
b) Std. ID presented in VPL:

c) Ext. ID presented in VPL:
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4.12.2.18.2. canOpen (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.01
Yes
x32.inc

Will open the CAN port. Before the CAN functions can be used the interface must be initialized and the baudrate
must be set. A standard baudrate range is available for easy configuration. When the this function has succesfully
returned messages can be transmitted (canSendMessage) and received (if a receive filter is created with
canFilterCreate). When finished sending and receiving messages close the port with canClose.
Note: The simulator handles CAN communication in loopback mode only.

Input:
baud : INT (100,125,250,500,1000) (default 100)
Select the desired baudrate in Kbps.
monitor : BOOL (default TRUE)
Select monitor mode. The RTCU unit will never transmit on the bus, but only listen for messages.

Returns: INT
0- successful.
1- unsupported baudrate.
2- the baudrate is not possible at the selected CPU speed.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN canOpen : BOOL;
VAR_INPUT
baud
: INT := 100;
monitor : BOOL:= TRUE;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
VAR
canin : canReceiveMessage;
buf
: ARRAY[1..8] OF SINT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM CANExample;
VAR
CAN_ID : SINT;
END_VAR;
// Open can
canOpen(baud:=250);
canin(data:=ADDR(buf));
// startID: Priority=3 Reserved=1 Data page=0 PGN=00FDD6
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CAN_ID := canFilterCreate(xtd:=TRUE,startID:=16#0E00FDD6,length:=6);
BEGIN
canin();
...
IF canin.ready THEN
// Message received
...
END_IF;
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.18.3. canClose (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

Closes the CAN port. Call this function to close the CAN port when finished with sending and receiving messages.

Input:
None

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN canClose;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
VAR
ignition : BOOL;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
VAR
can_open : BOOL;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
...
IF ignition THEN
IF NOT can_open THEN
IF canOpen(baud:=250) = 0 THEN
can_open := TRUE;
ELSE
DebugMsg(message:="CanOpen - Failed!");
END_IF;
END_IF;
ELSE
IF can_open THEN
canClose();
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can_open := FALSE;
END_IF;
END_IF;
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.18.4. canLoopBackMode (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

Activates loopback mode. This functions makes it possible to test the application configuration (send, receive and
filter) with or without a connection to a physical CAN network. The loopback mode loops all outgoing traffic back to
the CAN receiver, and the transmitted message will be received if a receive filter is created with canFilterCreate.
Note: The simulator handles CAN communication in loopback mode only.

Input:
enable : BOOL (default FALSE)
If true, loopback is enabled.
Note: Using loopback mode requires that canOpen() has been called with the 'monitor' parameter set to FALSE.

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN canLoopBackMode;
VAR_INPUT
enable : BOOL := FALSE;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
VAR
canRX : canReceiveMessage;
buf
: ARRAY[1..8] OF SINT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM CANExample;
VAR
FilterID : SINT;
rc
: INT;
END_VAR;
// Open can
canOpen(baud:=250,monitor:=FALSE);
canRX(data:=ADDR(buf));
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canLoopBackMode(enable:=ON);
// startID: Priority=3 Reserved=1 Data page=0 PGN=00FDD6
FilterID := canFilterCreate(xtd:=TRUE,startID:=16#0E00FDD6,length:=6);
rc := canSendMessage(xtd:=TRUE,ID:=16#0E00FDD6,data:=ADDR(buf),datasize:=8);
IF rc = 0 THEN
DebugMsg(message:="CAN message send");
ELSE
DebugFmt(message:="CAN message failed (\1)",v1:=rc);
END_IF;
BEGIN
canRX();
...
IF canRX.ready THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Message received!");
DebugFmt(message:="canRX.xtd= \1", v1:=int(canRX.xtd));
DebugFmt(message:="canRX.ID= \1", v1:=int(canRX.ID));
DebugFmt(message:="canRX.DataSize= \1", v1:=int(canRX.DataSize));
END_IF;
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.18.5. canSendMessage (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

Send a CAN message with the defined ID and contents of a buffer. The message Identifier (ID) is by default set to be
an extended ID. The maximum datasize to send is limited to 8 bytes per transmission.
Note: The simulator handles CAN communication in loopback mode only.

Input:
xtd : BOOL (default TRUE)
If true, the package uses the extended identifier (29 bits).
ID : DINT
The identifier of the package.
data : PTR
Address of the buffer that contains the data.
datasize : INT
Number of bytes in buffer.

Returns: SINT
0- Success. The Message was send and acknowledged.
1- CAN port not open.
2- Datasize out of range.
3- Invalid buffer.
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4- Timeout. The message was not acknowledged on the bus.
5- Monitor mode. Transmission not allowed.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN canSendMessage : SINT;
VAR_INPUT
xtd
: BOOL := TRUE;
ID
: DINT;
data
: PTR;
datasize : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
VAR
canRX : canReceiveMessage;
buf
: ARRAY[1..8] OF SINT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM CANExample;
VAR
FilterID : SINT;
rc
: INT;
END_VAR;
// Open can
canOpen(baud:=250);
canRX(data:=ADDR(buf));
canLoopBackMode(enable:=ON);
// startID: Priority=3 Reserved=1 Data page=0 PGN=00FDD6
FilterID := canFilterCreate(xtd:=TRUE,startID:=16#0E00FDD6,length:=6);
rc := canSendMessage(xtd:=TRUE,ID:=16#0E00FDD6,data:=ADDR(buf),datasize:=8);
IF rc = 0 THEN
DebugMsg(message:="CAN message send");
ELSE
DebugFmt(message:="CAN message failed (\1)",v1:=rc);
END_IF;
BEGIN
canRX();
...
IF canRX.ready THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Message received!");
DebugFmt(message:="canRX.xtd= \1", v1:=int(canRX.xtd));
DebugFmt(message:="canRX.ID= \1", v1:=int(canRX.ID));
DebugFmt(message:="canRX.DataSize= \1", v1:=int(canRX.DataSize));
END_IF;
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.18.6. canReceiveMessage (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
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Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

Receive a message from the CAN network. Before any reception is realised the a receive filter must have been
created with canFilterCreate. If the canLoopBackMode is enabled all transmitted messages from the RTCU will be
received - but only if a receive filter is setup. The function block must also be initialized and manually updated in
order to receive any messages. When a message has been received the ready flag will be set, and the buffer
defined during initialization contains the data and the function block output variables contains the message identifier
(ID) information. The data is valid until the function block is updated again. The RTCU will buffer all valid incoming
messages in an internal buffer with room for 100 messages - further messages will be lost.
Note: The simulator handles CAN communication in loopback mode only.

Input:
data : PTR
Address of the buffer to receive the data in.
note: the buffer must be 8 bytes long.

Output:
xtd : BOOL
TRUE:
Message uses the extended identifier (29 bits).
FALSE: Message uses the standard identifier (11 bits).
id : DINT
The identifier of the message.
datasize : SINT
Number of bytes received.
ready : BOOL
True if a message has been received.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK ALIGN canReceiveMessage;
VAR_INPUT
data
: PTR;
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
xtd
: BOOL;
ID
: DINT;
datasize : SINT;
ready
: BOOL;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
VAR
canRX : canReceiveMessage;
buf
: ARRAY[1..8] OF SINT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM CANExample;
VAR
FilterID : SINT;
rc
: INT;
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END_VAR;
// Open can
canOpen(baud:=250);
canRX(data:=ADDR(buf));
canLoopBackMode(enable:=ON);
// startID: Priority=3 Reserved=1 Data page=0 PGN=00FDD6
FilterID := canFilterCreate(xtd:=TRUE,startID:=16#0E00FDD6,length:=6);
rc := canSendMessage(xtd:=TRUE,ID:=16#0E00FDD6,data:=ADDR(buf),datasize:=8);
IF rc = 0 THEN
DebugMsg(message:="CAN message send");
ELSE
DebugFmt(message:="CAN message failed (\1)",v1:=rc);
END_IF;
BEGIN
canRX();
...
IF canRX.ready THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Message received!");
DebugFmt(message:="canRX.xtd= \1", v1:=int(canRX.xtd));
DebugFmt(message:="canRX.ID= \4", v4:=canRX.ID);
DebugFmt(message:="canRX.DataSize= \1", v1:=int(canRX.DataSize));
END_IF;
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.18.7. canFilterCreate (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

Will create a receive filter. In order to receive any messages from the network a receive filter must be created. When
the filter is created only message identifier(s) (ID) specified here will be received. It is possible to create a filter for a
single ID only (set length to 1) or as a complete range of ID's, by specifying the start ID and the length of the range
(please see the information below for selecting appropriate lengths). Different filters can be created for different
ranges. When a filter has been successfully created the function returns an ID for the filter. This ID must be used to
destroy the filter when it's no longer needed. If the filter need to be changed it must be destroyed first - please see
the canFilterDestroy. The number of available filters are limited to twenty.
Selecting the filter length:
If the startID and length is not carefully selected it will have a negative impact on the RTCU operation speed. This
only occurs when a range length makes the LSB in the ID change from 0F (hex) to 10 (hex) or similar. A worst-case
scenario could be a startID set to 16#xxxx_x7FE and length set to 3. The desired endID would be 16#xxxx_xx800,
but due to how the hardware filtering is implemented it is only possible to make the filter range end at
16#xxxx_xxFFF, to be able to receive all ID's within the desired range. The reason for this must be found in the
binary values:
The StartID is xxxx_xxxx_xxxx_xxxx_xxxx_0111_1111_1110
xxxx_xxxx_xxxx_xxxx_xxxx_0111_1111_1111
The EndID is xxxx_xxxx_xxxx_xxxx_xxxx_1000_0000_0000
The hardware filter range is set to the result of an exclusive or of the StartID and EndID.
Filter range is xxxx_xxxx_xxxx_xxxx_xxxx_1111_1111_1111
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All received ID's, which contains an ID similar to the exclusive or (XOR) result, will be accepted. So the CPU receives
all ID's in the range 16#xxxx_x000 to 16#xxxx_xFFF, leading to a length of 4096 instead of 3. A second filtering is
carried out by the firmware though, and the VPL program will only receive ID's within the range of 3, but this second
filtering increases the load on the RTCU and will decrease the operation speed depending on the amount of CAN
network traffic.
A workaround could be to cover the range by one or more filters. For the above scenario two filters would be
sufficient:
Filter 1: StartID set to xxxx_xx7FE and length set to 2. This filter covers ID's xxxx_xx7FE and xxxx_xx7FF.
Filter 2: StartID set to xxxx_xx800 and length set to 1. This filter covers ID xxxx_xx800.

Input:
xtd : BOOL
Filter for standard or extended identifiers. Set to true for extended identifiers.
startID : DINT (16#0...16#1FFF_FFFF)
The first identifier that is accepted.
length : DINT (16#1...16#2000_0000)
The length of the range of identifiers that are accepted. For a single identifier only set the length to 1.

Returns: SINT
1-20- ID of the new filter.
-1- Illegal start ID.
-2- Illegal length.
-3- No free filters.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN canFilterCreate : SINT;
VAR_INPUT
xtd
: BOOL;
startid : DINT;
length : DINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
VAR
canRX : canReceiveMessage;
buf
: ARRAY[1..8] OF SINT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM CANExample;
VAR
FilterID : SINT;
rc
: INT;
END_VAR;
// Open can
canOpen(baud:=250);
canRX(data:=ADDR(buf));
canLoopBackMode(enable:=ON);
// startID: Priority=3 Reserved=1 Data page=0 PGN=00FDD6
FilterID := canFilterCreate(xtd:=TRUE,startID:=16#0E00FDD6,length:=6);
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rc := canSendMessage(xtd:=TRUE,ID:=16#0E00FDD6,data:=ADDR(buf),datasize:=8);
IF rc = 0 THEN
DebugMsg(message:="CAN message send");
ELSE
DebugFmt(message:="CAN message failed (\1)",v1:=rc);
END_IF;
BEGIN
canRX();
...
IF canRX.ready THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Message received!");
DebugFmt(message:="canRX.xtd= \1", v1:=int(canRX.xtd));
DebugFmt(message:="canRX.ID= \1", v1:=int(canRX.ID));
DebugFmt(message:="canRX.DataSize= \1", v1:=int(canRX.DataSize));
END_IF;
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.18.8. canFilterDestroy (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

canFilterDestroy will destroy a receive filter that is no longer needed. The filter ID retreived from canFilterCreate must
be used to identify the filter.

Input:
filterid : SINT
ID for the filter to destroy.

Returns: SINT
0- Success.
1- Illegal filter ID.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN canFilterDestroy : SINT;
VAR_INPUT
filterid : SINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
VAR
canRX : canReceiveMessage;
buf
: ARRAY[1..8] OF SINT;
END_VAR;

PROGRAM CANExample;
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VAR
Filter_ID : SINT;
cmd
: SINT;
END_VAR;
// Open can
canOpen(baud:=250);
canRX(data:=ADDR(buf));
BEGIN
...
IF cmd = 16#02 THEN
// startID: Priority=3 Reserved=1 Data page=0 PGN=00FDD6
Filter_ID := canFilterCreate(xtd:=TRUE,startID:=16#0E00FDD6,length:=6);
ELSIF cmd = 16#03 THEN
canFilterDestroy(filterid:=Filter_ID);
END_IF;
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.19. pm: Power management
4.12.2.19.1. pm: Power management
As demands for flexible power management has increased for realising more battery efficient solutions, a new group
of power management functions are available which implements the possibilities to control the power usage of the
RTCU. The new features offer the application to stop executing and wait for an event to occur before proceeding
operation from the location where the program was stopped. Another feature is control of the RTCU execution speed
and how the unit should behave when an external power fail occurs.
Power management functions for control of the power usage.
•
•
•
•

pmPowerDown
pmDeepSleep
pmPowerFail
pmWaitEvent

• pmSetVibrationsensitivity
• pmVibration
• pmSetSpeed

Power down the unit and reset when an event happens.
Makes unit sleep for a number milliseconds.
Sets unit behaviour when external power fails.
Makes unit sleep until an event happens by entering a power saving sleep
mode.
Sets the sensitivity of the Vibration sensor.
Query whether vibration has been detected since last call.
Control the speed of execution.

4.12.2.19.2. pmPowerDown (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

Will Power down the unit – similar to PowerDown. The unit will wake up with a full reset when the ignition input
(Please refer to the technical manual of the RTCU) is activated and optionally after a specific time period defined by
the time input variable.
A manual reset of the RTCU or restoring of the external power will also wake up the RTCU.

Input:
time : DINT
Time to power down in seconds. Leave empty if not used.

Returns: INT
0- Success.
1- Ignition is activated.
2- Error.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN pmPowerDown : INT;
VAR_INPUT
time
: DINT := -1;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
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PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Power down and reset after 60 seconds
pmPowerDown(time := 60);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.19.3. pmDeepSleep (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.02
Yes
x32.inc

pmDeepSleep will stop the Processor of the RTCU unit for a number of milliseconds, thereby lowering the power
consumption considerably.
Note:
During deepsleep the timers (TP, TON, TOF,etc) will not be updated and the time spent in DeepSleep mode will not
be counted.
The Realtime clock functions (clockNow, clockGet etc.) will be updated correctly.
The DeepSleep() function will degrade to a Sleep() operation if full execution speed is required by other operations
such as the battery charger, voice messaging or the insertion of a programming cable.

Input:
delay : INT (0..32767)
Number of milliseconds to sleep. The minimum sleep period is 200 ms.

Returns:
None

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN pmDeepSleep;
VAR_INPUT
delay : INT := -1;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Go in low-power mode for 5000 mSecs
pmDeepSleep(delay := 5000);
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.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.19.4. pmPowerFail (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

Sets whether the unit will continue to operate on internal battery or enter pmPowerDown (forever) when external
power is lost (power fail). Please also refer to the technical manual for the specific RTCU unit for further information
and support.

Input:
bat : BOOL
If true the unit will operate on internal battery when a power fail occur. If false the unit will enter powerdown mode.

Returns: INT
0- Success.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN pmPowerFail : INT;
VAR_INPUT
bat : BOOL;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
ext_pwr : BOOL;
END_VAR;
gsmPower(power:=ON);
gprsOpen();
DebugFmt(message:="pmPowerFail=\1",v1:=pmPowerFail(bat:=TRUE));
BEGIN
...
IF boardSupplyType() = 1 AND ext_pwr THEN
ext_pwr := FALSE;
pmSetSpeed(speed:=2);
ELSIF boardSupplyType() = 2 AND NOT ext_pwr THEN
ext_pwr := TRUE;
pmSetSpeed(speed:=4);
END_IF;
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.19.5. pmSetSpeed (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.02
No
x32.inc

This function is used to set the CPU execution speed to reduce the power consumption. The speed is selected in five
steps (0..4) where 0 is slowest. However when changing to another speed a number of limitations exists.
Limitations:
• If another function, which must operate at a higher speed than the one requested, is enabled an error will be
returned. Please see the return codes.
• A voicecall will temporary switch to full speed (4) as long as the call is active.
• Connecting a programming cable will temporary switch to full speed (4) to enable communication with the RTCU
IDE. The selected speed is resumed when the cable is removed.
• When the speed is changed all serial communication is interrupted and the RTCU cannot receive any data that is
transmitted to it during the change. This includes CAN, 1-Wire, RS232 and RS485.
• It is not possible to obtain all baudrates at all speeds. The serial functions have the following baudrate limitations:
• Using gsmPower is only allowed at speed 4. Use gsmPowerLP for all other speeds.
•
Operating CAN at 1 Mbit is only allowed at speed 1 or higher.
•
1-Wire is only allowed at speed 4.
•
RS232 and RS485. Below is an overview of which baudrates that can be used at the specific CPU execution
speed.

Input:
speed : INT
0 = very slow (2MHz clock)
1 = slow (6MHz clock)
2 = medium (12MHz clock)
3 = fast (24MHz clock)
4 = very fast (48MHz clock) (default at boot-up)

Returns: INT
0- Success.
1- Invalid speed.
2- CAN communication speed is too high for the requested speed.
3- GSM is not in low power mode. See gsmPowerLP
4- Baudrate selected on serial port 0 does not support the requested speed.
5- Baudrate selected on serial port 1 does not support the requested speed.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN pmSetSpeed : INT;
VAR_INPUT
speed : INT;
END_VAR;
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Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
ext_pwr : BOOL;
END_VAR;
gsmPowerLP(power:=ON);
gprsOpen();
DebugFmt(message:="pmPowerFail=\1",v1:=pmPowerFail(bat:=TRUE));
BEGIN
...
IF boardSupplyType() = 1 AND ext_pwr THEN
ext_pwr := FALSE;
pmSetSpeed(speed:=2);
ELSIF boardSupplyType() = 2 AND NOT ext_pwr THEN
ext_pwr := TRUE;
pmSetSpeed(speed:=4);
END_IF;
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.19.6. pmSetVibrationSensivity (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600
No support
No support
1.00
No
x32.inc

Sets the Vibration sensor sensitivity. (Please see the RTCU technical manual for support of the Vibration Sensor).
With this function the sensitivity of the vibration sensor can be set. The RTCU does not remember the value over a
reset or PowerDown, and it must at least be set during program initialization.

Input:
sen : SINT (0..100) (default: 50)
The level of sensivity. 100 is most sensitive. 0 (zero) disables vibration detection.

Returns: INT
0- Success.
1- Invalid value.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN pmSetVibrationSensivity : INT;
VAR_INPUT
sen : SINT := 50;
END_VAR;

Example:
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INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
VAR_INPUT
sw : BOOL;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
VAR
sms : gsmIncomingSMS;
Log : logWrite;
tmp : INT;
sen : INT := 50;
END_VAR;
pmSetVibrationSensivity(sen:=100);
gsmPower(power:=ON);
gprsOpen();
IF NOT logIsInitialized(key:=4711) THEN
logInitialize(key:=4711, numlogvalues:=2, numlogrecords:=3000);
END_IF;
DebugMsg(message:="Running...");
BEGIN
IF sw THEN
sms();
IF sms.status > 0 THEN
tmp := strToInt(str:=sms.message);
IF tmp > 0 AND tmp < 101 THEN
IF pmSetVibrationSensivity(sen:=SINT(tmp)) = 0 THEN
sen := tmp;
DebugFmt(message:="Vibration sensivity: \1",v1:=sen);
END_IF;
END_IF;
END_IF;
ELSE
tmp := pmWaitEvent(Vibration:=TRUE,time:=10);
IF tmp <> 8 THEN
Log(tag:=1, value[1]:=sen, value[2]:=tmp);
END_IF;
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.19.7. pmVibration (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600
No support
No support
1.00
Yes
x32.inc

Query whether vibration has been detected by the on-board vibration sensor.
The pmVibration() function will return whether vibration has been detected since the last call. It is the responsibility of
application to call pmVibration() frequently so that the information processed is upto date.
The sensivity of the vibration sensor can be adjusted by calling the function pmSetVibrationSensivity().
Note:
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When the on-board buzzer is enabled with boardBuzzer() the vibration sensor will be automatically disabled during
the period of the buzzer sounding. This is because of a risk of false vibration detected due to the vibrations generated
by the buzzer.

Input:
None.

Returns: BOOL
TRUE:
FALSE:

- Vibration has been detected since last call.
- No vibration has been detected since last call.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN pmVibration : BOOL;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
pmSetVibrationSensivity(sen:=25);
DebugMsg(message:="Running...");
BEGIN
IF pmVibration() THEN
DebugMsg(message:="No movement.. Sleep");
pmWaitEvent(Vibration:=TRUE);
DebugMsg(message:="Wakeup");
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.19.8. pmWaitEvent (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.00 (1.20 for GSM wake-up support)
Yes
x32.inc

Stops program execution and waits for one or several of the following events:
• Change on digital input 1..4 + ignition (input 5)
• External power fail
• External power apply
• Vibration sensor
• Timer
• CAN reception
• Serial 0 activity
• Serial 1 activity
• GSM activity
When the event(s) happens the program will continue operation from the location it was called. The polarity (rising or
falling edge) of a digital input to wake up from can be set individually for each input. If the Vibration sensor is
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activated a vibration larger than the threshold set by the pmSetVibrationSensivity will also wake up the RTCU. Like
the pmPowerDown function a timer can be set to wake up the RTCU - the main difference between the
pmPowerDown and the pmWaitEvent is that a power down will restart program execution from the start (as a reset)
and the WaitForEvent will proceed program execution from where it was called.
Please note that the pmWaitEvent does not affect the Digital Outputs. The user must if desired deactivate the outputs
before calling pmWaitEvent to reduce the power consumed by the outputs.
If the ignition input is selected for wake up and the input is logical low, a power apply will also wake up the RTCU,
even though power apply is not selected for wake up. The return code will be the ignition wake up code.
If the serial port baudrate is higher than 9600, the RTCU will not be able to receive the transmitted data. However the
RTCU will wake up on any activity on the connection, and as soon as the function has returned the serial functions
are operational again.
It is not possible to use pmWaitEvent while the on-board battery is fast-charging, and therefore it may be necessary
to disable the charger using batChargerEnable().
Note when using GSM event:
Using pmWaitEvent with the GSM event enabled implies that the GSM module must be operating in low-power
mode. See gsmPowerLP.
When the GSM module is ON, the GSM event must be selected when calling pmWaitEvent.
pmWaitEvent with GSM event enabled can not be used when the GSM module is busy with an active voice or CSD
session.
Any GSM event will trigger the wake-up and it is the responsibility of the application to detect and handle any relevant
event at wake-up time. After handling of the event, or if no relevant event was found, pmWaitEvent can be called
again awaiting the next GSM event.

Input:
Ignition : BOOL (default: FALSE)
The unit waits until the ignition input is activated.
IgnitionFalling : BOOL (default: FALSE)
If TRUE the ignition is activated with a falling edge, if FALSE the ignition is activated with a rising edge.
DI1 : BOOL (default: FALSE)
The unit waits until digital input 1 is activated.
DI1Falling : BOOL (default: FALSE)
If TRUE digital input 1 is activated with a falling edge, if FALSE digital input 1 is activated with a rising edge.
DI2 : BOOL (default: FALSE)
The unit waits until digital input 2 is activated.
DI2Falling : BOOL (default: FALSE)
If TRUE digital input 2 is activated with a falling edge, if FALSE digital input 2 is activated with a rising edge.
DI3 : BOOL (default: FALSE)
The unit waits until digital input 3 is activated.
DI3Falling : BOOL (default: FALSE)
If TRUE digital input 3 is activated with a falling edge, if FALSE digital input 3 is activated with a rising edge.
DI4 : BOOL (default: FALSE)
The unit waits until digital input 4 is activated.
DI4Falling : BOOL (default: FALSE)
If TRUE digital input 4 is activated with a falling edge, if FALSE digital input 4 is activated with a rising edge.
Vibration : BOOL (default: FALSE)
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The unit waits until vibration is detected. (See pmSetVibrationSensivity for adjusting sensitivity)
PowerFail : BOOL (default: FALSE)
The unit waits until external power is removed.
PowerApply : BOOL (default: FALSE)
The unit waits until external power is applied.
GSM : BOOL (default: FALSE)
The unit waits until activity is detected on the GSM modem.
CAN : BOOL (default: FALSE)
The unit waits until a message has arrived on the CAN bus.
The reception of a CAN message is subject to the filtering mechanism. See canFilterCreate().
Note:
Operating at a CAN speed of 1000 Kbps is not supported. Failing to observe this will result in a return-code of -3.
SER0 : BOOL (default: FALSE)
The unit waits until a byte is received on serial port 0.
SER1 : BOOL (default: FALSE)
The unit waits until a byte is received on serial port 1.
Time : DINT (default: -1)
The unit waits a number of seconds.
If Time is -1 or 0 the event will be disabled.

Returns: INT
13PowerApply.
12Serial 1 activity.
11Serial 0 activity.
10CAN activity.
9GSM activity.
8Timeout.
7PowerFail.
6Vibration detected.
5Ignition detected (DI5)
4DI4 detected.
3DI3 detected.
2DI2 detected.
1DI1 detected.
0Error. (no event enabled)
-1Unspecified Error.
-2Specified event is not available.
-3Event not legal due to illegal CAN communication speed.
-4GSM module is OFF, but GSM event has been selected.
-5GSM module is ON, but GSM event was NOT selected.
-6GSM module is not operating in low-power mode (see gsmPowerLP)
-7GSM module is busy with an active Voice or CSD session.
-8pmWaitEvent is busy.
-9The on-board battery is fast-charging

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN pmWaitEvent :
VAR_INPUT
Ignition
: BOOL :=
IgnitionFalling : BOOL :=
DI1
: BOOL :=
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DI1Falling
DI2
DI2Falling
DI3
DI3Falling
DI4
DI4Falling
Vibration
PowerFail
GSM
CAN
SER0
SER1
TIME
PowerApply
END_VAR;

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
DINT
BOOL

:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=

FALSE;
FALSE;
FALSE;
FALSE;
FALSE;
FALSE;
FALSE;
FALSE;
FALSE;
FALSE;
FALSE;
FALSE;
FALSE;
-1;
FALSE;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
VAR_INPUT
sw : BOOL;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
VAR
sms : gsmIncomingSMS;
Log : logWrite;
tmp : INT;
sen : INT := 50;
END_VAR;
pmSetVibrationSensivity(sen:=100);
gsmPower(power:=ON);
gprsOpen();
IF NOT logIsInitialized(key:=4711) THEN
logInitialize(key:=4711, numlogvalues:=2, numlogrecords:=3000);
END_IF;
DebugMsg(message:="Running...");
BEGIN
IF sw THEN
sms();
IF sms.status > 0 THEN
tmp := strToInt(str:=sms.message);
IF tmp > 0 AND tmp < 101 THEN
IF pmSetVibrationSensivity(sen:=SINT(tmp)) = 0 THEN
sen := tmp;
DebugFmt(message:="Vibration sensivity changed to: \1",v1:=sen);
END_IF;
END_IF;
END_IF;
ELSE
// stop execution and wait for one of the following events - All events except timeout is
logged:
// Ignition rising edge,
// Digital Input 1 falling edge,
// Vibration
// or timeout on 10 seconds.
tmp := pmWaitEvent(Ignition:=TRUE, DI1:=TRUE, DI1Falling:=TRUE, Vibration:=TRUE,
time:=10);
IF tmp <> 8 THEN
Log(tag:=1, value[1]:=sen, value[2]:=tmp);
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END_IF;
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.20. mdt: Mobile Data Terminal
4.12.2.20.1. mdt: Mobile Data Terminal
The Mobile Data Terminal (MDT) is an accessory compromised of an LCD display with keys for advanced user
interaction with the RTCU unit.
The MDT is connected to the RTCU unit using the RS232 port on the unit.
For more information on the MDT see the Datasheet and Technical manual available from your supplier.
The following functions are used to access to the MDT:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

mdtOpen
mdtPower
mdtStandby
mdtWrite
mdtGotoXY
mdtCurrentX
mdtCurrentY
mdtScrollDown
mdtScrollUp
mdtGetKey
mdtClear
mdtClearLine
mdtCursor
mdtBacklight
mdtBeep
mdtContrast
mdtDefineChar
mdtProfile

Open the MDT.
Controls power to the MDT.
Controls MDT standby.
Writes text at the current position.
Set the current position.
Return the X-coordinate of the current position.
Return the Y-coordinate of the current position.
Moves the text in the display one line down.
Moves the text in the display one line up.
Waits for a key press event.
Clears the display.
Clears a line in the display.
Show or Hide cursor.
Set the intensity of the backlight.
The MDT emits a short beep.
Set the contrast of the display.
Defines a custom character in the MDT font.
Retrieve MDT profile info.

4.12.2.20.2. mdtOpen (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C500 Series, C350
No support
4.90
1.02
Yes
x32.inc or mdt.inc

Starts up the connection to the MDT using the serial port specified.
Must be called before any communication with the MDT can occur. Note that the MDT does not have to actually be
connected when this function is called.
When the MDT is opened there will be no need for further intervention from the VPL program to keep the session
up.
Note:
Only port=1 will support the mdtPower() functionality and using port=0 will not work with the standard interface
cable.
For information how to use port=0, please contact your supplier.

Input:
port : SINT (0/1) default 1
Select which serial port to use, 0 is the programming port, 1 is serial port 2
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Returns: INT
1- Invalid port.
0- Success.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN mdtOpen : INT;
VAR_INPUT
port : SINT := 1;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc : INT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Open MDT
rc := mdtOpen(port := 1);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.20.3. mdtPower (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C500 Series, C350
No support
4.90
1.02
Yes
x32.inc or mdt.inc

This function controls the power of the MDT. By using this function, the VPL program can switch ON and OFF the
MDT.
The mdtPower() function must be called before the MDT can be used
By switching the power OFF to the MDT, it is not possible to receive any PowerUP keypress message.
Please also see the mdtStandby() function.
Note:
Only when the mdtOpen has been called with port=1 the mdtPower() functionality as described will be available

Input:
power : BOOL
TRUE:
Turn the MDT on.
FALSE: Turn the MDT off.

Returns: INT
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0- Success.
-1- MDT not present.
-2- MDT not opened.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN mdtPower : INT;
VAR_INPUT
power : BOOL;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc : INT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Turn MDT on
rc := mdtPower(power := ON);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.20.4. mdtStandby (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C500 Series, C350
No support
4.90
1.02
Yes
x32.inc or mdt.inc

This function controls the power of the MDT. By using this function, the VPL program can set the MDT on standby or
wake it from standby, for example on the PowerUP keypress event returned from mdtGetKey().
Also see mdtPower().

Input:
power : BOOL
TRUE:
Set the MDT on standby.
FALSE: Wake the MDT from standby.

Returns: INT
0- Success.
-2- MDT not opened.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN mdtStandby : INT;
VAR_INPUT
enable : BOOL;
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END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc : INT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Set MDT on standby
rc := mdtStandby(enable := ON);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.20.5. mdtWrite (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C500 Series, C350
No support
4.90
1.02
Yes
x32.inc or mdt.inc

Writes a text message on the display at the current write position.
If a text message tries to print past the display limits the remaining text is ignored and the current write position
remains at the end of the line.
It is possible to add certain attributes to the text printed in the display, using the following control sequencies:
\H
\h
\U
\u
\BL1
\bl1
\BL2
\bl2

Start highlighted text
Stop highlighted text
Start underlined text
Stop underlined text
Start blink mode 1 (the text alternates between visible and hidden)
Stop blink mode 1
Start blink mode 2 (the text alternates between normal and highlighted)
Stop blink mode 2

Once the text attribute is started all text printed will be affected until it is stopped.

Note:
If the string passed to mdtWrite contains the "$" character it must be duplicated ("$$") to avoid interference with the
low-level communication protocol used between the RTCU and MDT. Please further observe the restrictions when
using the "$" characters in strings.
Failing to observe these precaution may result in that the write operation fails.

Input:
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message : STRING
Textstring to print

Returns: INT
0- Success.
-1- MDT not present.
-2- MDT not opened.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN mdtWrite : INT;
VAR_INPUT
message : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc : INT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Write test
mdtGotoXY(x := 5, y := 2);
mdtWrite(message := "Highlight \Htest\h text");
mdtGotoXY(x := 5, y := 4);
mdtWrite(message := "Underline \Utest\u text");
mdtGotoXY(x := 5, y := 6);
mdtWrite(message := "Blink 1
\BL1test\bl1 text");
mdtGotoXY(x := 5, y := 8);
rc := mdtWrite(message := "Blink 2
\BL2test\bl2 text");
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.20.6. mdtGotoXY (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C500 Series, C350
No support
4.90
1.02
Yes
x32.inc or mdt.inc

Sets the current write position. This is the position where the next write to the display will take place.
To get the actual range of (X,Y) for the connected MDT it is recommended to call mdtProfile().

Input:
x : INT (1..28)
x position (column) 1 is leftmost
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y : INT (1..11)
y position (row) 1 is topmost

Returns: INT
1- Position outside display.
0- Success.
-1- MDT not present.
-2- MDT not opened.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN mdtGotoXY : INT;
VAR_INPUT
x : INT;
y : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc : INT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Move current position
rc := mdtGotoXY(x := 15, y := 4);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.20.7. mdtCurrentX (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C500 Series, C350
No support
4.90
1.02
Yes
x32.inc or mdt.inc

This function will return the X-coordinate of the current position.

Input:
None

Returns: INT
Current X-Coordinate
-1- MDT not present.
-2- MDT not opened.

Declaration:
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FUNCTION ALIGN mdtCurrentX : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
x : INT;
y : INT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Get curent position
x := mdtCurrentX();
y := mdtCurrentY();
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.20.8. mdtCurrentY (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C500 Series, C350
No support
4.90
1.02
Yes
x32.inc or mdt.inc

This function will return the Y-coordinate of the current position.

Input:
None

Returns: INT
Current Y-Coordinate.
-1- MDT not present.
-2- MDT not opened.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN mdtCurrentY : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
x : INT;
y : INT;
END_VAR;
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BEGIN
.
.
// Get curent position
x := mdtCurrentX();
y := mdtCurrentY();
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.20.9. mdtScrollDown (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C500 Series, C350
No support
4.90
1.02
Yes
x32.inc or mdt.inc

This function moves the contents of the display one line down. The line that moves out of the display are deleted, and
an empty line is added at the top.
After this function is called the current position is at the upper left corner (1, 1).

Input:
None

Returns: INT
0- Success.
-1- MDT not present.
-2- MDT not opened.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN mdtScrollDown : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc : INT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Scroll display
rc := mdtScrollDown();
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.20.10. mdtScrollUp (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C500 Series, C350
No support
4.90
1.02
Yes
x32.inc or mdt.inc

This function moves the contents of the display one line up. The line that moves out of the display are deleted, and
an empty line is added at the bottom.
After this function is called the current position is at the lower left corner (1, 8).

Input:
None

Returns: INT
0- Success.
-1- MDT not present.
-2- MDT not opened.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN mdtScrollUp : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc : INT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Scroll display
rc := mdtScrollUp();
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.20.11. mdtGetKey (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:
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Waits for a key press from the MDT. The function waits for a maximum number of milliseconds, and if no key press
within the timeout period, the function returns with 0, indicating the timeout. If a key press has been detected before
the timeout period, a number identifying the actual key press is returned.
A small buffer is present in the system, so all key press are received by the application.
For information about the key-layout on the MDT please see the MDT simulator section.

Input:
timeout : INT (0..32767) Default 3000
Timeout period in milliseconds to wait

Returns: INT
127- PowerUP key pressed. (Only generated when the MDT is in Standby mode and the Power key is pressed)
126- Power key pressed.
125- Back key pressed.
124- Enter key pressed.
123- Right key pressed.
122- Left key pressed.
121- Down key pressed.
120- Up key pressed.
105- F6 key pressed.
104- F5 key pressed.
103- F4 key pressed.
102- F3 key pressed.
101- F2 key pressed.
100- F1 key pressed.
21- # key pressed. (MDT-200 only)
20- * key pressed. (MDT-200 only)
19- "9" key pressed. (MDT-200 only)
18- "8" key pressed. (MDT-200 only)
17- "7" key pressed. (MDT-200 only)
16- "6" key pressed. (MDT-200 only)
15- "5" key pressed. (MDT-200 only)
14- "4" key pressed. (MDT-200 only)
13- "3" key pressed. (MDT-200 only)
12- "2" key pressed. (MDT-200 only)
11- "1" key pressed. (MDT-200 only)
10- "0" key pressed. (MDT-200 only)
0- Timeout.
-1- MDT not opened.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN mdtGetKey : INT;
VAR_INPUT
timeout : INT := 3000;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
key : INT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
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.
// Wait for key
key := mdtGetKey(timeout := 10000);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.20.12. mdtClear (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C500 Series, C350
No support
4.90
1.02
Yes
x32.inc or mdt.inc

Clears the contents in the display. After this call, the current write position will be set to upper left corner (1,1).

Input:
None

Returns: INT
0- Success.
-1- MDT not present.
-2- MDT not opened.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN mdtClear : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Clear display
mdtClear();
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.20.13. mdtClearLine (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
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Include:

x32.inc or mdt.inc

Clears the contents of the line with the current write position in the display. After this call, the current write position
will be set to left of the line.

Input:
None

Returns: INT
0- Success.
-1- MDT not present.
-2- MDT not opened.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN mdtClearLine : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Clear line
mdtClearLine();
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.20.14. mdtCursor (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C500 Series, C350
No support
4.90
1.02
Yes
x32.inc or mdt.inc

This function is used to enable or disable the cursor.

Input:
enable : BOOL
TRUE:
- Show cursor.
FALSE: - Hide cursor.

Returns: INT
0- Success.
-1- MDT not present.
-2- MDT not opened.
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Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN mdtCursor : INT;
VAR_INPUT
enable : BOOL;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc : INT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
// Show cursor
rc := mdtCursor(enable := ON);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.20.15. mdtBacklight (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C500 Series, C350
No support
4.90
1.02
Yes
x32.inc or mdt.inc

Controls the intensity of the backlight in the display.

Input:
intensity : SINT (0..10)
The intensity of the backlight. (0 = off, 10=highest intensity)

Returns: INT
1- Intensity out of bounds.
0- Success.
-1- MDT not present.
-2- MDT not opened.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN mdtBacklight : INT;
VAR_INPUT
intensity : SINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
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INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Set the backlight intensity
mdtBacklight(intensity := 10);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.20.16. mdtBeep (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C500 Series, C350
No support
4.90
1.02
Yes
x32.inc or mdt.inc

This function makes the MDT emit a short beep.

Input:
None

Returns: INT
0- Success.
-1- MDT not present.
-2- MDT not opened.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN mdtBeep : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Sound a beep
mdtBeep();
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.20.17. mdtContrast (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C500 Series, C350
No support
4.90
1.03
No
x32.inc or mdt.inc

Controls the contrast in the display.

Input:
intensity : SINT (0..10)
The intensity of the backlight. (0 = lowest contrast, 10=highest contrast)

Returns: INT
1- Intensity out of bounds.
0- Success.
-1- MDT not present.
-2- MDT not opened.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN mdtContrast : INT;
VAR_INPUT
intensity : SINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Set the contrast
mdtContrast(intensity := 10);
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.20.18. mdtDefineChar (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C500 Series, C350
No support
4.90
1.07
Yes
x32.inc or mdt.inc

This function is used to define a character in the MDT font. This feature is not available on the MDT-100.
The font in the MDT-200 uses characters 11 pixels wide by 20 pixels high.
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To help visualize and calculate the character map, use a table with 12 * 20 cells each representing a pixel.

(Figure 1. Empty character pixel map)
The 12th column (With grey background in Figure 1.) is not used in the character and is only included to ease the
calculations. This must be filled with 0's (zeros).
The 3 last rows (With green background in Figure 1.) is below the writing line and should only be used if a character
similar to 'p', 'g' or 'q' are defined.
Draw the character in the table using 1's (ones, Show pixel) and 0's (zeros, Hide pixel) as shown in Figure 2.

(Figure 2. Sample character: copyleft)
Once the table is filled, calculate the 3 Hex digits for each line.
The map string in the function contains the Hex digits from the top-left and down.
For the sample character in Figure 2., the map string would look like this:
"0000000003F03F0618CCCD2CC2CD2CCCC6183F03F0000000000000000000"
Note: Only uppercase characters can be used and no spacing characters can be included.
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Input:
index : INT (0..255)
the index of the character to define
map : STRING
the calculated map of the character.

Returns: INT
0- Success.
-1- MDT not present.
-2- MDT not opened.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN mdtDefineChar : INT;
VAR_INPUT
index : INT;
map
: STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
mdtDefineChar(index:=33,map:="0000000003F03F0618CCCD2CC2CD2CCCC6183F03F00000000000000000

00");
BEGIN
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.20.19. mdtProfile (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C500 Series, C350
No support
4.90
1.07
Yes
x32.inc or mdt.inc

mdtProfile returns the profile of the MDT connected.

Input:
None.

Output:
type : INT
0- No MDT connected.
1- MDT-100 connected.
2- MDT-200 connected.
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version : INT
Version number of the firmware in the MDT. Version will be scaled by 100, version 3.00 will be returned as 300.
pos_max_x : INT
The maximum X position.
pos_max_y : INT
The maximum Y position.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK
VAR_OUTPUT
type
:
version
:
pos_max_x :
pos_max_y :
END_VAR;

ALIGN mdtProfile;
INT;
INT;
INT;
INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
VAR
mdtInfo : mdtProfile;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM MDTExample;
.
.
BEGIN
.
.
mdtInfo();
IF mdtInfo.type > 0 THEN
DebugMsg(message:="MDT connected!");
DebugFmt(message:=" Type=\1",v1:=mdtInfo.type);
DebugFmt(message:=" Ver= \1",v1:=mdtInfo.version);
DebugFmt(message:=" MaxX=\1",v1:=mdtInfo.pos_max_x);
DebugFmt(message:=" MaxY=\1",v1:=mdtInfo.pos_max_y);
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.21. bt: Bluetooth
4.12.2.21.1. bt: Bluetooth Smartantenna
The Bluetooth library functions are used to to discover, connect, transmit and receive data wireless from the external
Bluetooth Smartantenna.
Connect the Bluetooth Smartantenna to the unit and use the functions listed below to make wireless connections and
send and receive data.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

btOpen
btClose
btIsOpen
btSearch
btGetDeviceAddress
btGetDeviceName
btGetDeviceType
btConnect
btListen
btDisconnect
btConnection
btSignalLevel
btSendData
btReceiveData
btSetPin
btHsOpen
btHsClose
btHsConnected
btHsRingAccept
btHsRingReject
btPairClear
btPairClearAll
btSetLED

Open the Bluetooth module and library functions.
Close the Bluetooth module and library functions.
Get the open status.
Make a search for other Bluetooth devices in the area.
Get the address of a found device.
Get the name of a found or connected device.
Get the type of a found device.
Connect to a device.
Listen for an incoming connection.
Disconnect a connected device.
Get the status of a connection.
Get the signal level of a connection.
Send data to a connected device.
Receive data from a connected device.
Set the PIN for incoming connections.
Open the headset audio connection.
Close the headset audio connection.
Get the audio connection status.
Stops the ringing in the headset and opens the audio connection.
Stops the ringing in the headset and closes the audio connection.
Remove a specific device pairing.
Remove all device pairings.
Set the status LED on the Bluetooth smartantenna.

4.12.2.21.2. btOpen (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.05
No
x32.inc

Opens the Bluetooth module and enables the library functions. This function must be called and returned
successfully before any other Bluetooth function is called. If the Bluetooth module is disconnected or power is
removed it is necessary reinitialize the module by closing the module with btClose and re-open with btOpen.
Power will be applied directly from the serial port connector through the DC-Out output. Because of this
boardDCOUT must NOT be used in the program, as the firmware will control this output when the Bluetooth module
is opened and closed. Also there must NOT be connected anything else to the DC-Out output when the Bluetooth
module is connected.
When the Bluetooth module is opened the normal programming port is disabled and btClose must be called to reenable it.
Using the boardSetServicePortAlt function enables the use of an alternative serial port as service port.
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After the Bluetooth library is opened connections to other devices can be made. Use btConnect to initiate an outgoing
connection, where the program decides which device to connect to either by using a specific address or by doing a
network search with btSearch. Or use btListen to open for incoming connections, where other Bluetooth devices may
search for the module and connect to it.
The Bluetooth module is invisible for other Bluetooth devices until a btListen command is issued to allow incoming
connections, but until then the Bluetooth module will not be found during network searches.

Input:
port : SINT
The serial port where the Bluetooth module is located. (Only port 0 - the default port - is supported).
name : STRING
The name of the Bluetooth module. Other devices in the area will see this name. Maximum length is 40 characters.

Returns: INT
0- Success.
-2- Bluetooth library is already open.
-3- Bluetooth module is not present or not supported
-6- Bluetooth does not support selected CPU speed.
-10- Invalid port.
-12- Invalid name.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN btOpen : INT;
VAR_INPUT
port : SINT := 0;
name : STRING := "";
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Open the Bluetooth library
btOpen(name := "RTCU C600");
BEGIN
.
.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.21.3. btClose (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:
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Close the Bluetooth module, the library functions and re-enables the programming port. To re-open the Bluetooth
module again call btOpen.

Input:
None

Returns: INT
0- Success.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN btClose : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Open the Bluetooth library
btOpen(name := "RTCU C600");
BEGIN
.
.
// Close the Bluetooth library
btClose();
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.21.4. btIsOpen (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.05
No
x32.inc

Get the open status of the Bluetooth library. If the library is open the function will return with the number of the serial
port the module is connected to.

Input:
None

Returns: INT
>=0- Open on returned serial port number.
-1- Bluetooth library is not opened.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN btIsOpen : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
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INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Open the Bluetooth library
btOpen(name := "RTCU C600");
BEGIN
.
.
IF btIsOpen() = 0 THEN
.
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.21.5. btSearch (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.05
No
x32.inc

Search for Bluetooth devices in the area. All devices found in the search are assigned a device number, which is the
reference when using library functions such as btConnect or btGetDeviceName etc. The function will return the
number of devices found in the search. A found device is not necessarily assigned the same number in each search use btGetDeviceName, btGetDeviceType or btGetDeviceAddress to determine which device number to connect to.

Input:
None

Returns: INT
Number of devices found in the search.
-1- Bluetooth library is not opened.
-3- Bluetooth module is not present.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN btSearch : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc
: INT;
i
: INT;
headsetID : INT;
END_VAR;
// Open the Bluetooth library
btOpen(name := "RTCU C600");
BEGIN
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...
DebugMsg(message:="Starting search....");
rc:=btSearch();
DebugFmt(message:="
btSearch=\1", v1:=rc);
FOR i:=1 TO rc DO
DebugMsg(message:="
("+intToStr(v:=i)+") Addr="+btGetDeviceAddress(device:=i)+"
Type="+dintToStr(v:=btGetDeviceType(device:=i))+" name="+btGetDeviceName(device:=i));
IF btGetDeviceName(device:=i) = "Motorola H300" THEN
headsetID:=i;
DebugMsg(message:="
Motorola H300 found at device ->"+intToStr(v:=i));
END_IF;
END_FOR;
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.21.6. btGetDeviceAddress (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.05
No
x32.inc

Get the address of a device found with btSearch.

Input:
device : INT
The device number found with btSearch.

Returns: STRING
The device address.
Blank if invalid device, library not opened etc.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN btGetDeviceAddress : STRING;
VAR_INPUT
device : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc
: INT;
i
: INT;
headsetID : INT;
END_VAR;
// Open the Bluetooth library
btOpen(name := "RTCU C600");
BEGIN
...
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DebugMsg(message:="Starting search....");
rc:=btSearch();
DebugFmt(message:="
btSearch=\1", v1:=rc);
FOR i:=1 TO rc DO
DebugMsg(message:="
("+intToStr(v:=i)+") Addr="+btGetDeviceAddress(device:=i)+"
Type="+dintToStr(v:=btGetDeviceType(device:=i))+" name="+btGetDeviceName(device:=i));
IF btGetDeviceName(device:=i) = "Motorola H300" THEN
headsetID:=i;
DebugMsg(message:="
Motorola H300 found at device ->"+intToStr(v:=i));
END_IF;
END_FOR;
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.21.7. btGetDeviceName (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.05
No
x32.inc

Get the name of a connected or found device.

Input:
device : INT
The device number found with btSearch. Use only one input parameter i.e. either device or ID.
ID : SINT
The connection ID obtained with btConnect or btListen.

Returns: STRING
The device name.
Blank if invalid device, library not opened etc.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN btGetDeviceName : STRING;
VAR_INPUT
device : INT;
ID
: SINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc
: INT;
i
: INT;
headsetID : INT;
END_VAR;
// Open the Bluetooth library
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btOpen(name := "RTCU C600");
BEGIN
...
DebugMsg(message:="Starting search....");
rc:=btSearch();
DebugFmt(message:="
btSearch=\1", v1:=rc);
FOR i:=1 TO rc DO
DebugMsg(message:="
("+intToStr(v:=i)+") Addr="+btGetDeviceAddress(device:=i)+"
Type="+dintToStr(v:=btGetDeviceType(device:=i))+" name="+btGetDeviceName(device:=i));
IF btGetDeviceName(device:=i) = "Motorola H300" THEN
headsetID:=i;
DebugMsg(message:="
Motorola H300 found at device ->"+intToStr(v:=i));
END_IF;
END_FOR;
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.21.8. btGetDeviceType (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.05
No
x32.inc

Get the type of a device found with btSearch. The type or ClassOfDevice (CoD) is a number that indicates what type
or class the device is. This may be used to determine if the device is a PC, Headset, GPS etc.

Input:
device : INT
The device number found with btSearch.

Returns: DINT
The device type.
-1- Bluetooth library is not opened.
-9- Invalid device.
Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN btGetDeviceType : DINT;
VAR_INPUT
device : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc
: INT;
i
: INT;
headsetID : INT;
END_VAR;
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// Open the Bluetooth library
btOpen(name := "RTCU C600");
BEGIN
...
DebugMsg(message:="Starting search....");
rc:=btSearch();
DebugFmt(message:="
btSearch=\1", v1:=rc);
FOR i:=1 TO rc DO
DebugMsg(message:="
("+intToStr(v:=i)+") Addr="+btGetDeviceAddress(device:=i)+"
Type="+dintToStr(v:=btGetDeviceType(device:=i))+" name="+btGetDeviceName(device:=i));
IF btGetDeviceName(device:=i) = "Motorola H300" THEN
headsetID:=i;
DebugMsg(message:="
Motorola H300 found at device ->"+intToStr(v:=i));
END_IF;
END_FOR;
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.21.9. btConnect (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.05
No
x32.inc

This function makes a connection to another Bluetooth device. To connect to a device use the device number
obtained from btSearch or specify the address of the device directly. Up to four connections can be handled
simultaneously, which allows connections to both printers, headsets etc. at the same time. However only one audio
connection is supported, so only one headset or other audio device may be connected at a time.
The function returns a connection ID, which is the connection handle, which is used when the connections is
accessed. The ID is used in many cases for example when transmitting data or when the connection must be
disconnected etc. The ID is always the first available connection slot, and when an ID is disconnected the slot will be
available for a new connection.
When btConnects returns with the connection ID the connection is not established yet - this is done asynchronous
by the firmware. This means that several connections may be setup without waiting for the first connection to be
established. The connections will be processed according to the assigned connection ID number. Use the
btConnection function block to retrieve information about the connection. It will indicate when any changes occur to
a connection such as connection establishment or disconnections etc.
To connect to a headset the headset parameter must be set to TRUE. Consult the user manual of the headset to
determine the Pin. A headset connection uses two connections slots; one for control and one for audio. Please see
btHsOpen for further information about using a headset.
The Pin input parameter is the Pin defined by the device to connect to. The Bluetooth module can only handle one
Pin at a time though. The btSetPin is used for incoming connections through btListen, and outgoing connection Pin's
are defined when a connection is initiated with btConnect. When a connection (though btConnect) is finished being
proceseed the Bluetooth module Pin will return to the Pin defined by btSetPin - if btListen is not used this is irrelevant
- or if more than one outgoing connections are pending, the module will initiate the next connection with the Pin
associated for that connection.
When a connection to a device is established the Bluetooth smartantenna stores the pairing info (Address, passkey
etc.), which allows for a lost connection to be re-established without user interaction.
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The Bluetooth smartantenna supports up to 16 simultaneous pairings and when 16 devices have been paired, no
new pairings will be stored.

Input:
device : INT
The device number found with btSearch. (Either use device or address - not both)
address : STRING
The device address.
Pin : STRING
The PIN of the device to connect to. Maximum 16 characters.
Headset : BOOL
Set TRUE if connection is a headset.

Returns: SINT
The connection ID
-1- Bluetooth library is not opened.
-3- Bluetooth module is not present.
-4- Bluetooth is already connected to device.
-9- Invalid device.
-11- Invalid pin code.
-13- Invalid address.
-14- Maximum number of connections exceeded.
Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN btConnect : SINT;
VAR_INPUT
address : STRING := "";
device : INT;
Pin
: STRING := "";
Headset : BOOL;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
ConID_out
ConID_in
buffer
RXbuffer_out
RXbuffer_in
btRX_out
btRX_in
btCon_out
btCon_in
END_VAR;

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

SINT;
SINT;
ARRAY[1..127] OF SINT;
ARRAY[1..127] OF SINT;
ARRAY[1..127] OF SINT;
btReceiveData;
btReceiveData;
btConnection;
btConnection;

// Open the Bluetooth library
btOpen(name := "RTCU C600");
// Set the Pin for incoming connections
btSetPin(pin := "1234");
// Initiate the outgoing connection
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ConID_out:=btConnect(address:="00:e0:98:ae:17:23",pin:="0000");
DebugFmt(message:="Outgoing Connection ID =\1", v1:=ConID_out);
// Initiate the incoming connection
ConID_in:=btListen();
DebugFmt(message:="Incoming Connection ID =\1", v1:=ConID_in);
// setup the receive and connection function blocks
btRX_out.Data:=addr(RXbuffer_out);
btRX_out.MaxSize:=sizeof(RXbuffer_out);
btRX_out.id:=ConID_out;
btCon_out.id:=ConID_out;
// setup the receive and connection function blocks
btRX_in.Data:=addr(RXbuffer_in);
btRX_in.MaxSize:=sizeof(RXbuffer_in);
btRX_in.id:=ConID_in;
btCon_in.id:=ConID_in;
BEGIN
btCon_out();
btCon_in();
btRX_out();
btRX_in();
IF btCon_out.changed THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Connection info changed:");
DebugFmt(message:="
Connected=\1",v1:=int(btCon_out.connected));
DebugMsg(message:="
Address="+btCon_out.Address);
DebugFmt(message:="
Error=\1", v1:=btCon_out.Errorcode);
END_IF;
IF btCon_in.changed THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Connection info changed:");
DebugFmt(message:="
Connected=\1",v1:=int(btCon_in.connected));
DebugMsg(message:="
Address="+btCon_in.Address);
DebugFmt(message:="
Error=\1", v1:=btCon_in.Errorcode);
END_IF;
IF btRX_out.ready THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Data Received from outgoing connection");
END_IF;
IF btRX_in.ready THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Data Received from incoming connection");
END_IF;
...
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.21.10. btListen (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:
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This function allows an incoming connection from another Bluetooth device. The function returns with a connection ID
like the btConnect function. When an incoming connection is established it is shown with the btConnection function
block.
The PIN used to allow access is set with btSetPin. The connection ID can be closed with btDisconnect. Please see
btConnect for further details on connection ID, PIN etc.
By calling btListen the Bluetooth module becomes visible for other Bluetooth devices. This means that if another
Bluetooth device makes a search, it will see the Name provided with btOpen. When a device is connected throgh
btListen, the Bluetooth module will become invisible again, but only if no more btListen is waiting for connections.
When a connection to a device is established the Bluetooth smartantenna stores the pairing info (Address, passkey
etc.), which allows for a lost connection to be re-established without user interaction.
The Bluetooth smartantenna supports up to 16 simultaneous pairings and when 16 devices have been paired, no
new pairings will be stored.

Input:
none

Returns: SINT
The connection ID
-1- Bluetooth library is not opened.
-14- Maximum number of connections exceeded.
Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN btListen : SINT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc
ConID_out
ConID_in
buffer
RXbuffer_out
RXbuffer_in
btRX_out
btRX_in
btCon_out
btCon_in
END_VAR;

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

INT;
SINT;
SINT;
ARRAY[1..127] OF SINT;
ARRAY[1..127] OF SINT;
ARRAY[1..127] OF SINT;
btReceiveData;
btReceiveData;
btConnection;
btConnection;

// Open the Bluetooth library
btOpen(name := "RTCU C600");
// Set the Pin for incoming connections
btSetPin(pin := "1234");
// Initiate the outgoing connection
ConID_out:=btConnect(address:="00:e0:98:ae:17:23",pin:="0000");
DebugFmt(message:="Outgoing Connection ID =\1", v1:=ConID_out);
// Initiate the incoming connection
ConID_in:=btListen();
DebugFmt(message:="Incoming Connection ID =\1", v1:=ConID_in);
// setup the receive and connection function blocks
btRX_out.Data:=addr(RXbuffer_out);
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btRX_out.MaxSize:=sizeof(RXbuffer_out);
btRX_out.id:=ConID_out;
btCon_out.id:=ConID_out;
// setup the receive and connection function blocks
btRX_in.Data:=addr(RXbuffer_in);
btRX_in.MaxSize:=sizeof(RXbuffer_in);
btRX_in.id:=ConID_in;
btCon_in.id:=ConID_in;
BEGIN
btCon_out();
btCon_in();
btRX_out();
btRX_in();
IF btCon_out.changed THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Connection info changed:");
DebugFmt(message:="
Connected=\1",v1:=int(btCon_out.connected));
DebugMsg(message:="
Address="+btCon_out.Address);
DebugFmt(message:="
Error=\1", v1:=btCon_out.Errorcode);
END_IF;
IF btCon_in.changed THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Connection info changed:");
DebugFmt(message:="
Connected=\1",v1:=int(btCon_in.connected));
DebugMsg(message:="
Address="+btCon_in.Address);
DebugFmt(message:="
Error=\1", v1:=btCon_in.Errorcode);
END_IF;
IF btRX_out.ready THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Data Received from outgoing connection");
END_IF;
IF btRX_in.ready THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Data Received from incoming connection");
END_IF;
...
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.21.11. btDisconnect (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.05
No
x32.inc

Disconnect a connection ID. After this function call the ID is invalid and a btConnect or a btListen must be issued to
establish a new connection. If a connection was lost and need to be re-established, it is not necessary to disconnect
the ID. Just re-initiate the connection like when it was created before it was lost.

Input:
ID : SINT
The connection ID obtained with btConnect or btListen.

Returns: INT
0- Success.
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-1- Bluetooth library is not opened.
-8- No device connected to ID.
-17- Timeout, but the ID is released.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN btDisconnect : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc
ConID_out
ConID_in
buffer
RXbuffer_out
RXbuffer_in
btRX_out
btRX_in
btCon_out
btCon_in
END_VAR;

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

INT;
SINT;
SINT;
ARRAY[1..127] OF SINT;
ARRAY[1..127] OF SINT;
ARRAY[1..127] OF SINT;
btReceiveData;
btReceiveData;
btConnection;
btConnection;

// Open the Bluetooth library
btOpen(name := "RTCU C600");
// Initiate the outgoing connection
ConID_out:=btConnect(address:="00:e0:98:ae:17:23",pin:="0000");
DebugFmt(message:="Outgoing Connection ID =\1", v1:=ConID_out);
BEGIN
btCon_out();
btRX_out();
IF btCon_out.changed THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Connection info changed:");
DebugFmt(message:="
Connected=\1",v1:=int(btCon_out.connected));
DebugMsg(message:="
Address="+btCon_out.Address);
DebugFmt(message:="
Error=\1", v1:=btCon_out.Errorcode);
END_IF;
IF btRX_out.ready THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Data Received from outgoing connection");
END_IF;
...
rc:=btDisconnect(ID:=ConID_out);
DebugFmt(message:="ConID_out disconnected=\1", v1:=rc);
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.21.12. btConnection (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
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Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

1.05
No
x32.inc

The btConnection function block is used to obtain information about a connection. The btConnection function block
is assigned to the connection ID obtained from btConnect or btListen. Each connection must have its own
btConnection function block. When the assigned connection ID is connected or disconnected by the connected
device the "changed"-output will be set to TRUE, and the program may access the other available parameters and
handle the change.
The error code parameter will show the error code, if any. For example if a connection to a device is initiated with
btConnect, but the Pin is wrong btConnection will output connected:=FALSE and an "invalid Pin"-error code will be
shown.

Input:
ID : SINT
The connection ID obtained with btConnect or btListen.

Output:
Changed : BOOL
TRUE when any change has occurred. The output is valid until the next update of the function block.
Connected : BOOL
TRUE when a connection is active. False if disconnected.
Address : STRING
The address of the connected device.
serialport : SINT
The virtual serial port assigned to this connection.
Headset : BOOL
TRUE when the connected device is a headset.
Errorcode : INT
Contains the error code when connection is refused, disconnected etc.
261Authorization failed.
264Connection timeout.
272Host timeout.
770Search failed.
1027Connection rejected due to security.
1030Connection failed.
1031Connection timeout.
1033Abnormal disconnect.
1041Connection refused.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK ALIGN btConnection;
VAR_INPUT
ID : SINT;
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
: BOOL;
Changed
Connected : BOOL;
Address
: STRING;
SerialPort : SINT;
HeadSet
: BOOL;
Errorcode : INT;
END_VAR;
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Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc
ConID_out
ConID_in
buffer
RXbuffer_out
RXbuffer_in
btRX_out
btRX_in
btCon_out
btCon_in
END_VAR;

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

INT;
SINT;
SINT;
ARRAY[1..127] OF SINT;
ARRAY[1..127] OF SINT;
ARRAY[1..127] OF SINT;
btReceiveData;
btReceiveData;
btConnection;
btConnection;

// Open the Bluetooth library
btOpen(name := "RTCU C600");
// Set the Pin for incoming connections
btSetPin(pin := "1234");
// Initiate the outgoing connection
ConID_out:=btConnect(address:="00:e0:98:ae:17:23",pin:="0000");
DebugFmt(message:="Outgoing Connection ID =\1", v1:=ConID_out);
// Initiate the incoming connection
ConID_in:=btListen();
DebugFmt(message:="Incoming Connection ID =\1", v1:=ConID_in);
// setup the receive and connection function blocks
btRX_out.Data:=addr(RXbuffer_out);
btRX_out.MaxSize:=sizeof(RXbuffer_out);
btRX_out.id:=ConID_out;
btCon_out.id:=ConID_out;
// setup the receive and connection function blocks
btRX_in.Data:=addr(RXbuffer_in);
btRX_in.MaxSize:=sizeof(RXbuffer_in);
btRX_in.id:=ConID_in;
btCon_in.id:=ConID_in;
BEGIN
btCon_out();
btCon_in();
btRX_out();
btRX_in();
IF btCon_out.changed THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Connection info changed:");
DebugFmt(message:="
Connected=\1",v1:=int(btCon_out.connected));
DebugMsg(message:="
Address="+btCon_out.Address);
DebugFmt(message:="
Error=\1", v1:=btCon_out.Errorcode);
END_IF;
IF btCon_in.changed THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Connection info changed:");
DebugFmt(message:="
Connected=\1",v1:=int(btCon_in.connected));
DebugMsg(message:="
Address="+btCon_in.Address);
DebugFmt(message:="
Error=\1", v1:=btCon_in.Errorcode);
END_IF;
IF btRX_out.ready THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Data Received from outgoing connection");
END_IF;
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IF btRX_in.ready THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Data Received from incoming connection");
END_IF;
...
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.21.13. btSignalLevel (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.05
No
x32.inc

The btSignalLevel function is used to obtain the current signal level of a connection. Use the connection ID obtained
from btConnect or btListen as the input parameter. The return value is a decimal value between 0 and 100, where
100 is maximum signal strength.

Input:
ID : SINT
The connection ID obtained with btConnect or btListen.

Return: SINT
Signal level 0..100, where 100 is maximum signal strength.
-1- Bluetooth library is not opened.
-3- Bluetooth module is not present.
-8- No device connected to ID.
Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN btSignalLevel;
VAR_INPUT
ID : SINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc
SignalLevel
ConID_out
ConID_in
buffer
RXbuffer_out
RXbuffer_in
btRX_out
btRX_in
btCon_out
btCon_in
END_VAR;
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:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

INT;
SINT;
SINT;
SINT;
ARRAY[1..127] OF SINT;
ARRAY[1..127] OF SINT;
ARRAY[1..127] OF SINT;
btReceiveData;
btReceiveData;
btConnection;
btConnection;
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// Open the Bluetooth library
btOpen(name := "RTCU C600");
// Set the Pin for incoming connections
btSetPin(pin := "1234");
// Initiate the outgoing connection
ConID_out:=btConnect(address:="00:e0:98:ae:17:23",pin:="0000");
DebugFmt(message:="Outgoing Connection ID =\1", v1:=ConID_out);
// Initiate the incoming connection
ConID_in:=btListen();
DebugFmt(message:="Incoming Connection ID =\1", v1:=ConID_in);
// setup the receive and connection function blocks
btRX_out.Data:=addr(RXbuffer_out);
btRX_out.MaxSize:=sizeof(RXbuffer_out);
btRX_out.id:=ConID_out;
btCon_out.id:=ConID_out;
// setup the receive and connection function blocks
btRX_in.Data:=addr(RXbuffer_in);
btRX_in.MaxSize:=sizeof(RXbuffer_in);
btRX_in.id:=ConID_in;
btCon_in.id:=ConID_in;
BEGIN
btCon_out();
btCon_in();
btRX_out();
btRX_in();
IF btCon_out.changed THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Connection info changed:");
DebugFmt(message:="
Connected=\1",v1:=int(btCon_out.connected));
DebugMsg(message:="
Address="+btCon_out.Address);
DebugFmt(message:="
Error=\1", v1:=btCon_out.Errorcode);
END_IF;
IF btCon_in.changed THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Connection info changed:");
DebugFmt(message:="
Connected=\1",v1:=int(btCon_in.connected));
DebugMsg(message:="
Address="+btCon_in.Address);
DebugFmt(message:="
Error=\1", v1:=btCon_in.Errorcode);
END_IF;
IF btRX_out.ready THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Data Received from outgoing connection");
END_IF;
IF btRX_in.ready THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Data Received from incoming connection");
END_IF;
...
SignalLevel:=btSignalLevel(ID:=ConID_in);
DebugFmt(message:="Incoming connection Signal level =\1", v1:=SignalLevel);
SignalLevel:=btSignalLevel(ID:=ConID_out);
DebugFmt(message:="Outgoing connection Signal level =\1", v1:=SignalLevel);
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.21.14. btSendData (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.05
No
x32.inc

Sends data to a connected Bluetooth device. The receiver is the connection ID obtained from btConnect or btListen.
If large amount of data is send, make sure to empty the receive buffer by calling btReceiveData to avoid loosing
data due to buffer overflow.

Input:
ID : SINT
The connection ID obtained with btConnect or btListen.
Data : PTR
Pointer to the data to send.
Size : INT
Number of bytes to send.

Returns: INT
The connection ID
-1- Bluetooth library is not opened.
-3- Bluetooth module is not present.
-8- No device connected to ID.
-16- Invalid data pointer or size.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN btSendData : INT;
VAR_INPUT
ID
: SINT;
Data : PTR;
Size : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc
ConID_out
buffer
RXbuffer_out
btRX_out
btCon_out
END_VAR;

:
:
:
:
:
:

INT;
SINT;
ARRAY[1..127] OF SINT;
ARRAY[1..127] OF SINT;
btReceiveData;
btConnection;

// Open the Bluetooth library
btOpen(name := "RTCU C600");
// Initiate the outgoing connection
ConID_out:=btConnect(address:="00:e0:98:ae:17:23",pin:="0000");
DebugFmt(message:="Outgoing Connection ID =\1", v1:=ConID_out);
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// setup the receive and connection function blocks
btRX_out.Data:=addr(RXbuffer_out);
btRX_out.MaxSize:=sizeof(RXbuffer_out);
btRX_out.id:=ConID_out;
btCon_out.id:=ConID_out;
BEGIN
btCon_out();
btRX_out();
IF btCon_out.changed THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Connection info changed:");
DebugFmt(message:="
Connected=\1",v1:=int(btCon_out.connected));
DebugMsg(message:="
Address="+btCon_out.Address);
DebugFmt(message:="
Error=\1", v1:=btCon_out.Errorcode);
END_IF;
IF btRX_out.ready THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Data Received from outgoing connection");
END_IF;
...
rc:=btSendData(ID:=ConID_out, Data:=addr(buffer), size:=sizeof(buffer));
DebugFmt(message:="btSendData =\1", v1:=rc);
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.21.15. btReceiveData (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.05
No
x32.inc

The btReceiveData function block is used to receive data from a connected Bluetooth device. The btConnection
function block must be assigned to the connection ID obtained from btConnect or btListen and a data buffer where
the received data is placed. When the assigned connection ID receives data the "Ready"-output will be set to TRUE,
and the program may access the data in the assigned buffer.
It is important to update the btReceiveData function block often. This is because the Bluetooth module only has a
limited buffer capacity, and if a large amount of data is received that aren't taken out of module with btReceiveData,
eventually the buffers will be filled and data may be lost.

Input:
ID : SINT
The connection ID obtained with btConnect or btListen.
Data : PTR
Address of the buffer to receive the data in.
maxSize : INT
Maximum number of bytes to receive.

Output:
Ready : BOOL
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TRUE when data is available. The output is valid until the next update of the function block.
Size : INT
Number of bytes received

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK ALIGN btReceiveData;
VAR_INPUT
ID
: SINT;
Data
: PTR;
maxSize : INT;
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
Ready
: BOOL;
Size
: INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc
ConID_out
ConID_in
buffer
RXbuffer_out
RXbuffer_in
btRX_out
btRX_in
btCon_out
btCon_in
END_VAR;

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

INT;
SINT;
SINT;
ARRAY[1..127] OF SINT;
ARRAY[1..127] OF SINT;
ARRAY[1..127] OF SINT;
btReceiveData;
btReceiveData;
btConnection;
btConnection;

// Open the Bluetooth library
btOpen(name := "RTCU C600");
// Set the Pin for incoming connections
btSetPin(pin := "1234");
// Initiate the outgoing connection
ConID_out:=btConnect(address:="00:e0:98:ae:17:23",pin:="0000");
DebugFmt(message:="Outgoing Connection ID =\1", v1:=ConID_out);
// Initiate the incoming connection
ConID_in:=btListen();
DebugFmt(message:="Incoming Connection ID =\1", v1:=ConID_in);
// setup the receive and connection function blocks
btRX_out.Data:=addr(RXbuffer_out);
btRX_out.MaxSize:=sizeof(RXbuffer_out);
btRX_out.id:=ConID_out;
btCon_out.id:=ConID_out;
// setup the receive and connection function blocks
btRX_in.Data:=addr(RXbuffer_in);
btRX_in.MaxSize:=sizeof(RXbuffer_in);
btRX_in.id:=ConID_in;
btCon_in.id:=ConID_in;
BEGIN
btCon_out();
btCon_in();
btRX_out();
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btRX_in();
IF btCon_out.changed THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Connection info changed:");
DebugFmt(message:="
Connected=\1",v1:=int(btCon_out.connected));
DebugMsg(message:="
Address="+btCon_out.Address);
DebugFmt(message:="
Error=\1", v1:=btCon_out.Errorcode);
END_IF;
IF btCon_in.changed THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Connection info changed:");
DebugFmt(message:="
Connected=\1",v1:=int(btCon_in.connected));
DebugMsg(message:="
Address="+btCon_in.Address);
DebugFmt(message:="
Error=\1", v1:=btCon_in.Errorcode);
END_IF;
IF btRX_out.ready THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Data Received from outgoing connection");
END_IF;
IF btRX_in.ready THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Data Received from incoming connection");
END_IF;
...
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.21.16. btSetPin (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.05
No
x32.inc

The btSetPin function is used set the Pin for incoming connections (btListen). Once set there is no need to update
the Pin, unless to change it to another. When an outgoing connection is initiated with btConnect, the Pin for the
module is temporarily changed to the one provide by btConnect, when this connection has been processed the Pin
will automatically be returned.

Input:
Pin : STRING
The Pin code. Maximum 16 characters.

Return: INT
0- Success.
-1- Bluetooth library is not opened.
-11- Invalid Pin code.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN btSetPin : INT;
VAR_INPUT
Pin : STRING;
END_VAR;
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Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc
SignalLevel
ConID_out
ConID_in
buffer
RXbuffer_out
RXbuffer_in
btRX_out
btRX_in
btCon_out
btCon_in
END_VAR;

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

INT;
SINT;
SINT;
SINT;
ARRAY[1..127] OF SINT;
ARRAY[1..127] OF SINT;
ARRAY[1..127] OF SINT;
btReceiveData;
btReceiveData;
btConnection;
btConnection;

// Open the Bluetooth library
btOpen(name := "RTCU C600");
// Set the Pin for incoming connections
btSetPin(pin := "1234");
// Initiate the outgoing connection
ConID_out:=btConnect(address:="00:e0:98:ae:17:23",pin:="0000");
DebugFmt(message:="Outgoing Connection ID =\1", v1:=ConID_out);
// Initiate the incoming connection
ConID_in:=btListen();
DebugFmt(message:="Incoming Connection ID =\1", v1:=ConID_in);
// setup the receive and connection function blocks
btRX_out.Data:=addr(RXbuffer_out);
btRX_out.MaxSize:=sizeof(RXbuffer_out);
btRX_out.id:=ConID_out;
btCon_out.id:=ConID_out;
// setup the receive and connection function blocks
btRX_in.Data:=addr(RXbuffer_in);
btRX_in.MaxSize:=sizeof(RXbuffer_in);
btRX_in.id:=ConID_in;
btCon_in.id:=ConID_in;
BEGIN
btCon_out();
btCon_in();
btRX_out();
btRX_in();
IF btCon_out.changed THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Connection info changed:");
DebugFmt(message:="
Connected=\1",v1:=int(btCon_out.connected));
DebugMsg(message:="
Address="+btCon_out.Address);
DebugFmt(message:="
Error=\1", v1:=btCon_out.Errorcode);
END_IF;
IF btCon_in.changed THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Connection info changed:");
DebugFmt(message:="
Connected=\1",v1:=int(btCon_in.connected));
DebugMsg(message:="
Address="+btCon_in.Address);
DebugFmt(message:="
Error=\1", v1:=btCon_in.Errorcode);
END_IF;
IF btRX_out.ready THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Data Received from outgoing connection");
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END_IF;
IF btRX_in.ready THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Data Received from incoming connection");
END_IF;
...
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.21.17. btHsOpen (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.05
No
x32.inc

The btHsOpen is used to open the audio connection to a connected headset. It is possible to issue a Ring command
by setting Ring to True when the function is called. Then the headset will play a ring tone until the user
accepts/rejects the call or the defined number of rings is reached. If the user accepts the incoming call, the audio
connection is active until the user hang-up by pressing the hang-up button on the headset, or the audio connection
is closed with btHsClose. If the headset hang-up method is used, the audio connection is closed automatically when
the user hang-up from the headset and it is not necessary to use btHsClose. However the call is not hung up
automatically and the program must do this manually with gsmHangup.
If the Ring parameter is False the audio connection will be opened without user notification and must be closed with
btHsClose.
Use btHsConnected to get the connection status, and btHsRingAccept or btHsRingReject to stop the ring
asynchronous.

Input:
Ring : BOOL
When TRUE the headset will play a ring tone until the user accepts or rejects the call, or the number of RingCounts
is reached.
RingCount : SINT
The number of rings to play before the function returns with a timeout.

Return: SINT
0- Success, ring accepted if Ring was True.
-1- Bluetooth library is not opened.
-4- Already connected to device.
-7- Headset not connected.
-15- Ring rejected.
-17- Timeout.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN btHsOpen : INT;
VAR_INPUT
Ring
: BOOL;
RingCount : SINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
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INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc
ConID_Headset
btCon_Headset
incomingCall
END_VAR;

:
:
:
:

INT;
SINT;
btConnection;
gsmIncomingCall;

// Turn on power to the GSM module, use no pin code
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
// Open the Bluetooth library
btOpen(name := "RTCU C600");
// Set the Pin for incoming connections
btSetPin(pin := "1234");
// Initiate the headset connection
ConID_Headset:=btConnect(address:="00:e0:98:ae:17:23",pin:="0000", Headset:=TRUE);
DebugFmt(message:="Headset Connection ID =\1", v1:=ConID_Headset);
// setup the connection function block
btCon_Headset.id:=ConID_Headset;
BEGIN
btCon_Headset();
incomingCall();
IF btCon_Headset.changed THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Connection info changed:");
DebugFmt(message:="
Connected=\1",v1:=int(btCon_Headset.connected));
DebugMsg(message:="
Address="+btCon_Headset.Address);
DebugFmt(message:="
Error=\1", v1:=btCon_Headset.Errorcode);
END_IF;
// Check for incoming calls
IF incomingCall.status > 0 THEN
// Somebody is calling - notify the user
DebugMsg(message:="Incoming call");
rc:=btHsOpen(Ring:=TRUE, RingCount:=5);
IF rc = 0 THEN
DebugMsg(message:="
Call accepted");
// Enable the gsmHeadset and answer the incoming call
gsmHeadset(enable:=TRUE);
gsmAnswer();
// Wait for the call to end
WHILE btHsConnected() AND gsmOffHook() DO
END_WHILE;
// Hangup the call
DebugMsg(message:="
Call finished");
IF gsmOffHook() THEN gsmHangup(); END_IF;
ELSE
// The user didn't answer or rejected the call. Hangup the phone
DebugMsg(message:="
Call Rejected");
gsmHangup();
END_IF;
END_IF;
...
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.21.18. btHsClose (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.05
No
x32.inc

The btHsClose function is used to close the headset audio connection previously opened with btHsOpen.

Input:
None

Return: INT
0- Success, Call accepted if Ring was True.
-1- Bluetooth library is not opened.
-3- Bluetooth module is not present.
-7- Headset not connected.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN btHsClose : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc
ConID_Headset
btCon_Headset
incomingCall
END_VAR;

:
:
:
:

INT;
SINT;
btConnection;
gsmIncomingCall;

// Turn on power to the GSM module, use no pin code
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
// Open the Bluetooth library
btOpen(name := "RTCU C600");
// Set the Pin for incoming connections
btSetPin(pin := "1234");
// Initiate the headset connection
ConID_Headset:=btConnect(address:="00:e0:98:ae:17:23",pin:="0000", Headset:=TRUE);
DebugFmt(message:="Headset Connection ID =\1", v1:=ConID_Headset);
// setup the connection function block
btCon_Headset.id:=ConID_Headset;
BEGIN
btCon_Headset();
incomingCall();
IF btCon_Headset.changed THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Connection info changed:");
DebugFmt(message:="
Connected=\1",v1:=int(btCon_Headset.connected));
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DebugMsg(message:="
DebugFmt(message:="
END_IF;

Address="+btCon_Headset.Address);
Error=\1", v1:=btCon_Headset.Errorcode);

// Check for incoming calls
IF incomingCall.status > 0 THEN
// Somebody is calling - notify the user
DebugMsg(message:="Incoming call");
rc:=btHsOpen(Ring:=TRUE, RingCount:=5);
IF rc = 0 THEN
DebugMsg(message:="
Call accepted");
// Enable the gsmHeadset and answer the incoming call
gsmHeadset(enable:=TRUE);
gsmAnswer();
// Wait for the call to end
WHILE gsmOffHook() DO
END_WHILE;
// Hangup the call
DebugMsg(message:="
Call finished");
btHsClose();
ELSE
// The user didn't answer or rejected the call. Hangup the phone
DebugMsg(message:="
Call Rejected");
gsmHangup();
END_IF;
END_IF;
...
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.21.19. btHsConnected (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.05
No
x32.inc

The btHsConnected is used to get the status of the headset audio connection previously opened with btHsOpen.

Input:
None

Return: BOOL
TRUE:
FALSE:

- Connection active.
- No connection.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN btHsConnected : BOOL;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
rc
: INT;
ConID_Headset : SINT;
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btCon_Headset : btConnection;
incomingCall : gsmIncomingCall;
END_VAR;
// Turn on power to the GSM module, use no pin code
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
// Open the Bluetooth library
btOpen(name := "RTCU C600");
// Set the Pin for incoming connections
btSetPin(pin := "1234");
// Initiate the headset connection
ConID_Headset:=btConnect(address:="00:e0:98:ae:17:23",pin:="0000", Headset:=TRUE);
DebugFmt(message:="Headset Connection ID =\1", v1:=ConID_Headset);
// setup the connection function block
btCon_Headset.id:=ConID_Headset;
BEGIN
btCon_Headset();
incomingCall();
IF btCon_Headset.changed THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Connection info changed:");
DebugFmt(message:="
Connected=\1",v1:=int(btCon_Headset.connected));
DebugMsg(message:="
Address="+btCon_Headset.Address);
DebugFmt(message:="
Error=\1", v1:=btCon_Headset.Errorcode);
END_IF;
// Check for incoming calls
IF incomingCall.status > 0 THEN
// Somebody is calling - notify the user
DebugMsg(message:="Incoming call");
rc:=btHsOpen(Ring:=TRUE, RingCount:=5);
IF rc = 0 THEN
DebugMsg(message:="
Call accepted");
// Enable the gsmHeadset and answer the incoming call
gsmHeadset(enable:=TRUE);
gsmAnswer();
// Wait for the call to end
WHILE btHsConnected() AND gsmOffHook() DO
END_WHILE;
// Hangup the call
DebugMsg(message:="
Call finished");
btHsClose();
IF gsmOffHook() THEN gsmHangup(); END_IF;
ELSE
// The user didn't answer or rejected the call. Hangup the phone
DebugMsg(message:="
Call Rejected");
gsmHangup();
END_IF;
END_IF;
...
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.21.20. btHsRingAccept (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Version 5.90
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Simulator support:
Include:

No
x32.inc

This function is used to make the headset stop ringing and let btHsOpen return as if the user had accepted the ring.
When btHsOpen is called with ring activated, it will wait for the user to accept or reject the call, or for the timeout to
occur. Sometimes the application needs to answer or reject the call instead of waiting for the headset for example if
the call was hangup by the caller. Please also see the btHsRingReject for the reject function.

Input:
None

Return: INT
0- Success.
-1- Bluetooth library is not opened.
-5- Headset not ringing.
-7- Headset not connected.
-17- Timeout.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN btHsRingAccept : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
VAR_INPUT
DIP1 : BOOL;
DIP2 : BOOL;
END_VAR;
THREAD_BLOCK GSM_Thread;
VAR
incomingCall : gsmIncomingCall;
rc
: INT;
END_VAR;
// Turn on power to the GSM module, use no pin code
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
WHILE TRUE DO
incomingCall();
// Check for incoming calls
IF incomingCall.status > 0 THEN
// Somebody is calling - notify the user
DebugMsg(message:="Incoming call");
rc:=btHsOpen(Ring:=TRUE, RingCount:=5);
IF rc = 0 THEN
DebugMsg(message:="
Call accepted");
// Enable the gsmHeadset and answer the incoming call
gsmHeadset(enable:=TRUE);
gsmAnswer();
// Wait for the call to end
WHILE btHsConnected() AND gsmOffHook() DO
END_WHILE;
// Hangup the call
DebugMsg(message:="
Call finished");
btHsClose();
IF gsmOffHook() THEN gsmHangup(); END_IF;
ELSIF rc = -15 THEN
// The user rejected the call. Hangup the phone
DebugMsg(message:="
Call Rejected");
gsmHangup();
ELSE
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// The user didn't answer. Hangup the phone
DebugMsg(message:="
Call Timeout");
gsmHangup();
END_IF;
END_IF;
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;

PROGRAM test;
VAR
ConID_Headset : SINT;
btCon_Headset : btConnection;
END_VAR;
// Open the Bluetooth library
btOpen(name := "RTCU C600");
// Set the Pin for incoming connections
btSetPin(pin := "1234");
// Initiate the headset connection
ConID_Headset:=btConnect(address:="00:e0:98:ae:17:23",pin:="0000", Headset:=TRUE);
DebugFmt(message:="Headset Connection ID =\1", v1:=ConID_Headset);
// setup the connection function block
btCon_Headset.id:=ConID_Headset;
BEGIN
btCon_Headset();
IF btCon_Headset.changed THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Connection info changed:");
DebugFmt(message:="
Connected=\1",v1:=int(btCon_Headset.connected));
DebugMsg(message:="
Address="+btCon_Headset.Address);
DebugFmt(message:="
Error=\1", v1:=btCon_Headset.Errorcode);
END_IF;
IF DIP1 THEN
btHsRingAccept();
END_IF;
IF DIP2 THEN
btHsRingReject();
END_IF;
...
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.21.21. btHsRingReject (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.05
No
x32.inc

This function is used to make the headset stop ringing and let btHsOpen return as if the user had rejected the ring.
When btHsOpen is called with ring activated, it will wait for the user to accept or reject the call, or for the timeout to
occur. Sometimes the application needs to answer or reject the call instead of waiting for the headset for example if
the call was hangup by the caller. Please also see the btHsRingAccept for the accept function.
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Input:
None

Return: INT
0- Success.
-1- Bluetooth library is not opened.
-5- Headset not ringing.
-7- Headset not connected.
-17- Timeout.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN btHsRingReject : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
VAR_INPUT
DIP1 : BOOL;
DIP2 : BOOL;
END_VAR;
THREAD_BLOCK GSM_Thread;
VAR
incomingCall : gsmIncomingCall;
rc
: INT;
END_VAR;
// Turn on power to the GSM module, use no pin code
gsmPower(power := TRUE);
WHILE TRUE DO
incomingCall();
// Check for incoming calls
IF incomingCall.status > 0 THEN
// Somebody is calling - notify the user
DebugMsg(message:="Incoming call");
rc:=btHsOpen(Ring:=TRUE, RingCount:=5);
IF rc = 0 THEN
DebugMsg(message:="
Call accepted");
// Enable the gsmHeadset and answer the incoming call
gsmHeadset(enable:=TRUE);
gsmAnswer();
// Wait for the call to end
WHILE btHsConnected() AND gsmOffHook() DO
END_WHILE;
// Hangup the call
DebugMsg(message:="
Call finished");
btHsClose();
IF gsmOffHook() THEN gsmHangup(); END_IF;
ELSIF rc = -15 THEN
// The user rejected the call. Hangup the phone
DebugMsg(message:="
Call Rejected");
gsmHangup();
ELSE
// The user didn't answer. Hangup the phone
DebugMsg(message:="
Call Timeout");
gsmHangup();
END_IF;
END_IF;
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;
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PROGRAM test;
VAR
ConID_Headset : SINT;
btCon_Headset : btConnection;
END_VAR;
// Open the Bluetooth library
btOpen(name := "RTCU C600");
// Set the Pin for incoming connections
btSetPin(pin := "1234");
// Initiate the headset connection
ConID_Headset:=btConnect(address:="00:e0:98:ae:17:23",pin:="0000", Headset:=TRUE);
DebugFmt(message:="Headset Connection ID =\1", v1:=ConID_Headset);
// setup the connection function block
btCon_Headset.id:=ConID_Headset;
BEGIN
btCon_Headset();
IF btCon_Headset.changed THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Connection info changed:");
DebugFmt(message:="
Connected=\1",v1:=int(btCon_Headset.connected));
DebugMsg(message:="
Address="+btCon_Headset.Address);
DebugFmt(message:="
Error=\1", v1:=btCon_Headset.Errorcode);
END_IF;
IF DIP1 THEN
btHsRingAccept();
END_IF;
IF DIP2 THEN
btHsRingReject();
END_IF;
...
...
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.21.22. btPairClear (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.08
No
x32.inc

This function is used to remove a specific device pairing.
For more information about pairing, please see btConnect or btListen.

Input:
address : STRING
The device address.

Return: INT
0- Success.
-1- Bluetooth library is not opened.
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-13- Invalid address.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN btPairClear : INT;
VAR_INPUT
address : STRING;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
VAR
btCon : btConnection;
btID : SINT;
END_VAR;
BEGIN
.
.
.
btCon();
IF btCon.changed THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Connection info changed:");
DebugFmt(message:="
Connected=\1",v1:=INT(btCon.connected));
DebugMsg(message:="
Address="+btCon.Address);
DebugFmt(message:="
Error=\1", v1:=btCon.Errorcode);
IF btGetDeviceName(id:=btID) <> "LIO-PDA1" THEN
btPairClear(address:=btCon.Address);
END_IF;
END_IF;
.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.21.23. btPairClearAll (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.08
No
x32.inc

This function is used to remove all device pairings.
For more information about pairing, please see btConnect or btListen.

Input:
None

Return: INT
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0- Success.
-1- Bluetooth library is not opened.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN btPairClearAll : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Open the Bluetooth library
btOpen(name := "RTCU C600");
// Set the Pin for incoming connections
btSetPin(pin := "1234");
// Remove all device pairs
btPairClearAll();
.
.
.
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.21.24. btSetLED (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600, C350
No support
No support
1.08
No
x32.inc

This function is used to set the status LED on the Bluetooth Smartantenna.

Input:
color
The color of the LED.
0- LED off
1- Green
2- Red
3- Orange

Return: INT
0- Success.
-1- Bluetooth library is not opened.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN btSetLED : INT;
VAR_INPUT
color : SINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
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INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
.
.
.
// Set the LED
btSetLED(color := 1);
.
.
.
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.22. cam: Camera functions
4.12.2.22.1. cam: Camera module
The Camera library functions are used to access the optional VGA CMOS Color Camera module available.
The picture taken is in the standard JPEG format, and 4 different resolutions are available.
For more information about the Camera module, please consult the technical manual for the product.

The following funtions are available:
• camOpen
• camClose
• camPresent
• camSnapshot

Open the Camera module and library functions.
Close the Camera module and library functions.
Query whether the Camera module is present
Take a snapshot with the Camera module.

4.12.2.22.2. camOpen (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600 pro, C350
No support
No support
1.07
No
x32.inc

Opens the Camera module and enables the library functions. This function must be called and returned successfully
before any other Camera function is called.
The Camera module is connected to the programming port of the RTCU unit and will take over this port until
camClose is called. It is therefore recommended, especially during test/development, to call boardSetServicePortAlt
to enable the secondary RS232 port as service-port.

Input:
None.

Returns: INT
0- Success.
-1- Failed. No camera present or not supported?
-4- Serial port 0 (zero) is already used by application.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN camOpen : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Open the Camera library
camOpen();
BEGIN
.
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.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.22.3. camClose (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600 pro, C350
No support
No support
1.07
No
x32.inc

Close the Camera module and the library functions. To re-open the Camera module again call camOpen.
After calling this function the programming port will resume to work as the service port.

Input:
None

Returns: INT
0- Success.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN camClose : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Open the Camera library
camOpen();
BEGIN
.
.
// Close the Camera library
camClose();
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.22.4. camPresent (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:
Version 5.90
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The function returns the wheter the Camera module is present or not.

Input:
None.

Returns: BOOL
TRUE:
FALSE:

if the Camera module is present.
if the Camera module is not present.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN camPresent : BOOL;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Test for Camera module
IF camPresent() THEN
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.22.5. camSnapshot (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600 pro, C350
No support
No support
1.07
No
x32.inc

This function takes a picture snapshot from the Camera module.
The picture taken is in the industry standard JPEG format, and 4 different resolutions are available.
The following resolutions are available:
80 x 64 pixels.
160 x 128 pixels.
320 x 240 pixels.
640 x 480 pixels.
The recommended resolution is 320 x 240 pixels, as it represents a good balance between buffer-size, quality and
resolution.

Input:
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res : INT
The resolution of the picture snapshot:
1 80 x 64 pixels.
2160 x 128 pixels.
3320 x 240 pixels.
4640 x 480 pixels.
pic : PTR
The buffer for the picture snapshot.
The picture returned is in the standard JPEG compressed format.
picsize : DINT
The size of the picture snapshot buffer.
Recommended buffer sizes:
Resolution Buffer size
80 x 64
1..2 kB
160 x 128 3..5 kB
320 x 240 10..15 kB
640 x 480 35..45 kB
Note: The actual picture size depends on the level of JPEG compression possible on the actual picture.
If the buffer specified in too small for the actual picture an error code will be returned (see below)

Returns: DINT
The size of the picture snapshot, or:
-1- Failed (camera removed, communication problem)
-2- Buffer too small.
-3- invalid parameter.
-5- camera interface not open.
Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN camSnapshot : DINT;
VAR_INPUT
res
: INT;
pic
: PTR;
picsize : DINT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
VAR_INPUT
snapshot : BOOL R_EDGE;
END_VAR;
VAR
size
: DINT;
filedes : FILE;
buffer : ARRAY[1..15360] OF SINT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
fsMediaOpen(media := 0); // Open the filesystem
camOpen();
// Open the Camera library
BEGIN
// Take a snapshot
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IF snapshot THEN
// Is the Camera module present?
IF camPresent() THEN
// Take a snapshot
size := camSnapshot(res := 3, pic := ADDR(buffer), picsize := SIZEOF(buffer));
IF size > 0 THEN
// Write to file (standard JPEG):
filedes := fsFileCreate(name := "PIC.JPG");
fsFileWrite(fd := filedes, buffer := ADDR(buffer), length := INT(size));
fsFileClose(fd := filedes);
END_IF;
END_IF;
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.23. eth: Ethernet/Wi-Fi functions
4.12.2.23.1. eth: Ethernet/Wi-Fi module
The Ethernet/Wi-Fi functions are used for establishing a connection via Ethernet, or WI-FI, to the Internet and to the
RTCU GPRS Gateway.
The following funtions are available:
• ethOpen
• ethClose
• ethPresent

Open the Ethernet module and library functions.
Close the Ethernet module and library functions.
Query whether the Ethernet module is present.

For more information about the WiFi and Ethernet add-on module, please consult the technical manual for the
product.

Important:
When using the Ethernet functions it is only possible to specificy a physical IP-address (xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx) as the
GPRS Gateway IP-address.
It is however possible to resolve a symbolic name (like m2m-services.de) using sockIPFromName when GPRS is
active, and then use the returned physical IP-address to set the GPRS Gateway IP-address using the
sockSetGWParm function.

4.12.2.23.2. ethOpen (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600 pro, C350
No support
No support
1.10
No
x32.inc

Opens the Ethernet module and enables the library functions. This function must be called and returned successfully
before any other Ethernet function is called.
The Ethernet module is connected to the programming port of the RTCU unit and will take over this port until
ethClose is called. It is therefore recommended, especially during test/development, to call boardSetServicePortAlt to
enable the secondary RS232 port as service-port.
Use gwSetMedia to connect the unit to the GPRS Gateway via Ethernet.

Important:
When using the Ethernet functions it is only possible to specificy a physical IP-address (xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx) as the
GPRS Gateway IP-address.
It is however possible to resolve a symbolic name (like m2m-services.de) using sockIPFromName when GPRS is
active, and then use the returned physical IP-address to set the GPRS Gateway IP-address using the
sockSetGWParm function.

Input:
None.

Returns: INT
0- Success.
-2- The Ethernet module is already open.
-3- The Ethernet module is not present.

Declaration:
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FUNCTION ALIGN ethOpen : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
VAR_INPUT
eth : BOOL;
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
LED_GPRS : BOOL;
LED_GW
: BOOL;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM EthernetTest;
VAR
gw_media : SINT := 0;
END_VAR;
// Init service port
boardSetServicePortAlt(port:=1);
// Init GPRS
gsmPower(power:=ON);
gprsOpen();
// Init Ethernet
ethOpen();
DebugMsg(message:="Program running");
BEGIN
LED_GPRS := gprsConnected();
LED_GW
:= gwConnected();
// Change gateway media?
IF gw_media = 0 AND eth THEN
// Select media
gwSetMedia(media:=1); // Use ethernet
// Set curent media
gw_media := 1;
ELSIF gw_media = 1 AND NOT eth THEN
// Select media
gwSetMedia(media:=0); // Use GPRS
// Set curent media
gw_media := 0;
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.23.3. ethClose (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:
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Stops the Ethernet connection to the Internet. When this function returns no commnunication using Ethernet can
occur. After this functions returns the ethPresent() function will indicate that the Ethernet module is unavailable.
To re-open the Ethernet module again call ethOpen.
After calling this function the programming port will resume to work as the service port.

Input:
None

Returns: INT
0- Success.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN ethClose : INT;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
// Open the Ethernet library
ethOpen();
BEGIN
.
.
// Close the Ethernet library
ethClose();
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.23.4. ethPresent (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C600 pro, C350
No support
No support
1.10
No
x32.inc

The function returns the whether the Ethernet module is present or not.
The Ethernet module is assumed to be not present before ethOpen is called and after ethClose is called.

Input:
None.

Returns: BOOL
TRUE:
FALSE:

if the Ethernet module is present.
if the Ethernet module is not present.

Declaration:
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FUNCTION ALIGN ethPresent : BOOL;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
PROGRAM test;
BEGIN
.
.
// Test for Ethernet module
IF ethPresent() THEN
.
.
END_IF;
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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4.12.2.24. modbus: Functions for modbus
4.12.2.24.1. modbus: MODBUS communication
MODBUS is a messaging protocol for master/slave communication between devices connected on different types of
buses or networks, and has been the industry's serial de facto standard since 1979.
MODBUS is used to implement the I/O Extension feature.

The following functions are used to access the MODBUS network.
• ioGetStatus

•
•
•
•
•

ioWaitException
modbusOpen
modbusReceive
modbusSend
modbusWaitData

Get status for a device in the I/O Extension.
Wait for an exception in the I/O Extension.
Open MODBUS network on serial port.
Receive a MODBUS message.
Send a MODBUS message.
Wait for data received or timeout.

The MODBUS message is made up of 2 fields: the function code and the function data.

The function code field is coded in one byte. Valid codes are in the range of 1...255 decimal (the range 128 – 255 is
reserved and used for exception responses).
When a message is sent from a master to a slave device the function code field tells the slave what kind of action to
perform.
The data field of messages sent from a master to a slave devices contains additional information that the server uses
to take the action defined by the function code.
This can include items like discrete and register addresses, the quantity of items to be handled, and the count of
actual data bytes in the field.
The data field may be nonexistent (of zero length) in certain kinds of requests, in this case the server does not
require any additional information.
The function code alone specifies the action.
Consult the MODBUS protocol for more information on MODBUS messages.

4.12.2.24.2. ioGetStatus (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C350 Pro
No support
No support
1.30
No
modbus.inc

This function will return the status code of an I/O Extension exception raised by an I/O device.
While it is possible to use ioGetStatus to continuosly poll the device for changes to its status, it is recommended to
only poll the device after ioWaitException has detected an exception from the device.
The network ID is for the I/O Extension net, found in the IDE, NOT the MODBUS connection ID returned by
modbusOpen.
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Input:
net_id : SINT
The ID of the I/O Extension network.
dev_addr : INT
The address of the device.

Returns: INT
0- The device is present.
2- The device is not present. (No responce from device)
3- The I/O configuration is wrong. (MODBUS exception received)
4- Communication error. (Illegal/Corrupted package received)

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN ioGetStatus : INT;
VAR_INPUT
net_id
: SINT;
dev_addr : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE modbus.inc
THREAD_BLOCK modbusMonitor;
VAR
device : INT;
status : INT;
END_VAR;
DebugMsg(message := "I/O monitor thread running");
WHILE TRUE DO
device := ioWaitException(net_id := 1, timeout := -1);
IF device > 0 THEN
// Get status
status := ioGetStatus(net_id := 1, dev_addr := device);
// Show message
CASE status OF
0: DebugFmt(message := "Device \1 present!", v1 := device);
2: DebugFmt(message := "Device \1 not present!", v1 := device);
3: DebugFmt(message := "Device \1 configuration wrong!", v1 := device);
4: DebugFmt(message := "Device \1 communication error!", v1 := device);
ELSE
DebugFmt(message := "Device \1 unknown exception (\2)!", v1 := device, v2 := status);
END_CASE;
END_IF;
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;
PROGRAM ModbusExample;
VAR
mbusMon : modbusMonitor;
END_VAR;
mbusMon();
BEGIN
.
.
.
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END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.24.3. ioWaitException (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C350 Pro
No support
No support
1.30
No
modbus.inc

This function will wait for an I/O Extension exception or an optional timeout.
When an exception is raised, use ioGetStatus to get the reason for the exception.
The network ID is for the I/O Extension net, found in the IDE, NOT the MODBUS connection ID returned by
modbusOpen.
Note: The function will block the thread until while waiting.

Input:
net_id : SINT
The ID of the I/O Extension network.
timeout : INT (-1,0..32000) (default -1)
Timeout period in milliseconds to wait.
0- Disable timeout. The function will return immediately.
-1- Wait forever. The function will only return when an exception is raised.

Returns: INT
The ID of the device that rased the exception.
0- The I/O Extension network does not exsist.
-1- Timeout.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN ioWaitException : INT;
VAR_INPUT
net_id : SINT;
timeout : INT := -1;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE modbus.inc
THREAD_BLOCK modbusMonitor;
VAR
device : INT;
status : INT;
END_VAR;
DebugMsg(message := "I/O monitor thread running");
WHILE TRUE DO
device := ioWaitException(net_id := 1, timeout := -1);
IF device > 0 THEN
// Get status
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status := ioGetStatus(net_id := 1, dev_addr := device);
// Show message
CASE status OF
0: DebugFmt(message := "Device \1 present!", v1 := device);
2: DebugFmt(message := "Device \1 not present!", v1 := device);
3: DebugFmt(message := "Device \1 configuration wrong!", v1 := device);
4: DebugFmt(message := "Device \1 communication error!", v1 := device);
ELSE
DebugFmt(message := "Device \1 unknown exception (\2)!", v1 := device, v2 := status);
END_CASE;
END_IF;
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;
PROGRAM ModbusExample;
VAR
mbusMon : modbusMonitor;
END_VAR;
mbusMon();
BEGIN
.
.
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.24.4. modbusOpen (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C350 Pro
No support
No support
1.30
No
modbus.inc

This function will open a connection to a MODBUS network.
The unit supports both master mode, where the unit controls the MODBUS network and polls the slaves, and slave
mode, where the unit waits for commands from the master.

Input:
mode : SINT (0/1)
0- The RTCU unit is master on the MODBUS network.
1- The RTCU unit is a slave on the MODBUS network.
unit_id : INT (1..247)
The address of the RTCU unit on the MODBUS network.
Note: This parameter is ignored if mode is set to master.
port : DINT (0..2) (default 0)
Select which serial port to use.
baud : DINT (9600,19200,38400,57600) (default 57600)
Select the desired baud rate.
bit : SINT (7/8) (default 8)
Select the number of bits per character.
Note: 7 bit only works when parity is used (even or odd).
parity : SINT (0..2) (default 1)
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Select the desired parity, 0 is none, 1 is even, and 2 is odd
stopbit : SINT (1/2) (default 1)
Select number of stopbits.

Returns: INT
ID of the MODBUS connection. (1..16)
-5- Illegal serial port.
-6- All modbus connections are in use.
-7- Illegal serial port parameters.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN modbusOpen : INT;
VAR_INPUT
mode
: INT;
unit_id : INT;
port
: DINT := 0;
baud
: DINT := 57600;
bit
: SINT := 8;
parity : SINT := 1;
stopbit : SINT := 1;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE modbus.inc
VAR
mbNet : INT;
mbRcv : modbusReceive;
END_VAR;
FUNCTION setINT;
VAR_INPUT
adr : PTR;
v
: INT;
END_VAR;
memcpy(dst := adr + 1, src := ADDR(v)
len := 1);
memcpy(dst := adr
src := ADDR(v) + 1, len := 1);
END_FUNCTION;
FUNCTION_BLOCK modbusReadDiscreteInputs;
VAR_INPUT
net_id : INT;
unit_id : INT;
index
: INT;
length : INT;
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
status : INT;
size
: INT;
input : ARRAY[1..32] OF BOOL;
END_VAR;
VAR
rc, i : INT;
buf
: ARRAY[1..253] OF SINT;
mask
: SINT;
END_VAR;
// Check length
IF length < 1 OR length > 32 THEN
status := 1;
RETURN;
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END_IF;
IF index < 1 THEN
status := 2;
RETURN;
END_IF;
// Build command
buf[1] := 16#02;
setINT(adr := ADDR(buf[2]), v := index - 1);
setINT(adr := ADDR(buf[4]), v := length);
// Send command
rc := modbusSend(net_id := net_id, unit_id := unit_id, frame := ADDR(buf), size := 5);
IF rc <> 0 THEN
status := 3;
RETURN;
END_IF;
// Wait for reply
IF NOT modbusWaitData(net_id := net_id, timeout := 5000) THEN
status := 4;
RETURN;
END_IF;
// Read reply
mbRcv(net_id := net_id, frame := ADDR(buf), maxsize := SIZEOF(buf));
IF mbRcv.status <> 0 THEN
status := 5;
RETURN;
END_IF;
IF mbRcv.unit_id <> unit_id THEN
status := 6;
RETURN;
END_IF;
IF buf[1] <> 16#02 THEN
status := 7;
RETURN;
END_IF;
// Parse reply
mask := 1;
FOR i := 1 TO length DO
input[i] := BOOL(buf[3 + (i / 8)] AND mask);
mask := shl8(in := mask, n := 1);
IF mask = 0 THEN mask := 1; END_IF;
END_FOR;
size
:= length;
status := 0;
END_FUNCTION_BLOCK;
PROGRAM ModbusExample;
VAR
dinRead : modbusReadDiscreteInputs;
linsec : DINT;
i
: INT;
END_VAR;
DebugMsg(message := "Initializing...");
mbNet := modbusOpen(port := 2, baud := 19200, parity := 0, mode := 0);
DebugFmt(message := "modbus...\1", v1 := mbNet);
BEGIN
IF clockNow() > linsec THEN
DebugMsg(message := "------------------------------");
DebugMsg(message := "Reading inputs:");
dinRead(net_id := mbNet, unit_id := 9, index := 1, length := 4);
DebugFmt(message := "-status=\1", v1 := dinRead.status);
IF dinRead.status = 0 THEN
FOR i := 1 TO dinRead.size DO
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DebugFmt(message := "-input[\1]=\2", v1 := i, v2 := INT(dinRead.input[i]));
END_FOR;
END_IF;
// Set next reading
linsec := clockNow() + 5;
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.24.5. modbusReceive (Functionblock)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C350 Pro
No support
No support
1.30
No
modbus.inc

This function will read a package received from a MODBUS connection.
While it is possible to use modbusReceive to continuosly poll for received packages, it is recommended to only poll
after modbusWaitData has detected that a package is received. This function is non-blocking and will therefore
return immediately with the result of the operation.
Note: if the received package is too large for the receive buffer, only the part of the message that can fit the buffer is
actually returned.

Input:
net_id : INT
The ID of the MODBUS connection.
frame : PTR
Address of the buffer where the received package is stored.
maxsize : INT
Maximum size of the receive buffer.

Output:
unit_id : INT
The ID of the device on the MODBUS network who send the package.
Note: If the MODBUS connection is opened in slave mode, this will be the RTCU units address.
size : INT
Number of bytes received.
status : INT
0- Success.
-1- Not a valid MODBUS connection ID.
-3- No data received.
-7- Data received is not a valid MODBUS message.

Declaration:
FUNCTION_BLOCK ALIGN modbusReceive;
VAR_INPUT
net_id : INT;
frame
: PTR;
maxsize : INT;
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
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unit_id : INT;
size
: INT;
status : INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE modbus.inc
VAR
mbNet : INT;
mbRcv : modbusReceive;
END_VAR;
FUNCTION setINT;
VAR_INPUT
adr : PTR;
v
: INT;
END_VAR;
memcpy(dst := adr + 1, src := ADDR(v)
len := 1);
memcpy(dst := adr
src := ADDR(v) + 1, len := 1);
END_FUNCTION;
FUNCTION_BLOCK modbusReadDiscreteInputs;
VAR_INPUT
net_id : INT;
unit_id : INT;
index
: INT;
length : INT;
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
status : INT;
size
: INT;
input : ARRAY[1..32] OF BOOL;
END_VAR;
VAR
rc, i : INT;
buf
: ARRAY[1..253] OF SINT;
mask
: SINT;
END_VAR;
// Check length
IF length < 1 OR length > 32 THEN
status := 1;
RETURN;
END_IF;
IF index < 1 THEN
status := 2;
RETURN;
END_IF;
// Build command
buf[1] := 16#02;
setINT(adr := ADDR(buf[2]), v := index - 1);
setINT(adr := ADDR(buf[4]), v := length);
// Send command
rc := modbusSend(net_id := net_id, unit_id := unit_id, frame := ADDR(buf), size := 5);
IF rc <> 0 THEN
status := 3;
RETURN;
END_IF;
// Wait for reply
IF NOT modbusWaitData(net_id := net_id, timeout := 5000) THEN
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status := 4;
RETURN;
END_IF;
// Read reply
mbRcv(net_id := net_id, frame := ADDR(buf), maxsize := SIZEOF(buf));
IF mbRcv.status <> 0 THEN
status := 5;
RETURN;
END_IF;
IF mbRcv.unit_id <> unit_id THEN
status := 6;
RETURN;
END_IF;
IF buf[1] <> 16#02 THEN
status := 7;
RETURN;
END_IF;
// Parse reply
mask := 1;
FOR i := 1 TO length DO
input[i] := BOOL(buf[3 + (i / 8)] AND mask);
mask := shl8(in := mask, n := 1);
IF mask = 0 THEN mask := 1; END_IF;
END_FOR;
size
:= length;
status := 0;
END_FUNCTION_BLOCK;
PROGRAM ModbusExample;
VAR
dinRead : modbusReadDiscreteInputs;
linsec : DINT;
i
: INT;
END_VAR;
DebugMsg(message := "Initializing...");
mbNet := modbusOpen(port := 2, baud := 19200, parity := 0, mode := 0);
DebugFmt(message := "modbus...\1", v1 := mbNet);
BEGIN
IF clockNow() > linsec THEN
DebugMsg(message := "------------------------------");
DebugMsg(message := "Reading inputs:");
dinRead(net_id := mbNet, unit_id := 9, index := 1, length := 4);
DebugFmt(message := "-status=\1", v1 := dinRead.status);
IF dinRead.status = 0 THEN
FOR i := 1 TO dinRead.size DO
DebugFmt(message := "-input[\1]=\2", v1 := i, v2 := INT(dinRead.input[i]));
END_FOR;
END_IF;
// Set next reading
linsec := clockNow() + 5;
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.24.6. modbusSend (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
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Include:

modbus.inc

This function will send a package to device on a MODBUS connection.

Input:
net_id : INT
The ID of the MODBUS connection.
unit_id : INT
The address of the device on the MODBUS connection to receive the data.
Note: If the MODBUS connection is opened in slave mode, this parameter is ignored.
frame : PTR
Address of the buffer that contains the package to send.
size : INT
Number of bytes to send from the buffer.

Returns: INT
0- Success.
-1- Illegal MODBUS connection ID.
-3- No data to send.
-4- MODBUS connection is busy.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN modbusSend;
VAR_INPUT
net_id : INT;
unit_id : INT;
frame
: PTR;
size
: INT;
END_VAR;

Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE modbus.inc
VAR
mbNet : INT;
mbRcv : modbusReceive;
END_VAR;
FUNCTION setINT;
VAR_INPUT
adr : PTR;
v
: INT;
END_VAR;
memcpy(dst := adr + 1, src := ADDR(v)
len := 1);
memcpy(dst := adr
src := ADDR(v) + 1, len := 1);
END_FUNCTION;
FUNCTION_BLOCK modbusReadDiscreteInputs;
VAR_INPUT
net_id : INT;
unit_id : INT;
index
: INT;
length : INT;
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
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status
size
input
END_VAR;
VAR
rc, i
buf
mask
END_VAR;

: INT;
: INT;
: ARRAY[1..32] OF BOOL;

: INT;
: ARRAY[1..253] OF SINT;
: SINT;

// Check length
IF length < 1 OR length > 32 THEN
status := 1;
RETURN;
END_IF;
IF index < 1 THEN
status := 2;
RETURN;
END_IF;
// Build command
buf[1] := 16#02;
setINT(adr := ADDR(buf[2]), v := index - 1);
setINT(adr := ADDR(buf[4]), v := length);
// Send command
rc := modbusSend(net_id := net_id, unit_id := unit_id, frame := ADDR(buf), size := 5);
IF rc <> 0 THEN
status := 3;
RETURN;
END_IF;
// Wait for reply
IF NOT modbusWaitData(net_id := net_id, timeout := 5000) THEN
status := 4;
RETURN;
END_IF;
// Read reply
mbRcv(net_id := net_id, frame := ADDR(buf), maxsize := SIZEOF(buf));
IF mbRcv.status <> 0 THEN
status := 5;
RETURN;
END_IF;
IF mbRcv.unit_id <> unit_id THEN
status := 6;
RETURN;
END_IF;
IF buf[1] <> 16#02 THEN
status := 7;
RETURN;
END_IF;
// Parse reply
mask := 1;
FOR i := 1 TO length DO
input[i] := BOOL(buf[3 + (i / 8)] AND mask);
mask := shl8(in := mask, n := 1);
IF mask = 0 THEN mask := 1; END_IF;
END_FOR;
size
:= length;
status := 0;
END_FUNCTION_BLOCK;
PROGRAM ModbusExample;
VAR
dinRead : modbusReadDiscreteInputs;
linsec : DINT;
i
: INT;
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END_VAR;
DebugMsg(message := "Initializing...");
mbNet := modbusOpen(port := 2, baud := 19200, parity := 0, mode := 0);
DebugFmt(message := "modbus...\1", v1 := mbNet);
BEGIN
IF clockNow() > linsec THEN
DebugMsg(message := "------------------------------");
DebugMsg(message := "Reading inputs:");
dinRead(net_id := mbNet, unit_id := 9, index := 1, length := 4);
DebugFmt(message := "-status=\1", v1 := dinRead.status);
IF dinRead.status = 0 THEN
FOR i := 1 TO dinRead.size DO
DebugFmt(message := "-input[\1]=\2", v1 := i, v2 := INT(dinRead.input[i]));
END_FOR;
END_IF;
// Set next reading
linsec := clockNow() + 5;
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

4.12.2.24.7. modbusWaitData (Function)
Units supported:
Firmware release - small:
Firmware release - large:
Firmware release - X32:
Simulator support:
Include:

C350 Pro
No support
No support
1.30
No
modbus.inc

This function will wait until a data package is received from a MODBUS connection, or for an optional timeout.
This function only indicates that the data is received, to actually read the data modbusReceive must be used.
Note: Waiting for a package using this function will block the calling thread.

Input:
net_id : INT
The ID of the MODBUS connection.
timeout : INT (-1,0..32000) (default -1)
Timeout period in milliseconds to wait.
0- Disable timeout. The function will return immediately.
-1- Wait forever. The function will only return when data is received.

Returns: BOOL
TRUE:
FALSE:

if data is ready to be read.
if no data is present.

Declaration:
FUNCTION ALIGN modbusWaitData : BOOL;
VAR_INPUT
net_id : INT;
timeout : INT := -1;
END_VAR;
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Example:
INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE modbus.inc
VAR
mbNet : INT;
mbRcv : modbusReceive;
END_VAR;
FUNCTION setINT;
VAR_INPUT
adr : PTR;
v
: INT;
END_VAR;
memcpy(dst := adr + 1, src := ADDR(v)
len := 1);
memcpy(dst := adr
src := ADDR(v) + 1, len := 1);
END_FUNCTION;
FUNCTION_BLOCK modbusReadDiscreteInputs;
VAR_INPUT
net_id : INT;
unit_id : INT;
index
: INT;
length : INT;
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
status : INT;
size
: INT;
input : ARRAY[1..32] OF BOOL;
END_VAR;
VAR
rc, i : INT;
buf
: ARRAY[1..253] OF SINT;
mask
: SINT;
END_VAR;
// Check length
IF length < 1 OR length > 32 THEN
status := 1;
RETURN;
END_IF;
IF index < 1 THEN
status := 2;
RETURN;
END_IF;
// Build command
buf[1] := 16#02;
setINT(adr := ADDR(buf[2]), v := index - 1);
setINT(adr := ADDR(buf[4]), v := length);
// Send command
rc := modbusSend(net_id := net_id, unit_id := unit_id, frame := ADDR(buf), size := 5);
IF rc <> 0 THEN
status := 3;
RETURN;
END_IF;
// Wait for reply
IF NOT modbusWaitData(net_id := net_id, timeout := 5000) THEN
status := 4;
RETURN;
END_IF;
// Read reply
mbRcv(net_id := net_id, frame := ADDR(buf), maxsize := SIZEOF(buf));
IF mbRcv.status <> 0 THEN
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status := 5;
RETURN;
END_IF;
IF mbRcv.unit_id <> unit_id THEN
status := 6;
RETURN;
END_IF;
IF buf[1] <> 16#02 THEN
status := 7;
RETURN;
END_IF;
// Parse reply
mask := 1;
FOR i := 1 TO length DO
input[i] := BOOL(buf[3 + (i / 8)] AND mask);
mask := shl8(in := mask, n := 1);
IF mask = 0 THEN mask := 1; END_IF;
END_FOR;
size
:= length;
status := 0;
END_FUNCTION_BLOCK;
PROGRAM ModbusExample;
VAR
dinRead : modbusReadDiscreteInputs;
linsec : DINT;
i
: INT;
END_VAR;
DebugMsg(message := "Initializing...");
mbNet := modbusOpen(port := 2, baud := 19200, parity := 0, mode := 0);
DebugFmt(message := "modbus...\1", v1 := mbNet);
BEGIN
IF clockNow() > linsec THEN
DebugMsg(message := "------------------------------");
DebugMsg(message := "Reading inputs:");
dinRead(net_id := mbNet, unit_id := 9, index := 1, length := 4);
DebugFmt(message := "-status=\1", v1 := dinRead.status);
IF dinRead.status = 0 THEN
FOR i := 1 TO dinRead.size DO
DebugFmt(message := "-input[\1]=\2", v1 := i, v2 := INT(dinRead.input[i]));
END_FOR;
END_IF;
// Set next reading
linsec := clockNow() + 5;
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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5. Examples
5.1. Examples
On the next pages, you will find a number of "real world" examples. All the examples are included on the CD-ROM
with the RTCU-IDE software, and are subsequently installed to your harddisk when you installed the RTCU-IDE
Development Environment. All the sample projects can be found at X:\<rtcu-ide dir>\Examples, where X:\<rtcu-ide> is
the location you specified when you installed the RTCU-IDE software. The default location is C:\xxxxx\Program
Files\RTCU-IDE\Examples.
Please also watch the RTCU Website at www.m2mcontrol.de for further examples as they become available.
There is also an online tutorial available that you could follow, to get a crash course in the usage of the RTCU-IDE
environment.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simple application - 1
Simple application - 2
Send SMS message
Receive SMS message
Voice message
Greenhouse - 1 (simple)
Greenhouse - 2 (advanced)
Datalogger (simple)
GPS Mobile (simple)
Remote IO
Telnet server
VSMS using GPRS/Gateway (simple)
GPRS/GPS Mobile tracking (Simple)
Socket communication (Advanced)
RS485 Network - Master
RS485 Network - Slave
Thread Example
C600 GPSLog

Should you need further examples, please contact support
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5.2. Examples - Simple application - 1
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// test.vpl, created 2000-08-16 10:11
//
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
//
// This program activates an output when two inputs are active
VAR_INPUT
i1 : BOOL; | Input 1
i2 : BOOL; | Input 2
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
o1 : BOOL; | Output
END_VAR;
PROGRAM simple1;
BEGIN
o1 := i1 AND i2;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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5.3. Examples - Simple application - 2
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// test2.vpl, created 2000-08-01 20:10
//
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
// This program:
//
negates o1 on each leading edge detected on input i1
//
negates o2 on each falling edge detected on input i1.
//
// Next follows all the variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog
VAR_INPUT
i1 : BOOL; | Input
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
o1 : BOOL; | Output1 (Negated on leading edge)
o2 : BOOL; | Output2 (Negated on falling edge)
END_VAR;
// Here follows the programs global variables
VAR
edge : RF_TRIG;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM test;
// The next code will only be executed once after the program starts
BEGIN
// Code from this point until END will be executed repeatedly
edge(trig := i1);
IF edge.rq THEN
o1 := NOT o1;
ELSIF edge.fq THEN
o2 := NOT o2;
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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5.4. Examples - Send SMS message
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Send SMS.vpl, created 2000-08-06 02:15
//
// This program will count the number of leading edges on a digital input.
// After each leading edge, a SMS message will be sent with information on
// the number of leading edges detected so far.
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
// Next follows all the variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog
VAR_INPUT
input : BOOL R_EDGE;
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
Connected : BOOL; | Connection to GSM-network.
END_VAR;
// Here follows the programs global variables
VAR
edge_no
: INT := 0;
message_to_send : STRING;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM Send_SMS;
// The next code will only be executed once after the program starts
// Controls power to the GSM module
gsmPower(power := ON);
BEGIN
// Code from this point until END will be executed repeatedly
Connected := gsmConnected();
IF input THEN
edge_no := edge_no + 1;
// Send an SMS message
message_to_send:=strFormat(format:="\1 leading edges detected",
v1:=edge_no);
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:="+44 1234 5678",
message:=message_to_send);
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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5.5. Examples - Receive SMS message
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------// Receive SMS.vpl, created 2000-08-06 11:14
//
// This program allows control of 8 outputs by sending a SMS-message
// to the RTCU unit. "ON" followed by a number in the interval 1..8 activates
// the specified output.
// "OFF" followed by a number in the interval 1..8 deactivates the specified
// output.
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_OUTPUT
outputs
connected
END_VAR;

: ARRAY[1..8] OF BOOL; | All 8 outputs
: BOOL;
| Connected to a GSM basestation.

VAR
sms
: gsmIncomingSMS; // Receives incoming SMS messages
extract : strGetValues; // Matching of strings
END_VAR;
PROGRAM ReceiveSMS;
// The next code will only be executed once after the program starts
gsmPower(power:=ON);
BEGIN
sms(); // Remove this if the AUTO keyword is enabled in the Project settings dialog
connected := gsmConnected();
IF sms.status > 0 THEN
// Message received
// Check if it is a "ON" message
extract(format:="ON \1", str:=sms.message);
IF extract.match AND extract.v1 >= 1 AND extract.v1 <= 8 THEN
outputs[extract.v1] := ON;
END_IF;
// Check if it is a "OFF" message
extract(format:="OFF \1", str:=sms.message);
IF extract.match AND extract.v1 >= 1 AND extract.v1 <= 8 THEN
outputs[extract.v1] := OFF;
END_IF;
DebugMsg(message:=strConcat(str1:="Message received from ", str2:=sms.phonenumber));
DebugMsg(message:=strConcat(str1:="Message is ", str2:=sms.message));
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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5.6. Examples - Voice message
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------// This program allows control of the 8 digital outputs by using
// voice response principle.
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
// Next follows all the variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog
VAR_OUTPUT
connected : BOOL; | Connected to GSM Basestation.
offhook
: BOOL; | off-hook signal
outputs
: ARRAY[1..8] OF BOOL; | Outputs we control
END_VAR;
VAR
no
:
command :
state
:
incoming:
END_VAR;

INT;
INT;
SINT := 1;
gsmIncomingCall;

PROGRAM SetOutput;
gsmPower(power:=ON);
BEGIN
// Update Function block
incoming(); // Remove this if the AUTO keyword is enabled in the Project settings dialog
// Indicate if we are connected to a GSM Basestation
connected := gsmConnected();
CASE state OF
1: // Waiting for incoming call:
IF incoming.status > 0 THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Incoming call, answering");
gsmAnswer();
state:=2;
END_IF;
2: // Select output number:
voiceTalk(message:="SelectOutNum.wav");
no:=dtmfGetKey(timeout:=5000);
IF no>=1 AND no<=8 THEN
state:=3;
DebugFmt(message:="Output number \1 selected", v1:=no);
END_IF;
3: // Select on/off:
voiceTalk(message:="SelectOnOff.wav");
command:=dtmfGetKey(timeout:=5000);
IF command=0 OR command=1 THEN
outputs[no]:=BOOL(command);
DebugFmt(message:="Output number \1 set to \2", v1:=no, v2:=command);
state:=2;
ELSIF command=10 THEN
state:=2;
END_IF;
END_CASE;
// Are we still "online":
offhook := gsmOffHook();
// if the user has terminated the connection we go back
// to the initial state (waiting for call)
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IF NOT offhook THEN
state:=1;
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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5.7. Examples - Greenhouse - 1 (simple)
The simple Greenhouse example is also the target for the online tutorial.
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Greenhouse.vpl, created 2000-05-16 09:01
// This program solves the following job:
//
// Gardener Green has a greenhouse in which he wants to control the temperature.
// For that purpose he has bought a couple of temperature sensors and some
// actuators. One of the temperature sensors will be adjusted to give a
// signal when the temperature falls below a given temperature, and the
// other sensor will give a signal when the temperature rises above a given
// temperature. Using inputs from these sensores he wants to turn on a
// heating unit and turn on the ventilation duct.
// If the system does not succeed in bringing the temperature within the
// given limits, the gardener want's to have a SMS message sent to his
// mobile telephone. This message will notify him about the status of the
// greenhouse.
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
Sensor_L
:
Sensor_H
:
Alarm_time :
phone_number
END_VAR;

BOOL; | Sensorinput for low temperature
BOOL; | Sensorinput for high temperature
INT; | Time, 0..32767 minutes, time before SMS message is sent
: SRING; | Telephone number to send SMS message to

VAR_OUTPUT
Out_Heater
: BOOL; | Output to activate heater
Out_Ventilation : BOOL; | Output to activate ventilation
online : BOOL; | Is unit connected to a GSM basestation
END_VAR;

VAR
timer : TON; // ON-delay timer is declared.
// A On-delay timer goes active when 'trig' has
// been active for 'pt' seconds.
send_alarm : R_TRIG; // detects leading edge on alarm
END_VAR;
PROGRAM greenhouse;
// Initialization code:
// Set the timer
// (Convert to milliseconds)
timer(pt := Alarm_time*60*1000);
// turn on GSM-module
gsmPower(power := ON);
BEGIN
// Update Function blocks
timer(); // Remove this if the AUTO keyword is enabled in the Project settings dialog
// Update status for connected to GSM base station
online := gsmConnected();
// If the temperature is to high then activate ventilation:
IF Sensor_H THEN
Out_Ventilation:= ON;
ELSE
Out_Ventilation:= OFF;
END_IF;
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// If the temperature is to low then activate the heater:
IF Sensor_L THEN
Out_Heater:= ON;
ELSE
Out_Heater:= OFF;
END_IF;
// Start timer on the leading edge of the sensor-inputs:
timer(trig:= Sensor_L OR Sensor_H);
// Detect leading edge on alarm:
send_alarm(trig:=timer.q);
IF send_alarm.q THEN
IF Sensor_L THEN
// send SMS for temperature too low
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:=phone_number, message:="Temperature too low");
ELSIF Sensor_H THEN
// send SMS for temperature too high
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:=phone_number, message:="Temperature too high");
END_IF;
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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5.8. Examples - Greenhouse - 2 (advanced)
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------// This program extends the basic Greenhouse control program in that
// a connected lamp in the greenhouse can be turned on/off in several
// different ways:
// -Sending an SMS message to the unit. By sending the message
// "ON" the lamp will turn on. Sending the message "OFF" will turn
// off the lamp.
//
// -Calling the unit and control it by voice/keypress interaction
// (Voice Response System).
// When the unit answers the call it will greet the caller with
// the message:
// "Press 1 to activate lamp, press 0 to deactivate the lamp"
// The caller can then press '0' or '1'. Any other key wil result
// in the message: "Illegal keypress"
// When a legal command is received the unit says:
// "Have a nice day".
//
// The conneced lamp must be initially turned on when the unit powers up.
//
// In addition to the lamp there is also a door-contact used for detecting
// when the door is opened. If this happens and the feature is enabled the
// unit will call the gardener and say "Burgler in the greenhouse"
// This alarmfeature can be enabled/disabled with a Keyswitch that is mounted
// at the entrance to the greenhouse.
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_INPUT
Sensor_L
: BOOL; | Sensorinput for low temperature
Sensor_H
: BOOL; | Sensorinput for high temperature
Alarm_time : INT; | time, 1..32767 minutter, before SMS message is sent
Doorcontact
: BOOL R_EDGE;
Alarm_keyswitch: BOOL;
PhoneNo
: STRING;
END_VAR;

| Doorcontact that will ignite the burglar-alarm
| Is the burglar-alarm activated?
| Phonenumber to call when burglar-alarm occurs

VAR_OUTPUT
Out_Heater
: BOOL; | Output to activate heater
Out_Ventilation: BOOL; | Output to activate ventilation
Lamp : BOOL:=ON; | Lamp (initially ON)
Connected : BOOL;
| The unit is connected to the GSM-network.
OffHook
: BOOL;
| "off-hook" condition.
END_VAR;
VAR
timer : TON; // ON-delay timer is declared.
// A On-delay timer goes active when 'trig' has
// been active for 'pt' seconds.
send_alarm : R_TRIG; // detects leading edge on alarm
state
: INT := 1; // State for Voice call
sms
: gsmIncomingSMS;
voicecall : gsmIncomingCall;
END_VAR;

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// Control the temperature in the greenhouse, and send SMS message
// if temperature is outside limits for a specified period
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------FUNCTION TemperatureControl;
// if sensor for high temp. is activated we turn on the ventilation:
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Out_Ventilation := Sensor_H;
// if sensor for low temp. is activated we turn on the heater:
Out_Heater := Sensor_L;
// Start timer on the leading edge of the sensor-inputs:
timer(trig:= Sensor_L OR Sensor_H);
// Detect leading edge on alarm:
send_alarm(trig:=timer.q);
IF send_alarm.q THEN
IF Sensor_L THEN
// send sms for temperature too low
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:=PhoneNo, message:="Temperature too low");
ELSIF Sensor_H THEN
// send sms for temperature too high
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:=PhoneNo, message:="Temperature too high");
END_IF;
END_IF;
END_FUNCTION;

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// Control the lamp in the greenhouse using a SMS message
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------FUNCTION SMSLamp;
VAR
tmpstr : string;
END_VAR;
// Check if we have received a SMS message:
IF sms.status > 0 THEN
// SMS message received
// If it's a "ON" message
// (Note: strCompare doesn't check the case by default)
tmpstr:=strRemoveSpaces(str:=sms.message);
IF strCompare(str1:=tmpstr, str2:="ON")=0 THEN
lamp:=ON;
// Else if it's a "OFF" message
ELSIF strCompare(str1:=tmpstr, str2:="OFF")=0 THEN
lamp:=OFF;
END_IF;
END_IF;
END_FUNCTION;

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// Control the lamp in the greenhouse using a simple voice-response system
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------FUNCTION VoiceLamp;
VAR
key
: INT; // key selected in voice-menu
END_VAR;
// Voice/response:
CASE state OF
1: // waiting for call:
IF voicecall.status > 0 THEN
gsmAnswer();
state:=2;
END_IF;
2: // Select on/off
voiceTalk(message:="SelectOnOff.wav");
key :=dtmfGetKey(timeout:=7000);
IF key=0 OR key=1 THEN
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lamp:=BOOL(key);
state:=3;
ELSIF key <> -1 THEN
voiceTalk(message:="Illegal.wav");
END_IF;
3: // Command done
voiceTalk(message:="AllDone.wav");
gsmHangup();
state:=1;
END_CASE;
// if the user has terminated the connection we force the state back to
// the inital state (waiting for call)
IF NOT gsmOffHook() THEN
state:=1;
END_IF;
END_FUNCTION;

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// Detect intrusion in the greenhouse, and send an SMS message
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------FUNCTION BurglerAlarm;
VAR
j : INT;
END_VAR;
// If burglaralarm is activated and we have an alarm:
IF Alarm_keyswitch AND Doorcontact THEN
// We will try 3 times to deliver the alarm:
FOR j:=1 TO 3 DO
// If call is being answered
IF gsmMakeCall(phonenumber:=PhoneNo) THEN
// Deliver the message
voiceTalk(message:="BurglerDetected.wav");
gsmHangup();
EXIT;
END_IF;
END_FOR;
END_IF;
END_FUNCTION;

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// The main program. This just calls the various functions sequentially.
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------PROGRAM greenhouse2;
// Initialization code:
// Set the timer
// (Convert to seconds)
timer(pt := Alarm_time*60*1000);
// turn on GSM-module
gsmPower(power := ON);
BEGIN
// Update Function blocks
timer();
// Remove this if the AUTO keyword is enabled in the Project settings dialog
sms();
// Remove this if the AUTO keyword is enabled in the Project settings dialog
voicecall(); // Remove this if the AUTO keyword is enabled in the Project settings dialog
OffHook := gsmOffHook();
Connected := gsmConnected();
// Control the temperature
TemperatureControl();
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// Control lamp using SMS messages
SMSLamp();
// Control lamp using Voice-response system
VoiceLamp();
// Detect burgler alarm
BurglerAlarm();
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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5.9. Examples - Datalogger (simple)
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Datalogger testprogram
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR
LogWriter : LogWrite; // FB used for writing log entries
LogReader : LogRead; // FB used for reading entry at current read position
END_VAR;
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// Function that will show a text and a number
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------FUNCTION ShowNum;
VAR_INPUT
msg : STRING;
num : DINT;
END_VAR
DebugMsg(message:=strConcat(str1:=msg, str2:=strFormat(format:="\4", v4:=num)));
END_FUNCTION;
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// Mainprogram
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------PROGRAM test;
// Test if the Datalogger is initialized
IF NOT LogIsInitialized(key:=4712) THEN
// Initialize datalogger system, 2 values per record, 10 records in total
LogInitialize(key:=4712, numlogvalues:=2, numlogrecords:=10);
DebugMsg(message:="Log initialized");
ELSE
DebugMsg(message:="Log was already initialized");
END_IF;
// Check how many
// Should be 2
ShowNum(msg:="(a)
// Check how many
// Should be 2
ShowNum(msg:="(b)

records we have room for in the datalogger
LogMaxNumOfRecords() = ", num:=LogMaxNumOfRecords());
values in each record
LogValuesPerRecord() = ", num:=LogValuesPerRecord());

// Make an entry in the datalogger
LogWriter(tag:=1, value[1]:=10, value[2]:=20);
// And another
LogWriter(tag:=2, value[1]:=11, value[2]:=21);
// Check how many records present in the datalogger
// Should be 2
ShowNum(msg:="(c) LogNumOfRecords() = ", num:=LogNumOfRecords());
// Set read position to the oldest (first) record
LogFirst();
// Fetch data from read position
LogReader(); // LogReader.tag is 1, value[1] is 10, value[2] is 20
// Advance read position (forward in time)
LogNext();
LogReader(); // LogReader.tag is 2, value[1] is 11, value[2] is 21
// LogReader.tag should be 2
ShowNum(msg:="(d) LogReader.tag = ", num:=LogReader.tag);
// Advance read position (backward in time)
// We are now back to the first record
LogPrev();
LogReader(); // LogReader.tag is 1, value[1] is 10, value[2] is 20
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// LogReader.tag should be 1
ShowNum(msg:="(e) LogReader.tag = ", num:=LogReader.tag);
// Modify the current record
LogReWriteTag(tag:=123); // This will change the tagvalue of the current record to 123
// Now read record
LogReader(); // LogReader.tag is now 123, value[1] is 10, value[2] is 20
// LogReader.tag should be 123
ShowNum(msg:="(f) LogReader.tag = ",
num:=LogReader.tag);
ShowNum(msg:="(f) LogReader.year = ", num:=LogReader.year);
ShowNum(msg:="(f) LogReader.month = ", num:=LogReader.month);
ShowNum(msg:="(f) LogReader.day = ",
num:=LogReader.day);
ShowNum(msg:="(f) LogReader.hour = ", num:=LogReader.hour);
ShowNum(msg:="(f) LogReader.minute = ",num:=LogReader.minute);
ShowNum(msg:="(f) LogReader.second = ",num:=LogReader.second);
BEGIN
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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5.10. Examples - GPS Mobile (simple)
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// GPS Mobile.vpl, created 2002-05-30 09:30
//
// Small application that shows how to obtain GPS positions from the external
// GPS receiver on the RTCU product. The program will show in the debug window
// (typically in the simulator) the current distance and bearing to M2M Control in
// Germany. If an SMS text message is sent to the RTCU unit, it will respond
// back to the senders phone with the current distance/bearing to M2M Control
//
// Please note that the LED1/2 indicator will be:
//
green if connected to GSM net but NO valid GPS position
//
red if GPS position valid but NOT connected to GSM net
//
orange (green and red) if connected to GSM net and valid GPS position
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
VAR_OUTPUT
gsmConnect : BOOL; | Indicates that the GSM is connected to a basestation (Green)
gpsValid
: BOOL; | Indicates that a position fix has been obtained (Red)
END_VAR;
PROGRAM GPS_Example;
VAR
sms
: gsmIncomingSMS;
gps
: gpsFix;
gc
: gpsDistanceX;
str
: string;
awaitFix : bool;
END_VAR;
// Turn on power to the GPS receiver
gpsPower(power:=true);
// Turn on power to the GSM module
gsmPower(power:=true);
BEGIN
// Update function block
sms(); // Remove this if the AUTO keyword is enabled in the Project settings dialog
// Update GPS data
gps();
// If we got a valid fix from the GPS
if gps.mode > 1 then
// Calculate distance and bearing to M2M Control in Germany
gc(latitude1:=55513078, longitude1:=9510530, latitude2:=gps.latitude,
longitude2:=gps.longitude);
// Build string with information
str:=strFormat(format:="Distance to M2M Control=\4.\3 KM, bearing=\2 deg",
v4:=gc.distance/1000, v3:=int(gc.distance mod 1000), v2:=gc.bearing);
DebugMsg(message:=str);
end_if;
// If we receive a SMS message, we want the next GPS position that is valid
if sms.status>0 then
awaitFix:=true;
end_if;
// If we are waiting for next valid GPS position, and GPS position is valid,
if awaitFix and gps.mode > 1 then
awaitFix:=false;
// Send an SMS with the position
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:=sms.phonenumber, message:=str);
end_if;
// Indicate on LED (green part) if we are connected to a GSM basestation
gsmConnect:=gsmConnected();
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// Indicate on LED (red part) if valid GPS position
gpsValid := gps.mode > 1;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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5.11. Examples - Remote IO
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Remote IO.vpl, created 2003-01-04 14:35
//
// This application will monitor upto 16 digital inputs. If any of these changes
// state, the application will send an SMS message to a predefined number containing
// information about which inputs has changed state. When the application receives
// such an SMS message, it will update it's own outputs accordingly. The number
// which will receive the status changes, can be set with the "phone=xxx" SMS
// command (see below). All SMS messages can be sent in lower and/or uppercase
//
// Format of SMS messages:
//
// Snn=x;Smm=y;Skk=z
// Where nn,mm and kk is the input number (1..16) and x,y and z is the NEW state
// for the input (0/1).
//
// phone=xxxxxxxx
// Where xxxxxxxx is the number all status changes should be sent to, if blank
// no change of states are reported. The phonenumber will be saved at
// persistent memory location 1
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
// Input variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog (These are global)
VAR_INPUT
DIn : ARRAY[1..16] OF BOOL; | Digital inputs
END_VAR;
// Output variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog (These are global)
VAR_OUTPUT
DOut : ARRAY[1..16] OF BOOL; | Digital outputs
gsmOK: BOOL; | TRUE if connected to GSM basestation (Blinks during startup)
END_VAR;

PROGRAM Remote_IO;
VAR
command
position
extract
str
statestr
index
DIn_old
sms
pdu
pdubuf
gsm_linsec
END_VAR;

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

STRING;
INT;
strGetValues;
STRING;
// Temporary string
string;
// Temporary string
SINT;
// Temporary SINT
ARRAY[1..16] OF BOOL; // Keeps a copy of the old state of the inputs
gsmIncomingSMS;
// Receives incoming SMS messages
gsmIncomingPDU;
array[1..140] of sint;
dint;

// Switch power on to GSM module
gsmPower(power:=true);
// Wait for successfull connect to the GSM network
WHILE NOT gsmConnected() DO
Sleep(delay:=500);
DebugMsg(message:="Waiting for connect to GSM network...");
gsmOK:=NOT gsmOK; // The LED will blink during this
Updateout;
END_WHILE;
gsm_linsec:=clockNow() + (24*60*60);
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pdu(message:=addr(PDUbuf));
BEGIN
// Update function blocks
sms(); // Remove this if the AUTO keyword is enabled in the Project settings dialog
pdu(); // Remove this if the AUTO keyword is enabled in the Project settings dialog
if pdu.status>0 then
DebugFmt(message:="PDU received. \1",v1:=pdu.length);
DebugFmt(message:=pdu.phonenumber);
end_if;
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// Check all inputs for state change
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------str:="";
FOR index:=1 TO 16 DO
// If the input has changed state since last time
IF Din[index] <> Din_old[index] THEN
// Build the "Snn=x;" string
statestr:=strFormat(format:="S\1=\2;", v1:=index, v2:=SINT(Din[index]));
// Add it to the command string we will send
str:=strConcat(str1:=str, str2:=statestr);
// Remember the new state
Din_Old[index]:=Din[index];
END_IF;
END_FOR;
// If any state changes, go send them
IF strLen(str:=str)>0 THEN
statestr:=LoadString(index:=1);
// ...but only if phonenumber is defined
IF strLen(str:=statestr)=0 THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Phonenumber is empty, sending NO state change");
ELSE
DebugMsg(message:="Sending new state change:");
DebugMsg(message:=str);
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:=statestr, message:=str);
END_IF;
END_IF;

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// See if any incoming SMS messages
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------IF sms.status > 0 THEN
position:=1;
// Loop thru the received message, and decode it
WHILE TRUE DO
// Find next ";" delimited command
command:=strToken(str:=sms.message, delimiter:=";",index:=position);
position:=position+1;
DebugMsg(message:=command);
// If empty, no more commands...
IF strLen(str:=command)=0 THEN
DebugMsg(message:="No more commands...");
EXIT;
END_IF;
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// See if it is a "Snn=x" command...
// if we find a "S" at first position, and a "=" at position 3 or 4
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------IF strFind(str1:=command, str2:="S")=1 AND
(strFind(str1:=command, str2:="=")=3 OR strFind(str1:=command, str2:="=")=4) THEN
extract(str:=command, format:="S\1=\2");
IF extract.match THEN
// extract.v1 contains input number, extract.v2 contains the new state
IF extract.v1 >= 1 AND extract.v1 <= 16 THEN
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// Reflect the new state on the outputs
DOut[extract.v1]:=BOOL(extract.v2);
END_IF;
END_IF;
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// See if it's a "phone=xxxxx" command
// If so, we save the new number, and sends back a confirmation to the sender
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------ELSIF strFind(str1:=command, str2:="phone=")>0 THEN
// Save the parameters
SaveString(index:=1, str:=strMid(str:=command, start:=7));
str:=strConcat(str1:="New receiver set, number=", str2:=LoadString(index:=1));
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:=sms.phonenumber, message:=str);
END_IF;
END_WHILE;
END_IF;
IF clockNow() > gsm_linsec THEN
DebugMsg(message:="GSM Module turned OFF");
gsmPower(power:=off);
DebugMsg(message:="GSM Module turned ON");
gsmPower(power:=on);
gsm_linsec:=clockNow() + (24*60*60);
// Wait for successfull connect to the GSM network
WHILE NOT gsmConnected() DO
Sleep(delay:=500);
DebugMsg(message:="Waiting for connect to GSM network...");
END_WHILE;
DebugMsg(message:="Now connected to GSM network");
END_IF;
gsmOK:=gsmConnected();
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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5.12. Examples - Telnet server
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Telnet.vpl, created 2003-03-04 20:05
//
// This is a VERY simple telnet server. It has only a few commands, but still
// shows how to establish a TCP/IP connection. The demo requires that the
// RTCU unit has a GLOBAL accessible IP address on the internet ! When a Telnet
// client connects to the RTCU, a welcome message is shown, together with a
// prompt, where the telnet client then can enter commands. The following commnds
// are available: input, on n, off n, quit and help. Input will show the state
// of 4 digital inputs, on/off n will switch digital output n to either on or off
// state, quit will close the connection, and help will show a list of available
// commands.
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE tcpip.inc
// Input variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog (These are global)
VAR_INPUT
Din : ARRAY[1..4] OF BOOL; | Digital inputs (can be read with "input" command)
END_VAR;
// Output variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog (These are global)
VAR_OUTPUT
LED : bool; | LED that shows the program scan
Dout : ARRAY[1..4] OF BOOL; | Digital outputs (can be set with the "on"/"off" commands)
END_VAR;
// These are the global variables of the program
VAR
sockrcv
: sockReceive;
// Receives data on a TCP/IP socket
soccon
: sockConnection; // Manages a TCP/IP connection
id
: SINT;
// TCP/IP connection id
rxbuf
: ARRAY[0..512] OF SINT; // Receive buffer for TCP/IP data
txbuf
: ARRAY[0..512] OF SINT; // Transmit buffer for TCP/IP data
i
: INT;
// Temporary variable
str
: STRING;
// Temporary variable
extract
: strGetValues;
// Matching of commandstrings
PartialCommand : STRING;
// Characters on TCP/IP socket gets assembled in this
Command
: STRING;
// Final command received (after CR)
listenport : SINT:=23;
// Which port to listen on (port 23=standard Telnet port)
END_VAR;

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// Send a STRING on a TCP/IP connection
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------FUNCTION SendData;
VAR_INPUT
id : SINT;
str : STRING;
END_VAR
VAR
txbuf : ARRAY[0..100] OF SINT;
END_VAR;
strToMemory(dst:=ADDR(txbuf), str:=str, len:=strLen(str:=str));
DebugFmt(message:="sockSend=\1", v1:=sockSend(id:=id, data:=ADDR(txbuf),
size:=strLen(str:=str)));
END_FUNCTION;

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// Start at TCP/IP socket listen on a specified port
// (and update the sockConnection() and sockReceive() functionblocks)
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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FUNCTION StartListen;
// Start listener on port
id:=sockListen(port:=listenport);
DebugFmt(message:="socListen()=\1",v1:=id);
// Update id for sockConnection() and sockReceive()
soccon(id:=id);
sockrcv(id:=id,data:=ADDR(rxbuf),MaxSize:=SIZEOF(rxbuf));
END_FUNCTION;

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// Main program
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------PROGRAM Telnet;
// Switch on power to the GSM module
gsmPower(power:=TRUE);
// Open the GPRS connection (connects the RTCU unit to the Internet)
DebugFmt(message:="gprsOpen()=\1",v1:=gprsOpen());
// Wait for connection to the Internet
// (This is actually not needed, as the sockListen() can be called before
// the connection is established)
WHILE NOT gprsConnected() DO
DebugMsg(message:="Waiting for GPRS connection");
Sleep(delay:=3000);
END_WHILE;
// Show our assigned IP address (this is the one the telnet client should connect to)
DebugMsg(message:=strConcat(str1:="My IP Address=",str2:=sockIPToName(ip:=sockGetLocalIP())));
// Start listening for TCP/IP connects on the Telnet port (port 23)
StartListen();
BEGIN
soccon(); // Update status for sockConnection() functionblock
sockrcv(); // Update status for sockReceive() functionblock
// Connection status changed (someone connected or disconnected)
IF soccon.changed THEN
// Someone just connected to us...
IF soccon.Connected THEN
DebugMsg(message:=strConcat(str1:=sockIPToName(ip:=soccon.remoteip), str2:=" has
connected"));
SendData(id:=id, str:="Welcome to the RTCU Telnet Server.$N$N");
SendData(id:=id, str:="Available commands:$N");
SendData(id:=id, str:=" <input> : Show status of digital inputs$N");
SendData(id:=id, str:=" <on n> : Set digital output n to ON$N");
SendData(id:=id, str:=" <off n> : Set digital output n to OFF$N");
SendData(id:=id, str:=" <quit> : Close connection$N");
SendData(id:=id, str:=" <help>/<?> : Show available commands$N");
SendData(id:=id, str:="$NEnter command> ");
// Someone disconnected
ELSE
DebugMsg(message:=strConcat(str1:=sockIPToName(ip:=soccon.remoteip), str2:=" is
disconnecting !"));
// Disconnect socket
sockDisconnect(id:=id);
// and start listening again
StartListen();
END_IF;
END_IF;

// We have received some data...
IF sockrcv.ready THEN
DebugFmt(message:="socket data received len=\1",v1:=sockrcv.size);
// Echo the received data
DebugFmt(message:="sockSend=\1", v1:=sockSend(id:=id, data:=addr(rxbuf),
size:=sockrcv.size));
// Convert the received data to a string
str:=strFromMemory(src:=ADDR(rxbuf), len:=sockrcv.size);
DebugMsg(message:=str);
// concatenate the received data to command string
PartialCommand:=strConcat(str1:=PartialCommand, str2:=str);
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// If there is a Carriage return in the string...
i:=strFind(str1:=PartialCommand, str2:="$R");
IF i>0 THEN
// We now have a complete command assembled in PartialCommand
Command:=strLeft(str:=PartialCommand, length:=i-1);
DebugMsg(message:=strConcat(str1:="Command=", str2:=Command));
PartialCommand:="";
// Check if it is a "QUIT" command (No prompt sent if it's quit)
IF strCompare(str1:="QUIT", str2:=Command)=0 THEN
SendData(id:=id, str:="$NGoodbye.$N");
// Disconnect socket
// (Note: this will NOT activate a soccon.changed, as it is "ourself" who has
disconnected !)
sockDisconnect(id:=id);
// and start listening again
StartListen();
// Check for other commands
ELSE
// Check if it is a "ON" command
extract(format:="ON \1", str:=Command);
IF extract.match AND extract.v1 >= 1 AND extract.v1 <= 8 THEN
DOut[extract.v1] := ON;
str:=strFormat(format:="Setting output \1 to ON", v1:=extract.v1);
DebugMsg(message:=str);
SendData(id:=id, str:=strConcat(str1:=str, str2:="$N"));
END_IF;
// Check if it is a "OFF" command
extract(format:="OFF \1", str:=Command);
IF extract.match AND extract.v1 >= 1 AND extract.v1 <= 8 THEN
Dout[extract.v1] := OFF;
str:=strFormat(format:="Setting output \1 to OFF", v1:=extract.v1);
DebugMsg(message:=str);
SendData(id:=id, str:=strConcat(str1:=str, str2:="$N"));
END_IF;
// Check if it is a "INPUT" command
IF strCompare(str1:="INPUT", str2:=Command)=0 THEN
FOR i:=1 TO 4 DO
str:=strFormat(format:="$NInput \1 is \2", v1:=i, v2:=INT(Din[i]));
SendData(id:=id, str:=str);
END_FOR;
END_IF;
// Check if it is a "HELP"/"?" command
IF strCompare(str1:="HELP", str2:=Command)=0 OR
strCompare(str1:="?", str2:=Command)=0 THEN
SendData(id:=id, str:="Available commands:$N");
SendData(id:=id, str:=" <input> : Show status of digital inputs$N");
SendData(id:=id, str:=" <on n> : Set digital output n to ON$N");
SendData(id:=id, str:=" <off n> : Set digital output n to OFF$N");
SendData(id:=id, str:=" <quit> : Close connection$N");
SendData(id:=id, str:=" <help>/<?> : Show available commands$N");
END_IF;
// Send a new prompt
SendData(id:=id, str:="$NEnter command> ");
END_IF;
END_IF;
END_IF;
Sleep(delay:=50);
// Update the LED
LED:=NOT LED;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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5.13. Examples - VSMS using GPRS/Gateway (simple)
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// testvsms.vpl, created 2003-04-28 09:44
//
// Test of VSMS messages sent over the RTCU GPRS Gateway. In order to run this
// example, you need the following:
// 1. Install and configure the RTCU GPRS Gateway product
// 2. Insert a GPRS enabled SIM card in the RTCU unit
// 3. Configure the TCP/IP and Gateway settings in the RTCU, using the RTCU-IDE program
// 4. Download this project into the RTCU unit
//
// When running correctly the LED1 will turn on after a few seconds, and then LED2
// should turn on after approx 30..50 seconds signalling that the unit is now connected
// to the GPRS network (connected to the internet)
// The program will then send a VSMS message every 60 seconds to it self.
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE tcpip.inc
// Output variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog (These are global)
VAR_OUTPUT
gwOK
: BOOL; | Monitors connection to the RTCU GPRS Gateway
gprsOK : BOOL; | Monitors connection to GPRS (The internet) connection
END_VAR;
PROGRAM testvsms;
VAR
rc
: INT;
sms
: gsmIncomingSMS; // Receives incoming VSMS messages
ns
: DINT;
// Holds linsec time for next transmission
sMyNodeID : STRING; // Contains this units serialnumber (node ID) in the
// format of "@nnnn" where nnnn is the serialnumber
END_VAR;
// The next code will only be executed once after the program starts
gsmPower(power:=TRUE);
// Activate the GPRS support, and connect to the internet
DebugFmt(message:="gprsOpen=\1",v1:=gprsOpen());
// First VSMS will be sent in 60 seconds
ns:=clockNow()+60;
// Construct our own nodeid in the form of "@nnnn"
sMyNodeID:=strConcat(str1:="@", str2:=dintToStr(v:=boardSerialNumber()));
DebugMsg(message:=sMyNodeID);
// Code from this point until END will be executed repeatedly
BEGIN
// Update function block
sms(); // Remove this if the AUTO keyword is enabled in the Project settings dialog
// If it's time to send another VSMS message (this message is destined for this unit)...
if clockNow()>ns then
DebugFmt(message:="gsmSendSMS()=\1", v1:=gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:=sMyNodeID,
message:="Hello world"));
ns:=clockNow()+60; // Next transmit is in 60 seconds
end_if;
// If any incoming VSMS messages, just show them
if sms.status>0 then
DebugMsg(message:="SMS received");
DebugMsg(message:=sms.phonenumber); // In the case of VSMS messages, this will be "@nnnn"
// where nnnn is the nodenumber of the sending node
DebugMsg(message:=sms.message);
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end_if;
gprsOK:=gprsConnected();
gwOK:=gwConnected();
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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5.14. Examples - GPRS/GPS Mobile tracking (simple)
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// GPS Tracker.vpl, created 2003-04-28 13:02
//
//
// Program that sends a VSMS PDU message each 10 seconds, IF it has a valid gps position
//
// In order to run this example, you need the following:
// 1. Install and configure the RTCU GPRS Gateway product
// 2. Insert a GPRS enabled SIM card in the RTCU unit
// 3. Configure the TCP/IP and Gateway settings in the RTCU, using the RTCU-IDE program
// 4. Modify the variable "DestNodeID" to the correct nodeid for the receiver
// 5. Download this project into the RTCU unit
//
// When running correctly, LED1 will turn on after 30..50 seconds, signalling that
// the unit is now connected to the RTCU GPRS Gateway. LED2 will blink every time
// the unit gets a correct GPS position (2D or 3D)
// The program will then send a VSMS message every 10 seconds to the "DestNodeID"
// with information about the current GPS time (in UTC) and lattitude/longitude
//
// Protocol:
//
<gpstime> <lattitude> <longitude>
// where all 3 fields are 4 byte words, little endian format, 12 bytes in total
//
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE tcpip.inc
VAR_OUTPUT
gpsOK : BOOL; | Monitors valid GPS fix
gwOK : BOOL; | Monitors connection to the RTCU GPRS Gateway
END_VAR;
// These are the global variables of the program
VAR
DestNodeID : STRING:="@4711"; // The nodeid of the receiver
TXBuf
: ARRAY[0..139] OF SINT; // Holds the transmit buffer
tSend
: DINT; // Linsec value of next time to send a VSMS message
gps
Lat
Lon
gpsTime
END_VAR;

:
:
:
:

gpsFix; // GPS position information
DINT; // Lattitude
DINT; // Longitude
DINT; // GPS time (in UTC !)

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------// Misc. helper functions
// Pack/Unpack INT and DINT's from an array of SINT
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------function getINT:int;
var_input
adr : ptr;
end_var;
memcpy(dst:=addr(getInt),src:=adr,len:=sizeof(getINT));
end_function;
function getDINT:dint;
var_input
adr : ptr;
end_var;
memcpy(dst:=addr(getDINT),src:=adr,len:=sizeof(getDINT));
end_function;
function setINT;
var_input
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adr : ptr;
v : int;
end_var;
memcpy(dst:=adr,src:=addr(v),len:=sizeof(v));
end_function;
function setDINT;
var_input
adr : ptr;
v : dint;
end_var;
memcpy(dst:=adr,src:=addr(v),len:=sizeof(v));
end_function;
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------

PROGRAM GPS_Tracker;
// Switch power on to the GSM and GPS modules
gpsPower(power:=true);
gsmPower(power:=true);
// Send next position in 10 seconds
tSend:=clockNow() + 10;
// Activate the GPRS support, and connect to the internet
DebugFmt(message:="gprsOpen=\1", v1:=gprsOpen());
BEGIN
gps();
// If time to send a new position...
IF clockNow() > tSend THEN
// If we have a 2D or 3D fix, go build buffer, and send as a PDU SMS message
IF gps.mode > 1 THEN
// Calculate next time we need to send
tSend:=clockNow() + 10;
// Get GPS time as linsec value
gpsTime:=gps.linsec;
// Get Lat/Lon as two DINT values
Lat:=gps.latitude;
// ddmm.mmmm * 10000
Lon:=gps.longitude;
// dddmm.mmmm * 10000
// Show the calculated values in the debug window
DebugFmt(message:="gpsTime=\4", v4:=gpsTime);
DebugFmt(message:="Lattitude=\4", v4:=Lat);
DebugFmt(message:="Longitude=\4", v4:=Lon);
// Pack lattitude, longitude
setDint(adr:=addr(TXBuf[0]),
setDint(adr:=addr(TXBuf[4]),
setDint(adr:=addr(TXBuf[8]),

and GPS time into the TX buffer (as little endians !)
v:=gpsTime);
v:=Lat);
v:=Lon);

// demonstrates how to extract data from a "raw" buffer (not needed in this example)
//DebugFmt(message:="gpsTime=\4", v4:=getDINT(adr:=addr(TXBuf[0])));
//DebugFmt(message:="Lattitude=\4", v4:=getDINT(adr:=addr(TXBuf[4])));
//DebugFmt(message:="Longitude=\4", v4:=getDINT(adr:=addr(TXBuf[8])));
// Send a binary SMS message with the contents to the destination node (via the GPRS
Gateway)
DebugFmt(message:="gsmSendPDU=\1", v1:=gsmSendPDU(phonenumber:=DestNodeID,
message:=ADDR(TXBuf), length:=12));
// Enable the next line to get the PDU message in the Unit->SMS messages window also
//gsmSendPDU(phonenumber:="9999", message:=ADDR(TXBuf), length:=12);
END_IF;
END_IF;
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gwOK:=gwConnected();
// If valid fix from GPS, change state of LED
IF gps.mode > 1 THEN
gpsOK:=NOT gpsOK;
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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5.15. Examples - Socket communication (Advanced)
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// test.vpl, created 2001-10-31 12:31
//
// Simple GPRS test program. The program tries to connect to an "echo host".
// The echo host will echo all data received on port 5005 back to the sender.
// The program connects to the echo host, and send a packet, which is then
// echoed back from the echo server. This is done 100 times, then the program
// will disconnect the socket, and try to connect again. It will then send
// another 100 frames and so on. If the 'restart' input is activated, the
// program will disconnect and then connect again to the echo host.
// Please note that the echo server program is located in the same directory
// as the "Socket Example" project, under the x:\....\RTCU-IDE\Examples\ directory,
// and is called echos.exe ("C" source also included in echos.c).
// This program must be started on a PC with a fixed IP address. This IP address
// (or symbolic name) must then be put into the 'host' variable (see below,
// currently set to "m2m-services.de")
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE tcpip.inc
// Input variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog (These are global)
VAR_INPUT
restart : BOOL R_EDGE; | Restart connection (disconnect/connect)
END_VAR;
// Output variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog (These are global)
VAR_OUTPUT
toggle : BOOL; | LED that indicate when data is received from echo host
gprs
: BOOL; | LED that indicates that a GPRS connection is present.
END_VAR;
// These are the global variables of the program
VAR
sockrcv : sockReceive;
// Receive data on a socket
soccon
: sockConnection; // Create a socket connection
ip
: DINT; // The IP address of the echo host
id
: SINT; // ID of the connection
buffer
: ARRAY[0..300] OF SINT; // Receive buffer
teststr1 : STRING :="Hello world. This is a test of the RTCU SOCKET Interface";
teststr2 : STRING :="Hello world. The RTCU Concept is the most powerfull GSM Telemetry
platform in the world!!";
host
: STRING :="m2m-services.de"; // The echo host (can also be a dotted format IP
address)
port
: INT :=5005; // The echo host port number.
iter
: DINT; // Number of iterations
rc
: INT; // Return codes from socket calls
END_VAR;

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------//
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------PROGRAM test;
DebugMsg(message:="GPRS Socket test-program started.");
// Turn on power to GSM module
gsmPower(power:=ON);
// Open the GPRS connetion
rc:=gprsOpen();
DebugFmt(message:="gprsOpen()=\1",v1:=rc);
// Wait for GPRS connected (after this, we are connected to the Internet)
WHILE NOT gprsConnected() DO
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DebugMsg(message:="Waiting for GPRS connection");
Sleep(delay:=2500);
END_WHILE;
// Lookup the IP address of the echo host (DNS lookup)
ip:=sockIPFromName(str:=host);
// Connect to the echo host, using port 5005
id:=sockConnect(ip:=sockIPFromName(str:=host),port:=port);
DebugFmt(message:="sockConnect()=\1",v1:=id);
// Initialize the sockConnection() functionblock
soccon.id:=id;
// And intialize the socket receiver
sockrcv.id:=id;
sockrcv.data:=ADDR(buffer);
sockrcv.maxsize:=SIZEOF(buffer);
BEGIN
gprs:=gprsConnected();
soccon(); // Update sockConnection() functionblock
sockrcv(); // Update sockReceive() functionblock
// If restart switch activated, disconnect the old connection, and make a new one
IF restart THEN
// Disconnect old socket
sockDisconnect(id:=soccon.id);
// Lookup IP address of echo host, and make a connection to it
id:=sockConnect(ip:=sockIPFromName(str:=host),port:=port);
DebugFmt(message:="sockConnect()=\1",v1:=id);
// Update sockConnection()/sockReceive() functionblocks with the new connection ID
soccon.id:=id;
sockrcv.id:=id;
END_IF;
// If connection status changed on socket
IF soccon.changed THEN
// ...and we are now connected, go send data to echo host
// (This will "prime" the conversation, after this the data are "re-used"
// as the echo server gets it's own data back again (see sockrcv.ready below))
IF soccon.Connected THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Socket connected");
DebugMsg(message:=sockIPToName(ip:=soccon.remoteIP));
strToMemory(dst:=ADDR(buffer),str:=teststr1,len:=strLen(str:=teststr1));
rc:=sockSend(id:=id,data:=ADDR(buffer),size:=strLen(str:=teststr1));
DebugFmt(message:="sockSend rc=\1",v1:=rc);
strToMemory(dst:=ADDR(buffer),str:=teststr2,len:=strLen(str:=teststr2));
rc:=sockSend(id:=id,data:=ADDR(buffer),size:=strLen(str:=teststr2));
DebugFmt(message:="sockSend rc=\1",v1:=rc);
iter:=0;
ELSE
// ...and we are now disconnected, go make a new connection attempt
DebugMsg(message:="Socket disconnected");
// Disconnect old socket
sockDisconnect(id:=soccon.id);
// Let the sockConnection() see that we are disconnected
soccon();
// Lookup IP address of echo host, and make a connection to it
id:=sockConnect(ip:=sockIPFromName(str:=host),port:=port);
DebugFmt(message:="sockConnect=\1",v1:=id);
// Update sockConnection()/sockReceive() functionblocks with the new connection ID
soccon.id:=id;
sockrcv.id:=id;
END_IF;
END_IF;
// If received data on the socket (echo data from echo server)
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IF sockrcv.ready THEN
iter:=iter+1;
DebugFmt(message:="\4 - data received len=\1", v4:=iter, v1:=sockrcv.size);
toggle:=NOT toggle; // Change the state of the LED
// After 100 iterations, we Diconnect the socket. This will activate
// the code above (soccon.changed) and then try to connect the socket again
IF iter < 100 THEN
// Send the data we just received from the echo server, back again
sockSend(id:=id, data:=ADDR(buffer), size:=sockrcv.size);
ELSE
sockDisconnect(id:=soccon.id);
END_IF;
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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5.16. Examples - RS485 Network - Master (Advanced)
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Master.vpl, created 2003-04-07 15:44
//
// This is a small demonstration program, that shows how to communicate using
// the serial routines (via RS485) in the RTCU units. Two projects are involved,
// Master and Slave. The Slave project is typically running on a RTCU-C300 CTRL
// unit, and the Master runs on any type of RTCU, which needs to access
// extra I/O signals.
//
// Format:
// To Slave FROM Master:
// <STX> <SRC> <DST> <DO Data-LSB> <DO Data-MSB>
//
<AO-1-LSB> <AO-1-MSB>
//
<AO-2-LSB> <AO-2-MSB>
//
<AO-3-LSB> <AO-3-MSB>
//
<AO-4-LSB> <AO-4-MSB> <ETX>
//
//
// To Master FROM Slave:
// <STX> <SRC> <DST> <DI Data-LSB> <DI Data-MSB>
//
<AI-1-LSB> <AI-1-MSB>
//
<AI-2-LSB> <AI-2-MSB>
//
<AI-3-LSB> <AI-3-MSB>
//
<AI-4-LSB> <AI-4-MSB> <ETX>
//
//
// STX = 0xFF
// ETX = 0xFE
// STUFF = 0x1B
// <DO-Data-LSB>/<DO-Data-MSB> = New status for digital outputs
// <AO-n-LSB>/<AO-n-MSB> = New data for analog output n
//
// <DI-Data-LSB>/<DI-Data-MSB> = New status for digital inputs
// <AI-n-LSB>/<AI-n-MSB> = New data for analog input n
//
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
// Input variables that
VAR_INPUT
SerialPort : SINT; |
MyNodeID
: SINT; |
DestNodeID : SINT; |
END_VAR;

can be configured via the configuration dialog (These are global)
Serial port to communicate on (0=service port, 1=port 2)
This units nodeid
NodeID of remote unit

// Output variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog (These are global)
VAR_OUTPUT
RXLed : BOOL; | changes state after each receive (with correct nodeid)
END_VAR;
// These
VAR
xAI :
xDI :
xAO :
xDO :
END_VAR;

are the global variables of the program
ARRAY[1..4]
ARRAY[1..12]
ARRAY[1..4]
ARRAY[1..12]

OF
OF
OF
OF

INT; //
BOOL;//
INT; //
BOOL;//

Analog inputs values from remote unit
Digital inputs values from remote unit
Analog output values to remote unit
Digital output values to remote unit

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------// Misc. helper functions
// Pack/Unpack INT and DINT's from an array of SINT
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------function getINT:int;
var_input
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adr : ptr;
end_var;
memcpy(dst:=addr(getInt),src:=adr,len:=sizeof(getINT));
end_function;
function setINT;
var_input
adr : ptr;
v : int;
end_var;
memcpy(dst:=adr,src:=addr(v),len:=sizeof(v));
end_function;
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------PROGRAM Master;
VAR
RX
: serFrameReceiver;
Len
: SINT;
RxBuffer : ARRAY[0..63] of SINT;
TxBuffer : ARRAY[0..63] of SINT;
Index
: SINT; // Temporary variable/counter
tAnswer : TON;
str
: STRING;
END_VAR;
serOpen(Port:=SerialPort, Baud:=57600, bit:=8, Parity:=0, RS485:=TRUE);
RX(port:=SerialPort, enable:=TRUE, frame:=addr(rxbuffer), maxsize:=sint(sizeof(rxbuffer)),
stuffch:=16#10, sof:=16#02, eof:=16#03);
DebugMsg(message:="Master running");
tAnswer.pt:=1000;
//---------------------------------------------------------------------// In this demo, just set the outputs of the remote node to something
xAO[1]:=128;
xAO[2]:=256;
xAO[3]:=512;
xAO[4]:=1023;
FOR index:=1 TO 12 BY 2 DO
xDO[index]:=TRUE;
END_FOR;
//---------------------------------------------------------------------BEGIN
// Update function block
tAnswer(); // Remove this if the AUTO keyword is enabled in the Project settings dialog
Sleep(delay:=100);
// Build transmit frame
TXBuffer[0]:=MyNodeID; // Our nodeID
TXBuffer[1]:=DestNodeID; // Destination nodeID
// Set values for the 12 digital outputs
TXBuffer[2]:=0;
TXBuffer[3]:=0;
FOR index:=0 TO 7 DO
IF xDO[index+1] THEN
TXBuffer[2]:=TXBuffer[2] OR shl8(in:=1, n:=index);
END_IF;
END_FOR;
FOR index:=0 TO 3 DO
IF xDO[index+9] THEN
TXBuffer[3]:=TXBuffer[3] OR shl8(in:=1, n:=index);
END_IF;
END_FOR;
// Set values for the 4 analog outputs
setInt(adr:=addr(TXBuffer[4]), v:=xAO[1]);
setInt(adr:=addr(TXBuffer[6]), v:=xAO[2]);
setInt(adr:=addr(TXBuffer[8]), v:=xAO[3]);
setInt(adr:=addr(TXBuffer[10]),v:=xAO[4]);
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// Send the request
serSendData(port:=SerialPort, data:=addr(TXBuffer), size:=12, stuffch:=16#10, sof:=16#02,
eof:=16#03);
// Wait for response or a timeout (1 Sec)
tAnswer.trig:=TRUE;
WHILE NOT RX.ready AND NOT tAnswer.q DO
RX();
tAnswer();
END_WHILE;
tAnswer.trig:=FALSE;
// If a response was received
IF (RX.Ready) THEN
RXLed:=NOT RXLed;
// and it is for this node...
IF (MyNodeID = RXBuffer[1]) THEN
// Get the values of the analog inputs
xAI[1]:=getINT(adr:=addr(RXBuffer[4]));
xAI[2]:=getINT(adr:=addr(RXBuffer[6]));
xAI[3]:=getINT(adr:=addr(RXBuffer[8]));
xAI[4]:=getINT(adr:=addr(RXBuffer[10]));
// Get the values of the digital inputs
FOR index:=0 TO 7 DO
xDI[index+1]:=(RXBuffer[2] AND shl8(in:=1, n:=index)) <> 0;
END_FOR;
FOR index:=0 TO 3 DO
xDI[index+9]:=(RXBuffer[3] AND shl8(in:=1, n:=index)) <> 0;
END_FOR;
//---------------------------------------------------------------------// In this demo, just show the inputs from the remote node
DebugFmt(message:="Analog inputs: \1,\2,\3,\4", v1:=xAI[1], v2:=xAI[2], v3:=xAI[3],
v4:=xAI[4]);
str:="";
FOR index:=1 to 12 DO
str:=strConcat(str1:=str, str2:=intToStr(v:=int(xDI[index])));
END_FOR;
DebugMsg(message:=strConcat(str1:="Digital inputs: ", str2:=str));
//---------------------------------------------------------------------ELSE
DebugMsg(message:="Message not for this node !");
END_IF;
serFrameReceiveDone(port:=SerialPort);
ELSE
DebugMsg(message:="Timeout waiting for response !");
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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5.17. Examples - RS485 Network - Slave (Advanced)
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Slave.vpl, created 2003-04-07 15:44
//
// This is a small demonstration program, that shows how to communicate using
// the serial routines (via RS485) in the RTCU units. Two projects are involved,
// Master and Slave. The Slave project is typically running on a RTCU-C300 CTRL
// unit, and the Master runs on any type of RTCU, which needs to access
// extra I/O signals.
//
//
// Format:
// To Slave FROM Master:
// <STX> <SRC> <DST> <DO Data-LSB> <DO Data-MSB>
//
<AO-1-LSB> <AO-1-MSB>
//
<AO-2-LSB> <AO-2-MSB>
//
<AO-3-LSB> <AO-3-MSB>
//
<AO-4-LSB> <AO-4-MSB> <ETX>
//
//
// To Master FROM Slave:
// <STX> <SRC> <DST> <DI Data-LSB> <DI Data-MSB>
//
<AI-1-LSB> <AI-1-MSB>
//
<AI-2-LSB> <AI-2-MSB>
//
<AI-3-LSB> <AI-3-MSB>
//
<AI-4-LSB> <AI-4-MSB> <ETX>
//
//
// STX = 0xFF
// ETX = 0xFE
// STUFF = 0x1B
// <DO-Data-LSB>/<DO-Data-MSB> = New status for digital outputs
// <AO-n-LSB>/<AO-n-MSB> = New data for analog output n
//
// <DI-Data-LSB>/<DI-Data-MSB> = New status for digital inputs
// <AI-n-LSB>/<AI-n-MSB> = New data for analog input n
//
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
// Input variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog (These are global)
VAR_INPUT
SerialPort : SINT;
| Serial port to communicate on (0=service port, 1=port 2)
Din
: ARRAY[1..12] OF BOOL; | Digital inputs
Ain
: ARRAY[1..4] OF INT;
| Analog inputs
NodeSW : ARRAY[1..3] OF BOOL; | Dipswitches for node id (binary, SW1=LSB, SW3=MSB)
END_VAR;
// Output variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog (These are global)
VAR_OUTPUT
Dout : ARRAY[1..12] OF BOOL; | Digital outputs
Aout : ARRAY[1..4] OF INT;
| Analog outputs
RXLed : BOOL;
| changes state after each receive (with correct nodeid)
END_VAR;
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------// Misc. helper functions
// Pack/Unpack INT and DINT's from an array of SINT
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------function getINT:int;
var_input
adr : ptr;
end_var;
memcpy(dst:=addr(getInt),src:=adr,len:=sizeof(getINT));
end_function;
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function setINT;
var_input
adr : ptr;
v : int;
end_var;
memcpy(dst:=adr,src:=addr(v),len:=sizeof(v));
end_function;
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------

PROGRAM Slave;
VAR
MyNodeID : SINT;
RX
: serFrameReceiver;
Len
: SINT;
RxBuffer : ARRAY[0..63] of SINT;
TxBuffer : ARRAY[0..63] of SINT;
Index
: SINT; // Temporary variable/counter
END_VAR;
MyNodeID:=SINT(NodeSW[3])*4 + SINT(NodeSW[2])*2 + SINT(NodeSW[1]);
DebugFmt(message:="Slave running, nodeid=\1", v1:=MyNodeID);
serOpen(Port:=SerialPort, Baud:=57600, bit:=8, Parity:=0, RS485:=true);
RX(port:=SerialPort, enable:=true, frame:=addr(rxbuffer), maxsize:=sint(sizeof(rxbuffer)),
stuffch:=16#10, sof:=16#02, eof:=16#03);
BEGIN
RX();
// If a frame is received
IF RX.Ready THEN
// and it is for this node...
IF (MyNodeID = RXBuffer[1] AND RX.Size=12) THEN
// Set the digital outputs
FOR index:=0 TO 7 DO
DOut[index+1]:=(RXBuffer[2] AND shl8(in:=1, n:=index)) <> 0;
END_FOR;
FOR index:=0 TO 3 DO
DOut[index+9]:=(RXBuffer[3] AND shl8(in:=1, n:=index)) <> 0;
END_FOR;
// Set the analog outputs
AOut[1]:=getINT(adr:=addr(RXBuffer[4]));
AOut[2]:=getINT(adr:=addr(RXBuffer[6]));
AOut[3]:=getINT(adr:=addr(RXBuffer[8]));
AOut[4]:=getINT(adr:=addr(RXBuffer[10]));
RXLed:=NOT RXLed;
// Build response
TXBuffer[0]:=MyNodeID;
TXBuffer[1]:=RXBuffer[0];
// Build 2 bytes with status of digital inputs
TXBuffer[2]:=0;
TXBuffer[3]:=0;
FOR index:=0 TO 7 DO
IF DIn[index+1] THEN
TXBuffer[2]:=TXBuffer[2] OR shl8(in:=1, n:=index);
END_IF;
END_FOR;
FOR index:=0 TO 3 DO
IF DIn[index+9] THEN
TXBuffer[3]:=TXBuffer[3] OR shl8(in:=1, n:=index);
END_IF;
END_FOR;
// Set analog values in response
setInt(adr:=addr(TXBuffer[4]), v:=Ain[1]);
setInt(adr:=addr(TXBuffer[6]), v:=Ain[2]);
setInt(adr:=addr(TXBuffer[8]), v:=Ain[3]);
setInt(adr:=addr(TXBuffer[10]),v:=Ain[4]);
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// Send the response
serSendData(port:=SerialPort, data:=addr(TXBuffer), size:=12, stuffch:=16#10,
sof:=16#02, eof:=16#03);
ELSE
DebugMsg(message:="Message not for this node !");
END_IF;
serFrameReceiveDone(port:=SerialPort);
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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5.18. Examples - Thread Example
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// thread example.vpl, created 2004-10-15 10:23
//
// Simple program to demonstrate the use of threads, mutexes and I-Button.
// The program creates 3 threads, 1 to read the GPS position and store it
// in persistent memory, 1 to read an I-Button and control I-Button LED and 1 to
// Parse incoming SMS messages.
// By using an I-Button or sending a SMS the program will monitor the 4 inputs
// and send a SMS when one of them is activated. The monitoring must restart
// before another alarm is send.
// A tracking function is also included, to be activated by a SMS.
//
// The following SMS commands are supported:
// OWI#,nnnnnnnnnnnn: Register an I-Button ID for validation. #=Index(1..5), nnnnn=I-Button ID
// AON: Activate alarm monitoring
// AOFF: Deactivate alarm monitoring
// TON: Start tracking
// TOFF: Stop tracking
// POS: Get position
// PHONEnnnnnnnn: Tracking and Alarm response phone number
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE thread.inc
VAR_INPUT
in
: ARRAY[1..4] OF BOOL;
END_VAR;
VAR_OUTPUT
led : BOOL;
END_VAR;
VAR
AlarmState : BOOL := FALSE;
TrackState : BOOL := FALSE;
mxStateAl
mxStateTr
NextGps
END_VAR;

: MUTEX;
: MUTEX;
: DINT;

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------// SetAlarm
// Set the state of the AlarmState flag.
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------FUNCTION SetAlarm;
VAR_INPUT
state : BOOL;
END_VAR;
mxLock(mx:=mxStateAl);
AlarmState := state;
mxUnlock(mx:=mxStateAl);
END_FUNCTION;
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------//---------------------------------------------------------------------------// TestAlarm
// Test the state of the AlarmState flag.
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------FUNCTION TestAlarm : BOOL;
mxLock(mx:=mxStateAl);
TestAlarm := AlarmState;
mxUnlock(mx:=mxStateAl);
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END_FUNCTION;
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------//---------------------------------------------------------------------------// SetTracking
// Set the state of the TrackState flag.
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------FUNCTION SetTracking;
VAR_INPUT
state : BOOL;
END_VAR;
mxLock(mx:=mxStateTr);
TrackState := state;
mxUnlock(mx:=mxStateTr);
END_FUNCTION;
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------//---------------------------------------------------------------------------// TestTracking
// Test the state of the TrackState flag.
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------FUNCTION TestTracking : BOOL;
mxLock(mx:=mxStateTr);
TestTracking := TrackState;
mxUnlock(mx:=mxStateTr);
END_FUNCTION;
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------//---------------------------------------------------------------------------// SetId
// Register or Unregister an I-Button ID
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------FUNCTION SetId;
VAR_INPUT
index : INT;
ID
: STRING;
END_VAR;
VAR
oldIDs : STRING;
newIDs : STRING;
i
: INT;
END_VAR;
// Verify index
IF index > 0 AND index < 6 THEN
// Read Registered IDs
oldIDs := LoadStringF(index:=3);
// Insert IDs before new
IF index > 1 THEN
FOR i := 1 TO index - 1 BY 1 DO
newIDs :=
strConcat(str1:=newIDs,str2:=strToken(str:=oldIDs,delimiter:=",",index:=i));
newIDs := strConcat(str1:=newIDs,str2:=",");
END_FOR;
END_IF;
// Insert new ID
newIDs := strConcat(str1:=newIDs,str2:=ID);
newIDs := strConcat(str1:=newIDs,str2:=",");
// Insert IDs after new
IF index < 5 THEN
FOR i := index + 1 TO 5 BY 1 DO
newIDs :=
strConcat(str1:=newIDs,str2:=strToken(str:=oldIDs,delimiter:=",",index:=i));
newIDs := strConcat(str1:=newIDs,str2:=",");
END_FOR;
END_IF;
// Save Registered IDs
SaveStringF(index:=3,str:=newIDs);
END_IF;
END_FUNCTION;
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//---------------------------------------------------------------------------//---------------------------------------------------------------------------// SendPos
// Sends the last position
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------FUNCTION SendPos;
VAR_INPUT
phone : STRING;
END_VAR;
VAR
message : STRING;
END_VAR;
// Retrieve last valid position from FRAM
message := LoadStringF(index:=1);
// Send position
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:=phone,message:=message);
END_FUNCTION;
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------//---------------------------------------------------------------------------// OWIBUTTON
// Thread that reads and validates I-Button IDs, for alarm activation/
// deactivation.
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------THREAD_BLOCK OWIBUTTON;
VAR
strID : STRING;
Valid : BOOL;
Count : INT := 0;
Blink : INT := 0;
END_VAR;
// Init
OWiButtonEnableLED(enable:=TRUE);
OWiButtonSetLED(state:=OFF);
// Do forever
WHILE TRUE DO
// Read I-Button ID
strID := OWiButtonGetID();
// Is there an I-Button present?
IF strLen(str:=strID) > 0 THEN
// Reset timer
Count := 20;
Blink := 10;
// Repetition?
IF NOT Valid THEN
// Lookup ID
IF strFind(str1:=LoadStringF(index:=3),str2:=strID) > 0 THEN
// Change alarm state
SetAlarm( state := NOT TestAlarm() );
END_IF;
// I-Button has been read
OWiButtonSetLED(state:=ON);
Valid := TRUE;
END_IF;
ELSE
Valid := FALSE;
// Delay for I-Button removed from reader
IF Count > 0 THEN
// Delay
Count := Count - 1;
Sleep(delay:=100);
// Is alarm survailance activated?
ELSIF TestAlarm() THEN
// Led := ON for 100 ms.
IF Blink = 0 THEN
// Reset timer
Blink := 10;
// Turn LED on
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OWiButtonSetLED(state:=ON);
ELSIF Blink = 9 THEN
// Turn LED off
OWiButtonSetLED(state:=OFF);
END_IF;
// Delay
Blink := Blink - 1;
Sleep(delay:=100);
ELSE
OWiButtonSetLED(state:=OFF);
Sleep(delay:=100);
END_IF;
END_IF;
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------//---------------------------------------------------------------------------// GPS
// Thread that reads valid GPS positions and save them in FRAM
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------THREAD_BLOCK GPS;
VAR
gpspos
: gpsFix;
str
: STRING;
END_VAR;
// Init
gpsPower(power:=ON);
// Do forever
WHILE TRUE DO
// Get GPS position
gpspos();
// Valid Position?
IF gpspos.mode > 1 THEN
// String
str := strFormat(format:="Time: \1.\2.\3,
",v1:=gpspos.day,v2:=gpspos.month,v3:=gpspos.year);
str := strConcat(str1:=str,str2:=strFormat(format:="\1:\2:\3
",v1:=gpspos.hour,v2:=gpspos.minute,v3:=gpspos.second));
IF gpspos.latsouth THEN
str := strConcat(str1:=str,str2:=strFormat(format:="Lat: S\1*\2.\3
",v1:=gpspos.latdeg,v2:=gpspos.latmin,v3:=gpspos.latdecmin));
ELSE
str := strConcat(str1:=str,str2:=strFormat(format:="Lat: N\1*\2.\3
",v1:=gpspos.latdeg,v2:=gpspos.latmin,v3:=gpspos.latdecmin));
END_IF;
IF gpspos.lonwest THEN
str := strConcat(str1:=str,str2:=strFormat(format:="Long: W\1*\2.\3
",v1:=gpspos.londeg,v2:=gpspos.lonmin,v3:=gpspos.londecmin));
ELSE
str := strConcat(str1:=str,str2:=strFormat(format:="Long: E\1*\2.\3
",v1:=gpspos.londeg,v2:=gpspos.lonmin,v3:=gpspos.londecmin));
END_IF;
SaveStringF(index:=1,str:=str);
END_IF;
Sleep(delay:=1000);
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------//---------------------------------------------------------------------------// SMS
// Thread that reads incoming SMS messages and executes commands
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------THREAD_BLOCK SMS;
VAR
incoming : gsmIncomingSMS;
END_VAR;
// Init
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gsmPower(power:=ON);
DebugMsg(message:="Ready to receive SMS");
// Do forever
WHILE TRUE DO
incoming();
// GSM connection status
led := gsmConnected();
// Check for incoming SMS
IF incoming.status > 0 THEN
DebugMsg(message:=strConcat(str1:="SMS recieved =>
",str2:=strConcat(str1:=incoming.phonenumber,str2:=strConcat(str1:=",",str2:=incoming.message)))
);
// Set I-Button ID
IF strCompare(str1:="OWI",str2:=strLeft(str:=incoming.message,length:=3)) = 0 THEN
// Insert new ID
SetId( index := strToInt(str:=strMid(str:=incoming.message,start:=4,length:=1)), ID
:= strMid(str:=incoming.message,start:=6) );
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:=incoming.phonenumber,message:=strConcat(str1:=strMid(str:=incoming.messa
ge,start:=4,length:=1),
str2:=strMid(str:=incoming.message,start:=6)));
// Activate Alarm
ELSIF strCompare(str1:="AON",str2:=incoming.message) = 0 THEN
// Change alarm state
SetAlarm(state:=ON);
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:=incoming.phonenumber,message:="Alarm=ON");
// Deactivate Alarm
ELSIF strCompare(str1:="AOFF",str2:=incoming.message) = 0 THEN
// Change alarm state
SetAlarm(state:=OFF);
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:=incoming.phonenumber,message:="Alarm=OFF");
// Activate Tracking
ELSIF strCompare(str1:="TON",str2:=incoming.message) = 0 THEN
// Syncronize tracking timer
NextGps := clockNow();
// Change tracking state
SetTracking(state:=ON);
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:=incoming.phonenumber,message:="Tracking=ON");
// Deactivate Tracking
ELSIF strCompare(str1:="TOFF",str2:=incoming.message) = 0 THEN
// Change tracking state
SetTracking(state:=OFF);
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:=incoming.phonenumber,message:="Tracking=OFF");
// Retrieve Position
ELSIF strCompare(str1:="POS",str2:=incoming.message) = 0 THEN
// Send last position
SendPos(phone:=incoming.phonenumber);
// Set reply phone number
ELSIF strCompare(str1:="PHONE",str2:=strLeft(str:=incoming.message,length:=5)) = 0 THEN
SaveStringF(index:=4,str:=strMid(str:=incoming.message,start:=6));
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:=incoming.phonenumber,message:=strConcat(str1:="Phone=",str2:=strMid(str:
=incoming.message,start:=6)));
END_IF;
END_IF;
Sleep(delay:=2000);
END_WHILE;
END_THREAD_BLOCK;
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------PROGRAM thread_example;
VAR
thIbutton : OWIBUTTON;
thGps
: GPS;
thSms
: SMS;
Valid
END_VAR;
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// Init MUTEX
DebugMsg(message:="Initializing Mutex");
mxStateAl := mxInit();
mxStateTr := mxInit();
IF mxStatus(mx:=mxStateAl) = 1 THEN DebugMsg(message:="mxStateAl failed to init!"); END_IF;
IF mxStatus(mx:=mxStateTr) = 1 THEN DebugMsg(message:="mxStateTr failed to init!"); END_IF;
// Init THREAD
DebugMsg(message:="Starting Threads");
thIbutton();
thGps();
thSms();
IF NOT thIbutton._running THEN DebugMsg(message:="thIbutton failed to start!"); END_IF;
IF NOT thGps._running THEN DebugMsg(message:="thGps failed to start!"); END_IF;
IF NOT thSms._running THEN DebugMsg(message:="thSms failed to start!"); END_IF;
BEGIN
// Are we monitoring Alarm inputs?
IF TestAlarm() THEN
// Test alarm inputs
IF (in[1] OR in[2] OR in[3] OR in[4]) AND NOT Valid THEN
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:=LoadStringF(index:=4),message:="ALARM!");
Valid := TRUE;
END_IF;
ELSE
Valid := FALSE;
END_IF;
// Are we tracking unit?
IF TestTracking() THEN
// Time for next position?
IF clockNow() >= NextGps THEN
// Send last position
SendPos(phone:=LoadStringF(index:=4));
// Time for next position
NextGps := clockNow() + 60; // 1 Min.
END_IF;
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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5.19. Examples – C600 GPS log Example
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// MX2GPSLog.vpl, created 2006-05-31 13:15
//
// The application takes the GPS position every 15 seconds and saves it to both
// the datalogger, and to a file. The file media must be ejected with
// dipswitch 1 before it is removed from the RTCU, otherwise the file will be
// corrupted. The status of the media is shown on the LED on the RTCU.
// When the unit is no longer moving it goes into a power saving mode and waits
// for movement.
// This example demonstrates the Filesystem and powermanagement features of the
// C600 unit, and can only be used with a C600 unit
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
INCLUDE x32.inc
VAR_INPUT
dipEject
END_VAR;

: BOOL R_EDGE;

VAR_OUTPUT
gw_conn : BOOL;
gps_pos : BOOL;
END_VAR;

VAR
log
clock
gps
gps_linsec
gps_pwr
gsm_pwr
media_open
fd
rc
str
tSleep
END_VAR;

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

logWrite;
clockLinsecToTime;
gpsFix;
DINT;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
FILE;
INT;
STRING;
TON;

PROGRAM MX2GPSLog;
// Use battery if power fails
pmPowerFail(bat:=TRUE);
// Set timer
tSleep.pt := 300000; // 5 min. delay
// Open media
fsMediaOpen(media:=0);
fsStatusLEDEnable(enable:=ON);
// Initialize datalogger system
IF NOT logIsInitialized(key:=4712) THEN
logInitialize(key:=4712, numlogvalues:=2, numlogrecords:=0);
END_IF;

BEGIN
// LED
gw_conn := gwConnected();
// Open log file
IF fsMediaPresent(media:=0) AND NOT media_open THEN
media_open := TRUE;
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ELSIF NOT fsMediaPresent(media:=0) AND media_open THEN
media_open := FALSE;
END_IF;
// Eject media
IF dipEject THEN
fsMediaEject(media:=0);
media_open := FALSE;
END_IF;
// Open log file
IF media_open AND fsFileStatus(fd:=fd) <> 0 THEN
IF fsFileExists(name:="\datalog.txt") THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Open File");
fd := fsFileOpen(name:="\datalog.txt");
ELSE
DebugMsg(message:="File Create");
fd := fsFileCreate(name:="\datalog.txt");
END_IF;
END_IF;
// Start GPS and/or GSM
IF NOT gps_pwr THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Start GPS");
gpsPower(power:=ON);
gps_pwr := ON;
END_IF;
IF NOT gsm_pwr THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Start GSM");
gsmPower(power:=ON);
gprsOpen();
gsm_pwr := ON;
END_IF;
// Get GPS position
gps();
// GPS position valid?
IF gps.mode > 1 THEN
// Toggle led
gps_pos
:= NOT gps_pos;
// log position
IF clockNow() > gps_linsec THEN
// Save to datalog
log(value[1]:=gps.latitude,value[2]:=gps.longitude);
// Save to file
IF fsFileStatus(fd:=fd) = 0 THEN
clock(linsec:=gps.linsec);
str := strFormat(format:="\1.\2.\3, ",v1:=clock.year,v2:=clock.month,v3:=clock.day)
+
strFormat(format:="\1:\2:\3,
",v1:=clock.hour,v2:=clock.minute,v3:=clock.second);
IF gps.latsouth THEN str := str + "-"; END_IF;
str := str + strFormat(format:="\1*\2.\3,
",v1:=gps.latdeg,v2:=gps.latmin,v3:=gps.latdecmin);
IF gps.lonwest THEN str := str + "-"; END_IF;
str := str + strFormat(format:="\1*\2.\3,
",v1:=gps.londeg,v2:=gps.lonmin,v3:=gps.londecmin);
fsFileWriteStringNL(fd:=fd,str:=str);
END_IF;
// Set time for next logging
gps_linsec := clockNow() + 15;
END_IF;
END_IF;
// Has there been any movement?
IF pmVibration() THEN
tSleep(trig:=FALSE);
ELSE
tSleep(trig:=TRUE);
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END_IF;
// No movement detected in 5 minutes
IF tSleep.q THEN
IF NOT batIsCharging() THEN
// Debug to file
IF fsFileStatus(fd:=fd) = 0 THEN
fsFileWriteStringNL(fd:=fd,str:="--- Enter pmWaitEvent ---");
END_IF;
// Stop GPS and/or GSM
IF gps_pwr THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Stop GPS");
gpsPower(power:=OFF);
gps_pwr := OFF;
END_IF;
IF gsm_pwr THEN
DebugMsg(message:="Stop GSM");
gprsClose();
gsmPower(power:=OFF);
gsm_pwr := OFF;
END_IF;
// Wait for movement (vibration)
rc := pmWaitEvent(vibration:=ON);
DebugMsg(message:="pmWaitEvent - Movement");
// Debug to file
IF fsFileStatus(fd:=fd) = 0 THEN
str := strFormat(format:="--- Exit pmWaitEvent (rc=\1) ---",v1:=rc);
fsFileWriteStringNL(fd:=fd,str:=str);
END_IF;
// Wait for 5 minutes before Power down again
tSleep(trig:=FALSE);
END_IF;
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;
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6. Tutorial
6.1. Tutorial
This tutorial is for you that either don't want to read the complete manual, or is in a hurry to get the first project done !
The tutorial will guide you through your very first program, from programming, building, simulation and all the way to
configuring and uploading your program to an RTCU unit. If you don't have access to an RTCU Unit, don't panic, as
the built-in simulator will show you all the aspects of the RTCU, although everything will happen on your screen, and
not in the "real world".
The RTCU-IDE program is available for download (free) at: www.m2m-services.de
This tutorial assumes that you have installed the RTCU-IDE program, and that all settings in the program are the
same as when it was installed. Because of the built-in simulator of the RTCU-IDE program, you don't need to have a
RTCU unit, everything can be done in the simulator.

So, lets get started with the exciting world of programming the RTCU.....

Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9

The problem we want to solve
Create a Project
Create the programfile
Write the program
Build the Project
Configure the Project
Simulate the Project
Upload the Project to a RTCU Unit
Where to go from here ?

Should you encounter any difficulties during the tutorial, please contact support
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6.2. Chapter 1, The problem we want to solve

Your greenhouse

You are the proud owner of a Greenhouse. However, you have some problems with the climate inside the greenhouse
! You would like to have some sort of alarm system that can alert you when the temperature either gets too high or too
low inside the greenhouse. But wait, thats not all ! You want the greenhouse to try to adjust the temperature itself, you
have a heater to raise the temperature and you have a motor-driven door in the greenhouse that can open to lower
the temperature inside the greenhouse. So, only when the greenhouse can't keep the temperature within the limits,
and it has given up on trying to do so, you want the greenhouse to alert you. And as you are always busy, just a
simple audible alarm at the greenhouse isn't enough, you need to be alerted, even when you are far away from the
greenhouse !
This is where the RTCU comes to rescue !
We want the RTCU unit to do the following:
•
•
•

Turn the heater on when the temperature gets too low
Open the motor-driven door when the temperature gets too high
Call you on your mobile telephone when the RTCU can't hold the temperature within limits

The interface between the greenhouse and the RTCU is as follows:
Digital inputs:
•
•

Low temperature
High temperature

Digital outputs:
•
•

Heater
Open door

The next chapters will help you to develop this application, to simulate the program, and finally to upload it to a RTCU
unit.

Chapter 2

Create a Project

Should you encounter any difficulties during the tutorial, please contact support
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6.3. Chapter 2, Create a Project
We start the tutorial by starting the RTCU-IDE program. Find the shortcut for RTCU-IDE in the Start menu in
Windows, and start the RTCU-IDE program. You should see something that looks like this:

This is the RTCU-IDE environment we will use throughout this tutorial. The RTCU-IDE has a lot of features and
functions, and some of these will be used in this tutorial, and some are not needed. At the end of the tutorial, you will
be able to experiment and learn about all the features of the RTCU-IDE environment, and also to seek help in the
online help system.

So, the RTCU-IDE program is now running. We start by creating a new project. The project encapsulates all the
different components of an application, program code, voice messages, configuration etc.
Click on the "Create new project" icon on the Project toolbar:

You will then see a dialog asking you the name of your new project. Its generally a good idea to create a new
directory on your disk for each new project, and then keep all the files for the project in this directory. In this example,
we create a directory named "Tutorial-1" (by clicking on the "new directory" icon in the dialog), select it by doubleVersion 5.90
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clicking on the name "Tutorial-1". We name the new project "Greenhouse-1". You should see something very similar
to this:

Press the "Save" button, and the RTCU-IDE project tree should look like this:

It tells you the name of the current loaded project, Greenhouse-1, and also which Program files, Job files, and Voice
messages the project currently consists of. In our case, the project is pretty much empty, as we haven't added any
program code etc to it yet. Thats next !

Chapter 3

Create the program file

Should you encounter any difficulties during the tutorial, please contact support
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6.4. Chapter 3, Create the programfile
We now have a empty project named "Greenhouse-1". Now we will add some program code to this empty project.
First, right-click on the "Program" in the project tree. This will show a little drop-down menu, with 3 items in it:

Click on "New", and you should see a "save dialog" like this one:

Name the new file "Greenhouse_1". This will create a file with the name "Greenhouse_1.VPL". The ".VPL" is the
suffix used for VPL programs, and is fixed by the RTCU-IDE environment, and can not be changed !
The RTCU-IDE has now created the new file for you, and the file is opened for you in the editor. Also it has put a
program template in the file. The file looks like this now:

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Greenhouse_1.vpl, created 2000-12-31 14:45
//
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
// Input variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog
VAR_INPUT
END_VAR;
// Output variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog
VAR_OUTPUT
END_VAR;
// The global variables of the program
VAR
END_VAR;
PROGRAM Greenhouse_1;
// The next code will only be executed once after the program starts
BEGIN
// Code from this point until END will be executed repeatedly
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END;
END_PROGRAM;

The only difference will be the text "created xxxx-xx-xx xx:xx" in the comment field in the top of the file, this will of
course be the correct date and time.
We will not try to explain anything about the different statements in the program, this will be covered in great detail in
the online manual, but you might want to have a look at the file as it is.
You now have a basic program, that will do absolutely nothing ! Anyway, it will be of great help, as you don't have to
read a lot on syntax of VPL programs etc, you just get a basic template, and can begin immediately to put in some
useful code. And this is what the next chapter is all about.

Chapter 4

Write the program

Should you encounter any difficulties during the tutorial, please contact support
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6.5. Chapter 4, Write the program
In this chapter, we will add some useful code to the "Greenhouse_1.VPL" file.
If you are lazy, you can mark the code in this section, select "copy" and then paste it into the editor in the RTCU-IDE
program. This will save you some work at the keyboard.

First we start by defining the various signals we need either to monitor or to control in/from the program:

In the file, find the following code:

// Input variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog
VAR_INPUT
END_VAR;

Then modify it to read:
// Input variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog
VAR_INPUT
Sensor_L
: BOOL; | Sensor input for low temperature
Sensor_H
: BOOL; | Sensor input for high temperature
Alarm_time : INT; | time, 0..32767 minutes, time before SMS message is sent
phone_number : STRING; | The number the SMS message should be sent to
END_VAR;

This defines the 2 signals we need to monitor from the outside world, plus the Alarm_time and phonenumber, which
will be set from the configuration dialog.

Now, locate the following code in the file:
// Output variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog
VAR_OUTPUT
END_VAR;

And make it look like this:
// Output variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog
VAR_OUTPUT
Out_Heater
: BOOL; | Output to activate heater
Out_Ventilation : BOOL; | Output to activate ventilation (Open door)
END_VAR;

This defines the 2 signals we need to control in the outside world.
Your program now looks like this:
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Greenhouse_1.vpl, created 2000-12-31 14:45
//
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
//

Input variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog
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VAR_INPUT
Sensor_L
:
Sensor_H
:
Alarm_time :
phone_number
END_VAR;

BOOL; | Sensor input for low temperature
BOOL; | Sensor input for high temperature
INT; | time, 0..32767 minutes, time before SMS message is sent
: STRING; | The number the SMS message should be sent to

// Output variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog
VAR_OUTPUT
Out_Heater
: BOOL; | Output to activate heater
Out_Ventilation : BOOL; | Output to activate ventilation
END_VAR;
// The global variables of the program
VAR
END_VAR;

PROGRAM Greenhouse_1;
// The next code will only be executed once after the program starts
BEGIN
// Code from this point until END will be executed repeatedly

END;
END_PROGRAM;

Please note that we have not in any way connected the 4 signals to any specific physical in- or outputs, we even
haven't said anything about if they are digital In- or output signals at all ! This will be done in the Configuration, which
will be covered in Chapter 6
To save your work, you can press the "Save current file" on the Main toolbar:

Now we will add the local variables of the program.
Locate the following:
// The global variables of the program
VAR
END_VAR;

And modify it to read:
// The global variables of the program
VAR
timer : TON; // ON-delay timer is declared.
// A On-delay timer goes active when 'trig' has
// been active for 'pt' seconds.
send_alarm : R_TRIG; // detects leading edge on alarm
END_VAR;
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Now it's time to add some code to the program.
First we will add some initialization code.
Locate the following:
// The next code will only be executed once after the program starts
BEGIN

And modify it to read:

// The next code will only be executed once after the program starts
// Set the timer
// (Convert to seconds)
timer(pt := Alarm_time*60*1000);
// turn on GSM-module
gsmPower(power := ON);
BEGIN

Now we will add the rest of the program.
Locate the following:
BEGIN
// Code from this point until END will be executed repeatedly

END;
END_PROGRAM;

And modify it to read:

BEGIN
// Code from this point until END will be executed repeatedly
// Update timer
timer();
// If the temperature is to high then activate ventilation:
IF Sensor_H THEN
Out_Ventilation:= ON;
ELSE
Out_Ventilation:= OFF;
END_IF;
// If the temperature is to low then activate the heater:
IF Sensor_L THEN
Out_Heater:= ON;
ELSE
Out_Heater:= OFF;
END_IF;
// Start timer on the leading edge of the sensor-inputs:
timer(trig:= Sensor_L OR Sensor_H);
// Detect leading edge on alarm:
send_alarm(trig:=timer.q);
IF send_alarm.q THEN
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IF Sensor_L THEN
// send sms for temperature to low
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:=phone_number, message:="Temperature to low");
ELSIF Sensor_H THEN
// send sms for temperature to high
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:=phone_number, message:="Temperature to high");
END_IF;
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

To save your work, you can press the "Save current file" on the Main toolbar:

Now your complete program looks like this:

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------// Greenhouse_1.vpl, created 2000-12-31 14:45
//
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE rtcu.inc
// Input variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog
VAR_INPUT
Sensor_L
: BOOL; | Sensor input for low temperature
Sensor_H
: BOOL; | Sensor input for high temperature
Alarm_time : INT; | time, 0..32767 minutes, time before SMS message is sent
phone_number : STRING; | The number the SMS message should be sent to
END_VAR;
// Output variables that can be configured via the configuration dialog
VAR_OUTPUT
Out_Heater
: BOOL; | Output to activate heater
Out_Ventilation : BOOL; | Output to activate ventilation
END_VAR;
// The global variables of the program
VAR
timer : TON; // ON-delay timer is declared.
// A On-delay timer goes active when 'trig' has
// been active for 'pt' seconds.
send_alarm : R_TRIG; // detects leading edge on alarm
END_VAR;
PROGRAM Greenhouse_1;
// The next code will only be executed once after the program starts
// Set the timer
// (Convert to seconds)
timer(pt := Alarm_time*60*1000);
// turn on GSM-module
gsmPower(power := ON);
BEGIN
// Code from this point until END will be executed repeatedly
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// Update timer
timer();
// If the temperature is to high then activate ventilation:
IF Sensor_H THEN
Out_Ventilation:= ON;
ELSE
Out_Ventilation:= OFF;
END_IF;
// If the temperature is to low then activate the heater:
IF Sensor_L THEN
Out_Heater:= ON;
ELSE
Out_Heater:= OFF;
END_IF;
// Start timer on the leading edge of the sensor-inputs:
timer(trig:= Sensor_L OR Sensor_H);
// Detect leading edge on alarm:
send_alarm(trig:=timer.q);
IF send_alarm.q THEN
IF Sensor_L THEN
// send sms for temperature to low
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:=phone_number, message:="Temperature to low");
ELSIF Sensor_H THEN
// send sms for temperature to high
gsmSendSMS(phonenumber:=phone_number, message:="Temperature to high");
END_IF;
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

Congratulations ! You have come a long way, now it's off to
Chapter 5

Build the Project

This is a good place if you want to leave the tutorial, and come back later.

Should you encounter any difficulties during the tutorial, please contact support
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6.6. Chapter 5, Build the Project
Now the time has come to build the project. During the build process, all the parts of a project will be translated to a
format that the RTCU unit (and the simulator) can understand and execute. The build step is a very simple step, at
least for you the programmer ! The only thing to do is to press the "Build project" on the Project tool bar:

When you press the "Build Project" button, all VPL files are translated and examined for errors, and the right files are
built so that the project can be transferred to a RTCU unit, or executed in the built-in simulator.
If you have typed everything correctly in the program, you will see the following message:

This message pops up, because the RTCU-IDE program has detected that you have added a new program file, but
there is currently no Job defined that uses this program file. So the RTCU-IDE suggests a name and a priority for this
new Job.
Just click on the "OK" button to accept the default names and values. You will then see the following message:

This shows that the build process has finished, and no errors were found !

The projecttree in the left part of the RTCU-IDE program now looks like this:
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And as you see, there is now one Job defined: "Job_Greenhouse_1". This is what actually will be executed on the
RTCU platform.
So what now, do we have a complete project that are ready to be uploaded to the RTCU platform, or to be executed
in the Simulator ?
Well, to be honest, yes we have, but it won't do much good ! If you remember, we did not specify where the 2 input
and the 2 output signals should come from !
So, if we download the project to the RTCU (or execute it in the Simulator) and whatch the results, what will happen ?
Even if we watch very closely, nothing will be visible to us, no outputs will change and so on. This is because we
need to configure the Job we have defined in the project.
As you go on with the online help, you will find out that we can have more than one Job in a project, you can even
define more Jobs using the same program file (".VPL" file), and this is were the configuration process really gets
handy ! (Well, there are actually many other reasons to have the configuration process, more on that in the online
help).
So, to get some action, get on with
Chapter 6

Configure the Project

Should you encounter any difficulties during the tutorial, please contact support
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6.7. Chapter 6, Configure the Project
Now the time has has come to do the configuration of the project. In the configuration process, all variables defined in
the VAR_INPUT or VAR_OUTPUT sections of your program will be assigned to in- or outputs, numerical values,
strings or voice messages. During program development, you do not need to think about which specific in- or outputs
to use, you delay that decision until the configuration process.
Now lets configure the Greenhouse project:
First, double-click on the Job "Job_Greenhouse_1" in the project tree in the left part of the screen. This should bring
up the configuration dialog:

This is the configuration dialog. The list at the left part, shows you all the variables defined in the VAR_INPUT and
VAR_OUTPUT sections. The variables with a "I:" in front of them are inputs, and the variables with a "O:" in front of
them are outputs. When you select one of the variables, the two fields in the bottom of the dialog shows you the type
and the comment field of the variable (the text written with orange in the editor, when you entered the program). To
the right, you see a list with the different types you can assign to variables, some are grayed out (not active for this
particular type of variable).
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So, lets assign something to our variables !
First, make sure the topmost line is selected (Sensor_L).
Next click on "Digital input". Now the configuration dialog looks like this:

The configurator automatically selects the next free item in the "Item" group, in this case it's "Input 1". The next thing
to do, is to click on the "Set" button. The assignment are not done before you click on the "Set" button ! After you
click the "Set" button, the next non-configured item in the list will automatically be selected. After you click the "Set"
button, the configuration dialog looks like this:
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Then click on the "Digital input", and the "Input 2" item will automatically be suggested. Press the "Set" button.
The "Alarm_time" will now be selected. This variable must be assigned a value. Press the "Constant" type, and type
the number 2 in the entry field in the Item group box. The dialog now looks like this:
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Press the "Set" button. Now the "phone_number" variable will be selected in the list. This is a STRING data type that
holds the phone number of you GSM mobile phone. This is the number the program will send SMS messages to,
when the greenhouse can't keep the temperature within limits. Click on "String". Type the number in the entry field in
the Item group box. The dialog now looks like this:
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Press the "Set" button.
Now you properly has the grip of the configuration process, so we will go quickly over the last two items that needs to
be configured.
The Out_Heater variable is now selected. Select "Digital output" and accept the "Output 1" item shown. Press the
"Set" button.
The Out_Ventilation variable is now selected. Select "Digital output" and accept the "Output 2" item shown. Press the
"Set" button.
All the configurable variables of the program are now configured. You may have noticed that when an variable are
configured, it will change it's color from red to black. When you press the "OK" button, the configuration data are
saved in the project.
Press the "OK" button.
Now you have a complete project that are ready to be up loaded to a RTCU unit, or tested in the SImulator.
And testing in the Simulator is just what's next in
Chapter 7 Simulate the Project
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This is a good place if you want to leave the tutorial, and come back later.

Should you encounter any difficulties during the tutorial, please contact support
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6.8. Chapter 7, Simulate the Project
So you have now developed the Greenhouse project and you are properly wondering, is it working at all ? Well, this
is the right chapter for you then. In this chapter, we will simulate and test the program. The simulator will save you
time, as you won't have to fix errors, upload your program to a RTCU unit, just to discover something is still wrong
with your program. In the simulator, the "upload time" is reduced to sub-second values, and you have all the different
I/O systems available on the screen, so you don't need big boxes with switches etc. to simulate your program.
So, click on the "Simulator" menu item:

This will bring up the main Simulator window:
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In this window you can enable the different simulator windows. Click on the "Digital I/O" to enable the Digital I/O
simulator window and click on the "SMS" to enable the SMS Simulator window.
You now see these two windows:
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And

Please note that the names of the 4 Digital I/O signals we have defined is shown in the Digital I/O simulator window,
this makes it easier for you to remember which I/O signal are assigned to which variable in your program.
Now we can load and execute our program by pressing the "Load & Run" button on the main Simulator window.
Now your program is actually running !
If you click on the "1/0" button at the "Sensor_L" digital input, you will see that the digital output "Out_Heater" will turn
on ! And when you turn off the "Sensor_L" digital input, the "Out_Heater" will also be deactivated. The same applies
to input "Sensor_H" and output "Out_Ventilation".
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So, when you activate the "Sensor_L" button, the Digital I/O window will look like this:

Now, try to let the "Sensor_L" input on for more than 2 minutes, and see if you can guess what will happen...
If you guessed the following, you're right !
The SMS window will look like this after the 2 minutes has elapsed:

You got an SMS message becuase the "Sensor_L" was active for more than 2 minutes !
It's up to you to figure out what will happen if the "Sensor_H" input was active for more than 2 minutes.....
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This was a simple session in using the Simulator. There are many more aspects to cover, this will be done in the
Online help system.
Now this was only simulation, if you have a RTCU unit, you could proceed to
Chapter 8

Upload the Project to a RTCU Unit

This is a good place if you want to leave the tutorial, and come back later.

Should you encounter any difficulties during the tutorial, please contact support
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6.9. Chapter 8, Upload the Project to a RTCU Unit
So now you have tested your application in the Simulator. If you want to upload the project to a RTCU unit, this is the
right chapter for you !
To upload a project to a RTCU unit, you need a programming cable. This cable will connect your PC with the RTCU
unit. The exact position of the programming connector depends on the type of RTCU unit you have. Please consult
the technical documentation for the particular type of RTCU to locate the connector. The cable connects to a serial
port (COM port) on your PC. The serial port is normally a 9 pin male SUB-D connector on the back of your PC. On
some models it can be a 25 pin connector instead of a 9 pin, if this is the case on your PC, you will need an adapter
between 9 and 25 pin connectors. When you have connected the RTCU and PC together using the programming
cable, you will have to tell the RTCU-IDE program which serial port (COM port) you have connected the cable to on
your PC.
This is done in the "Setup" dialog. Activate the "Setup" dialog by clicking on the "Settings" menu item, and then the
"Setup" menu item:

In this dialog you can select which serial port the cable is connected to (COM 1, COM 2, COM 3 or COM 4) under
"Cable connection". You can also enable or disable the various sound effects that are used throughout the RTCUIDE program, set the font size in the editor etc.
Select the correct serial port in the "Cable connection" section.
Press the "OK" button.
You will then see this message:
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Stop and start the RTCU-IDE program as instructed to.

When the RTCU-IDE program starts again, click on the "Upload project" button on the project toolbar:

This will bring up the Upload dialog:

In this dialog, you can select what part of the project you wan't to upload to the RTCU unit, Program and Voice. As
this project does not contain any Voice messages, we will just leave the "Program" item checked.
Press the "Transfer to RTUC" button, and you will see something like this happen:
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This shows you the progress in uploading the project to the RTCU unit. When the upload is complete, the dialog will
show this:

Telling you that everything went ok. The project are now actually transferred to the RTCU unit ! After a few seconds
(approx 10) the program is up and running ! It will then take a few seconds more for the GSM module to actually
logon to a GSM basestation. If you activate one of the two sensor inputs, you will notice that one of the digital outputs
will activate, and if you leave one of the inputs on for more than 2 minutes, you will receive an SMS message on your
mobile phone ! This assumes ofcourse that the RTCU has a GSM module installed, a SIM card and is connected to a
suitable GSM antenna. Please look in the technical documentation for the RTCU unit.
The procedure above will also work when connected to a remote RTCU unit using either a datacall (CSD) or over a
GPRS Gateway connection.

Thats it, go on with
Chapter 9

Where to go from here ?

Should you encounter any difficulties during the tutorial, please contact support
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6.10. Chapter 9, Where to go from here ?
So, this completes the tutorial. For further information, you should consult the section RTCU-IDE Development
environment in the online help manual. You can also have a look at some of the examples in the online help, these
will be of great help in understanding the VPL programming environment, and the many features of the RTCU units.

If you stayed with us this far, you really deserve a break !
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7. Troubleshooting
7.1. Troubleshooting
These are some of the common pitfalls encountered by users when using the RTCU-IDE program and the VPL
programming language.

RTCU-IDE Integrated Development Environment:
1) I get errors when I try to upload my project to my RTCU unit
There can be several reasons why this happens. Usually there is a problem with the serial port (COM), either it is
not the COM port that is specified in the Setting menu. If you are using a laptop PC, sometimes the serial port is
disabled to save power, or maybe the port is configured for IRDA (Infrared) communications.
Also check that your programming cable are intact and firmly secured both at the PC and the RTCU unit. Please
also make sure that the RTCU is powered, and is running.

2) Why can't I send SMS messages and make voice calls using the RTCU unit ?
You must make sure that the RTCU unit you are using has the GSM module installed. You must also make sure that
you have a valid SIM card installed in the SIM card reader in the RTCU unit. The RTCU units needs an external
antenna, this must be an antenna that matches the requirements listed in the technical documentation for your
actual RTCU unit. If this doesn't help, try the SIM card in a mobile phone, and make sure that the mobile phone can
connect to a base station, and that you actually can make/receive calls using the SIM card.
A common error is to forget to turn on the power to the built-in GSM module using the gsmPower function. Please
also note that if a Pin code is required for you SIM card, this code must be set in the Unit -> Setup ->Pin code
dialog. The GSM module will always be switched on when the program starts, if needed, it can then be switched off
and on via the program and gsmPower function.
Also you must make sure that the RTCU unit is connected successfully to a GSM base station. A common error is to
switch on the power to the GSM module (using gsmPower) and then immediately try to send an SMS or make a
voice call. After the gsmPower function, a number of seconds must elapse BEFORE the GSM module actually is
connected with a GSM base station. This amount of time depends on the type of GSM network, and the general
traffic on the GSM net. A safe method to check for this, is to monitor the gsmConnected function. When the
gsmConnected function returns true, the GSM module are connected successfully to a GSM base station.
Another possible error, although seldom seen, is if you use a 5 Volts SIM card. The RTCU units will only work with 3
Volts SIM cards. Some older SIM cards exists, that are only able to work at 5 Volts, so please make sure that your
card can work at 3 Volts.This is also a problem ordinary mobile phones today, and is not something special to the
RTCU units.

3) I get an error when I try to register the RTCU-IDE program using "Send via EMail"
This is usually because you don't have a "MAPI" compatible mail program installed, or that it is not configured
properly for the RTCU-IDE to use it.

4) I get an error when I try to send my project using the "Send Project via EMail"
This is usually because you don't have a "MAPI" compatible mail program installed, or that it is not configured
properly for the RTCU-IDE to use it.

5) When I use the Simulator, and change my program, the Simulator still runs the old program
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If you have your project running in the simulator, and at the same time makes changes to the program and builds
the project, it will not automatically be loaded in the simulator. To load the newly build project, press the "Load &
Run" button in the Simulator - Main window. This will load the project, and start executing it.

6) I got an email saying that a new firmware version is available, what do I do ?
It all depends on the message in the email. When we make new features available, we will normally make a new
version available of the RTCU firmware for you to download. The message in the email will tell you in detail what the
new features are, and under what circumstances it would be beneficial for you to upgrade your RTCU units with the
new firmware version. The email will also tell you step-by-step how to upload the new firmware to your RTCU units.
Please note however, that it will be very seldom that you will need to upgrade the firmware, generally most of the
new features will be available in the RTCU-IDE environment, which is available for download from www.m2mservices.de

7) I have uploaded my project to the RTCU Unit, while doing so, I lost communication with the unit.
In this case, it is possible that the RTCU unit will be left in a state, where it is not able to execute the RTCU program.
Normally you just upload the project again, and everything will then be fine. If for some reason, you can't upload
your project to a RTCU unit after such an error, you can always activate recovery switch present on all RTCU units.
This will prevent ANY execution of the RTCU program, and then you can upload your project again.

8) When I send a SMS message using gsmSendSMS, it will not always be delivered
This error can have several causes. This can happen when the GSM network is busy, not enough signal strength
etc. Another potential problem can be if the GSM provider delivers a acknowledge every time one sends an SMS
message using their net. Some providers allows you to suppress this acknowledge by using some special prefix
before the SMS message text. This extra acknowledge message can sometimes interfere with the transmission of
SMS messages from the RTCU unit. To overcome this, ALWAYS check the return code from the gsmSendSMS()
function call. This will tell you if the transmission was ok or not. If you got an error, you can send the message again.
Typically these errors will resolve them self very quickly, and will only last a few seconds.

9) I'm not able to receive SMS messages in the RTCU from certain mobile phones/numbers
The SIM card used in the RTCU unit, must have it's phonebook cleared ! If the sender of an SMS message exists in
the phonebook of the SIM card in the RTCU, all SMS messages from this number is discarded ! A simple solution is
to make sure that the SIM card used on the RTCU unit is empty.

10) When I try to use gsmIncomingPDU, it always returns 3 in the status field
When using the gsmIncomingPDU(), you must set the 'message' field to the address of the buffer you want the
message to arrive in, BEFORE the instance of the gsmIncomingPDU() is called ! (This will be called either explicit
by writing 'name()' where 'name' is of type gsmIncomingPDU(), or when the BEGIN statement is executed)
10) Transferring large amount of data from the RTCU takes very long time.
If the program in the unit is sending massive number of debug-messages this will make the communication very
slow.
Another reason can be that the program in the unit is overloading the processor with too many threads that never
sleeps or block.
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7.2. Error Messages
The most likely error messages from the VPL compiler:

"keyword/name/symbol" is expected!
This is a general syntax error.

Identifier "name" is declared more than once!
The identifier has been declared more than once within the same scope.
This is an error:
VAR_INPUT
temp : INT;
END_VAR;
VAR
temp : INT;
END_VAR;
PROGRAM testprog;
BEGIN
.
END;
END_PROGRAM;

This is NOT:
VAR
temp : INT;
END_VAR;
FUNCTION_BLOCK test;
VAR
temp : INT;
END_VAR
// This "temp" is the one we declared in this functionblock
IF temp THEN
.
END_IF;
.
END_FUNCTION_BLOCK;
PROGRAM testprog;
BEGIN
// this "temp" is the globally defined, before the functionblock was declared.
IF temp = 17 THEN
.
.
END_IF;
END;
END_PROGRAM;

Unknown identifier: "name"
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The identifier has not been declared.

"name" is *not* accessible!
This error can occur if you try to assign a value in your program to a variable that
has been defined in the VAR_INPUT section

Constants are *not* supported in this version!
Named constants are not currently supported.

Global variables are already declared!
It is only allowed to have one section of VAR_INPUT, VAR_OUTPUT and VAR in the global
scope.

ARRAY has illegal subrange!
The array has not been specified properly. Remember that the lower bound must be
smaller than the upper bound.

Maximum number of elements in the array has been exceeded!
You have tried to create an array with too many elements. thereby exhausting the
memory available. Decrease the number of elements.

Illegal type specified. This is *not* a functionblock
When you declare variables, only the simple datatypes and functionblocks can be used
as the type.

Elementary type expected (SINT/INT/DINT/BOOL/STRING/VOICE)
It is only allowed to specify a simple datatype as the type

The variable is not compatible with a string assignment!
The variable is not declared as a string

Illegal initializer constant!
Please examine the section Constants to see the proper way of declaring numerical
constants.

Edge-detection attribute is *not* allowed!
The R_EDGE or F_EDGE are not allowed at this place

'AUTO' and 'ASYNC' cannot be combined!
Use only either AUTO or ASYNC, not both at the same time. Please look at AUTO and
ASYNC for an explanation.
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"name" is *not* a variable!
The specified name is not declare as a variable

IF / CASE statement expected
An IF or CASE statement is expected.

Iteration-statement expected
A FOR / REPEAT / WHILE statement is expected

Only a simple variable can be used as a control-variable
It is only allowed to specify a simple datatype as the control value in a FOR
statement

Only a local variable can be used as a control-variable
It is only allowed to specify a local variable as the control value in a FOR
statement. It is not allowed to use a global variable.

'EXIT' is only allowed in a iteration statement!
Exit is only allowed in an FOR / REPEAT / WHILE statement

'BEGIN/END' is *only* allowed in the main program.
Use only BEGIN and END in the main program.

GOTO is *not* supported in this version!
This is not currently supported in the VPL language.

LABEL is *not* supported in this version!
This is not currently supported in the VPL language.

Incompatible types encountered!
Two variables of different types can only be assigned to each other, when the
destination is "larger" that the source. By larger means that is can hold larger
numbers.

"name" is *not* a function!
The specified name has not been declared as a function

String conversion not allowed!
It is not allowed to typecast a string to any other type.

Conversion to string is not allowed!
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It is not allowed to typecast from any other type to a string type.

Constant, identifier, function call or expression expected
This is a general syntax error. This will typically be in assignments, or statements
where an expression is expected, such as in IF statements etc.

Arrays can *not* be assigned in a function call!
It is not legal to assign values to an array in a function call. Arrays are not
supported as parameters to functioncalls.

Error opening file: "filename"
There was a general error opening the file.

Error opening file: "filename" (check VINCLUDE)
The file that is to be included using the INCLUDE statement, has not been found in the
current project directory, and it is also not found in the path specified in the
VINCLUDE environment variable. The VINCLUDE environment variable must point to the
include directory that was created as a sub-directory with respect to the directory
where the RTCU-IDE program was installed. Please make sure that the file exists in the
current project directory, and that the VINCLUDE environment variable has not been
corrupted. If the environment variable is corrupted, please re-install the RTCU-IDE
program.

Error opening file: "filename" (file locked ?)
The filename is currently opened by another program, and is not currently accessible.
Please close the file in the other program.

Base specified is illegal (must be: 2,8 or 16)
Please examine the section Constants to see the proper way of declaring numerical
constants.

Constant is illegal!
Please examine the section Constants to see the proper way of declaring numerical
constants.

Unterminated string encountered
A string has not been terminated with the " symbol. Please look at the string section for proper string usage.

Size of local variables exceeds the target systems run-time stack size!
The number of local variables in a function exceeds the maximum space available.
The stack size is 128 bytes for SMALL memory model RTCU and 256 bytes for LARGE memory model RTCU and
X32 model RTCU.
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7.3. Fault codes
more than 64kB
A fault occurs when the RTCU unit is not able to continue because of a severe error, either in the VPL program or
some other condition detected by the firmware.
An example is if the VPL application tries to make a divide by zero operation. That will be caught by the firmware and
the unit will enter a fault state where the LED's of the unit is flashing rapidly. The fault code will also be saved in the
units fault log with timestamp. The fault log can be retrieved using the Unit->Data->Fault Log dialog.
It is possible to instruct the firmware to automatically reset the unit after a certain time when a fault has occured using
the boardSetFaultReset() function.

The table below describes the possible Fault codes.

Fault code#
1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
128

129
130

131
132
135

136
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Description
Unspecified error.
Should not occur.
Not a valid VSX image.
The program image in the unit is invalid, probably because of an interruption in the programming
of the unit.
Out of memory.
The program in the unit requieres more memory than available to execute.
Index error.
The program in the unit has made an illegal index into an array.
Illegal opcode.
Most likely an attempt to use a feature not available in the firmware (like multithreading or EIS)
Illegal string-id referenced.
Can be caused by misuse of strings assignments from multiple threads. See the section on
STRING.
Dynamic string reference illegal (not owner of string).
Dynamic string-allocation failed due to illegal size request.
Most likely the program has attempted to create a STRING larger than 254 characters.
Dynamic string allocation failed.
Maximum number/size of the dynamic strings has been exceeded. See also STRING.
Reference-decrement on no-reference dynamic string detected.
Divide by zero.
A division by zero operation has occured.
Stack overflow.
String memory arena has been destroyed.
Flash write error.
The write to Flash has failed, probably because of to many write cycles to either the Flash
Persistent memory or
the dataloggger.
GSM: Invalid PIN code.
Pin code set by the Unit->Setup->GSM Parameters or gsmSetPIN() is not correct.
GSM: SIM PUK required.
To many attempt with the wrong PIN code. The PUK code must be entered using a normal
mobile phone.
GSM: SIM PIN2 required.
The PUK2 code must be entered using a normal mobile phone.
GSM: SIM PUK2 required.
The PUK2 code must be entered using a normal mobile phone.
Memory allocation error.
The allocated dynamic strings in the program uses to much memory (more than 64kB), or the
allocated CHANNEL data in the program uses to much memory (more than 20.000 Bytes).
GSM: Missing PIN code.
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137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
169
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The SIM card is expecting af PIN code, but no PIN code has been set.
A PIN code can be set either from the RTCU IDE or using the gsmSetPIN() function.
GSM: Module power off failed.
GSM: Low-level recovery reset.
GPRS: Recovery boot #1.
GPRS: Recovery boot #2.
GPRS: Recovery boot #3.
Battery charger failed. Charger permanently stopped.
User Watchdog timeout. Unit resetting.
GSM: SIM-card has been re-inserted.
Incompatible firmware.
The firmware programmed into the unit is not compatible. Please upgrade to a later version.
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8. Technical Documentation, Programming cables
The following pages gives information regarding programming cables used to communicate with the units.

8.1. M2M Control C300 and C400
The RS232 connector found on most RTCU units, is used for downloading new programs, configuration etc from a
standard PC, using one of the RTCU tools, available from www.m2m-services.de. Below you will find the connections
needed to make this cable yourself.

The connector is a standard RJ-11 connector, with 6 pins.
Typically, the connector looks like this (some units have a straight connector, others have a 90 deg. angled
connector):
1

6

Frontview of
connector on RTCU

Pin 1: +5V from RTCU, do not connect !
Pin 2: TxD from RTCU
Pin 3: Gnd
Pin 4: RxD to RTCU
Pin 5: Not connected
Pin 6: RS232 Detect, connect to Pin 3, Gnd
When connecting an RTCU to a standard 9 pin SUB-D serial port on a PC, the following connections needs to be
made:

NOTE: If the Serial port functions are used, and the connection to the RTCU unit should be via the RS232 port, a
normal programming cable as specified above can NOT be used. In order to enable the Serial port functions to work,
the Pin 6 (RS232 Detect) must NOT be connected (This signal is connected to Gnd on a normal programming cable).
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8.3. M2M Control C500
The RS232 connector found on the C400 units, is used for downloading new programs, configuration etc from a
standard PC, using one of the RTCU tools, available from www.m2m-services.de. Below you will find the connections
needed to make this cable yourself.

The cable uses a SUB-D9 female in both ends of the cable.
The connections to be made are:

NOTE: If the Serial port functions are used, and the connection to the RTCU unit should be via the RS232 port, a
normal programming cable as specified above can NOT be used. In order to enable the Serial port functions to work,
the Pin 6 (RS232 Detect) in both ends, must NOT be connected (This signal is connected to Gnd on a normal
programming cable).
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8.4. M2M Control C600 and C350
The RS232 connector found on the RTCU unit, is used for downloading new programs, configuration etc from a
standard PC, using one of the RTCU tools, available from www.m2m-services.de. Below you will find the connections
needed to make this cable yourself.
The cable use a SUB-D9 female in one end of the cable for connection to the PC, and a 6 pin TYCO Connector
house in the other end.
The connections to be made are:

NOTE: If the Serial port functions are used, and the connection to the RTCU unit should be via the RS232 port, a
normal programming cable as specified above can NOT be used. In order to enable the Serial port functions to work,
the Pin 5 on the SUB-D9 and Pin 2 on the TYCO Connector house (RS232 Detect), must NOT be connected (This
signal is connected to Gnd on a normal programming cable).
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9. Quick start guide
9.1. Quick start guide
This is a short guide that will help you get your RTCU unit wired, and the RTCU-IDE software installed, so you can
start developing RTCU applications ! This is only a short guide, for complete documentation please refer to the online
documentation.
Depending of the type of RTCU unit you have, there are some differences in the connection of power and I/O's to the
unit. For the precise description of the different types of RTCU units, please refer to the seperate technical
documentation for the actual RTCU unit used.
How to get started:
To install and use a RTCU unit, you will need the following:
1) A powersupply.
Please look at the technical description for the RTCU unit you are using, but for all models a powersupply that is able
to deliver 12 to 24 VDC will be sufficient. Some of the RTCU units have a wider voltage range, but all units will be
safe with 12 to 24 VDC. Current capabilities for the powersupply should minimum be 0.5 Amp. Units that have a
230VAC input, can normally also be supplied from a low voltage DC source.
2) If your RTCU unit has a GSM module installed:
A GSM 900/1800 MHz antenna. This antenna should be specified for the 900/1800 MHz GSM bands. The connector
used depends on the type of RTCU unit you are using, some have a TNC Female or a SMA Female. Your distributor
can supply you with a suitable GSM antenna.
In case of a units with a quad-band GSM module installed a suitable antenna specified for 850/900/1800/1900 Mhz
muse be used.
A SIM card. This must be a SIM card that is able to function at 3V. Some older SIM cards can only work at 5V.
Please make sure that you have a 3V capable card.
3) A programming kit:
The programming kit consists of a programming cable, that connects the RTCU to the free serial port (COM port) on
your PC. Included in the programming kit is also a CD containing the complete RTCU-IDE program, which is used
for the development of RTCU projects.
4) A free Serial port (COM port) on your PC:a
In order to upload projects to the RTCU unit, you will ned one free Serial port on your PC. The standard programming
cable included in the Programming Kit from the distributor, is a 9-pin type, which is the typical connector found on
most PC's today. If you have a 25-pin connector on your PC, you will need to buy an adapter, that will convert the 25pin connector to the required 9-pin type.

5) A PC:
Your PC must fullfill the following (minimum) requirements:
• Pentium 133 MHz
• Minimum 32 MByte RAM
• Minimum 30 MByte free space on harddisk
• A CDROM drive
• Windows NT/2000/XP/Vista
• 1 free RS232 serial port (COM port)

To install the RTCU-IDE Integrated Development Environment, insert the CDROM with the RTCU-IDE program in the
CDROM drive of your PC. This will automatically start the installation program. If the auto-start feature are disabled
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on your PC, you will have to start the installation program manually. To do so, start the Windows Explorer program,
and navigate to your CDROM drive to show the contents of the CD. Find the program named "Setup.exe" and
double-click on it to start the installation process. Then follow the instructions on the screen. If you don't have a CD
with the RTCU-IDE program, you can always download the most current version for free from the RTCU website at:
www.m2m-services.de. Look under the "download" section, and follow the instructions.
At the end of the installation, you will be asked to let the installation program reboot your PC. After the PC has
rebooted, you can start the RTCU-IDE program from the "Start" menu, the RTCU-IDE program will be named
"RTCU-IDE".
The first time you start the RTCU-IDE program, and when you upgrade the RTCU-IDE to a newer version, you will be
asked to register the program, by filling in some information. This is to enable us to supply you with information about
new versions of the program, new products etc.
After the program starts, you can access the online help from the "Help" menu item. A good place to start is at the
"Tutorial" section. This will illustrate the complete development process of a RTCU project, and will guide you thru the
complete process, from developing the program, building it, simulation, and finally to upload the project to your RTCU
unit. This section is also included in this manual.
If you have any problems with your RTCU products, please let us know, and we will do our very best to help you !
Please see the contact information page.
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10. Contact information
You can contact us in one of the following ways:
M2M Control
by Infranet Technologies GmbH

Tempowerkring 2
21079 Hamburg
Germany
Phone:
Fax:

+49 (0)40 696 47 - 260
+49 (0)40 696 47 - 259

Web:

www.m2mcontrol.de

Email:

info@m2mcontrol.de

Support: support@m2mcontrol.de
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